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INTRODUCTION 

t·· . 

\hdb~;ikRJWh~w I survived, but I am the onLy one who can be alive. All the women 
\,/.- .... ,,::: ....... ':.: .. . 

;!JqrnirnyviLLagedied in the fire. I still can't believe that I'm Lucky enough to have 

'~~~~~~dth~g~tesof hell. 

~~,A'~4@i\idr()f~factory fire in China 
y" . 

i~p.;iQ,~~yeIIlber 1993, a fire engulfed a factory in Shenzhen, China, run by a 
;\ :"'t' •. :~";:~\:'::"""":',::.:/:'':'':' .. :.:.:': ' .... . 

~~?qf:~?,ngs~bcontractor to a European toy maker, a brand famous in both 

i!t~.:.,~.~tuS0l'ean markets. The blaze killed over eighty workers, all but two 
r~{~erilfe~ale.Fifty others were seriously burned and another twenty were 
rW),~r~di1:;h~tragedy shocked Chinese society as well as the international 

~~Wmm4~ity,asifit were the first trauma inflicted by global capital in reform

I~~~\~~i#~itridas if the mass media had suddenly awakened to acknowledge 
itii~,~~~~fosts to rural migrant workers that had been paid as the price of 
~~~pidecori6mic development. l However, the dream of mode~nity in Chinese 
~r,x:"t/:.;.:>·:::-:.:::;··?i?/·::···::,::··:··:··::·>:". ':"", 
~~p¢iety7'":iliegreat belief in capital and the market, especially after the illusory 
!iW~f~;;.::¥:t·~ .\:.)};'\»' ,";".: ;:".:': :', -:.:: . ," . 
~pio,~is~~ftheChinese state and the Communist Party-is permanently 
~u!¥c;tjbe:dwit:hfactory fires, which burn with the hopes and desires, as well as 
".j,,,:,.;,,\,;,::;,.,> ,'., 
!:m:~,~XiIsqfpqsts6cialist development, and in which the sacrifice of ordinary 

~p:~,qp.l~~pcls~~altern classes are seen as a must for development. Chance had 

1~t9?~~~m~~?!l1eet one of the factory's workers, Xiaoming, who of all the 
illWgr~nt~oIIienworkers from her village was the only one to survive the fire. 
~~~?\ '., .:':">~>::::\"'::.::.:'.::"':': 
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It was both the survivor, Xiaoming, and the blaze, which caused the collapse 

of the factory building but never dashed the dreams of the young Chinese 

dagongmei, the migrant working daughters that drove me to write this. 

volume. I am still not sure, however, whether it is those survivors who lived 

on with dreams and desires, or the fire and the deaths that most moved me 

toward the present book. 

In assembling this inescapable social violence on women's lives, I started 

the long journey in search of a Chinese worker-subject within the trajectory 

of China's state socialist system's incorporation into global capitalism. I also 

wanted to articulate a possible minor genre of social resistance in contempo

rary China, a country that is rapidly transforming itself into a "world fac

tory" for global production by providing to investors a great quantity of 

cheap labor and natural resources. Fire, pain, and memory flash across 

Xiaoming's life story, highlighting an epochal trauma and the social re

sistance that runs through the lives of dagongmei in this time of restructur

ing Chinese society. 

More than ten years have passed since the blaze. Xiaoming's life still 

shimmers in my mind, offering both shadow and light as I try to glimpse the 

birth and struggle of a new social body-the dagongmei in a rapidly glob

alizing China. I met Xiaoming in a hospital. Her body was completely 

burned-all of her skin was seared and charred-but left behind was a pretty 

face with glinting, innocent eyes. She looked weak but very calm. During my 
visits, she told me about herself and her life in her village at home: 

Kids liked to fight, to jump, to sing. But I liked to dance, so I figured I could 

be a dancer someday .... 

It's not easy to get to my village. It's in a mountainous area that no train 

or bus can reach. You have to walk about an hour to reach my home .... 

I have no idea of how to go back home now .... 

People there are poor, but very simple ... there is almost no trust in the 
city. I don't like city people. 

For a couple of years, I helped my parents by doing farm work and 
housework. Young people nowadays no longer like tilling the fields. I didn't 

either. Everybody said working "on the outside" was fun and I could earn a 
lot more money that way. 

In 1990, I left with some fellow villagers and took a job in a garmeIlt 

plant in Shenzhen. That was my first time looking for a job. I was very 

scared when I was given an interview and tested by the management. Many 

people competed for jobs in the factory, and I felt I was alone fighting for it. 
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Itold myself to be grown-up, as I had to take care of myself with or 

Without fellow villagers in the same plant. I was placed in a tiny bunk in the 

factory dorm and I knew nobody. At that time, I understood the often-said 

ziWei (feeling) ofleaving home that means you have nobody to depend on 

btit'YOurself. 
Butgetting out for the first time was still exciting-the big city, the 

skYscrapers, the shops, and so many people .... It was like watching a film, 

and I was there. Everything was interesting to me, and I found myself to be 
... 

verYrustic and innocent .... 

Btlt I wasn't happy with my first job. The factory, which was owned by a 

Taiwariese boss, often put off paying our wages. We were supposed to get 

paid em the first day of each month, but they were often late, sometimes a 

niol1th,sOmetimes two months .... At least the pay wasn't lower than in 

thebthei factories. I could make about 300 yuan [US$38] each month . 
.. ····I1eft the factory in May 1991 and was introduced by my cousin to the toy 

c~n,pany. It was a big plant .... We worked very hard, from sunrise to 

rriidnight, twelve hours a day. Every day I would be worn out, all my energy 

gone ... ; But I felt happy there. I had dozens of relatives and friends; we 

chatted a lot and helped each other. 

Frorri that point on, I never thought of working in another factory .... 

Every three months I could send about 600 yuan back to my hometown to 

myJatheras well as keep a few hundred for myself. I thought I could work 

thereforat least another few years. 

Bufthen the fire happened, the fire. 2 

nc::verexpected to meet Xiaoming, a twenty-one-year-old migrant 

:~K:freshfrom a village in Hubei, a relatively poor region of China. 

uSrl~~s worried that recalling memories of the fire would be too 

:ul~for~er, we chatted about her childhood, her family, and her work 
dence inShenzhen. Many years later, after I had returned to the field 

l1~henzhen, I still could not forget Xiaoming's face and voice: 

IWass3tisfied with my job in the toy plant. It was terribly hard work, but 

*eh~dfuri too . 

. We hada plan. Before we went back home for marriage. we were going 

tosa~emoney to go to Beijing. It was such a big dream. 
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Social traumas such as factory fires adumbrate social violence in general, as 
well as the specific triple oppressions of the Chinese dagongmei by global 
capitalism, state socialism, and familial patriarchy that work hand in hand 
to produce particular labor exploitations along lines of class, gender, and··· 
rural-urban disparity. These triple oppressions-political, economic, and .... 

sociocultural-reinforce one another as.they present new configurations 
specific to Chinese society at the opening of the socialist system to global···· 
production. While these oppressions are still attached to their own cultural 
and social conditions, they are rapidly shifting and being remade, eagerly 

looking for new matrices of power and practices to regulate society. The 
repositioning of China as a "world factory" in the new international division··· 

of labor is without doubt a project of global capital, which provides the 
bedrock for nurturing a new Chinese working class in general, and a new·· 

worker-subject, the Chinese dagongmei, in particular (Lee 1995, 1998; Jacka 
1998; Pun 1999; Xu 2000). Cheap labor and low prices for land are not the 
only reasons for the current relocation of transnational capital to China. 

Diligent, well-educated Chinese women workers who are willing to toil for 
twelve hours each day, who are suitable for just-in-time global production, 
and who are potential consumers for global products are all factors that 
contribute to tempting transnational capital to relocate to China (Croll 1995; 

Davis 2000; Chen et a1. 2001; Pun 2003; Yan 2003). 

The lives of Chinese dagongmei have to be understood against this larger 
development, which consists of two reactionary forces in China. The first. 
force is comprised of the changing modes of social regulation and political·.·. 
engineering of society by the party-state, and the second is the increasing 

capitalization or. marketization of socialist society, embroidered with the· 
hegemonic eulogy of the "search for modernity" or "quest for globality" and 

branded with the slogan yu quanqiu jiegui ("setting China on the track of 
globalization"). At one time the central component in understanding Chi~ •. 
nese society was the party-state planning nexus. Now it is the party-state 
market complex-with its enlarged power blocs and blurred boundaries 
among political and business elites-that drives ongoing conflicts and ten~ 
sions in Chinese society, inevitably generating new social forces and social 

resistances. The rapid changes in China in the past two decades-the open~ 
ing of the country to global capital and the introduction of market mecha" 
nisms to rescue the declining legitimacy of the party-state, and thus the 

contractual engineering of society by both market and state-inflict double 
wounds and triple oppressions on Chinese society. The hybrid marriage Of 
state power and global capital generates new forms of control on both the 
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societaLand individual levels. This time, land and labor, nature and human 
life,ilieallmarketed as commodities for sale, not merely by the "capitalist" 

mar¥et~~t by the "socialist" party-state. However, the decentering of central 
powerllndthe weakening of the ideological apparatus are far from repre
sellting3:"retreat of the state" in regulating social life in reform China (Shue 
1988).~ather, the worn-out yet still-existing hukou system (the population 
'registrysystem); the parochial nature of urban governments with expanding 
administrative power; the strict control of the population ahd economic 
devel6pment;and repressive measures against independent labor organiza

tionsalldictate a specific process of proletarianization and struggle in con

:tempoi~r}'China. 

Tra.~sience is the dominant characteristic of the lives of Chinese dagong
mei.Ih~irstay in the urban factories is often short term-four to five years 
onaveraFe:This transient working life is not the choice of the women 
;migrantworkers but rather is a consequence of the legacy of socialist control 

and the residue of the Chinese patriarchal family. Structurally bound by the 
state,tlt~hukou registry system ties the fate of the dagongmei to their rural 

plate 9t~irth. Thus Chinese migrant workers, often called mingong (peasant 
;w:orker~)'i~re deprived of the basic right to stay in the cities, to establish 
familiespandto enjoy proper education, medical care, and other social 

:welfare~!st~ms to which urban residents are entitled.3 This results in the 
,Wi,despreadutilization of dormitory labor in the industrial or developing 
,zonesiriChinese urban areas, by which both foreign and local enterprises 

inaxil11,iz~'\VOrking time and extract labor power without worrying about 
:the repI'Cldllction oflabor in the long run. Hence the temporary use of Chi

neseJ~~?l"isinstitutionally legitimated by the Chinese state, whose hukou 
system;~beitchanging, provides population and labor control that favors 
global and private capital. 

The exploitative features of the system are further inscribed with local 

s()ciala~~cultural configurations that perpetuate the temporary use of 
·Jabodriglobal workplaces in Shenzhen as well as in other economic de
/velopm.ent:iones, The Chinese patriarchal family, although 'rapidly changing 

iri,the}7foI'Ihperiod,4 still seriously constrains the life course of Chinese 
ruralw9rnen;especially in terms of education, household division of labor, 

:;wage la§?r,and the timing of marriage. The majority of the women migrant 
'Woikets,p~()most often are young and single, still have to struggle to make 
;,theiro~~edsions about wage work and marriage. A woman's mid- to late 
?tWenties}stypically the point at which the family decides whether to allow a 
\woman to work in the urban areas (Pun 2000). Beyond this age the delay in 
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"marrying out" will be considered too high a cost to pay. Short-term wage 
work thus is expected in the premarital life cycle for most village girls. 
Quitting work for marriage and then returning to village life is still the 

shared feature of most migrant working daughters, although this common 
fate is not without resistance. The golden period of youth, between the ageS 
of eighteen and twenty-five, is thus subsumed by the expropriation of global 
capitalism and the state socialist system, which is continuously in favor of 

urban and industrial development. 
Taking a path different from Western proletarianization, the Chinese 

migrant workers did not launch open confrontations with capitalist man~ 
agement, nor were they able to become a significant political force, because 
any formal attempt to organize or form an independent trade union would 
have been vigorously suppressed by the Chinese government (Chan 2001; 

Lau 2001). However, although the formation of an organized working-class 
force was curtailed, if opportunities emerged the migrant workers did not 
hesitate to initiate short-lived, spontaneous strikes and collective actions 
that were generally unrecorded. Transience and liminality as the dominant 
characteristics of migrant working life also raised barriers to nurturing 
over time a collective class force in the cities. However, in a situation in 
which confrontational collective actions were severely contained and politi:' 
cally suppressed, a motley collection of transgressive actions, ranging from 

common workplace defiance to everyday tactics of resistance, sprouted and 
spread (see Liu 1996; Lee 1998b; Blecher 2002; Perry 2002). 

Individual migrant workers like Xiaoming, the survivor of the fire, 

seemed to understand well their situation. Xiaoming knew that she would 
encounter the same impasse as other working daughters: a choice between a 
single life as a worker in the city and married life in the village. Neverthe~ 
less, she and her friends had other thoughts. They knew that after marriage 

they would be forced to stay in the village of their husband for the rest of 
their lives probably without another chance to work in the city.s Therefore; 

around the time of the 1992 New Year holiday, their wish became a plan: save 
money for a tour of Beijing, the capital, before they were married out. The 
everyday tactics of dagongmei, always lively, situational, and collective, corri~ 

posed a new symphony of migrant workers' transgression in contemporary 

China (Certeau 1984; Scott 1990). And thus Xiaoming began to save money 
for herself. By late autumn 1993,· after sending money to her family, she 

had 500 yuan. One chilly day, however, the fire burned the money and 
the dream. 
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:. ... ;.: .. : .... 

'SciCialActor or (lass Subject? 

Xiaoming'spassage to becoming a dagongmei coincided with the social 

transfotillation that began in the early 1980s, as the state socialist regime of 
(:onterl1p()raryChina launched the shift from a rigid planned economy to a 
marketecoriol11Y. The quest for modernity (or "globality:' to use the new 
l;mguage) in China's postsocialist period opened Chinese society to private 
,;mdglobalcapital and allowed the capitalist apparatus and relations to 
;regulateriot only economic life but also social and cultural life. The first 

~road issue that runs through this book is that of the change in individual 

livesin>~>e>Wake of China's search for modernity and globality in the reform 
period.,]nasociety in transition, what does the hybrid mixture of state 

~ociaIistandcapitalist relations ask individual bodies to live up to? What sort 
'()f new> subjects, new identities, and new relationships of power and re
>~i,stanceeII1erge? 
;:;, In Critique to Modernity, Alain Touraine remarks: "We are all embarked 

sW,ltheadventure of modernity; the question is whether we are galley slaves 

:~r passepgers with luggage who travel in hope, as well as being aware of the 
pJ;'eakswewill have to make" (1995, 201). Alain Touraine highlights the 
iparadoxMthe hegemonic project of globality by arguing that "the contem

P9caryworldaccepts modernity by an overwhelming majority"; "almost all 
ppc:ietieshavebeen penetrated by new forms of production, consumption 
andcoirlIll.llnication"; and in some cases, "even when leaders denounce their 

Fountrf'~penetration by the market economy, the people welcome it;' espe
,fially 3.lll0ng the poor or unemployed workers (1995,201-202). An eagerness 
'1'0 articulate a modern imagination is demonstrated as much by the Chinese 
~~ateasbytheChinese migrant workers. This process of globalizing moder

pity is bynomeans a simple process of universalizing new forms of produc
Jion,c()nsurnption, and communication, and no doubt it requires more 
~,ophist:l2atedstudies that should seriously take into consideration the force 
9fimiversalization on the one hand and of disjunction and cultural differ

,~nc:esontheother (Appadurai 1996). Theorizing these tWo forces not as 
~ppositionalbut as multilayered, criss-crossing, and overlapping, some
Wnes cooperating, sometimes confrontational, and sometimes retreating, is 
'l1lorehelpfuljn trying to disentangle the competing forces in this process of 
glpbaIizipg China. And if "modernity at large" is a project too big for any 

~sJngle national or individual imagination to contain, then the argument for 
;m,,"aIternativeversion of Chinese modernity" based on a conventional 
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nation -state or a political agenda of the state as a unit of analysis is also very 

problematic (Ong and Nonini 1997; RofelI999). 
Becoming dagongmei, a journey of subject making in this project of 

modernity at large (Appadurai 1996), conjures up a new dialogic space 

where the force of universalism and the force of historical specificity and 
cultural difference can meet and collude in new configurations. The geneaF 
ogy of the new subject, the dagongmei, derives insights from Foucault's 

"techniques of the self;' in which he clearly argues for attending to "the 
procedures, which no doubt exist in every single society, suggested or pre; 
scribed to individuals in order to determine their identity, maintain it, oJ: 

transform it in terms of a certain number of ends, through relations of self
mastery or self-knowledge" (1997, 87). Foucault suggests a kind of project 
that can articulate the intersection of two themes: a history of subjectivity 

and an analysis of forms of "govern mentality" (87-88). On the issue of 
subjectivity, we have to ask how the subject was established at different: 
moments and in different institutional contexts as a possible, desirable, or 
even indispensable object of knowledge (87). For the analysis of governmen

tality, what is at stake is not only performing the necessary critique of 
common conceptions of "power:' or analyzing these as a domain of strategic: 
relations focusing on the behavior of the other(s), but also as "the govern .. 

ment of the self by oneself in its articulation with relations with others" (88); 
Nevertheless, Foucault's genealogical projects on the technologies of the self 
are inclined to highlight the detailed techniques of individualizing the sub~ 
ject, which somehow overshadow what he has argued concerning the "artic~ 
ulation of relations with others." If individuation is indeed the central "tech; 

nique" of making a modern self, as many would like us to believe, it is high 
time to review this process not in dichotomized Western or Eastern contexts 

but rather so as to show how this process of subjectivization involves ll. 
project of both atomized individuation and relational subject making. 

I do not intend here to suggest that the Chinese subject is more relational 
and therefore that the Western-oriented model of the individualized selfis 

irrelevent to understanding Chine~e modernity and its subject. On the issll¥ 
of constituting the modern Chinese self as part of the project of modernity 
in general, and of turning Chinese rural migrant bodies into industrial 
workers in particular, there is always a complex dual process: an intensity of 
market forces geared toward an increasing atomization of Chinese individf 
uallives, and a recurrence of social forces entangled in the meshes of guanxi 
(social network), tongxiang (native-place relationship), kinship, family, geIl.~ 

der, age, marital status, and so on (Honig 1986; Hershatter 1986; Perry 1993; 
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Yang 1994). When Xiaoming was placed on the production line in the gar
mentplant, facing multiple examinations and controls by management, she 
wasrioidoubt displaced-separated from her family and tongxiang, who 
were alsO striving for jobs, and alone in facing the imperative of capital, 

whOse techniques were oriented to individuation. The process of entering 
theJactoryat the beginning was a process of individuating the self, letting 

theinrlividual realize that it had recourse to nobody but itself. This struggle 
wasasodal one, a struggle to become dagongmei, but its passage was that of 
a Ion~r,)Gaoming highlighted that learning to be grown-up was to take care 
of herself with or without fellow villagers in the workplace. Indeed, alone

ness was an overwhelming theme repeatedly articulated by the dagongmei in 
their diaries, letters, and various genres of literature. 

While individuating the subject is a project of capital, practicing forms of 
collectivity embedded in social relations or enacted from cultural resources 
are- also persistent "everyday tactics" of women working against market 
forces, both· in early modern China and in the contemporary period. In 

earlY4wentieth-century China the formation of tongxiang enclaves in the 
Shanghai or Tianjin workplaces was an important means of generating 
social identities (albeit fragmented, fluid, and changing), and thus overt or 

coveitsodal actions (Honig 1986; Hershatter 1986; Perry 1993).6 In contem

,porarY9~ina:, women in the foreign-owned workplaces and elsewhere are 
.still very much encircled by tongxiang and kin networks that, although 
!reimaginedand reconstructed, often provide the most intimate and trust
ftilsupports. The distinctions between Cantonese, Chaozhou, and Hakka 
workers, or. the outside workers of provinces like Sichuan, Hunan, or Hubei, 

.still mattered most among the women workers themselves (Tam 1992; Lee 

J998a;rIlI11999). The articulation of tongxiang identity is very much a 
'projectOf cultural performance used by Chinese migrant workers as a coun

-;~rtacticiothe individuation project of capital in the process of Chinese 
:,proletadanization. The process of subjectivization-the making of dagong

Vwei;.....th~sinvolves the multiple elements of atomized individuation and 
;tettain}orms of collectivity specific to Chinese society . 

. ~.1iEmbedded in specific familial relations, the lives of dagongmei in the 
\~eform.)perioclremain very much constrained while also supported by the 
l?:~pidly changing Chinese patriarchal family. These patriarchal relations, as 
ii$ta'cey (i983),Andors (1983), and Wolf (1985) have argued, were never un

;4ermined.bythe socialist revolution in China. The patriarchal family was 
iwaintained throughout Mao's period by patrilocal marriage practices and 

tth:~iUnequalsexlial division of labor in the realm of work and household. 
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The post-Mao family, especially in rural areas, repeated and reenacted patri
archal relations by openly discriminating against female babies as the in
ferior sex and by continuing to pressure daughters to marry out in their 

mid-twenties (Davis and Harrell 1993; Croll 1995). For Chinese women, their 
fates as daughters and wives of men were extensively renegotiated, and 
although little collective resistance to the Chinese patriarchal family was 

recorded (Sheridan and Salaff 1984; Judd 1994), painful individual acts chal
lenging family decisions about work and marriage were numerous in the 
workplace. Touching stories of escape, either from a father's or a husband's 

home, to work in the factory were often shared among the women workers? 
Vacillating between industrial work and rural family, most of the dagongmei 
nevertheless opted for the former and dreamed of staying in the city as long 

as possible. However, when conflicts between these two realms were not 
overt, family and kin supports were still the last resort for the Chinese 
rural migrant workers who had nowhere to turn when problems or diffi~ 
culties arose in their urban industrial work. Nevertheless, these familial 

relations and their cultural practices provisionally helped to keep the indi~ 
viduation process of capital in check and espoused a cultural difference in 
the process of subjectivization and modernity in China. 

In addition to drawing on Foucault's insights on techniques of self, the 
Marxian analysis of class struggle, and women's studies of gender and labor, 
I turn to the work of Alain Touraine and his concept of "social actors" as! 

embark on this dagongmei project. Dagongmei like Xiaoming, working in 
foreign-invested factories, are pioneers in experiencing the deep and rapid 
social transformation of Chinese society-the change from an agricultural 
and state socialist mode of production to an industrial and capitalist mode 
of production. As women, as peasants, and as migrant workers, dagongmei 

are liminal subjects living in a shifting society. They can never be easily CO" 

opted by any dominant language, whether intellectually or politically. As 
Ann Anagnost (1997, 17-44) puts it succinctly, "making the subaltern speak" 
as a revolutionary project in Chinese literary realism in the early twentieth 
century was paradoxically subsumed into a party-state parlance making USe 
of an alienated category of !\1arxist class analysis. While the category of cla.ss 
no longer seems alien in reformed China, the making of the new worker~ 
subject is still far more complicated than a conventional, or worse reified, 
Marxist notion of "class" can discern. 

Maoism, in contrast, placed great emphasis on human agency and cre~ 
ativity and thus was antithetical to the orthodox Marxist analysis of class and 

society. The notion of class was no doubt alien to the Chinese peasantry who 
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forllledthe base of the Chinese Communist revolution, and yet the Com
munist Party persistently proclaimed itself the vanguard of the Chinese 
proletariat; The arbitrary relationships between political symbolism and 

i;lass~l.l~jects were too conspicuous, making the Chinese Communist revo
lutioIll60klike a postmodern project long before postmodernism came into 
play in the field of social analysis. There was too great a gap between the 
signifi~daridthe signifier, and the discrepancy sustained and yet at the same 

~e~c::feated the language of "class" as a meaningful signification, while the 
langriagepersistently and seriously affected the configuration of the Chinese 

subject status.· It is no wonder that the political signification of socialist 

,China~equired mass mobilization from time to time to cover up this dis
crepanCY.The Chinese subject in terms of class identity thus was not under
stood asadistortion, but the interpellation of subject positions demanded a 
:force if allything greater than the economic or material. The dialectics of 
,class relations, Mao believed, required a cultural revolution. 
~(iTheformation of the new social body, Chinese dagongmei, with all of 

'~eirstruggles-rich, heterogeneous, and muitisited-can no longer be de
:~cribed otp()liticized as mere class struggles as the subjects experience, make 
;~ense, react, and project their life trajectories in contemporary China. It 
'iioes I'i?t mean that class analysis is simply outdated as the language of class 
i.s now dUu.tedby the hegemonic discourses of state and capital in the search 
,()ra globalChina. Indeed, it is not that simple. Restructuring class struc

~ures an~relationships is a contemporary project for capital and the newly 
i~Inerge~.elites in Chinese society. And yet the subsumption of class analysis 
;irtordertohide class positions and social privileges is their political strategy. 

\'!'he languag~of class is subsumed so as to clear the way for a neoliberal 
;'~tonomiccliscourse that emphasizes individualism, professionalism, equal 

;:~>I')portHnities,and the open market. Thus the history of class in China is 
'iIoublydisplaced, first by the Chinese state-party and second by the market. 
)~hedoubledisplacement of class is very political in the sense that it helps to 
ifrlmcatethesignification of class experience in rapidly shifting con tempo

~,arr Chillese society. 
';F", As~",e~pon of social struggle class analysis, if useful, can only be reacti
.ya~ed b)'rooting it in class experience from below-that is, in the everyday 
'in:frapolitics of the Chinese workers themselves in confrontation with capital 
;lri1d theil:tarket. 8 Chinese dagongmei, caught in the impasse of triple oppres
;~ioris,h~veto live out their own class experience as part of their life struggles. 

;~dif the Chinese subject has been traumatically interpellated by an alien 
J~guage o(class from above, then dagongmei, as one of the new subjects to 
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emerge at the intersection of global capitalism and the Chinese modernity 

project, invokes a desire for a return to class analysis, which paradoxically 
became a dead language because of its hegemonic nature. I take care here to 

note that it was not class analysis as such that grafted onto the Chinese 

subject the effects of a hegemonic discourse, but instead the very nature ()f 
its political arbitrariness from above. If class analysis is already a dead lan

guage in today's China, the rearticulation of the new subjectivity, which I 

will describe below as dagong, in postsocialist China is nevertheless a timely 

project. 

Becoming the Oagong Subject 

Dagong denotes a process of turning individuals into working subjects, 

particularly for a capitalist "boss." The term mei further registers the work

ing subjects with a gendered identity in a specific context. Imported froII1 

the Cantonese in Hong Kong, where labor relations are mainly regulated by 

the market, dagong simply means "working for the boss;' a term that power~ 

fully connotes the commodification of labor, or the exchange of labor for 

a wage (Lee 1998a). The terms dagongmei (working girls) and dagongzai 
(working boys), used extensively over the past two decades, contrast with the 

term gongren, the proletariat, a far more popular usage in Mao's period, and 

one that denoted a highly privileged class status in Chinese society that was 
out of the reach of the Chinese peasantry. The state propaganda stated that 

gongren, the proletariat class, were the masters of the country; they were not 

the alienated.Iabor that Marx said existed in capitalist societies. The gongreri 

as an ideal type was a new kind of subject produced by the Chinese socialist 

state to liberate labor from alienation and to fully actualize itself in the 

process of production. In reality, in the past three decades of state socialist 

experience the Chinese gongren worked virtually for the state, with the state 

as a "socialist boss" providing not only wages but permanent employmerit, 

housing, medical care, and education for the younger generation (Walder 

1986). It was nevertheless a special type of state socialist labor relations that 

struggled to change capitalist labor relations. 

Dagong means not just a departure from the socialist boss but also the 

coming of new bosses from global capitalist societies. No longer under the 

protection of the state, dagong also refers to casual labor-labor that can be 

dismissed at will, that can be replaced by anyone who is willing to sell his or 
her labor for a lower price. The value of dagong, if any, is determined by 
market forces and its surplus value is extracted as a component of capitaliSt 
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protl.t.tnother words, the term dagong signifies the change to capitalist 
labOl:telations and the dagongzai/mei is a new configuration imbued with 
anawai"eneSs oflabor exploitation and class consciousness. 

"HClW'ca.rithis new dagong subject develop its subjectivities and identities 
Ul away that can be completely differentiated from its previous class sub

J!!ii·-·the gongten of the state socialist period? And how can the making of 
t}l1sne~911inese worker-subject derive dynamics and «life tactics" from 
below that cannot readily be subsumed into any single political agenda? 
:Flirther,whatmodalities of transgression, individually or collectively, can be 

'form~latedwithout anchoring them in any «teleological vision" of proletari
aIlizationU'hese are the primary questions that form the core of this book . 
.-

,':; ;Std'p~.e:~of any essentialized connotation of class, dagongmei is a specific 
iWorkercsubject not only embodied with production relations but also social 

'¥id c:ulturaldiscourses, consumption relations, social networks, familial 

:~elatio~s'i~ender tropes, and social resistances. If the class subject is a project 
()fo~eriI1g,with an inclination to externalize onto others an abstraction 
,that teridersaccess to political maneuvers, then the dagong subject is a 
',~~retumt() th.eactor" who, as Alain Touraine argues, is "a call to transform 

,the seifilltoa social actor" (1995,207), and as such strives to resist both state 
pdwera#,d/market forces.9 It is a return to individual experience and the 
.ie3J.izati6ri<6f the individual's position in relation to others. From that real
!fiati~n the individual decides to take action, either as an individual or as a 

:Sollecthr~.I~jS the firm return to oneself, and the mastery of the subject's 

'~ight,th~t~an be safeguarded against political arbitrariness. And if dagong
~eiisafernale worker-subject, the social resistance generated by the subject 
;~hould not be reduced to class struggle only, for it is not a workers' struggle 

t«Sdefin;?irifhe traditional sense, where the workers' autonomy and dignity 

!~gainstst~tecmd capital, and women's rights against patriarchal culture, are 
fdefended;'.As such, this collective resistance is at once a social conflict and a 
;~u1tura1 project. 

:Subject/oesire, and Transgression 
(.:~[:.:' .' : 
":;.' 
r:>"·"' : .. " .... 

~'l)teepisode()f the factory blaze that I describe at the opening of this book 

(~~ntaillsnearly all of the crucial story lines that need to be disentangled in 
~hecharte:rkfollowing. First, the great force of rural-to-urban migration 
f~eetswiili.theadvent of global production in contemporary China. Indus
lffi3I capitalism simultaneously manipulates wants, lacks, and desires and 
;?nshrinesthemamong the Chinese peasantry, who not only dream of be-
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coming industrial producers but also modern consumers. The creation of 
desire and lack is an art of the market economy that, in the words of Gilles 
Deleuze and Felix Guattari, "involves deliberately organizing wants and· 

needs (manque) amid an abundance of production; making all of desire 
teeter and fall victim to the great fear of not having one's needs satisfied"· 
(1984,28). The desire to be dagongmei, shown by the great flux of mobility 
to the urban industrial zones, traces the politics of capitalist production in 
manipulating social lack and generating the desire of Chinese rural workers 
to fill the void. This void, nevertheless, as the genealogy of the rural-urban 
disparities, regional and gender inequalities, shows, is historically and in~ 

stitutionally fixed by the Chinese socialist system (Perry and Wong 1985; 

Selden 1993; Solinger 1993,1999; Stacey 1983; Wolfl985; Croll 1985, 1994). The 
urge and eagerness of the young women to leave their rural hometowns, 

forms a picture far more complicated than the simple explanation that 
current migration flows in reform China are dictated by the logic of poverty 
or surplus rural labor (West and Zhao 2000; Zhang 200lC). Poverty, or on· 

the other hand abundance (surplus labor), as crystallized forms of social· 

lack, are produced and organized by the power of state and capital. Poverty, 
especially the huge gap between urban and rural societies, is artificially and 
historically made and, most important, is something that needs to be con~ 
sumed and refilled. 

The depreciation of agricultural work and its contrast with industrial 
production hinted that the politics of difference, hierarchy, and othering are 
involved in the process of producing the new industrial subjects of dagong

mei (Pun 1999). Rural bodies, often imagined as rough, dirty, rustic, or lazy, 
are contrasted with the sharpness and dextrousness of industrial bodies who 
are often said to be young, female, single, and particularly suited to the new 
international division of labor, as illustrated by many studies on women 
workers and industrial capitalism (Nash and Fernandez-Kelly 1983; Kulig 

1983; Leacock and Safa 1986; Ong 1987; Lamphere 1987; Rosen 1987; Hsiung 
1996). The constitution of new selves and identities is an act of power (Lai 

clau 1990) and a process of seif-subjectivization, exclusion, and displace~> 
ment (Foucault 1988) that involves the deployment of institutional cori·: 
troIs, disciplinary techniques, the art of naming, and the power oflanguage 

(Kondo 1990). To construct new industrial subjects in the workplace, old 
socialist and rural beings are constandy devalued, downgraded, and for-. 
saken. Rural bodies, especially non-Cantonese speakers, are imagined as 
abject subjects-that is, the dark flip side of the new, modern, and desirable 

identity. Existing social differences such as those between rural and urban, 
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horthand south, male and female, and married and single are all manipu
lated to maintain, extend, or modify the new power of domination and 
hierarchies. Dagongmei, as a new identity and as a cultural artifact, is pro
ducedatthe particular moment when the global capitalist machine comes to 
fruition in post-Mao China; it marks the beginning of a new phase of 
proletarianization regulated by market, state, and social forces. 

IfI<:arI Marx has already pointed out that the division between town and 
c()llntry is the basis of the accumulation of capital, I add that sexual differ

enceisanother requirement, especially in the age of global manufacturing 

(Nash and Safa 1976; Ong 1987; Stitcher and Parpart 1990; Ward 1990). Mao's 

Chi~~highlighted class while negating sexual differentiation; reform China, 
o11tlieother hand, is marked .by the proliferation of sexual discourses and 

feJIlaIehodily images (Croll 1995; Evans 1997). Capitalist production and 
consumption rely on a sexual discourse as the basis of the system of differ

ellceand hierarchy. Xiaoming was recruited not only because she was a rural 
,migrant worker but also because she was a female who was imagined relative 

tcrmillesto be easier to regulate and control. Foreign-owned electronic 
manufacturing compounds in China are metaphorically depicted as peach 
orchards;where female adolescents wait for men to pursue them. The bio

p~~eriofthe production machine has no interest in a general body; it is 
interested only in a particular body, a feminine body, that is imagined as 
more obedient, tolerant, and conforming to the factory machine. 

Bufdagongmei is far from a simple cultural artifact, an effect of power 

andifi~course, or a gender construct. As a worker-subject dagongmei is a 
subject over which the process of subjectivation fights with the process of 
subject making and the struggle for a return to the actor. The political 

techniques of control over rural bodies meet with the tremendous desire of 

Chm~sepeasants to liberate themselves from their long-segregated lives, and 
hence act . as agents in changing their lives. Dagongmei, as a specifically 

Chinese subaltern, embod.ies the dual process of domination and resistance 
and.ismarked by various forms of collaboration, transgression, and defiance 

that.~~gether come to make up its complex, dissident, and heterogeneous 
subjects'(Certeau 1984; Guha and Spivak 1988; Scott 1990; Willis 1981). Da
gongIllei is formed of complex, dissenting, and tactical subjects who are up 
against a system of inherently incomplete domination, and who know how 
to locate fissures for transgression within the grids of discipline and power 
(Orlg'1987; Kondo 1990). Before the disciplinary regime, no matter how 
powerless they are, dagongmei are more than simply docile bodies. Rather, 

they areaIso tactical and resistant bodies, confronting domination, some-
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times covertly, sometimes overtly, and sometimes successfully subverting or 
breaking down disciplinary power. I do not want here to romanticize these 
"everyday life practices" (Certeau 1984) or "cultural struggles" (Ong 1991), 

but the stories and the experiences, the pains and the suffering, the screams· 
and the dreams of the women workers on the shop floor reveal an intriguing 
portrait of "the politics and poetics of transgression" (Pun 2000). 

Field Site and Field Worker 

The field is a labyrinth for most ethnographers, and the attraction of the 

labyrinth comes from temptations that are often culturally and spatially 
specific. My urge to work in a factory and to act as a dagongmei is definitely 
subjective and loaded with ideological burdens. The search for identification 
with the female workers helps to prop up my intellectual and "radical" 
fantasy of resisting the irresistible advent of global capitalism. The. work-· 
place, I believe, is the "right" space in which the female bodies of dagongmei;· 

this project, and myself will be properly situated. The mushrooming of· 
global factories in the Shenzhen special economic zone demonstrates the·. 
rapid transformation of Chinese society over the last decade. These factories •... 
provide the best places to see how the microphysics of capitalist forces and 
state socialist relations produced the new subjects of dagongmei. I decided 

to intrude into one of them and start my nomadic ethnographic journey. 
The failure of Mayfair Yang's (1994) attempt to get into a factory in China by 
using introductions from state bureaucratic agents warned me against con~ . 

tacting any state organs. My identity as a Hong Kong person, rather, helped 
me to make connections with these factories, because more than 80 percent 
of factories in Shenzhen are owned by Hong Kong capital. The factory where ... 

I worked in Shenzhen during 1995 and 1996 was an electronics company 
owned by a group of Hong Kong businessmen. For anonymity and aesthetic 
reasons I named it Meteor Electronics Company, in response to a popular 
nickname that for me evoked the rapid changes and epic shifts in contempo
rary Chinese society. A good friend of my family, Mr. Zhou, was the major 
shareholder and the company director, and he approved of my research 

project. 
My enthusiasm for working in a factory was somewhat cooled not asa 

result of the difficulty of getting access to the field but by the postmodeiIl 
critique of the fieldwork experience and later by the daily negotiations in the . 

field site. The postmodern critique as expressed, for example, by Paul Ra
binow (1986), says that there is no "field" as such, and thus that there sholild 
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b~~?"reality" of Chinese society "out there" waiting for me to know and 
understand it. The knowing subject is not value free but is complicitous in 
crea.ting known objects. Foucauldian insights tell me that the making of 
"tfllth"aI1d knowledge is about power, resistance, and social practices. For 
meritisdear that the "field" in China is neither "out there" nor freely and 
arbitrarily constructed by one's own will; rather, it is always historically, 
politically, and locally embedded and located. The field, for me in China, as a 

llvil1.gtext, as an orchestration of moving signs, is definitely not an arbitrary 
constrhct but rather is instantaneously negotiated and enacted by the politi
caFsituation in China; the agency of the field informants; and my experi
entesahd tepresentationsas a novice ethnographer. 

Mj.ia.cC:ess to the field was made possible, nevertheless, by China's open
doofpolicy, which was adopted in 1978. Ethnographers from the outside 
were' in 1978 for the first time allowed to stay in China to do intensive 
fieldwork, albeit under official supervision most of the time. My research 

proposal, written for the factory management in early summer 1995, empha
sizedllnderstanding labor relations and workers' psychology, and thus re

quir~dithat I work on the shop floor and sleep in the workers' dormitory. I 

rec~iy~?\~response from management in August 1995, confirming that I 
could start my fieldwork in two months' time. 

AHho1.Ighmy proposal was accepted, a number of modifications were 
suggested by the company director, Mr. Zhou, who did so for health and 
safety reasons rather than because of political or other sensitive issues. He 
suggested that I work in the general office as a clerk rather than as a worker 

(m~heassembly line. For working hours, he suggested that I leave work at 

5:Obr.~.iaI1d do no overtime work at night. Regarding accommodation and 
fciod~rangements, he suggested that I eat and stay with the Hong Kong staff 

inash~r7dapartinent rather than with the local workers in the dormitory. 
Needless to say, it took me a long time to convince him that his good 
,.intentionswould spoil my research if I could not work and live directly with 
.the production-line workers. He simply took me for an idealistic student 
,who had no . experience of working and thus did not understand the hard
~hipsoffac:tory life. In the end he allowed me to try it out for the first month 

;aI1dre~~j~st my demands afterward if necessary. 

U" .•• "'n~~IfinallY became a full-time worker in November 1995, however, my 
ambitic>ntogo directly to the heart of workers' lives did me little good. I 

thedtC)ptesent myself as a "student trainee" who came to learn the opera
,1ionof t:hefactory system and the lives of women workers, but still most of 
tlie line w()rkers did not trust me during the first month. Instead, I was 
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encircled by the supervisory ranks, such as department managers, foremen, 
and line leaders, who showed much curiosity and interest in me. These 
people were much more educated than the women workers and could imag

ine what research meant. Indeed, they often directed and delineated my 
research interests with their own imaginations. Surprisingly, I was heartily 
helped by these people, as they enthusiastically showed me their work and 
explained to me in detail what they were doing. At first I found myself too 
exhausted to cope with the long working hours because I was not yet used to 
them. Moreover, I was forced to develop too many "friendships" that I did 

not know how to handle. The relationships that I developed with the super
visory staff hindered my communication with the shop floor workers. I was 
always treated as a "special guest" in the workplace, which spoiled my dream 

of becoming a "real" dagongmei. 
Fortunately, after the first month or two the managerial staff's curiosity 

about me began to wane, and as days went by I became "normaI:' Women 
on the line started to talk to me. They shared their ,hardships and feelings, 

hoping that I could understand them because I was working on the line and .. 
was willing to listen to them. My merging into the workplace community 
was significantly aided by staying in the workers' dormitory, where all pri- .. 

vate spaces were shared and little could be kept hidden. Trust was built as 
every day we chatted, ate, read, and listened to popular music together. 
While most of my coworkers or roommates could never make sense of what •. 
social research meant, they nevertheless had their own understanding and 
imagination. Writing fiction about "real" workers' lives and about poor· 

people was the role they imagined and inscribed on me as an ethnographer. 
Thus "bitter" stories and female grievances, somewhat exaggerated or in" 
vented, started to bombard me, the never-failing good listener. On many 
occasions several women from the Hakka ethnic region talked to me with 
great passion in their local dialects for a long time, murmuring about their· 

hard experiences of life while the entire time I understood nothing. I am 
fluent in Mandarin, Cantonese, and Chaozhou dialects, and therefore with 
the exception of those who could speak Cantonese, most of the workers··· 

talked to me in Mandarin, although with strong local accents. Cantonese 
was the official company language, while in daily life Mandarin was the most· 

common language that workers of different origins used to communicate 

with each other. 
My fieldwork in the factory ended in June 1996, at a time when I already· 

had a lot of good friends and when I had started to grasp a few dialects that 
could help me to communicate with my coworkers with less difficulty. The 
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nightmare-induced scream of a woman worker in the dormitory finally 
brought my fieldwork to a standstill as I became aware of the pain of eth
nographic practice. In a situation where I had little time to write down 

field 11.otes and, most important, to make sense of the shifting daily experi
encesin the workplace, I found myself lost. The eleven or twelve hours of 
~cirk each day sapped all of my energy, and in the moments where there was 
stillsolllething left I preferred to use it chatting with my coworkers be
fore we went to sleep. If there were a rest day on Sunday, everybody "slept 
like pigs" until midday and then went out shopping in the afternoon. Most 
of the time I struggled to get up early in the morning to write down what I 

thought was particularly important and what should not be forgotten; how
ever,failure to do so was the normal case. Thus, I was forced to write field 

n9~es based on memory and afterthought, which gave me an acute sense that 
ethnography, after all, is a written construct; Ethnographic reconstruction 
is (I1ever-fulfilled attempt to make sense: to order and reorder rich yet 
chabtic:lived experiences that are inherently resistant to patterning and 
coI1ceptualizing. 

Theformation of the new worker-subject, dagongmei, is the central theme 
of this book. Dagongmei is a specific cultural-symbolic artifact as well as a 

worker~subject, constituted at the particular moment when transnational 
capitrucame to China in the postsocialist period. Dagongmei thus is a newly 
embodied social identity emerging in contemporary China to meet and 
resist the changing socioeconomic relations of the country and the needs of 

capital. As a condensed identity, it tells the story of how a state socialist 
system gave way to the capitalist world economy and of how capitalist 
practic:esdepended on the regulation of class and sexual relations. As a 
worker-subject, it foretells the new configurations of social resistance and 
the coming of a silent "social revolution" from below. 

Jnchapter 1, after a brief introduction to local changes in an industrial 

village in the Shenzhen special economic zone, I illustrate the making of the 
'new Chinese worker-subject emerging in the contemporary period. In doing 
'SoTargue that making and unmaking are aspects of the same process, as the 

new§.~iIlese worker-subject struggles to emerge in a rapidly changing econ
omyiinthepostsocialist period. I try to elucidate how the newly formed 
<'w()rkingdass;' born under the light of the Chinese socialist economy 

integrating into the world economy, is subjected to the workings of both 
ma.tketand state forces, and is specific to the form and process of its histor-
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ical making. The specificity of the "new working class" lies in the paradoxical 
processes by which it is often deformed, or even killed, at the moment of 
its birth. 

In chapter 2 I deal with the production of social desire, specifically the 
desire of the young rural women to leave home that drives them into indus
trial work. The puzzle in this chapter is that there is no violence, no coercive 
force, no misrecognition involved in the process of moving labor into the 
industrial world. Young Chinese village girls are well informed about life in 
the sweatshops and the hardships of factory life. Yet they are still eager to 

leave the village to sell their labor in urban areas. In light of this I reevaluate 
Marx's concept of the "alienation of labor:' as further elaborated by the 
workers' subjective experiences and processes through which they actualize 

themselves as laborers. The huge waves of migrants moving from the rural 
areas to the cities portray the great hopes and desires of an entire society ..• 
reorienting toward a market economy. Relating to this I look into how the 
workers' desires are articulated and produced, and why individual desires 
are so in harmony with the demands of industrial capitalism. I will also 

discuss how the women's desires are negotiated and reenacted between wage 
labor and family as these Chinese dagongmei's lives are embodied with a 
changing patriarchal culture. 

Situating myself in the electronics factory, I discuss in chapter 3 the 
imperatives and techniques of the production machine in producing a social 
body: docile, disciplined yet productive, dagongmei. I show how the tech;; 
niques of disciplinary power over the body (Foucault 1979) are deployed in··· 

the workplace of the Meteor factory. The study of the body, especially the 
female body, is particularly crucial in this chapter, as I show vividly how the 
production machine can work arbitrarily and violently on the lived body 
and how the body then reacts and resists. My interest in chapter 3 is in the 
modalities of power specific to Chinese society in the contemporary period~ . 
In addition to unveiling the microphysics of power over the Chinese female 
body, I look at resistance and practices of transgression in the workplace. 
Dagongmei is never the "docile body" but rather is the "tactical body". of 
agents who strive to survive, who can transgress in order to live in a new!}' 

oppressive industrial world. In this chapter I show the creative attempts of 
women to develop everyday life tactics to confront disciplinary power, such 
as forming kin and ethnic networks to assert control over work processes; 
manipulating hegemonic language to challenge factory regulations, or for~ 

mulating innumerable informal codes of workplace defiance. 
In chapter 4 I ask how dagongmei, as a new social identity, is crafted and 
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then inscribed on rural female bodies when the young women enter into a 
pa.rticular set of production relations, when they experience the process of 
proletarianization and alienation. As a process of subjectivation, I probe the 
process and analyze the regulatory and identificatory practices inside and 
outside of the workplace. I then discuss how the production of identity 
deploys the art of metaphor, the power of language, and the politics of 
othering and differentiating. I also study how regional, kin, and ethnic 

differences are imagined to shape identities in the workplace. The central 
argument in this chapter is that the process of subject making, according to 

the principle of locality or ethnicity, is political and embodies rural-urban 

disparity and spatial inequality. Rural-urban inequality, as the major social 
difference in China, is manipulated, invented, and reinvented to create ab
jectsubjects in the urban industrial space. Local and kin-ethnic identities are 
seen as performative cultural artifacts and practical relationships that are 

pr()duced at particular moments in specific situations. The politics of di
ruects,as a system of social differences, hierarchies, and distinctions, is also 

eX~Illined to disclose the struggle over power, resources, and identities in the 
workplaCe. 

In chapter 5 I discuss the power, discourses, and processes of sexualizing 
bodiesiIlthe workplace. Sexed subjects will be seen as the effects of power 
and as constituted through a process of signification and resignification, 
differentiation and exclusion, in specific times and places. For Foucault 
(1978), the body is "sexed" within a discourse of sex that is itself an effect of a 

sp~~ific()rganization of power, discourses, and pleasures. In this chapter I 
trytolink the process of discipline controlling the body in the workplace to 
the process of registering a feminine identity (gendering) at its nodal point: 
dailYlanguage, local practices, social discourse, and institutionalized regula

:tions .. J.focus particular attention on conflicts embedded in the process of 
gendering,and the perversity not the homogeneity of the workings of disci
plinarycontrol on bodies. My contention in this chapter is that sexualizing 
labodngbodies is another necessary project of capital in contemporary 
China,Dagongmei as a sexual working subject stands in great contrast to the 
a:~exUalsllbjectof gongren in Mao's era. Dagongmei highlights the sexual 
reorientation in industrial work that is crucial to industrial capitalism. In 

UghtofthisI discuss how the regulation of a sexed body is fundamental to 
the distiplinary techniques in the workplace and how individuals cope, 

negotiate; and transgress hegemonic control. 
.... Fina:Ily, in chapter 6 I arrive at the scene of bodily pain: the notion of the 

screafu and dream of workplace life. I trace how individuals are torn by the 
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tensions between capitalist forces, state socialist power, and the local pa
triarchal culture; I show how individuals meet social violence and how 
bodily pain develops in the workplace. The painful body, I argue, is not the 

defeated body but rather the resistant body. Chronic pains, such as head
aches, backaches, and menstrual pain, are pervasive in the factory and pro
vide an index of social alienation and the domination of the female body. 
But as Arthur Kleinman (1995) has observed, chronic pain as the embodi
ment of human suffering could be viewed as the same process of embodi
ment of resistance to the lived flow of daily experience. Menstrual pain, 
the specific feminine experience, unravels the inevitable conflict between 

women's bodily time and industrial time. Julia Kristeva's (1986) insight is 
that women's time is periodical and cyclical in nature and thereby inherently 
contradictory to linear and progressive industrial time. Thus no matter how 
overwhelming the disciplinary power, the female body resists it through 

various chronic pains, dysmenorrhea, or fainting in the workplace. Scream .. 
and dream are the extreme limits of human experience (Bataille 1985), cry
ing out the impossibility of human suffering and the possibility of human 

freedom. In this chapter I argue, following Foucault's (1985) reading of 
dreams, that struggling in the borderland between consciousness and un
consciousness the dagongmei's scream and dream is an attempt to achieve 

human freedom. 
In chapter 7 I reflect on this volume as a political project and as the 

practice of a minor genre of resistance in China. The scream of dagongmei is 
an outcry in the present epoch in which state, capital, and patriarchal rela
tions simultaneously inflict violence on society and individuals. It is also a 

scream directed at the age of reform and globalization in which the forma
tion of a new working class has been given no space to articulate itself, as if 
the language of class were sentenced to death by the hegemonic project of. 
the market. The nature of social violence in a globalizing China is high- .. 

lighted so as to open up a call for a new theorizing of resistance that can go· 
beyond individual and collective actions, nonpolitical and political engage
ments, local and global struggles, and the like. In chapter 7 I also foretell that 
a silent social revolution in China is underway and its members will be these 
new worker-subjects of dagongmei. The act of turning China into a world 

factory, with all products "made in China" by women workers, will certainly 
be met with a great force of resistance and social change. In my brief con
cluding section I mark the (in)conclusiveness of the project and I ask for an·· 

open and participatory reading. 



WeareaTTiass of dagongzai 

CoTTiingfrom the north, coming from the west 

Affirstwedidn't know what dagongzai meant 

~~~~eknow, toiling from the sunrise to the sunset 

Toiling with drops of blood and sweat 

Selling' our labor to the boss, selling our bodies to the factory 

pijwhat they dictate to you, no negotiation, no bargaining, but obey 

M~~~YiS the magic, arid what the capitalists bestow on you 

Acommodity, a commodity 

pAworker's poem found in the factory dormitory 

1 

STATE MEETS CAPITAL: 

THE MAKING AND 

UNMAKING OF 

A NEW CHINESE 

WORKING CLASS 

It~lind the above verse, written with a ballpoint pen, on the wall of a men's 
.g?frrlroom at the Meteor plant when I stayed in the factory dormitory in 
late 1995. I was attracted by the verse at first glance, and I made numerous 
i~~~ifiesto locate its author, but to no avail. No one staying in the room 
~?~l~admit that they had written it, but rather suggested to me that the 
yrriter might already have left or that somebody might have copied the verse 
~?rl1amagazine. But the workers all said they loved the graffiti, emphasiz
ingthatthe poem helped to "speak to their real situation and their life as 
lingerdogs." Indeed, during one such inquiry, four workers in the room 
.cir~ledaround me and complained persistently: "We are not treated as 
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human beings, you don't get it lady. We work like dogs and never stop. When 

the superior asks you to work, you have to work no matter when and 

where .... Who cares who you are? We are nobody, we are stuff;' Although I 

was struck by the articulateness of their class positions, I protested and did 

not hesitate to argue: "You are dagongzai, you are certainly not nobody;' 

Surprised by my seriousness, the workers fell into laughter and said, "What 

is dagongzai? Dagongzai is worth !l0thing. Dagong01i is only disposable 

stuff (feiwu):' 
It is this painful confusion of Chinese migrant workers regarding their 

class positions and class consciousness that compelled me to try to make 

sense of the class struggles in contemporary China. A language of class 

paradoxically was emptied out, like a phantom of the past yearning to be 

alive even though it was dead. I was perplexed trying to understand the 

strange but cruel lived experience of class that was very acute for the Chinese 
workers and yet not discussed. The discourse of class was not only displaced 

by the hegemonic project of Chinese modernity but also widely abhorred by 

the common people, not only in the newly emerged urban middle class but 

sometimes in the working class itself. In this chapter, my first task is to figure 
out a geneaology of class, from Mao's China to the postsocialist period, 

contrasting the daily struggles of the workers in urban industrialized areas in 

order to make sense of the trope of "making and unmaking" of the Chinese 

working class in the reform age. My contention here is that this discursive 

dyslexia of class has a tremendous effect on policy and institutional controls 

on population and labor issues in China, and may not only constrain labor 

mobility, work opportunities, and settlement patterns but also the forma

tion of the working class itself. We see a new Chinese working class strug

gling to be born at the very moment that the language of class has been 

sentenced to death. Indeed, the formation of a new working class in contem

porary China has been checked structurally by these discursive and institu

tional effects. 

The second focus of this chapter is to highlight the fact that the notions of 

class, class consciousness, and class struggle are highly contested, requir~ .. 

ing sophisticated theorizing based on in-depth historical and ethnographic 

studies. In postsocialist China, we still cannot observe systematic and collec

tive class struggles with formal political agendas working against state and 

capital, but this does not mean that there is no class consciousness germinat

ing in this rapidly shifting society. As I demonstrate below, in China's first 

special economic zone, Shenzhen, a new generation of migrant workers has 

rapidly developed a range of examples of class awareness and understanding 
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iriihe workplace. To situate this concrete daily struggle of class, and the 
processes of making and unmaking of class in contemporary urban China, I 
",ill in the pages following probe the change from a village commune into an 
industrialized zone in Shenzhen, where changing state-society relations; 

newJorms of urban governance, market discourses and mechanisms; and 
theriew social structures of the industrial village have generated particular 
pbwereffects on the lives of Chinese migrant workers (i.e., peasant workers, 

ormingong) and their struggles. A new Chinese working class, struggling to 
b.eborn alongside the Chinese socialist economy's transformation into part 
oftheglobal capitalist economy, subjected to both the workings of the 

invisible hand of the market and the governmentality of the state, again is 
speCific in the form and process of its historical making in contemporary 
China. I 

Revisiting the Class Subject 

E.P.thompson, in his classic, The Making of the English Working Class 

argllesthat class formation is "an active process, which owes as much to 
agellcyas to conditioning. The working class did not rise like the sun at an 
appointed time. It was present at its own making .... More than this, the 
rtotionof class entails the notion of historical relationship. Like any other 

r~latioI'lship, it is a fluency which evades analysis if we attempt to stop it dead 
atanygiven moment and anatomize its structure .... The relationship must 
ah¥aysbe embodied in real people and in a real context" (1963, 9).The 
stibtitleof this chapter, "The Making and Unmaking of a New Chinese 
Working Class;' is a trope or an irony more than a statement. Insights from 

E. P. Thompson (1963) have alerted me to the need to avoid turning the real 
lives· of Chinese workers into dead data, patterns, or structures by the enun
ci~ti()nof a class language. Thompson's work makes two contributions. 

First,.~eargues against empiricist historiography, which ignores both the 
cultural and qualitative changes of "industrialization" and the political pres
encearicl agency of the working class. Second, he challenges'the conventional 
ma.terialist Marxists who would give greater priority to material determina
tiollsthan to social or cultural initiatives, thus evading the complexities of 

agenCy and consciousness. Thompson offers the argument that class, far 
fr()filbdng a structural determination, entails historical relationships, and 

th~tthe' making of the class was its own doing. According to Gregor McLen
nan(198i,109), Thompson's volume is history from "below" not only be
causeclliture and popular mentalities are emphasized but also because of its 
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moral and theoretical sense. The agency and varied experiences of the work
ing class itself provide clues for us to understand its making. Nobody except 
the working class itself is the agent of history. 

While the agency of the working class is restored to the center, the neces
sary mediation between culture, agency, and the representation of the class is 
still seriouslyundertheorized by the Marxist tradition of class analysis.2 

Thus it has been subjected to criticism from poststructuralist studies that 

highlight both the politics of articulation and a project of decentering the 
subject that work against any unified or teleologized notion of class. Here I 
would like to stress two points: first, the politics of articulation is always 

historically sited, spatially situated, and culturally mediated in a particular 
time and space. The field of articulation is exactly the arena where all kinds 
of forces-state, capital, intellectual, media related, and last but not least, the 
workers themselves-will intervene and strive to interpellate the nature and 
forms of the working class. Maoism serves as the best example to illustrate 
how the politics of articulation forcefully "announced" and then shaped 

the Chinese proletariat in the socialist period. In Maoist China, class was 
formed without its corresponding subjects; the interpellating power was 
taken over by the party machine in order to create class actors. 

My second point is that inscribing class with a telos is definitely problem::: 
atic but, as Thompson has shown, class is as much a concept of culture and 

lived experience as of historical and structural conditioning. Like the con~ 
cepts of gender and ethnicity, class speaks to a set of particular human 
relationships that cannot be declared by a unified category or subject to be 
the embodirp.ent of an essence. As Don Kalb rightly puts it, Thompson; 
Raymond Williams, Eric Wolf, and many others all work with a relational 
reading of class to evoke the "dynamic, and sometimes even contradictory 

intersections of culture, society, and production:' and address "their mutual 
determinations and conflictual interdependencies in reproducing a whole 
way of life" (1997, 5). Kalb holds that such a historical and relational class 
concept "offers the best possibilities for escaping the intellectual errors of 
reductionism, reification, .and essentialism" as well as implying "a more 
open and contingent form of social class analysis" (6-7). 

Accompanying a relational reading of class, there is another strong ten
dency to replace class as such by class struggle. McLennan (1982,112) sharply 
points out that Thompson, in The Making of the English Working Class, has 

shifted from constituting the working class to the period of "class struggle 
without classes;' for he holds the general view that abstract "class interests" 
are not fought over by classes as classes. McLennan further comments that 
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in.both The Making of the English Working Class and in Thompson's later 
work, there is an affirmation of the superiority of "struggle" over "class." 
Thompson is acutely aware that there were great discrepancies between the 
lal1guage of class and, in McLennan's words, the "popular mentalities of 

st:lbordination" that were more inclined to a traditional "moral economy" 
(113); Studies of labor strikes tend to draw the conclusion that there is no 
class without class struggle and it is always in the process of struggling that 
workers acquire class consciousness and are thus constituted as a class. Fred 
Chill dearly articulates this position: « 'Class' exists only while individual 
workers are intepellated and involved in a process of forming a collective 

identity-a particular historical moment when individuals consciously for
mulate moral-political positions and carry them into the battlefield of con
crete struggle. At such moments-not earlier and not later-one can con

cei"veof'class'" (2003,220). 

While I agree that agency, along with active participation in labor strikes 
odabor movements, is an indispensable part of the production of "right" 
l11()mel1ts for constituting class consciousness, it is still not justified to posit 

class issues as class struggle, especially reified in the form of a collective 
movement. In my ethnographic study of the workplace, class consciousness 
is als()constituted through everyday practices that may be performed any
tilnearid anywhere and as such could hardly be reduced to moments of 

collective class struggle. The politics of articulation, from both the dominat
ingalldthe dominated sides, involve techniques of condensation, displace

m~nt,aIld representation that are flexibly diffused and dispersed everywhere 
on the shop floor, and often simultaneously entangled with the language of 

gender,ethnicity, and urban-rural status (Perry 1996). No class struggle does 
nofnieal1 that there is no class consciousness and thus no class. There is 
.ohviously no direct correspondence among these three subjects, not even in 
anillveiseorder. A distinction between class in itself and class for itself is still 

.us~fulforunderstanding the structural constraints and historical condition
ingthatalways work upon agency. 

Theproblematic of class analysis in China is not simply a canonical or 
disCiplinary issue but rather is far more political. Subjected to reductionism, 
reificatioIl, and essentialism, the language of class was for more than half 

a century strongly linked to waves of socialist movements. If we say that it 
was Mao's revolutionary ideas that engendered a class struggle language in 
:China;'then it was Deng Xiaoping's reform that announced its death by 
replacing a modernity discourse with a promise to allow "a proportion of 
people to get rich first:' "Speaking trauma" in the early 1980S, as an intellec-
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tual project to disclose the "evils" of the Cultural Revolution, helped de
nounce Mao and his belief in class struggle in making history. A farewell 
to Mao (and thus farewell to Marx) rapidly became the consensus. There is 
no doubt that the postsocialist party machine turned its hegemony upside 

down by targeting class language when the society itself was undergoing a 
rapid process of capitalization and when class; no longer an empty signifier, 
was going through a rapid process of making and remaking. The historical 
paradox is obvious: the Chinese Communist Party, once proclaimed as the 
avant-garde party of the working class, now turns the sword against its 
constituency. The party machine now openly and sincerely invites capital':' 

ists, businessmen, and managers-the new social classes that emerged in the 
reform period-to join its membership at the turn of the century. 

New hegemonic blocs are forming-self-consciously pitted against the 
language of Marx in general and class struggle in particular-that may still 
shape the popular memory and history of Chinese socialism. Fashioned 
with a neoliberal discourse of modernity, the new hegemonic machine is 
geared up to denounce class as a relevant social discourse and refute Mao" 
ism, especially its tenet of perpetuating class struggle, as an obsolete and 
harmful mode of thought. However, it is against this paradoxical historical 
moment that the specters of Marx, in Jacques Derrida's words, are returning. 
They have to come: as Derrida puts it, "The objection seems irrefutable. Brit 

the irrefutable itself supposes that this justice carries life beyond present life 

or its actual being-there, its empirical or ontological actuality: not toward 
death but toward a living~on" (1994, xx). This had the "visor effect: we do nbt 
see who looks,at us;' but "this spectral someone other looks at us" (7). A neW 
Chinese working class is struggling to be born at the moment when the 
language of class is curtailed and becomes inarticulate. The new workin.g 
class is this spectral other, gazing at itself but expecting no one else to see it 
An orphan's fate is its misery as well as its luck. It is not only a matter of 
making its own, but also a struggle of life and death, a chance of incarnatin.g 
this specter into life. 

Making and Unmaking of Class in China 

The worker's verse on the dormitory wall denotes this class struggle for life 
and death-a journey of taking back its own agency and politics of articuli" 

tion for making its own class. In this chapter I regard class not only as fluid 
historical relationships but also as specific relationships that contain matiy 
human tensions, multiple structural contradictions, and sometimes eve# 
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slM-defeating elements. From the start this was a difficult journey because 
the process of making the new working class from the bottom was countered 
by techniques of unmaking it from above. The technology of unmaking is as 
complex: as the politics of making, and we must pay sufficient attention to it 

iritheform of the historical conditions and the art of governmentality in 
China.. Making and unmaking are two faces of the same coin as a new 
Chinese working class struggles to emerge in contemporary China's rapidly 

globalizing society.3 

. The process of "proletarianization" in Maoist China, as Andrew Walder 

(1986) puts it, was unique in that political forces rather market forces dic
tatedtheentire process. Maoism provides a reinterpretation of Marx's class 

analysisirfChinese society by highlighting class struggles. As early as 1926 

Mao, in his famous article "Analysis of the Classes in Chinese Society," 
argufd that the reason for offering an analysis of classes in Chinese society 
wastoidentify enemies and friends for the Communist revolution: "Who 
are our enemies? Who are our friends? This is a question of the first im

portance for the revolution:' He further states that "the leading force in 
ourtevolution is the industrial proletariat" (1965, 13). However, in early
twentieth-century China, the modern industrial proletariat only numbered 
abouLtWomillion, and "these two million industrial workers are mainly 
employed in five industries-railways, mining, maritime transport, textiles 
andship-building-and a great number are enslaved in enterprises owned 

by foreign capitalists" (18-19) . 

.•.. MaolInderstood that the numbers of industrial proletariat were still 
~rnallinpre-war China, even though he had high expectations about the 
partiCipation of this class in the revolution.4 The subsequent revolution and 

the wa.rsigainst Japan and the Guomingdang actually relied on the vast 
peasantr)'in the rural areas, who nevertheless were classified by Mao as 
semipro}(!tariat, the surest allies of the proletariat (Schram 1969). However, 
~fterliberation it was the urban subjects not the rural masses who were 
proclaimed as the avant-garde of the Chinese proletariat, and, thus the own

~rs ofthellew China. One of the revolutionary goals of this new Chinese 
prol~ta;d~1:was to keep class struggles alive in order to safeguard the socialist 
Jevoiuhon. The Chinese working class in the Maoist period, unlike its em
bryonicform in the 1920S, was formed within a short period-a few years 
under~ic?mmand state economy in contrast to the English or other Euro
peanworking classes whose formation, dictated by a market economy, took 
'at Iea.sthalf a century. Chinese subjects were interpellated to a "class posi
tion,f or "status" by the Maoist ideology of class. The politics of articulation 
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was so forceful that it had no difficulty overshadowing the obvious "mis
recognition" of class in itself as class for itself. 

In reform China, the class structure of the society, constructed by Mao, 
was rapidly shattered when Deng launched the reform and open-door pol

icies at the end of the 1970S. The Chinese working class, previously protected 
by state enterprises or collective enterprises, was forced to smash its "iron 

bowl" when urban reform started in the mid-1980s (Leung 1988; Walder 
1989; Sargeson 1999). Together with state bureaucrats, the newly emerged 
bourgeoisie and urban middle class looked to a neoliberal discourse of 
modernity to justify these rapid changes. The Maoist language of class strug" 

gle was permanently abandoned, and the privileged position of the Chinese 
working class was denounced. A new workforce was quickly filled with rural 
migrant workers who poured into the newly industrialized or development 
zones that constituted the base for global capital seeking to tap into the huge 

quantities of cheap labor in China. Thus a new working class-comprised of 
vast numbers of peasant workers from rural China-striving to be born as 
China entered the global economy, was manipulated by both the workings 
of capital and the state. Its fate was unclear and by no means a cause for 

optimism. 
My contention here is straightforward: this newly formed Chinese work

ing class, consisting mainly of migrant workers in south China, as in other 

economic developing zones in the north was structurally obstructed at the 
very moment of its birth as a class force. The hegemonic blocs had no mercy 
for this working class and attempted to contain it by various techniques of 
power. In what follows I try to establish the details of these hegemonic 

modalities of power-spatial transformation, state mechanisms, and state" 
capital nexus-in unmaking this newly born working class. This detour into 
the life-and-death struggle of the Chinese working class will be opened up iIl 
a specific locale in order to provide a close-up view of its history and spatial 
development. 

Mapping the Factory in a Changing Community 

"Shooting Star" was a nickname the workers gave to the factory where! 
worked, so I decided (for anonymity) to give it the pseudonym Meteor 

Electronics Company. On a normal day, everyone rushed to breakfast in the 
canteen at 7:00 A.M., and work would start at 8:00. It was a ten-minute 

walk from our dormitory to the factory, and the air was fresh and chilly OIl 

mid-autumn mornings. Dagongmei and dagongzai flocked together like 
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Figure 1. A workers' dormitory at a factory in Shenzhen. (photo by author) 
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morning birds from the factory dormitory, talking and laughing along the 
way, passing the workers' dormitory zone, market streets, shops, clinics, and. 
a large playground in order to reach our factory premises. There was a great 
contrast between the old and new buildings and our modern factory prem':' 

ises, which had been built in the early 1990S. Like the homes of other big 
companies in Shenzhen, the five-story building was furnished with large 
glass windows and air conditioners and was surrounded by a wall guarded 
by a huge iron-barred gate. The premises looked modern, elegant, and 
outstanding, signifying the coming of a new industrial world into the social- . 

ist land (Lee 1998a). Inside the gate of the Meteor plant there were over five. 
hundred workers-the total ranged from 520 to 580 during my stay. Most of 
the workers were from rural areas all over the country and nearly 75 percent 
were female. The average age of all workers in the factory was above twenty, 

although most of the production line women were younger, usually only 
sixteen to eighteen years of age. 

The Meteor factory is located in one of the industrial villages in the 
Nanshan district in Shenzhen, within the confines of the special economic 

zone. To preserve its anonymity, I call the village "Blue River:' It is in the •.•. 
eastern part of Nan shan district, connecting the Shekou industrial zone and 
the main highway of Shenzhen to Guangzhou, the provincial capital of 
Guangdong. Nanshan is the former official administrative name given to it . 

in 1985 when the Shenzhen special economic zone rearranged itself into 
three administrative districts, the Luo Wu, Fu Tian, and Nan Shan districts.s 

The local people call the district Nantou in daily conversation, and as an old 

town Nantou. is famous for its ancient castle. After twenty years of rapid 
development, however, the sense of antiquity has been lost, and everywhere 
there is a mixture of new and old buildings. The commune era is also gone. 
In the center of the town is a marketplace where numerous fashion bou

tiques, department stores, hairdressers, bookshops, restaurants, and hotels 
are clustered. The "prosperity" of the town center evokes a rapidly changing 

society with all kinds of cultural symbols foretelling the coming of capital .•• 
High skyscrapers, a luxurious five-star hotel, and gated communities have 
sprouted among the shabby buildings of the 1960s. This hybridity, or in 
Foucault's (1986) term, "heterotopia," creates a telling example of socialist 
society meeting global capitalism, the result of which is a sense of anachro-. 

nism. At night the place is crowded with factory workers who can only 
afford window shopping. Indeed, shopping, and most of the time not buy~ 
ing, was the favorite pastime of my coworkers. Production and consumption 
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we:re the two aspects of city life that provided dreams and promises for the 
Chinese workers to live up to an age of modernity. 

The arrival of the Meteor plant in Shenzhen highlights the advent of 
globalcapital in Chinese society. It also helps to bring out the hybrid sense 
oHhisdevelopment and the changing social relations of a local commu
nity; Meteor was set up in 1985, a year after Blue River village, formerly a 
ruraLproduction brigade, had undergone a dramatic change. Shenzhen was 
chosen to establish a special economic zone by the central state and the 

GUllugdong provincial government in 1981, as a stepping stone for introduc
ili.gforeign capital and as an experimental model to stimulate such growth in 

othefmainland cities. Encouraged by the open-door policies and economic 
reforl11s, the local government of the village, supported by the Nanshan 
district government, decided to form a company in 1984. In the reform 
period it was not at all unusual for all local governments to set up com

parties. What is interesting here is that the local government of Blue River 
notonly formed a company but completely turned itself into a collective 

ehterprise in 1992: a production brigade formed in the 1960s in Mao's era 
became an industrial company in the reform period. The formerly named 
BhieRiver People's Commune became Blue River Manufacturers' Chief 
C,orii'pany, under which it owned over thirteen companies. , 

Theformer government office building remained, but it was expanded to 

iriClude a new wing of four stories connected t~ the old one. The "bureau
cra.tiC" structure of the Chief Company was changed and expanded as well, 

and how there was a general office, an external trade department, a finance 
department, an administrative department, a population and birth control 
department, a labor regulation department, and a mass organization divi
sioItthat included a youth committee and a women's federation and trade 

union. The company itself was a mixture of preexisting socialist "politics" 
arid reform market "economics:' a hybrid (if not absurd) reflection of the 

:i?ngoing development of the. socialist market economy. By turning itself into 
atompany, the Blue River government gained complete independence in 

regulating foreign investment and local trade without any intervention from 
the'upper governmental levels like the district government or city gov
er11ment. The local people believed that more freedom, more efficiency, and 
then more developmep.t would come if they could avoid possible "adminis
trativeintervention" from higher political forces. Blue River was not an 
eXcepti6nai case but rather represented a common practice throughout 
Shenzhen, as many rural towns rapidly transformed themselves into mod-
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ern industrial enterprises during the 1980s and 1990S (Lyons and Nee 1994; 

Lin 1995; Christiansen and Zhang 1998; Oi 1995, 1999). In this process of 
transformation from a socialist production brigade to an increasingly pri

vatized company, it was the local state rather than capital that acted as the 
force for capitalizing its own society. More than most, Blue River, as a local 
government and as a company, fully disclosed the essence of political econ
omy. This mode of rural development in China's transitional economy, as 

Jean Oi (1995, 1999) might argue, is an exemplar of "local state corporatism;' 
which highlights the power of the local state to incorporate rural society and 
peasant life into a state-society contract oriented to market-driven growth. 

Blue River is also a complex cultural-political economy. As a Hakka 
ethnic village it is composed of a neatly woven kinship network that pro

vides a foothold for the local power structure. The former village elites or 
cadres, now the managers, all came from the same kin lines if not from 
direct father and son relationships. Nan Lin (1995) rightly argues that village 
corporations in China are informally private because the governance struc~ 
ture is notoriously entwined with family and kinship networks. These net~ ,. 

works often constitute the "trinity" of the local power structure: the party, 
the government, and the industrial corporation. Under this corporatist gov" 
ernance structure, Blue River village had a relatively homogenous local pop~ 
ulation of two thousand in the 1980s, which held a Shenzhen hukou, the 
household residence registration. Previously the local residents held a rural 
agricultural hukou and were officially categorized as peasants. Shenzhen 
urban hukou were granted when the Shenzhen government set out ona 

course of rapid, change in this "backward" area. Land was distributed for less 
than two years in Blue River and requisitioned again in 1984 for industrial' 
development. It was not confiscated at once as happened in the 1950S and 
1960s but rather step by step, although in a speedy way. 

In a casual meeting in a small restaurant, Mr. Zhou, director of the 
Meteor plant, described the area to me as follows: "It was really a backward 

place when I came here in 1985. Where we sit now was a paddy field; every
where there were paddy fields and lychee trees. The people were farmers and 
very poor. But now none of them farm; they own shops or restaurants, d() 
business, or work in the factory:' Land was requisitioned with compensa~ 
tion; every household, according to the number of household members, was 
to be allocated a share each year of the yearly profits made by the Chief 

Company, formerly their village government. Time and time again villagers 
complained about the corruption of the Chief Company and how it was 
owned by father and son. Yet their grievances never ended up as dired 
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c()nfrontations, which elsewhere have been frequent in the Pearl River Delta 
zone Villages in the past two decades . 
. i One local shop owner talked openly to me when r was having tea in his 

sh()P:~<I know there is serious corruption; the leaders of our village drive 

expensive, famous-brand cars and live in luxurious houses. But what can 
wedo?!t is they who make us rich." Every year, each household member 
obtain.ed share dividends ranging from renminbi (RMB) 15,000 to 20,000 
(US $1,800 to $2,400); the variations were seen as following the ups and 
downs of the company's earning capabilities. 

1\local cadre proudly told me that the money was "almost ten times what 
a family could earn before. Nowadays people don't need to do anything but 
justwa.it for their share dividend at the end of the year. What's more, 

thefa.milies are no longer obligated to farm, and they can choose to do 
business;' 

The . local residents suddenly became rich, with their official identity 
changed from rural people to urban citizens. More strikingly, their eco

n()micstatus or class position was totally altered. They were no longer part 
of the agricultural population lying at the bottom of society in socialist 
China but rather a privileged class of urban people who held a valuable 
Shenzheri hukou living in the special economic zone. The living standard of 
the village was rising and was comparatively higher than other cities in 
China. Every family was well furnished with electric appliances, a color TV 

set, stereo, and air conditioners. But life was not without concern. Starting 
frolll1:hemid-1990s onward, increasingly more foreign capital moved out of 

thespedal economic zone to the much cheaper areas of the internal main
land.Foods, goods, and daily necessities there were relatively expensive. In
deed, prices were generally one-third higher than in Guangzhou and Shang

hai and probably double those in other northern cities like Beijing and 

TiaIlji~~Yet as long as a family could afford it, they still preferred to buy 
impoJ:tt:~d foreign-label goods, even if they knew these products in fact were 
made>iIl China . 

.. Thelocal residents of the area considered themselves as Shenzhen ren, or 

the people of Shenzhen, a broad cultural identity inscribing a modern cos
mopolit:anism onto the space and the people who lived there. Few would 
ideritifYthemselves in class terms, despite the fact that the local people en
Joyedamiddle-class or upper-middle-class lifestyle. The houses of the rich

.'eSt Il()tohly were large but were styled as modern, glamorous villas, their 
'appearal1temingling with a vulgar European architectural style. Anach
ronislllcolludes with heterotopias (Foucault 1986,22-27), mirroring a sense 
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of otherness not only of economic power but also of cultural superiority 
whose hegemonic meaning in China lies somewhere other than in anything 
"authentic:' Some of the families even owned more than one or two houses 
and rented out empty houses or rooms to outsiders, most of them migrant 
workers. Wealth in the community was less determined by the ratio of 
working labor in the household than by the possession of political and 
cultural capital that could generate socioeconomic status (Oi and Walder 

1999). 
On the other hand, the majority of economic producers or the working 

class in the village were not local residents. They were temporary migrant 

workers who had moved in from outside the village. Besides the thirteen big 
factories affiliated with the Chief Company, all of the other small-sized 
companies owned by locals employed workers from other areas, especially 
from rural areas, both inside and outside of Guangdong Province. As in the 

Meteor factory, apart from three staff who held Shenzhen hukou, all of the 
Mainland Chinese staff and workers were hired as temporary labor and held 
a temporary hukou. Except for most of the engineers, technicians, man~ 

agers, supervisors, and some office clerks who came from urban areas, more 
than 80 percent of the workforce formerly held a rural hukou, and thus were 
"agricultural producers" in the official categorization. 

The workforce in Meteor, and in the manufacturing industry as a whole 
both in the village and in Shenzhen, was mainly made up of the rural 

population, who were only allowed a temporary hukou when they were 
employed by the factories in Shenzhen. A hukou is attached to employment, 
and once a migrant worker is dismissed or otherwise leaves the job, he or she 
is not granted the right to stay in Shenzhen. The socioeconomic structure of 
Blue River village was thus conditioned mainly by a two-tiered system. One 
tier comprised local urban residents who not only possessed the means of 
production but also the space, the right of abode. The other tier consisted of 
rural migrants who had to sell their labor to the factories in which they 
worked, while having no right to stay permanently where they worked. 
These migrant temporary laborers were almost ten times the number of the 
local working population, and they formed the lowest social stratum in the 

community. 
In the case of Blue River, the question of whether economic reform in. a 

state socialist system produces a "genuinely autonomous civil society?t 

rather a more symbiotic relationship between society and the state, posed~t 
many political scientists concerned with changing state-society reIati0:t'l7 
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ships,no longer seems relevant (Harding 1994; Pery 1994). Nor need we ask 

whether economic reform produces a supportive democratic and political 

tUltllreintransitional China (Harding 1994). Elizabeth Perry (1994) is right 

to~sanhat when we look at the changing state-society relationship in China, 
there are spatial and sectoral variations across time and space. Yet no matter 

how large the variations are, we can hardly find a case of autonomous civil 

sodetybecoming established. For example, in Blue River village notions of 

people's· power, rights of association, and civic culture are seriously dis

atticula.ted if not intentionally suppressed. This is not to say that the local 

state IS not changing but rather that it is reconfiguring in a way of co-opting 

economic power as the presentation of civil power. The institutional shape of 

the9hief Company, previously the village government, is no doubt altered, 
alldt()an extent it looks like a hybrid form. But the inherent power structure 

based ona kinship network remains intact. The same kin in the positions of 

p()wer,shifting from political capital to economic assets, still maintained 

dominance over the local society. During my time in the village I hardly saw a 

meaningful popular election or an act of collective decision making over the 

development of the Chief Company. The villagers, as the de jure share

holders, were often mobilized to support the changes of land use for indus

tri~~evelopment and public infrastructure or the mergers between private 

a?d)c~llective enterprises, but seldom could they oppose any major decision 

taken· by the upper levels of the Chief Company, even when those decisions 

didnRt benefit the villagers. 
In.feform China the newly born bourgeoisie closely overlaps with the 

burea.ucrats and intertwines with Chinese kinship networks (Bian 1994; Lin 

1995). The complicity between the bourgeoisie and bureaucrats to form a 

state corporatist form of governance is perhaps the major force suppressing 

or disarticulating a new class language. The legitimacy of this corporatist 

governance is based entirely on the economic growth of the village and the 

general improvement of the .living standards of the villagers. This implies, 

however; that market forces are often used to justify the social inequalities or 

disa.dvantages of certain individuals and families. In Blue River village the 

mountillg wealth of the local villagers in recent years is often exaggerated and 

shown off to the nearby villagers or to outside visitors like me. However, 

increasing disparities in the community are- often downplayed or denied, as 

is the expropriation of rural migrants as the cheap labor for local industrial 

development. In the eyes of the local elites, there is no such thing as class 

!llvisiorl.Rather, in an argument approved by the central state leaders, the 
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situation is such that only a certain proportion of people who depend on 

their own abilities can get rich first, and the others lag behind at the moment. 

The hegemonic interest in displacing a possible class society with an open 

society, at least in Blue River village, is very clear. The subsumption of a class 

society into an open society is "imagineered" and highly regulated by domi

nant discourses, and thus should be taken as a political process that is often 

legitimated by reference to irresistible and invisible market forces. 

Shenzhen as an Immigrant City 

Shenzhen is an immigrant city that has been built quickly with a borrowed 

population. In 1979, after the Eleventh Plenum of the Third Plenary Ses

sion of the Central Committee of the Communist Party, the central govern~ 

ment and the Guangdong government decided to upgrade a small town, 

Bao' an, to the status of a city named Shenzhen. Then in May 1980 the special 

economic zone was set up. Shenzhen thus became the first reformed city, 

erected as a test-case economic development zone open to global capital; 

Indeed, I chose Shenzhen for my study because it was the place where global 

capital and the socialist state first encountered each other and worked harid 

in hand (although not always in harmony) in forming and deforming a new 

Chinese working class. 

Shenzhen is on the east side of the Pearl River Delta. In the north itis 

connected to Dongguan, in the south to Hong Kong, and in the east it faces 

Daya Bay, for a total area of about 2,020 square miles. The Shenzhen special 

economic zone .(SEZ), with an area of 327.5 square miles, occupies only one
sixth of Shenzhen city. The SEZ is shaped like a triangle, and one can travel 

by bus across the zone in less than two hours. The SEZ is special not onlyin 

its economic aspects but also politically and socially. There is a long fence 

running east to west that separates the SEZ from the rest of the city. The 

"customer gate" is set up at the western end of Nantou district, and those 

who want to enter the SEZ require special permission from the publicse~ 

curity branch of their local regions. 

Before the establishment of the SEZ, Shenzhen was only a small town with 

310,000 residents and less than 30,000 workers. In 1995, the total population 

was 3-45 million and the total labor force 2-45 million. Five years later, at 

the end of 2000, the total population had climbed to 4.33 million andiits· 

labor force to 3.09 million. Around 30 percent of its population composition 
is categorized as permanent residents who have come from major cities 

and become state officials, entrepreneurs, technicians, and skilled workers, 
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About 70 percent of the total is made of temporary residents, which means 
tho~ewho lack the official household registration entitling them to recog
nizeddtizenship in Shenzhen. In 2000, the total number of temporary 
residents was 3.08 million, which is equal to the total labor force in Shenzhen 
(Shenzhen Statistical Yearbook 2001). 

Jtis clear that the expansion of Shenzhen and its special economic zone is 
bas~dbn the mobility of migrants as temporary residents (Andors 1988). 
TeJiiporary residents from rural areas undertake most of the manual labor in 
thesEz;.In: Shenzhen, when one becomes a legal temporary worker then one 

is entitled to be a temporary resident. All workers and staff members are 

platedintoone of three categories: guding zhigong, regular workers and staff 
members; hetong zhigong, contract workers and staff members; and linshi 
zhigol'lg, temporary workers and staff members. Guding zhigong refers to 
~those employed by state-owned enterprises or government organs and they 

enjoy state welfare such as housing and food provision. Hetong zhigong 
referstothose employed on a contract basis by all kinds of enterprises; the 

. contractsmay last for three or five years. Most contract workers in Shenzhen 
are Uriiversity graduates who are employed as technicians, skilled workers, 
or management staff. Linshi zhigong, temporary workers, are the most 

. disadvantaged in Shenzhen, and it was not until 1988 that they were officially 
: given temporary contracts on a yearly basis. In the second half of the 19805 

'1herill111ber of temporary workers increased rapidly and began to surpass 
'the total number of regular workers and contract workers. Most of the 
~emp?raryworkers are employed in either collectively owned or privately 
owned enterprises, and especially in foreign-owned enterprises.6 

... Labor appropriation in Shenzhen. as well as in other economic develop
:ment zones is unique in its use of temporary labor from the rural areas. The 
>lTlobilizationof migrant labor or casual labor, which in China is termed 

tell1Poratylabor, is one of the most distinctive elements of capitalist de
;yeloprrtentin both developed countries in the last century and in newly 

i:~evel?pingcountries in the 1960s and 1970S (Burawoy 1976; Cheng and 
}~ona.cich1984; Sassen 1988). Reform China, like other developirtg countries, 
;dependsonthe mobilization of rural labor as the cheapest labor supply as 
~p'art?f the process of primitive accumulation in economic development. 
1;J'heuseoftemporary labor nevertheless was not common in Mao's socialist 
~periodbufrather is a specificphenomenon in the SEZS and a significant 

\#~veloprl1erital strategy in the reform period.7 
~\},;Therapideconomic rise of Shenzhen and the advancement of its posi

~fton iritheglobal economy is dependent not simply on the extraction of 
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labor from the rural areas but more specifically on female labor. The process 

of "globalizing" Shenzhen depends on this female labor, which is the cheap~ 

est and most compliant, in the development of export-processing industries 

(Andors 1988; Tam 1992; Smart and Smart 1992; Lee 1998a). However, the 
official statistical data fail to show estimates of the sex ratio of temporary 

laborers as a whole as well as in different economic sectors.8 Phyllis Andois 

(1988, 31-32) estimated that over 70 percent of the temporary labor force in 

Shenzhen was female. Josephine Smart (1993, 10) believes that about 90 

percent (in 1989) of the total labor force in the light manufacturing indusc 

tries run by Hong Kong capital was comprised of young female workers 

under twenty-five years of age. In my study of the Meteor plant, I found that 
all women workers except one were classified as temporary workers. No 

matter how long they had worked in Shenzhen, they could never become a 

gongren (worker), in the official categorization of status. 

Techniques of Labor Appropriation 

China as a state socialist regime is not unique in taking the initiative and 

bringing in global capitalist elements in the course of national development 
and promoting the capitalization of society (Frydman, Murphy, and Rapa

czynski 1998). Like the reform programs in Eastern Europe, China, after the 

failure of totalitarian state planning, tried to usher in market mechanisms to 

solve social crises such as low levels of development, massive unemployment 

and underemployment, and declining living standards, especially at the end 

of the Cultural Revolution (Dirlik and Meisner 1989; Nee, Stark, and Seldon 

1989). Shenzhen then became the point of intersection between a socialist 

state and international capital. As noted by Vivienne Shue (1988), the retr~at 
of the state-planned economy in the Shenzhen SEZ does not mean that 

the socialist state gave over all of its power to market mechanisms or global 

capital. In Shenzhen, power was handed over to the local government, which 

tried to develop the city as a "world factory" site. The local governmerit 

had no hesitation in imposing strict social controls for the purpose of 

purely economic development, even at the expense of "socialist" goals.ltis 

in the gap between the dream of a big modern city and the desire toirn2; 

pose greater bureaucratization on the people that the complex, exploltativ~ 
mechanisms of labor appropriation and labor control in Shenzhel1.wereJ 

precipitated.9 ....'t~ 
-:<1' 

In settin~ up laowu shichang, the labor service market in Shenzhen, tlt~ 
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locil state intervened politically on behalf of foreign capital in the extraction 
of labor; The state intervened not only in its administrative regulation of 

labgrlmtalso in its changing control of population migration and labor 

recruitment. The labor service market represents the reorganization oflabor 

by the state to help it cope with the new international division oflabor in its 
transition to a market economy. The labor service market can be divided 

in.td1Wdparts-one organized and one unorganized. The organized labor 

seriricemarket shows the strategy of the state in regulating labor appropria

tionti:hder its administration; the unorganized sector reveals the failure of 

labor control in the course of rapid development. 

", Wheilthe SEZ was formally set up in 1980, the Shenzhen Labor Service 

,CompanY(Lsc) was founded. The company is an official organ for labor 

supplyl.lnder the control of the Shenzhen Labor Bureau. The purpose of the 

company is to regulate the transfer of labor from inland China, especially 

froml:til:alareas to the newly established enterprises in Shenzhen. In the 

early reform years, migrants were not officially permitted to find themselves 

jobs'vithout the mediation of the LSC and the regulation of the Labor 

:Bureau inShenzhen. At the beginning of the 1980S the LSC had the power to 

:i:rahsferlabor legally from all provinces as required by foreign enterprises. In 

SheIlzhen, each administrative district has its own LSC and Labor Bureau. 

;Theseagendes formed a network for regulating the transfer oflabor as well 

i~S thetOnttol oflabor recruitment in Shenzhen. In the first half of the 1980s, 

'~QOUf250,OOO laborers were transferred by the LSCS each year (Shenzhen 

;Lab6i~Buteau 1991). In the second half of the 1980s, the number of laborers 

:~creiLsedbY350,OOO yearly. The labor service market network was further 

':~evelopedwith over sixty labor service stations formed in Shenzhen by cities 

t~hd co~nties of Guangdong Province. These stations assisted with sending 

:'Q,ut laborers from their local regions and also helped to manage and control 

~~b6iriiigration. Although the local state is active in allocating laborers, it is 
\~everthelessdangerous to overestimate the capability of the state in shaping 

iThe labprforce. The actual number of laborers supplied by tf'1e organized 

~~Ror s~rvkerIlarket is stilI unknown. 
~lF:Thelln()tganized labor service market is far closer to the actual practice 

~~~laborappropriation in the Shenzhen SEZ. It is impossible for the local 
~~yetrimeIlttocontrol the rapid increase of temporary workers every year 
~')/6ugh its,adl'liinistrative network (Andors 1988). It is well known that 

'labo{:recruitment is done privately without the regulation of the 

,~~~~~~()bseekersfr~in the rural areas go from one factory to another to find 
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opportunities by themselves, and employers simply select suitable workers 
from those seeking jobs. The labor recruitment history of the Meteor plant 
showed that at the early set-up stage, the company depended mainly onthe 

local labor bureau to help them recruit laborers in large numbers. But after 
1990, the need for labor grew constantly and the company started to hire 
workers privately. The practice is convenient and cheaper because the com
pany does not need to pay service fees. The Shenzhen government does not 

and cannot prohibit such practices, but it has established new mechanisms 
to control labor appropriation. 

With the rapid increase in labor migration beyond the control of the 

organized labor service market, in late 1988 the Shenzhen Labor Bureau 
created new regulations whereby private labor recruitment by enterprises 
would be recognized, if not formally accepted. The regulations state that all 
temporary laborers in Shenzhen shall sign a one-year temporary contract, 
and at the beginning of the year all enterprises in Shenzhen are required to 
submit their estimates for new recruitment, which then has to be approveq 

by the district Labor Bureau. Thus enterprises are allowed to employ li
borers throughout the year by themselves if the number is kept within a 
quota. In the case of Meteor, the employer was required to inform the Labor 
Bureau whenever they hired laborers and a sum was paid to the bureautb 

buy a temporary labor contract. When the contract was signed by both the 
employer and the employee, the Labor Bureau checked the quota then pf()~ 

vided a temporary labor handbook for the worker employed, charging50 
yuan each. The handbook is a register of the background information onthe 
worker, including name, sex, and date of birth, as well as education level, 
marital status, original place of residence, and duration of employment. The 
handbook is kept by the employer and when the temporary worker leaves 

the enterprise the handbook is sent back to the Labor Bureau. The govern
ment hopes that the regulation through the system of the temporary labor 
handbooks will enable it to control the migration of rural labor, including 
numbers and mobility, and thereby retain its macroplanning capability.lo 

Enterprises are supposed to renew these application procedures for every 
worker each year, which means that the enterprises pay the Labor Bureau 
every year. Moreover, enterprises are supposed to decide how many tempo~ 
rary workers they intend to use in the next year and then go to the district 

LSC to renew the certification. If the original place of residence of the tempo: 
rary workers is within the Guangdong Province, at the beginning of the year 
the enterprises must go to the labor service stations, set up by different cities 

and counties of Guangdong Province in Shenzhen, in order to extend the 
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'\lse~flabor (Shenzhen Labor Bureau 1995). Another lump sum of 20 to 60 

;YUari.pe~ laborer must be paid to obtain a card called the "registration of 
,emploYIllent for out-going person card." The justification for collecting this 

cIllon~yisthat in sending out labor (although most of the rural laborers 
\2om~Out by themselves) to help Shenzhen's economic development, their 
:,origill~lcounties will lose productive labor. It is therefore reasoned that they 
';shouldieceive some compensation. If the temporary workers come from 
;Ci:ther)provinces, the enterprises need not pay any money because labor 
(~elvi(:e stations from other provinces are not allowed in Shenzhen. The 
;;Shenzh~ngovernment does not welcome labor from other provinces and 

t~mes togi~epriority of employment to labor from Guangdong Province. 

t''rH~Volever,no matter whether the laborer comes from within the province 
i~rfro~outside, after the application for a temporary labor certification, the 
;~hterpii~esmust pay another 300 to 400 yuan for each worker they hire each 
~year. La.?6l"ers coming from outside Guangdong Province have to pay a 
~~igherfee.This payment, known as chengshi zengrong fei (city increased 

~~apacityfee), is justified by the argument that the migration of labor in

i~ieasesf~e.workload of management and the burden of urbanization. In 
1:6rder to prevent evasion of payment, the Shenzhen Labor Bureau every year 

il~ets~Pc~Irinspection team to check use of labor by enterprises. If the 
~l~riterprises do not follow the procedures and apply for the correct number 
mOaborersused, and do not pay the city increased capacity fee, they are pun
tj~hedwit~afine. There are, however, ways around these regulations; for ex

ti~plej~!Meteor they applied for a quota of four hundred laborers each year 
ti:iTId ignored registration for more than one hundred unregistered workers. 

~}:" It is dear that the regulation oflabor by the state is not only for the sake of 
tpoolingla~or for foreign investments but, by appropriating labor for enter
:$rises, to make a profit from it. Making money from labor control is not a 

tr~~ctet;ASastaff member in Meteor's personnel department explained to me: 
~~':rhes~a.reonly formal procedures. Actually, we can hire as many laborers as 
l,':ife'likea.ndwhenever we consider necessary. In the past five years, we have 
~ired all~tirlaborers by ourselves. To inform the Labor Burea~, to apply for 
~tre temporary hukou and temporary labor permit is only a waste of time. 
i,(§~re iliebureaucrats of the local government depend on these to make 

~fi,oneY'\lVeloathe these procedures because they do not do anything for us 
J~nd our Workers." 
\~[+('Thtis(oievery worker that Meteor hired, the company needed to pay a 

Wi6tai 9fRMB400 to the district government each year. This was a seldom
,~,#6tediI1Visibleproduction cost, but the company paid for four hundred 
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workers and therefore the amount was considerable: an additional laborcosf 
of RMB 160,000 annually. Of course, this cost would be reclaimed from the 
workers they employed. In addition to the payment to the district govet.n~ 
ment, the money paid to the local government of Blue River village is evell 

more significant. T~e local government draws 30 percent of the total wage ~i~ 
of the enterprises, leaving only seventy percent to go to the workers. In the 
case of the Meteor plant, every month the company paid HK$750 (US$96) 
per worker employed to the Blue River Chief Company, to which the Meteor 
was affiliated as a sanlai yibu enterprise, that is, a production-processirig 

enterprise. The Chief Company then exchanged the Hong Kong dollars irit9 

renminbi at the official rate and returned 70 percent of the amount to Meteo~ 
as workers' wages. Thus, at the 1996 rate, for every worker the Meteor 
employed, the local government could earn about RMB 240. This kind of 
labor payment to an affiliated company, often set up by the local government; 
is common practice in Shenzhen. The rationale for it is that because thelocaJ 
government allows foreign capital to invest in their administrative domai~, 
they need management fees to regulate labor and to provide land for factory 

premises and workers' dormitories. However, the labor payment is negotla.c 

ble. Some companies have to pay more, some less, depending on the number 
of workers the companies employ and the guanxi, the relationship withthe 
local government. It is quite dear that the local government makes a profit~n 

migrant workers from outside the community, especially those from nirru 
areas. By appropriating rural labor, controlling and selling it to global and 
private capital, the local Shenzhen state collected revenue and built adllru 

society. 

Ambiguous Identity: Uprooting Class Force 

Besides labor control, population control is another specific strategy ofthe 
Chinese socialist state in appropriating labor into global capitalism. Popula.~ 
tion control in China is effected by the hukou system of household reg
istration, which was formally set up in 1958 when the central state pro,;; 
mulgated the Regulations of Household Registration (see Zhang 1988). As 
Dorothy Solinger (1991, 8) points out, the hukou system in China deter~ 
mined not simply where a person could live but rather a person's entire life 
chances-his or her social rank, wage, welfare, food rations, and housing.Iil 

the prereform era, there was only one strict system of hukou: the registered 
urban permanent residence and the rural permanent residence. I I Peasants, 
with their fate sealed by the rural hukou, were banned from leaving the la.rid 
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for dy~fthreedecades. Although some managed to evade the system, in 
'terms~fl111mbers illegal migration was never able to challenge the bifur
catedsodal order between the rural peasantry and the urban working class . 

. Shehihen was in the early 1980s the first city to change its hukou system 

dram~Bca1lY when it introduced provisional measures of control on the 
'inovil'\g·population. Besides the permanent household registration, a tem
poral'}'~()llsehold registration was established so as to hire temporary la
:bored.In Shenzhen the hukou system is well connected with labor control. 

%e~:f~~al migrants are hired by enterprises and approved by the Labor 
~ure~.~~stemporary laborers, after the payment of the Increased City Ca
pacit}' Fee; the enterprises are to apply to the Public Security Bureau for a 
;(;ertiA~~teof temporary residence registration and then to the local police 
·~ta:ti()nforregistering a temporary hukou. Finally, the enterprise is to apply 

toth~Bistrict Public Security Bureau for a temporary residence certificate 
io·thatit~eir workers can become legal temporary workers in Shenzhen. 12 

Ifhe temporary residence permit is for one year only, after which annual 
;teneifalfeesneed to be paid. Local government strategy is to change the use 
.§f ru.t~Iab()r regularly; officials have openly declared that if work exists, 

,±.urallr&()ferS will be allowed in and given a temporary residence. However, 
,if the availability of work were to decline, such migrants would have to leave 
',$6th#thelocal government would not have to bear the burdens of pro
lietari1lhi:l'aii()nand urbanization. 
~(:; Th~setc:i:hniques of mingling labor control and population control are 
?also\Tisil:>leinthe system of inspecting temporary residents. The inspection 

)~carf:ie~()ut in the middle of the year with a search of all of the enterprises, 

~du~il1giboth foreign invested and locally owned. The purpose of the 

,fuspecH9#isto ascertain whether the enterprises have applied for the quota 
~8ftiseF?:fJabor, completed the procedure of use of temporary labor, and 
i~ppliedfonhe certificate of temporary residence for all of their workers. If 

\~ny enterprise were found not to have followed all of the labor regulations 
:\fudndtt6have applied for the certificate of temporary residence for its 
i~orke.rs)itcould be punished with a fine of RMB 300 per month for a worker 

fromap.?therprovince and RMB 100 per month for a worker from Guang
\dongPf()viIlce. Inspections were also carried out on major festival days to 

:~Xper.ilI~galtemporary workers from the city. At such times of inspection, 
'the M!tp?fworkers were often very worried because they were never sure 
;~hethertheir legal status to stay in Shenzhen had been applied for and 
,:~tanted'Arid those workers who did not hold proper legal documents were 
::~d\Tisedb}rthe personnel of the company not to search for work elsewhere in 
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the city because they would be arrested by the police. Workers not hold, 
ing legal documents were identified as "three withouts persons" (sanwu 
renshi)-that is, persons having no identity card, no temporary residence 
certificate, and no temporary labor handbook. These "three withouts per
sons" were targets of arrest in Shenzhen. 

The existing hukou system helps to create exploitative mechanisms Of 
labor appropriation in Shenzhen as well as in other cities in China. The 
maintenance of the distinction between permanent and temporary residents 
by the hukou system facilitates avoidance by the state of its obligatiorito 
provide housing, job security, and welfare to rural migrant workers (Sol

inger 1999; Mallee 2000; Zhang 2001C). The labor of the rural populatioriis 
needed, but not their survival in the city once their labor power ceases tobe 
necessary. Indeed, this newly forming working class is permitted to form no 
roots in the city. Worse still, the hukou system, mixed with labor control;is 
the specific modality of power that makes up the ambiguous identity oBhe 
rural migrant labor and deepens, but at the same time obscures, their ex

ploitation. Are the temporary residents treated as urban residents orh(it? 
Are the temporary laborers regarded as workers or peasants? The answers to 
these questions are always ambiguous (Andors 1988, 40-41). The ambiguity 
of their status helps appropriate labor from rural areas without giving them 

the Chinese state's full recognition as laborers. As Solinger (1999) further 
argues, this has created a contested, if not deformed, citizenship, w~i~h 
has disadvantaged Chinese migrant workers attempting to transform them
selves into urban workers. The term mingong-"peasant workers" or tern~ 

porary workers-blurs the lines of identity between peasant and worker. 
The contention here is that this process of proletarianization was launched 

by the Chinese socialist state when it allowed rural migration to meet the 
needs of global capital and national development at the same time tha.fit 
constrained and contained the formation of this new working class. The 
developmentalist state contrived to impose capitalist mechanisms onto the 
socialist system while at the same time refusing, or unable, to undert:a.ke 
the costs of proletarianization and its generational reproduction. The blur
ring of the peasant/worker identity, or the subalternity of the newly born 
working class, is a strange outgrowth of the Chinese socialist state iii its 
extraction oflabor from rural areas. This modality of power is clearly shown 
by the Shenzhen Labor Bureau itself, as follows: "The major componerii()f 

the labor service market is the temporary workers. Their characteristic is that 
they are active and flexible in the market. They are· assiduous, hardworking, 
easily manageable, and economically productive. What's more they do not 
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;jransfeitheirhukou [actually they are not permitted to do sol. If there is 
{work/theycome; if not, they go. This lessens the burden of enterprises, solves 
'~e'Pr()blerriof labor use, and at the same time does not result in urban 

,'overp9pula.tion" (Shenzhen Labor Bureau 1992, 80). 

; '. Furthermore, education, housing, and other elements of infrastructure 
) 

(are notpl"ovided to the temporary residents by the Shenzhen government. 

'Migr~tiworkers themselves are not rightful citizens and, moreover, their 
.familYll.1~mbers are not allowed to live in Shenzhen unless they too can find a 

·iob~~.iacquire the status of temporary worker. Marriage and childbirth 
i,,~annnperegistered in Shenzhen. Officially, these workers are still regarded 
;aspellsaritsand are supposed to rely on support from their families in the 
'nrralCifeas,Thus local government and foreign enterprises are able to reduce 

rt:heirb,~rdel1s while at the same time make use of the rural labor for their 

~{ciWnR5()fit.The cost of labor reproduction is borne by the rural society_ 
;:¥igra~tlab()r is distinguished by its transient nature; normally a worker, 
;~~peci~lIYafemale worker, will spend three to five years working as a wage 

~labor~final1 industrial city before getting married. The long-term planning 
'Qflifeactivities such as marriage, procreation, and family were all expected in 

~~~ralfgD1munities. As in other developing countries, the process of prole
(,t~rlariiz~ti()n in contemporary China relies heavily on the subsistence mode 
(\Qfagiis#ltural production. China is an extreme case in that the process 

;.bfpro~~t~rianization has been strongly dictated by political-administrative 

i:tathefth.anmarket forces, and it was the political-administrative forces that 
~~~lpe1tRco .. oPt existing social relationships and economic structures into 

g~~Pit~~stdevelopment. Given that there is a great labor surplus in rural 
,:;§hin~;itisalmost unnecessary for the urban government to consider the 

~1~mg~~frll1reproduction oflabor. 
i\,,;iBecatlsethis newly formed proletariat is not allowed to built slums in the 

~\~rban{a.l"eas,· the burden of the daily reproduction of labor is left to the 

'ifactory-ilviost workers are housed in factory dormitory buildings, with about 
jihftyworkers in one flat or house built of wood and iron sheeting provided 
:;~y theifie:mployers. Even Mr. Zhou, director of Meteor, complained that 

{;Z~hesh~~zhen government does not provide any housing and basic in
:tf1:astrll,:tllre for the workers but demands money for every worker we hire. 
ii~~ money is claimed for the so-called Increased City Capacity Fee. How
;~ver,tne<city does not provide any facilities for them_ Our factory still needs 

~to pr()yi~efood and housing on our own." Yet Mr. Zhou admitted that the 
~~~mpa.nY31so benefitted from the status of the workers. Because the tempo
i~iarv lab6I'~rs were not officially recognized as gongren, the factory did not 
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recognize them as such either. Mr. Zhou said that the workers the company 
previously employed in Hong Kong were still under the protection of the 
labor law in Hong Kong, and thus they could not dismiss the workers 
arbitrarily without compensation. In Shenzhen, however, they could dismiss 

workers at any time; according to Mr. Zhou, "The labor regulations simply 
are not working here, nobody cares to enforce them, not even the trade 
union and labor bureau." This situation thus creates a space for global 

capital to extract labor surplus in China at extremely low cost. 
In sum, the dream of developing the Shenzhen SEZ as a modern indus" 

trial city is dependent on the use of mingong, the rural migrant workers, 

from allover the country, while consciously or unconsciously the hege~ 
monic discourse works to denounce their class status. The blurring of idel1~ 
tity is a strange blending of exploitative mechanisms of population control 

and labor control, which helps to maintain the availability of a massive 
cheap and flexible labor force in the course of incorporating China into the 
global economy. A neoliberal discourse of modernity and development that 
justifies exploitative controls simultaneously contributes to the subalter~ 

nality of this newly emerged Chinese working class, which is not even given 
an enunciative space to speak of its existence. What is at stake for this ne~ 
working class is that the basis of its formation is uprooted because the right 

of abode of migrant workers in urban industrial centers is denied. Urban 
slums, places for migrant workers to organize themselves as a class force'are 
wiped out, despite the rapid growth of slums in some big cities like Guang:; 
zhou and Beijing (Zhang 2001C). Rural proletarianization in contemporary 

China is uniq':le in that life as an industrial worker for every rural migrantis 
transient, and few have hope of changing their social status from peasand:o 
worker. The growing roots of an enduring and substantial working-class 
force are dispersed when migrant workers are sent back to their rural home" 
towns. Administrative/political forces, (albeit in a chaotic way), together 
with the abandonment of class language, make and unmake this newly 
formed working class in contemporary China. 
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'Xhvasflviarch 1996, a week after the Chinese New Year holiday, and thus the 
~~y,lookedforward to by rural migrant workers hoping for the chance to be 

)H,iredBraf~ctory in the Shenzhen special economic zone. At 1 P.M. the gate 

;~t"th:r1eteor electronics plant was surrounded by more than two hundred 
~¢qpl:imost of them women, hoping to get in for an interview. It was not 

;M~Fd tg;t~Upy their appearance that they were the mingong (peasant work
~~ts),me1l1bersof the first wave of rural migrants who came annually, imme
'm~telr~ft~rthe Chinese New Year, to hunt for jobs in the city. In launching 
[ti'econOtnIcreform, the Chinese state had decided to open not only the 
{tl{\""" ':""C::·;···>" 
'rna'tlimaldobr to foreign capital but also the urban door to its rural people. 
(NUt"" ".' .... : .. 

~usgWn.eseSociety began to ride on top of a great movement-of eco-
I~~~ic . systems; of political ideologies, of practices of everyday life, and 

~9~reop~d.}> . . , 
r~f~lTh~~rol\rdstood fast at the factory gate. Three uniformed guards, tall and 
:~~9ngieachholding an electric baton and standing beside the gate, tried to 
MzY,~~! .: ..... -:-:<: .:,::<-, 
~~int~~.~as:emingly impossible order. Two women from the personnel 
;~~p~rtmeJ1t;Yiitg and Jun, stood at the entrance examining the documents 
nt);{;·,.,: ..... :.:.: .. : ... :> .. : ..... 
(~,~ldbyeachjob seeker. As they worked busily, they tried to explain the 

~1*atio,?t6~e as I stood behind them. Ying stated: "We didn't put ads in the 
~~gspaperor oitthe notice boards on the street. We simply spread the news 

r,~~~;lliesh6pJ160rthat we were going to recruit labor this afternoon. Now so 

I 
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many people come here, we can't handle them. Every year is like this:' When 

I asked her where the job seekers came from, she replied, "Oh, provinces all 
over the country. But anyway, I'm sure they're people who have some rela:; 

tionship with our factory-maybe they are sisters, relatives, or fellowviJ· 

lagers of our factory workers." 

Ying and Jun checked four kinds of papers: identity cards, secondary· 

school graduation certificates, certifications of unmarried status, and entry 

permits for the Shenzhen SEZ. As Ying told me, "Priority goes to the workers 

from Guangdong, who are at least sixteen but preferably eighteen to twentY" 

three, and who are single and have a high middle school education."Jun 

added: Nowadays, people can easily buy a school certificate at a low price. So 

it's difficult for us to tell the real from the fake. We need to judge not only 
from their certificates, but also from their appearances:' Following Jun's 

eyes, I looked at the crowd, focusing on their faces and bodies. They wereso 

varied: some tall, some short, some thin, some fat, and some with a more 

urban look than others. Whatever their appearance as individuals, the entire 

crowd had set their gaze in my direction. The only direction, the face of the 
factory, where gaze and gate met, absorbed all kinds of expectations into a 
single flow of desire-the desire for factory life. That day twenty people were 

hired. Then the gate was pulled down, leaving the crowd outside disap· 

pointed. With the new hires Meteor's total number of workers was up t0526, 

and they planned to hire fifty more workers later in the year. The previous 

year they lost about forty workers who had returned to their hometoWns, 

during the Chinese New Year holidays and never came back. . \ 

The twenty new hires were directed to a huge dining room on the second: 

floor of the factory compound. Ying and Jun asked them to sit at the table;; 
after which they distributed application forms for them to fill in. Nogriid) 

ance was given. After ten minutes, Ying and Jun collected all the completed 
i',1 

forms and started the first round of interviews. Liu Siu Hua was the firstone,; 

to be called. A young girl with a round face stood up among the groupan41 
came to the table. She looked firm but also a little nervous. Jun looked ove't) 

her documents again, this time more deliberately in order to make surethJ~ 
the information on age, place of residence, marital status, and ed\lcatid~ 
level corresponded in each paper. If lun had any suspicions, she would n91~ 
ask for any explanations but rather would simply send her off .. The b~~.R 
information was correct, so Yingstarted asking questions·),~f 

<.: ,{,,~y 
Ying (in Cantonese): Can you speak Cantonese? You are a Hakkaf;:.l,; 
Siu Hua (replying in Cantonese): Yes, at least I can understand31mo~il1 
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~ing:Our department heads all come from Hong Kong. You need to 

understand them well. 

Yingcolltinued by asking about Siu Hua's past work history: the wages, 

~O!~tig hours, accommodations, and other fringe benefits that the factory 

~he'\V'6tked for previously had provided. 

SiuHua: I did quality control jobs. I worked in X electronics plant for 

. more than two years. They paid me a basic wage of RMB 375 and 
. overtime of RMB 200 to 300. 

ring: What were the working hours? 

$iuHua: 7:30 A.M. to 11:30 A.M.; 12:30 P.M. to 5:00 P.M.; and 6:30 P.M. to 

,10:00 P.M. 

Ying: Did they provide meals and accommodation? 

SiuHua: Yes. 

;\~::~~::e;:eia!~~;:~::~e:o Guangzhou and we all lost our jobs. 

,;;Ying:Did you find a job elsewhere? 

i!" SiuHua: No. 
%·,·Ying: No? Really? You are so lazy then? 
:c: .. :, 

~):();, ~·.::$tu··Hti.a: I did try ... but .... but I got no interviews. 
//' .. " 

i; Xing: Hmm, go back to your seat and wait. 
'.. ....... ,.:: .... . 

;;~ . Si~-Hua left the table looking uneasy. Ying put remarks on the applica

:~'i~nf()rm, suggesting that Siu Hua meet with the quality control department 

~!aff.Jwlsoon arranged for Ah Biao, the department foreman, to come to 
;th~futerview room. In his early thirties, Biao, holding an internal mobile 

~~hon.eil'lihis hand, looked confident and talented. He walked straight to 

:;~()thert~ble to read through the application form and the remarks. I 

~rii'ovedmy seat to his table; he nodded, but gave me a look of surprise that I 
"'l.;." ithet~.lwas supposed to be working on the line in the production 

ardneIlt,but I had' been granted leave in order to observe the process on 

'{first day of annual labor recruiting. 

1~LiuSiti.aua:' Biao shouted. Siu Hua looked more nervous this time and 
"<~d quickIy to the table. 

:" ....... :. 

:Siao:.' .. Yo.··.' .. ·.u.·.:.·.·.a.·.· .. ··.r .. e.·.· aged twenty, with two years of working experience. What did 
"" .' y~u(lo in the factory? 

.~ Huaildid;, . I did quality control. 

~':;: I ¥hO~~\lt what tasks did you do? 
:#;#~a; !checked the functions, the defects, and ... 
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Biao: Okay, okay, if I give you this mobile phone to check, what will YOll 

do? 

Siu Hua (more hesitantly, with her hand shaking while holding the phone): 

I will, I will look over the appearance, and check the function. I will 

follow the steps carefully. 

Biao (showing a little bit of impatience but laughing when he saw th( 
shaking hand): What's the problem with your hand? You haven't eatell 

enough to hold the phone? Let me look at your hand. 

Siu Hua stretched out her palm, small and soft. Biao held her fingers and Siu 

Hua wanted to draw back but controlled herself. She flushed. 

Biao: Oh, not too bad. I guess you didn't do farming work at home. I hope 

you didn't. 

Siu Hua: No. I did not do farming at home. 

Biao: So you are the lucky one. What is your schooling? 

Siu Hua: Middle high school. 

Biao: Completed? 

Siu Hua: Yes. 

Biao: Really? Then you should have the talent to recognize the English 

word "open." (Biao wrote down the English word on a paper, passed it 

to her and smiled at me.) 

Siu Hua: bi, "pen:' isn't it bi? 
Biao (laughing): You said you have completed secondary school, and you 

can't distinguish between the word "pen" and "open:' 

Biao (passing the paper to Siu Hua): Well, if you really have secondary 

schooling, write me ten English letters of the alphabet, starting frOIn 
the thirteenth letter. 

Siu Hua hesitated for a while, and immediately wrote down all twenty~six 

letters and simply crossed out the first twelve and the last three. We aU 

smiled, and I thought she was clever, but Biao said that was always the way 

the silly workers did it. Siu Hua was told to sit back down and wait. 

Ying and Iun finished the first round of interviewing and asked tWo 
people to leave immediately after looking at their certificates. Amongrhe 

remaining eighteen people, sixteen female and two male, twelve were as
signed to the production department, while six were sent to the quality 

control department for further interviewing. After the second roundo! 

interviewing, seven were asked to leave and the remainder were sent to see 

various department heads or assistants. Criteria for selection were set,al-
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thciugllthe guidelines were flexible and specific to the demands of the dif

feteMdepartments and work positions. A command of Cantonese, a certain 

edu9-tion·leveI, previous work experience, nimble fingers, and a good atti

tude were all basic requirements . 

.• . !y.ls.Tang, the quality control department manager, a Hong Kong citizen, 
showed up at 4:00 P.M. Dressed in casual wear, she looked stout, ener

getiyandquite handsome. "Any perfect candidates? I want perfect!" she 

rell1arked.Biao did not give her a direct answer but said, "It's like finding 

rieedlesinthe sea." Five people were waiting to be interviewed by Ms. Tang. 

Theiriterviews were to take place at the far end of the large common dining 

rOoDl;in a canteen reserved for the Hong Kong staff who worked in the 

factofy.Biao and I sat beside Ms. Tang. Biao tried to provide Ms. Tang with 

as much information as he could . 

. LiuSiu Hua's name was called again, for a third time. She looked tired, 

frallgIl.t,and nerve-wracked as she walked to the table and sat down. Ms. 

J'an.gthensaid, "Sit Straight. Don't bend your back. You're not farming now, 

are you?"Siu Hua showed fear when Ms. Tang spoke. She instantly stretched 

herb~ck straight and looked at Ms. Tang, whose voice turned soft when she 
~as satisfied with Siu Hua's posture. 

Tang: You've got experience working in an electronics plant. How many 
. Il1()dels have you seen? 

SiuHlJa (hesitated): Perhaps ten models, or more. 
,.. . Tang: Were the checking processes similar or different? 

SiuHua: Quite similar. 

Tang: Did you do the bookkeeping yourself? Could you recognize those 

.·.·.·I11odel names? 

5iuHua: Yes, I did. And I seldom made mistakes. 

rang: Hmm. I will give you a three-month probation period. During this 
.. period, the basic wage is RMB 320 per month and the overtime work is 

.. RMB 2.5 per hour. Do the rates sound reasonable to you? 

SiuHua: Yes, Madam. 

Ta l1{ Hmm. Then start working tomorrow. And if you are hardworking 

. and skillful, I will shorten your probation period and adjust your wage. 

All right? 

Siu Sua: Yes, thank you. 

Ms. 'tang turned to me and said, "I won't waste time asking questions. I 

J~dge~herllIilore on attitude. It is politeness, honesty, and obedience that 1 
ValueI11ost, and it is their readiness to be a dagongmei that matters." 
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On the second day after entering the factory gate, Siu Hua fulfilled her 
dream of becoming a dagongmei in a modern industrial world. l She als6 
made me want to understand the wishes and dreams that cause female 

migrant workers to leave their hometowns and enter the factories, and it is 
this desire to understand that forms the primary concern of this chapter.! 
am particularly interested in women's struggles between work and family, in 
particular their personal desires and struggles for dagong, together with 
society at large and the rural-urban migration ofthe past two decades. I also 
provide a close-up view of the extensive renegotiation by women of their 
gender role and performance in the Chinese patriarchal family, which proc 

vides support for their rural-urban migration as well as hindering their 
ability to leave. This suggests a complicated relationship between dominance 
and resistance that hardly can be dichotomized when examining the teJ1., 

sions and the struggles between marriage and family life in the village a.rid 
waged work in the urban areas. As I will show, the daily struggles of both 
single and married women workers, contesting the gender performance in 
rural China, are recorded in the workplace. 

Rural-Urban Migration and Familial Networks 

Despite the structural conditioning of the formation of the new Chinese 
working class described in chapter 1, rural migrants continue to flow to the 
cities at a pace far greater than the state can contain.2 According to the 
population census of 2000, as reported by People's Daily (27 January 20(1) 

the total floating population is estimated at 120 million. Loraine West and 

Zhou Yaohui (2000, 4) report that during the period from 1982 to 1997 ona 
net basis nearly 112 million rural residents migrated to urban areas,a.n 
average of 7.5 million annually. Sarah Cook and Margaret Maurer-Fazio 

(1999,1) estimate that in 1996 there were about 45 million migrant workers 
seeking jobs in cities and the floating population ranged between 70 million 
and 120 million. A study by Zhou Darning (1996, 75), which focuses on the 
Pearl River Delta, provides an estimate that the migrant labor populatioJ1in 

the delta was 5 million in 1991 but reached 10 million in 1993, thus almosf 
doubling within two years. Shen Tan (2000, 292) also based her study in the 

delta region and reports that among the total number of migrant workers 
working in foreign enterprises, about 74.7 percent were female. At the tUrn· 
of the century a common estimate holds that between 80 million and 120) 

million rural laborers were searching for jobs in cities or in urban economic" 

development zones, and among them over 10 million or more had fotind 
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jo~~in foreign enterprises in the Pearl River Delta area. There is thus little 
doubt that rural labor flows over the past fifteen years have launched a silent 
"social revolution" in Chinese society that is challenging the existing rural

urbaridivide, reconfiguring the state-society relationships, restructuring the 
patriarchal family, and remaking class and gender relations in particular. 

Great efforts have been made by many scholars, both Chinese and West
erIl.,tohelp us understand the rural-urban migration phenomenon in re
fonnChina and thus the desires and dreams of dagongmei like Siu Hua (Wu 

1994; Mallee 1996a; Croll and Huang 1987; Huang 1997; West and Zhao 2000; 

Sunio01; Zhang 200lC; Sudy Group 2000). Nevertheless, migration studies 

in the early 1990S tended to look at macrolevel and structural factors, such 
asrur3.l-urban disparity, the hukou system, the household responsibility 

systeIn, and the surplus labor issue within the context of economic reform 
and rural development and their contribution to the number, characteris
tics, and destinations of rural labor flows. 3 Supplementary to the struc
timilfactors and the logic of rural surplus labor, middle-range studies in 

ithelate1990s, based on county, township, or village-level surveys, contrib
~utedtohighlighting the huge variations in rural-urban migration flows in 
Chinaa~d called for more sophisticated studies to take factors of household 
:dynamicsand community development into consideration (Mallee 1996a, 
2oob;Huang 1997; Hare and Zhao 2000). Despite various contributions to 
the study of rural labor flows, however, these studies seldom look into the 
livesofdagongmei to examine their personal struggles over the experience 
;oftnigrating to the urban industrial world.4 This is not to say that familial 
andcol11Il1unity factors are not important considerations when women 

;mak~their decisions to leave their villages and look for jobs in the factories. 
iFactorssllch as job opportunities in nonfarm activities in the village; specific 
Jamilyeconomic situations in terms of household income, assets, and the 

:li.m0UIlta.nd quality of land holdings; the development cycle of the family; 
;andthel'atriarchal culture of the rural community in general all contribute 
ltO negotiations for labor migration in general (Mallee 2000; Hare and Zhao 
.;2000). Buiit would be wrong to assume that female migrant workers were 
;th~ passive objects of the Chinese patriarchal family, sent out by their house

:~oldsbased on pure economic factors and deliberate family calculations, 
;~'I'ith()utindividual anticipation and struggle between work and family and 
.,/' 

!with()~tvvomen's negotiations over when, where, and with whom to migrate 

'~nd f~rhow long. In the Meteor workplace, what often surprised me was 
~hatmostof the dagongmei could not inform me of how much land their 
~families6Whed or even sometimes provide a rough idea of the annual in-
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come of their households.5 Because they were either kept detached or had 

attempted to subvert the familial grip of power, I found a few women who 

had escaped their natal families or husband's families to work in the factory 

without their father's or husband's agreement. Nevertheless, familial·. and 

community factors, acting as a complicated relationship of dominance and 
subversion, should be taken as major cultural conditionings and possibilities 

that produce chances as well as pitfalls for rural women to undertake factory 

work as part of the fulfillment of their life goals. 
One of the most important, although paradoxical, dimensions of family 

and community that facilitated rural-urban migration and job-hopping for 
rural women was the configuration of familial and kin networks. As a conse~ 

quence of social and cultural gaps between rural and urban areas, as we1Las 

serious discrimination in industrial areas, rural migrant workers showed 

their power and creativity in making and remaking their familial and kin 

networks in the village. As performative and cultural resources that migrant 

workers had to actively produce, these familial and kin networks with their 

open-ended and negotiable boundaries helped to facilitate movement and 

were especially significant in determining when and where to go. These 

networks, often nuanced, proved to be particularly useful not only in pro~ 

viding information about job opportunities but in introducing family mem

bers to jobs in the workplace (Honig 1986; Hershatter 1986; Perry 1993; Lee 
1998a). Acting counter to the derogatory images of mangliu, migrants of 
blind flows,6 these kin relations and networks provided clear migration 

routes and destinations before most rural migrants had finally made their 

decision to leave their villages. 

An interesting phenomenon I discovered in my 1992 study of a garment 

factory in Shenzhen was that kin-ethnic enclaves were developed rapidlyin 

the workplace and occasionally would be articulated in a honeycomb pat~ 

tern (Pun 2001; see figure 3). For example, the honeycomb could start with 

two or three women coming from the same village, thus forming a cote. 

Then, step by step, the core kin would help their family members and 

relatives from the same or related villages to find jobs at their workplace. 

These family members and relatives then form the periphery and continue 

to help distant kin and fellow villagers to migrate and thus enlarge the layers 
of the enclaves. Kinship and ethnicity often intersected in cementing group 

formation. Sometimes a kin enclave would be clustered with relatives froin 

more than three or four villages in the same place of origin. Kin obligations 

were mutual and equal, but in a time of scarce resources they skewed toward 

the core members. Nevertheless, the boundary between core and periphery 
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example of the honeycomb pattern of Jieyang kin in the workplace, 

iilliiiiir,i::'n, .. " villages, and dates of entry into the factory. (Pun 2001) 
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was not fixed but rather changed in response to the frequent movemenfto 

and from the factory. Indeed, the boundary would be changed, created, and 

re-created as time went on. The honeycomb shape could easily be destroyed, 

but it also could be rebuilt overnight when other kin filled vacancies. . 

The formation of kin enclaves and chain migration in the Shenzhen 

workplace is well illustrated by an example provided by the Jieyang group(a 

Chaozhou community). In this Jieyang group the position of eldest sister 

was held by Lu Siu-hong, which meant she held the highest status and was 
the most authoritative person in the kin enclave. This position was Dot 
exclusively about age but rather indicated who came to the factory first ~nd 

who developed the network to help other kin into the workplace. Siu-hong 

and her younger cousin, Lu Mei-fen, the daughter of her second uncle, carne 
to work in the garment factory in June 1990. According to them, the job~ 

hunting experience was extremely difficult because none of their village kin 

worked in Shenzhen. There was only one distant relative, living in a differeryt 

village, who worked in a bonnet factory, and when they went to look forher 

they found that she had already left and had left no forwarding addreSs~ 

After wandering for three days in the streets of the industrial zone imd 

making inquiries at more than ten companies, they finally fou~d work~t 
Lung Garment in the Nanshan industrial district. Siu-hong said they were 
just lucky, but the others considered her a capable person because she waS 

not intimidated by the situation and was daring enough to knock at every 
personnel office door in order to find a job. 

After working at the garment plant for four months and getting used to 
the factory regime, Sui-hong started to arrange for her family members to 

come to Shenzhen. In October 1990 her third youngest sister, Lu Siu-di, who 

had graduated from junior secondary school in the summer of that year,ar~ 

rived at the Lung factory to join her sister. In December, Siu-hong and MeI

fen introduced another cousin, Zhang Jin-feng (their aunt's first daughter), 

who lived in a village about five miles away from Lu's village. At Chinese New 

Year, Siu-hong and Mei-fen went back to their home village where they were 
welcomed by their family and the rest of the village folk. Besides bringiJig 

back 1,500 yuan, representing seven months of work, they offered manye,,

citing stories of their experiences in Shenzhen. Their stories quickly spread 

to other nearby villages, and after the Chinese New Year two cousins from 
Dongfeng village came to find them and asked to be taken to find jobs. Siu~ 

hong agreed and the two cousins, along with Jin-feng's sister~in-Iaw, Chan 

Wai-zhu, went to Shenzhen. In this kin enclave it was clear that Lu Siu-hong 
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and/I.iiMei-fen formed the core, surrounding which was the periphery ofLu 
Sitic~li;:Zhang Jin-feng, Chan Wai-zhu, and the cousins Lin Wei and Lin Cui. 
M.u@il.~bligation and the principle of reciprocity were presumed in the kin 

cir~l~,apdSiu-hong, as the head figure, was obliged to take care of all her kin 
attlieexpense of her own interests (Pun 2001). 

1yI:yvlew of the epistemological problem of the concepts of kinship 
and~trIlicity is that they are not fixed, inclusive categories in a structural

;ful1ctcio~aIsense, but rather are performative cultural artifacts and prac
ticaJf~lationships. These relationships are produced at particular moments 
mSR~cificsituations, and they are fluid, changeable, invented, and rein

ve~1:¢d(Fardon 1987). In the Meteor workplace, the boundaries of kin
.ethriiCgroups were resilient and ever changing and not strictly attached to 

reifiediC:llltural or geopolitical definitions. Individuals negotiated or identi
fiecl thd:nselves with a group of fellow workers according to situational needs 

.m.d~te~Il1inate settings.? Thus a term like Sichuan mei or Chaozhou mei 
cotilclbeexpanded to include people from very different backgrounds, or 

'l1au9wed to exclude quite similar individuals. Kin-ethnic boundaries were 

situ~~i?~aland shifting (Fardon 1987, 176). Geographical, genealogical, and 
~ctiltlltalelements all worked together to weave a group identity and signify 
indiViduals. 
i:f:,Nptallof the kin networks found in the workplace were shaped in a 
hOIleycomb pattern, however. At the Meteor plant there were many that 
:werelcl()sely linked and could be formed or reformed when different family 

'mel11Eetsmoved in or out of the workplace. Some groups grew stronger and 

be~~r~e~eloped than others over time. But, as usual, the Meteor workers 
;:wer5Et?ught in by their sisters or relatives for the job interview process 
im~e,~i~teIy after the Chinese New Year. Siu Hua, the interviewee described 
at the beginning of this chapter, had three relatives working in the Meteor 

wor~l'lac:e, and one of them, her cousin, brought her to the factory. The 

~ou~imi\Vho was three years older than Siu Hua, had already been working at 
:Mete(jrformore than two years. She provided Siu Hua with temporary 

~cc~mIIl.()dation in her dormitory during Siu Hua's job search in Shenzhen. 

Pr?~t~mga place to stay was considered one of the best types of assistance 
"and8l.1ethat Siu Hua often emphasized because she could never have af
,(ordedtostay in a Shenzhen hostel, even at the cheapest rate, which in the 

mifip?OSWas 100 yuan per night. In this way, the bigger the gap between 

rura~~~4urban areas, the greater the need for the dagongmei to manipulate 
(informal ties and strategies to cope with everyday pressures. These ties of 
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assistance in the urban area, often tied to familial, kin, and ethnic relations 

that were rapidly reconfiguring, silently rendered support to the social revo~ 

lution from below by migrant workers in the city. 

Rearticulating Women's Fate between Family and Work 

The active rearticulation and reconfiguration of familial and kin relations 

among women in the workplace speaks against a large body ofliterature on 

Chinese women and the family. The literature tends to reify the ChineSe 

family as a rigid system under which women's agency and subjectivities are 

thwarted. Since the literature posits a homogenous pattern of effects on 

women, it creates a fatalistic image of Chinese women, as if their low status 

were permanently rooted in the Chinese family system. Inescapably, Chinese 

women's lives, and hence their fates, are said to be confined within the 

patriarchal family, which is organized along male kinship lines and is patri;. 

lineal and patrilocal in nature (Johnson 1983; Kung 1983; Andors 1983; Stacey 

1983; Wolh972, 1985). Women in traditional China were thus deprived of the 

means of production and the right to land, and their personal autonomy was 

entirely submerged under male authority, whether that of their father or 

their husband. As Kay Ann Johnson puts it, "The patriarchal-patrilineal

patrilocal configuration, in China, as elsewhere, made women marginal 

members of the entire family system. They were temporary members or 
future deserters of their natal families and stranger-intruders in their new 

husbands' families" (1983, 9). Women, then, were born into a system that 

structurally placed them in a vulnerable position where they were essen

tially powerless (Johnson 1983; Kung 1983). These interpellations of Chinese 
women as abject subjects, occasionally backed up by empirical studies, are 

exaggerated and stereotyped, however, and suggest an orientalist imagedf 

Chinese women who are always submissive, repressed, and even pitiful. 

Ironically, the orientalist image of Chinese women was further construed 

by a number of critical studies on Chinese socialism and gender. Studiesdf 

modern Chinese women work to convince us that forty years of experience 

in socialism in China did not fulfill its promise of women's liberation, which 

was one of the major revolutionary goals in the course of socialist develope 

ment. The Chinese road to socialism was nevertheless paved with patriarchy 

and male authority, whether intentionally or not (Johnson 1983; Andors 

1983; Stacey 1983; Wolf 1985). Both the revolutionary strategies of the pree 

liberation period and the development policies of the socialist construction 

era perpetuated and reinforced rather than destroyed the traditional family 
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system and ideology. The reluctance of the Chinese state-party to vigorously 

pursuefamily reform goals and the failure to perceive and act on the patri
local and patriarchal marriage system, these studies argue, maintained tradi

tional male-centered family structures (Johnson 1983; Stacey 1983). The pri

orities of economic and political development overshadowed the goals of 

socialchange, even at the cost of sacrificing the promise of women's eman

cipation as understood as part of the Chinese socialist project. 

kdepressing tale of macrohistory was thus enacted and reenacted in its 

short-lived socialist construction: socialism and patriarchy could actually 

exist hand in hand in stable harmony, as imaginary and as real. A lesser hope 

in.thereform period that never aimed at challenging the traditional culture, 

thepattilocal-patrilineal-patriarchal family system would only result in fur

thetconsolidation, perpetuating an outmoded yet existing social relation. 

WheI1.1and was restored to the household; when the household head, who 

was male, represented all female interests; when the men again controlled all 
the resources and means of production, women's rights and situation fur

thefd.eteriorated (Croll 1985, 1994; Davis and Harrell 1993). Worse still, 
women's fortunes were further denied by the one-child policy, which con

trois not only women's fertility but also their bodies, sexuality, and personal 

autonomy, thereby perpetually trapping women in the so-called patriarchal 

system: Consequently, neither socialist revolution nor reformist transfor

mationliberated more space and power for Chinese women . 
. Jtseems difficult to deny that women in China are the victims of struc

turalconfigurations, especially the seemingly never-fading Chinese family 

system championed by most scholars. Yet Chinese women are still far from 

being "family puppets;' rendering their fates for someone to decide. Al

tho1.l.ghpowerless, they have been tactical agents in negotiating their own 

lives and in manipulating those exploitative forces for their own ends in the 

daily struggles. Put in specific moments and situations, like dagongmei in 

th~workplace, Chinese women's lives were acted and re-acted in multiple 

alldshifting ways, weaving a grip of social relationships embedded in vari

oU5iegionai cultural forms, in differences in family economic status, in 

jndivicluallife cycle, and in the changing identity of women overalI.B To 

manipulate an alienated living space, women could be active in organizing 

their own community-which Margery Wolf (1972,9) called the women's 

community-once they married into a new village. 

Women in the workplace also actively rendered familial and sisterhood 

netWorks to protect themselves by providing new connotations and signifi

canceta family and community. As woman, in the singular form, the female 
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population was probably the structural victims of Chinese history; but as 
women, in plural and nuanced lives, their everyday struggles demonstrate4 
their creativity and strength to reverse male control in certain situations; 

Moreover, the common view that holds that women in traditional Chinese 
society were restricted to the home and were never allowed to participate 
in productive labor is actually an exaggeration (Johnson 1983, 15). The reef 
ord never shows a lack of Chinese women participating vigorously in the 
production sphere. Among poor peasant families, keeping girls at home 

was only an ideal that could rarely be achieved. A history of womena.s 
active players in productive work can be rearticulated when we examine 
some valuable historical studies that show that Chinese women engaged 
frequently in productive work and contributed a considerable share in meet-· 

ing the needs for family survival. John Buck, in his research on China's land 
utilization in the 1930S, estimated that women comprised more thani(5 
percent of labor used in farmwork (1937, 303). Hsiao-tung Fei and Chih~I 
Chang (1945), in their study of Chinese villages in Yunnan Province in the 

same period, also reported that women played an active role in the family 
economy and sometimes even did more farming work than men. 

Women not only undertook farming work but also a variety of other 
jobs. In the late 1920S Hakka women in southern China, some of whom 
were over forty years old, performed a range of transport work such as 
carrying coal, charcoal, steel, and cement for construction (Johnson 1984); 

Women were successful at peddling because women peddlers were allowed 

to enter the houses of affluent families, according to Ida Pruitt's (1967,175) 

story of a Han daughter. Women were also active in home industries sucha.s 
weaving and spinning, and in doing so they could contribute income equal 
to men's share from farming. Evelyn Rawski's (1972,47) study shows thaia 
skilled home weaver could weave a bolt of cotton cloth every four or five 
days, the value of which was equal to one sixth of the annual production 
from one acre of fertile land. Rawski goes on to point out that in Suzholl.a 
woman weaver could earn twenty silver liang a year, while a hired laborer fdr 
farming would be paid only 13 liang a year (1972,55). 

Since the early twentieth century, women in the Pearl River Delta were 

famous for participating in silk production, where many earned a considd·~ 
able wage from harvesting mulberry leaves, raising silkworms, and reeling 
silk (Topley 1975; Stockard 1989). This income provided not only the ecOc 
nomic base but also the power for women to develop many marriage~ 
resistance strategies, and it contributed to the rise of the famous compensa.,-
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tionmarriage in the delta, especially in the Sunde region. While women in 
the Canton area were active in the silk industries, those in Shanghai in the 
pre-1949 period were already predominant in the early development of the 
textile industry. Emily Honig, in her study of Shanghai women workers, 

states: "In Shanghai, China's largest industrial center prior to 1949, cotton 
was king and the majority of mill workers were women. Including those 
employed in the silk and tobacco factories, women accounted for almost 
tWo~thirds of the total industrial work force in Shanghai" (1986, 1). These 
.eatly\votking daughters presaged women's active role in a great diversity of 

pr6411ctive work, challenging the common assumption that held Chinese 

womerito be passive and economically dependent . 
. Although far from an abrupt reversal of the patriarchal structure, this 

actiy(participation in economic roles did provide room for renegotiating 

~oIlie1i's power in the family. Honig's findings refuted the belief that wom
en'Scstittus would be increased greatly simply because their wages contrib
utedt()the family (170). The findings in early Shanghai were echoed by Janet 

Salaff's (1981) and Lydia Kung's (1983) studies of their counterparts in Hong 

Kong and in Taiwan in the 1960s and 1970S. These studies also argue that 
womerrsparticipationin industrial work and wage labor did not contribute 
muchtoa significant increase in women's power and status within the fam
ily.Further, recent studies on modern and contemporary Chinese women 

workers also show no trace of a breakthrough in enhancing women's power 
·athorneor in society through contributions to their family income (Lee 

1998; Rofel 1999). However, the fact that women workers, especially those 
frorhrural areas, were still under the control or support of the family, did 
notrriean that patriarchal relations and culture were not under attack, or at 

leasfun.dergoing rapid renegotiation and remaking. The workers in the 
Meteor workplace often were proud of their earning capacities, their work 

ski~s.,andtheir dagong identities. Attempts at transgression, such as escape 
to work in the city or refusal to go back home for marriage, worked to 

'cha¥eIlgethe patriarchal power of the family and submissive images of 
Chinese women. The women workers were, at least, active agents in living 
theif()'\\Trllives, and their wage-earning experiences in the factory granted 
th~mnew power and freedom to balance their lives between work and 
{aniilY.In. the following section I show the strength of the desire of rural 
~()l11ehto leave their village for industrial work-a desire that helps to 
reconfigure both women's identities and the Chinese familial relations, to 
whii::hdagongmei attached as well as attempted to subvert. 
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Struggles In the Midst of Alienated Labor 
and Rural Family Life 

The following quote by Karl Marx sheds light on the contemporary scene in 

China, in particular the strong desire to leave home to do industrial work 

that represents a fundamental challenge to the patriarchal culture: 

What, then, constitutes the alienation oflabour? 

First, the fact that labour is external to the worker, i.e. it does not belong 

to his essential being; that in his work, therefore, he does not affirm himself 

but denies himself, does not feel content but unhappy, does not develop 

freely his physical and mental energy but mortifies his body and ruins his 

mind. The worker therefore only feels himself outside his work, and in his 

work feels outside himself. He is at home when he is not working, and 

when he is working he is not at home. His labour is therefore not volul17 

tary, but coerced; it is forced labour. (1964 [1844], 110) 

Marx's statement that when the worker is at home he is not working, and 

when the worker is working he is not at home is of particular interest here. 

For Marx, "at home" means more than a geographical location-it is alsoCin 

existential mode of being by which a man or woman actualizes his or her 

being in the world. 

The puzzle here is that Chinese migrant workers did not feel "at home" in 

the village, when they actually were at home. Rather, they desired to leaye 

home by choosing to sell their labor to capitalists in the economic devel

opment zones .. For Marx, this act was to lead to a fatal process of self ... 

estrangement and the self-objectification of the true self through participa~ 

tion in the activity of wage labor. Immediately following the quotation cited 

above, Marx wrote: 

It is therefore not the satisfaction of a need; it is merely a means to satisfy 

needs external to it. Its alien character emerges clearly in the fact that as 
soon as no physical or other compulsion exists, labour is shunned like the 

plague. External labour, labour in which man alienates himself, is a labour 

of self-sacrifice, or mortification. Lastly, the external character of labour 

for the worker appears in the fact that it is not his own, but someone else's; 

that it does not belong to him, that in it he belongs, not to himself, butto 

another. (uo-u) 

But there was no violence and no coercive force involved when the Chi'

nese dagongmei were determined to escape their home. They desired to do 
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so;Jri the hope of challenging the patriarchal family and changing their life 

situation in rural China, even if it meant "alienating" themselves through 

indu.sttiallabor. Moreover, for the dagongmei there was no misrecognition 

ofthe"I" as suggested by Althusser (1990), who argued that the domain of 

ideology was paramount in interpellating individuals, and fooling them into 

following the interests of the dominant class. Most of the factory women 

knew quite well before they left their village that they were going to be 

working in a sweatshop for twelve hours each day, earning about 500 or 600 

rellmillbi each month. They all knew the factory boss would not be lenient 

and treat them as equal human beings. They knew there was a huge gap 

betWeen industrial life and rural life. They knew they were going to sell their 

bodies. They knew almost everything. But by engaging in this basic struggle 

to work, there seemed to be a chance that women workers might be able to 

transgress their individual "fate" (a term they used often in the workplace) 

offural family life. 

DOllg: ''It'sNot the First Time I've Gone Out Working" 

Dong is a rural female migrant worker somewhat typical of her generation. 

Atthe age of twenty-three, she was an experienced dagongmei who had been 

working in Guangdong for more than four years when I met her at the 

Meteor plant. Each year she changed her workplace at least once. She had 
worked in garment and plastic plants before she went to Meteor, where she 

now worked in the quality control department. Staying in the room next to 

mesh~often invited me for supper, when we shared many valuable child

hood, family, and work experiences. Compared with other women workers, 

DoIlfknew more about the functioning of her family economy back in the 

village~She was the eldest daughter in her family, which meant that she had 

taken. .on family burdens when she was still young. 

Delllg was born in a relatively poor village in Hunan, but over the past 

tW~l'ltyyears she had grown up alongside China's rapid economic reform. In 

1981, when she was eight and of age to enter primary school, land reform was 

launched in her village. The family of five-Dong, her two siblings, and 

parents-'.had about three and a half acres of arable land and two acres of 

mountainous and forest land, and they depended on it for their everyday 

s\lrvival,which was limited to intensive farming. Because of the lack of 

resources and labor power, the family was not able to develop any type of 

sideline production, which in other families at the start of the 19805 helped 

them past a subsistance income. 
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Relative to some, life was not too hard for Dong, especially during her 
childhood in the mid-1980s when state taxes and the price of seed, fertilizers, 
and insecticides remained reasonable. However, the family hit hard times 

when all three children went to school. Besides dealing with the roaring 
inflation in China in the late 1980s and into the 1990S, the family had to cope 
with stagnant land resources and increasing education fees for their chil': 

dren. Rapid economic development in the coastal and urban areas and the 
boom in private trade accelerated price inflation, which had a direct effect 

on peasants' lives (World Bank 1992,1997).9 What was worse was that since 
the late 1980s land reform had began to manifest disadvantages rather than 

the advantages it was argued to have for peasants' lives in the previous 
period. Agricultural production on a local level stopped increasing, with 

limited land supplies in China and, after its division, its fragmentary nature 

and resistance to technological innovations (Wang and Hu 1999). 
As the eldest daughter Dong was the first to take responsibility for al~ 

leviating the family's burden. Her father asked her to quit her junior second~ 
ary school at the age of sixteen, when her younger brother entered secondary 

school and the family did not have enough money for both educations 
(gender inequality is often experienced when a family lacks resources). 
Dong then remained at home, helping with farm work and domestic chores. 
The division of labor in the family was straightforward: the father and the 

mother shared all farm work such as irrigating, planting, fertilizing, and 
harvesting, and the mother spent additional time on poultry rearing and 
housekeeping while the father did more work in planning the household 
economy and. making transactions in outside markets (Croll 1985; Judd 

1994). In addition to grain, the family produced peanuts, cotton, beans, and 
several kinds of vegetables, which together with pigs, chickens, and eggs 

helped the family to earn about RMB 2,500 each year. 
The family focused most of its hopes on Dong's younger brother-'the 

only son. They dreamed that he would gain entry into higher education, 
find a job in town, and, finally, provide money for the family to build a new 
house for the son to bring his wife to when he married. Needless to say, 
saving money was the present concern. Dong shared her family's expecta
tions, so when her cousin went out to work in Shenzhen Dong hoped to joiri 

the migration. As she describes it: "I thought I could earn more moneyiri 
the special economic zone. I felt it was a waste of time to stay in the village 
because my parents could do all the farming work alone. My cousins andiny 
friends who worked in Shenzhen often told me a lot of interesting stories; 

1 knew quite well what the working conditions might be, and how much 
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l.c6uld earn before I went out for work. I knew it was not easy to work in a 

big City, which was a totally strange place to me. But I thought it was still 
worth it to try, and it was a chance for me to look at the outside world. We 

ofterithought we were jing di zhi wa [frogs living in a well, knowing nothing 

ab()ut the outside world), and we knew little about life outside the village." 

As Dong understood it, Shenzhen was a world full of struggles yet also an 

exciting place where one could make money in a short time. For Dong, to 

workinShenzhen was not only a way to meet economic necessity and the 

e~edations of her family but also a chance for self-exploration and self

growth in a modern city. 

Dong returned home to visit almost every year. Each time she returned 

s~ebI'Ought back about 2,000 yuan to her father, which was more than her 

family's total annual income. The family was happy with Dong's contribu

tionand she was satisfied too: "The first time I saw my father and mother 

smile so heartedly, I knew that there is big gap between urban life and rural 

life;¥yparents at first could not believe that I earned two thousand yuan 

withirifive months:' 

. Butfor Dong, the life of the outside world became less and less interesting 

with each passing year. "I know there is a big difference. People in the city earn 

alotarid enjoy a different kind of life. I feel tired. The working hours are too 

long. It:s too hard. What's worse, I could never have hoped to stay in the city. 

Myhllkou is in the village .... Last New Year, I went back home and thought 

thatI~olIld not come out again. I stayed home for two months and I slept, 
slepfallthe day." But later, with her energy and health restored, she felt bored 

'athorneimd wanted to go out working again. Moreover, she had a boyfriend 

:living ina nearby village and they had agreed to get married the following 

,yeat.Sheknew that after marriage she might have limited chances to work in 

the city again. So despite the fact that industrial work was arduous and 

,expl?itative, Dong wanted to enjoy for a little more time her personal "£ree

.dom"outside the village. Saving some of the money for her future married 

Jifew~sanother consideration: "Life will be happy if my husband and my 

parents~in-Iaw treat me nice. But no one knows. It's better for me to have 

s011le11loney of my own:' Thus the individual life cycle of the women's 

!transitionallife period between puberty and marriage meshed with social 

,timeHhetransitional period of the socialist economy fusing with global 
;c:apltalism..:....and crystallized in the everyday struggles of women workers. 

> Dong and many other women in the workplace all had stories, struggles, 

,~d.expectations of their own about leaving their villages. Workers like 

iPongwho shared most of her natal family's goals and expectations would be 
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seen as filial daughters and good women (Salaff 1981). Marital life was still 
their foremost concern, and individual planning for work and migration(to 
the cities was often related to this cultural conditioning. Many workers 
hoped to enjoy freedom and life in the cities before getting married, whileat 
the same time saving "personal money" for protecting themselves. Although 

most of the women agreed that they had much more freedom than did 
previous generations in choosing their marriage partner, many still had 
great worries about life after marriage. As established by the patrilocal pfa.c:~ 

tices of family life, Chinese rural women still were expected to move to and 
settle down in their husband's village. However, as suggested by Margery 

Wolf (1972), women develop strategies to protect their situation in a strang
er's community. Saving personal money and forming women's supportnet~ 

works are among the most common practices. 

Overt resistance to the patriarchal Chinese family sometimes could be 
found in the workplace. For example, there were stories about single w0rriell 
who refused to return home for marriages arranged by their familiesior 

about married women who ran away to escape farm work. Runaway w0rit~ri. 
in the workplace often helped each other at times of emotional or financial 
difficulty. While some women openly shared their stories and formed sisIe.i

hood networks across workplaces, some preferred to keep silent about th.~ir 
escapes. At Meteor, Dong's story sheds light on one prototype of rilial 
women in negotiating her work and family life. However, there were others 
whose stories I heard whose transgressive acts were more subversivejn 
rendering women's identity and role in Chinese family life. 

(hun: '" Had to Live for Myself Sometime" 

Chun was a married woman working as a cleaner in the production depart

ment. There were only a few women who were married and still workirigin 
Meteor, and most of them were cooks, cleaners, or packers who earned a 
little less then the single workers on the shop floor. Chun was a quiet petS?Il, 
and because of her low status in the workplace she seldom talked to people. 

She attracted my attention because there was a rumor that she was a "itlIl~ 
away woman." Chun, in her early forties, had been working at Meteotfor 
nearly two years. While she was not a new worker, she was shy each timel 
tried to talk to her. After several attempts, however, she was finally willing to 

open herself up. 
Chun was from a village in Sichuan, the most populated province/in 

China and well known for its shortage of agricuituralland. She was a mother 
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'Qf one son and one daughter, both of whom were in secondary school. Her 
ihusband was a farmer, who did all of the farm and domestic work at their 
;hollle.Aswith all of the married women at Meteor, I asked Chun how she 

iwasabletb leave her family and husband, and who now was responsible for 
ti:aringfbrthe children. She replied "I didn't have much conflict between my 
;work and family. My children have already grown up, one is sixteen, and the 
;~thetthitteen. They know how to cook for themselves, and my son studies at 
'~boardi~gschool in the county town." She said these words with a smile, 
'~ying totbne down the implications of the runaway issue. 

1t'Icolltinued to ask: "Are there enough hands to till the land? Your hus
'panddoesall the farm work, doesn't he?" To which she replied, "We don't 
~havemuchland, we have four kou [heads], but only have three mou [acres of 

~iabl~l~dl and the quality is no good. There was no more land to distribute 
m our village. You, lady from the city, don't understand our situation. Our 
!:~illage isapoor area, not worth going to." She then continued: ''A few years 
!'~go, rnY.husband had gone to work in a construction site in Xi'an for several 
0:;" 

,p-ionths.Bllthe was cheated and didn't get paid because the contractor ran 
~~waywhen the construction project was finished. After that, he disliked 
~' .. :':.' .: ....... : : ", .. 

~oing outfbr dagong in the urban areas .... I had a big argument with my 
~nrisbandabout my turn to go out and find a job in the city. He hated the idea 

r~dJaidit was very difficult for a married woman of my age to look for 
:fhances .... But we got into debt of a few thousand yuan for rebuilding our 
~Worn-.outh6use, and I wanted to return that amount as soon as possible." 
i~;{':AsChunspoke she started to reveal her story: "I told my husband that 

~i.(nd couldll't lay golden eggs. Our earnings on agricultural products are 
~~bllimg,.only a few hundred yuan each year. What use is a few hundred (,',.. ... 
WUan? We would still have to wait a few years to repay the debts. But if I went 

~titdagorig'and was lucky to find a job in a foreign plant in Guangdong, I 
l~\lld>eafn ten times more than in the village!" She spoke with a self
I~Qnfidentt()ne. "Was your husband angry with you?" I was getting more and 
~J,iioreinterested in her story. "Oh, he lost his temper whenever I mentioned 
j~oing()littodagong .... We argued over the issue several times. I com
\~lainedthatI had married a useless man and into a poor family. [She 
!~)~ughs;lltold my husband I had depended on his family for twenty years 

~hd nbw""as high time that I supported myself. I wanted to contribute my 
!~ha:re. I wanted to dagong and earn money for the family:' 
~W;:i.Chun.m~rriedinto her husband's village in the late 1970S at the time 

!:¢~&nomic.reform started in rural China. After her marriage, the production

~e.1lIl1 systel'l1was disbanded and the land was distributed back to households 
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by the rural household responsibility system. As Chun recalled, the 19805 

were the golden years of village life. Rural families got rich at a time when the 

state was still willing to buy their grain at a good price (Oi 1989).10 Int~e 

1990S, however, rural life stagnated and underemployment and unemploy

ment became serious problems in rural areas. Out-migration then became a 

trend in Chun's village, and young women enthusiastically moved out oithe 

village to explore a new life in the cities. 

Chun, like other married women, was bound by her marriage; she ga"e 
birth to her son one year after marrying. Then her daughter came three 

years later, and for the years following she was completely tied down by 
family responsibilities. She had no opportunity to leave the village, butshe 

did observe most of the young women moving in and out. She never enjoyed 

freedom, and she never earned money for herself and her family. In a 

retrospective mood, she stated: "I told myself to wait until my children grew 
up. I waited for more than fifteen years. One day, I made a decision to go out 

to dagong in Guangdong. I knew it was already late at my age, and ifI didn't 

make it I'd have no chance anymore in my life. I left my son's father in silence 
with a letter." 

Chun told her husband that she would return home at Spring Festival 

time and bring back money for the family. "I was so happy and frightened,it 

was the first time I had left the village:' She then made her trip to Guang

dong, and with the introduction of a fellow villager she finally got a job~t 
the Meteor factory. Chun emphasized that as a married woman shewa5 

lucky to find a job: "You know, jobs here are all for young, single girls. Old 

women like me could hardly be given an offer. I was quite satisfied to workas 

a cleaner. Low status, but who cares? 1 can still earn five hundred each 

month, which is half a year's work in the village." At the time of our talk, 

Chun was struggling with whether or not to go back home. She had been 

working at Meteor for two years, and she missed her children, if not her 

husband, too much to continue her work in the factory. With a smile of self

esteem she told me: "I've saved a few thousand yuan in these two years; arid 

now I can repay the family debt. I would also like to buy some new clothes 

for my son, daughter, and the children's father." 

Chun's story articulates how a middle-aged Chinese married woman 

struggled to live for herself and not be tied to patriarchal family life in the 

village. By escaping to dagong in the city without her husband's permission, 

she openly challenged the patriarchal relations and gender imbalance at a 

time of rapidly changing family life in reform China. However, resistance 

and domination in family life is never a simple dichotomy in the lives Of 
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:woIl1enhirural China. When we look deep into Chun's struggles, in addi
tion.t(lgaining independence and empowerment her dream was to repay the 
fam~y'~debt and contribute to the family's finances. As a married woman, 

~er~r~desire from going out to work was to buy her husband and children 

,n~wfl~thes for the Chinese New Year festival. Her desire ofleaving home to 
!;4agong/could be another alienation of her presumed attachment to her 
cfamily,which provided the original placement for her identity. These in

:tricat~li?ks between defiance and domination suggest a need to look at 
WOIl1eIJ.'sstruggles and the dagong's desire within broader societal dynamics 
'and as part of the structural factors of China's transformation . 

• ->,\" 

:fxperi~JC:ingAntagOniSm 
~>,::' , 

bong~dChun's struggles illustrate the fact that they were not just fighting 

!;gamstthe.patriarchal family but also against an undesirable village life. A 
.'ijeepiliral"'urban divide existed in China and nurtured the soil for rural 
;",om#n'sstruggles between work and family and for rural-urban migration 
)for theydonger generation to live out their desires in the urban areas. There 
;~ereatleast two seductions-effectively a coin with nvo sides-for this 
;§tron~dagong desire: one was the women's struggles between work and 
Jamily;theother was the great disparity between the city and countryside, 
,'~nd betyeenthe working class and the peasantry. 
;. Irltllefollowing quote Marx expresses his view of the urban-rural divide: 

S~~Thea#tagonism of town and country can only exist as a result of private 

:iprop~fV.It is the most crass expression of the individual under the division 
'qfla1.19r~under a definite activity forced upon him-a subjection which 
'lnakesoneman into a restricted town-animal, the other into a restricted 

(c:oun~t-animal, and daily creates anew the conflict between their interests" 
i(MatlC.ahdEngels 1976, 72). Here, however, Marx is wrong in saying that the 
f~tag()hisin of town and country could only exist in a society of private 

tprope~tY.Chinese state socialism in the 1950S witnessed the confiscation of 
'privatF,property while at the same time a huge urban and' rural chasm 
,'withihChinese society was created. Indeed it was neither feudalism nor the 

i'petty-:~pitalism of past Chinese history that turned human beings into 
;·prohil.1ited town or country animals but rather the socialist development 
(;(lictatedby the Chinese Communist Party that claimed to liberate all coun

i.,trym~rfroin oppression. It is surely not fair to say that the Chinese state 
,'$pecinc~l1yaimed at creating hierarchies among the people, especially the 
:;deepidiVidebetween the working class and the peasantry. However, it is 
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correct to say that it was the by-product of the developmentalism and stat~ 
ism inherent in Chinese socialism (Seldon 1993; White 1993). In modern 
China, social and class divisions were not produced by the capitalistnia~ 
chine, based on market logic-that is, the "inequality but justice" ofthe 
distribution of private property among individuals through the exchange 
mechanism. Rather, divisions and hierarchies were created by a party-state 
that confiscated private property and turned it into "state property:'a~d 
then arranged, distributed, and sanctioned different sectors of peopleac~ 
cording to the logic of its planned economy. 

My concern in this chapter has been to understand the women's desire 
for dagong and women's struggles between work and family within a larger 
social dynamic, by which the present desire of a mobile society ste~rTd 
toward industrial capitalism by a "socialist" state and a mainly agrarian 
population. The existing social divisions that the state hoped to narrow 
by a hybrid "socialist market economy" were actually enlarged, especially 
between the city and the countryside and between the eastern coastal a:reas 
and the western interior. The great desire of labor flows, from the rurano 
the urban, from the west to the east, only signified the attempt from the 
bottom to challenge this seemingly unbridgeable social divide created fr6m 
above. 

The possibility of closing this social divide faded as the economic reforms 
continued. Indeed, as Wang Shaoguang (2000) has noted, the economic 
reforms turned from a win-win game to a zero-sum game in 1993 when 
Chinese reform entered the second phase, which was characterized by grow-· 
ing social ine.quality and worsening unemployment. Rural per capitCl.in
come grew at an average annual rate of fifteen percent in real terms from 
1978 to 1984, but then economic growth in terms of agricultural productivity. 
and rural income stagnated in the second half of the 1980s and early 19#os; 
The gap between urban and rural income was further widened whenrl.lral: 
income per capita increased less than 3 percent from 1985 to 1990 (vydrld 
Bank 1992,57-58). Unequal development, far more serious in reform C~iI1a; 
further deepened the social lack, although opportunities given to ther~faL 
population to get rich seemed greater. Social polarization nevertheless be". 
came deeper and deeper from the mid-1990S onward. Wang states: "By1999,\ 
the urban-rural divide was as deep as it had been in 1978. All the gairtsof 
earlier years had been lost .... While a typical urban resident earnedahout 
200 Yuan more than his rural counterpart in 1978, by 1997, the difference) 
amounted to more than 3000 Yuan. . . . Compared to other couI1.tries,~ 
China's rural-urban gap is unusually large. In other countries, theI'atio( 
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of urban to rural incomes is normally below 1.5 and rarely exceeds 2.0, 
but in China, real urban incomes are as much as four times real rural 
incoI:l1es, if urban residents' welfare benefits of various kinds are to be 
inciuded(20oo, 386-88):' 

" .... 

. '. China. thus became one of the most unequal countries in terms of rural-
ilrbaIldisparity in its region of the world and among developing countries 

more generally in the 1980s and 1990S (Riskin, Zhao, and Li 2001, 3). The 
GinLcoefficient of inequality in household income rose seven percentage 
points (18 percent) between 1988 and 1995, with a high inequality of rural 
households per capita income reaching an estimated 23 percent and urban 

inequality 42 percent over the same period. In terms of regional disparity, 
jheWotidBank (1997, 8) also indicated a sharply increased disparity since 

:i99oiillpet capital GDP between the eastern coastal provinces and western 
provIDces: In 1997, nearly all of the coastal provinces had a per capita GDP 

'~igherthan the national average. The per capita GDP of Shanghai, one of the 
!fiches(cities in China, was 4.5 times the average, while Guizhou, a poor 
if~giori,\Vas' only 37 percent of the national average (Wang 2000, 388). Carl 

'lUskin, Zhao Renwei, and Li Shi comment, "Seldom has the world witnessed 
'~()shaq,and fast a rise in inequality as has occurred in China" (2001, 3). 
~WithChina's accession into the World Trade Organization, greater social 

:?olariza~cin is expected. Huge social and political implications are expected 
:W the already stringent life of Chinese peasants will be further adversely 
;affecte<iinthe coming years. Thirteen to fifteen million more rural laborers 

r~ be <lriven off the agricultural land and become unemployed between 
~Oooand20lo because of the expected large flows of foreign agricultural 
'~()odsin.tothe Chinese market (Wang 2000, 397). A still deeper chasm 

\~~tween.{:lrban and rural life is predicted. 
~(Therapid and huge flow of rural population to the cities as a "social 
i?~volution" from below reflects the fusing and struggling of individual and 
,t~lIective desires to fill the social chasm as the only hope of escape. However, 
("'.' , ',. 
(m~ strllggles of rural migrants were neither appreciated nor accepted in the 
;~ities.· ?~e~called mangliu (people of "blind flows"), the rural migrants, 
m;l1ileurgently'needed for the growth of urban industrialism, were seriously 

~crirn.iri~tedagainst in official discourses, mass media, and urban daily life 

!t~~angd.oo1a). The term mangliu signified the aimless movement of the 
~~Jifal population and the potential disturbances that might affect urban 
~t1bilitYahd social order. Antagonism between the rural and urban popula-
-:N!:!'~:'; .. : .. ::: .... ::: .. :'< . 

:~?OnesCalat~d when the urban governments stipulated restrictive measures 
l~~d worked hand in hand with the mass media, which launched the propa-
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ganda machine against the rural migrants. For example, a regional ne'Vis

paper, Nanfang Ribao (Southern daily), on 24 January 1994 provided a tell
ing description of the rural-to-urban exodus: ''A great mass of mingorig 
[migrant workers] was pouring from the entrance of the railway station, 

nonstop. Mingong flux released from all coaches and buses ran to the square 
of the station .... Everywhere there was luggage lying on the ground, iirid 
mingong were eating bread and cakes. They were simply the mangliu who 
knew nowhere to go and so occupied the station, creating serious social 
problems for us." 

Such news reporting was an everyday occurrence in both local and na

tional newspapers in the 1990S. In July 1985, the Ministry of Public Security 
issued their temporary regulations on the management of the temporary 
population in cities and towns, which restated the methods for registering 

the urban temporary population. With regard to those age sixteen and Over 
entering cities and staying temporarily for over three months, the regula
tions stipulated that they should apply for a temporary residence permit. 
People coming from elsewhere to run shops or factories, engage in cori

struction, or work in the transport or services sector, with relatively longer 
periods of temporary residence, were to be registered as "attached" popula, 

tions by the police substation at the place of actual residence (Shi 1996,31).' 

However, throughout the 19805 and 19905, nearly all urban govermrterits 
lost control of the widespread rural-urban migration, and the 1985 regula
tions were only a remedy to deal with problems that were out of the control 
of the central administration. Local cities, on the other hand, developed 

regional measures or even used public security forces to drive out the iriflux 
of rural migrants. From time to time urban governments called for an 
"extermination" of the mangliu wave, especially during the Chinese New 
Year period. The following story was told by a male worker at the Meteor 
plant who experienced an "extermination" action against the migrant influx 

in the Guangzhou train station in December 1994: 

At about ten o'clock at night, my tongxiang [fellow villagers] andljus( 

wanted to settle down in a place under the bridge near the train station. W~ 
had been looking for an empty place for ages before we could settle down. 
There were clusters of people wandering around tlte square in front of the 
train station, searching for places to pass the night and waiting for theriext 
morning to hunt for jobs. Suddenly, a lot of government cars came and 
public security guards jumped down from the cars. They used sticks and 

water pipes to clear tlte people from the square. Masses were driven toone 
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6f the corners of the square; some wanted to run away and were beaten. It 
was such a horrible scene; it seemed that we were all criminals and would 
be arrested. We were asked for, and separated by, our place of origin
:people from Sichuan were grouped in one place, while people from Hunan 

a.nd Rubei in others. Then we were sent on a large bus, people from 
different places were sent on different buses. The bus took us outside the 

City of Guangzhou and we were charged five yuan each person. Those who 
did not have money were scolded and beaten. 

In short, the dreams and desires of going out to dagong, to help increase 

familyincome, explore individual life, resist family control, or escape poor 
vilIageJife, in the end had great costs. While the discourse of mangliu and 
the discriminations against migrant workers were, presumably, gender neu
tral, the experiences of rural-urban migration and the individual struggles 
were definitely gendered in nuance. Whether men's or women's struggles, 
Ghinesefamily life entwined with the social divide between the rural and 
tirbaIl,areas all came together to produce the great passion of the rural 

generation for moving out to dagong and the subsequent experiences of 
~rban#iscrimination against them. Official discourses further depicted 
tfiemin abject terms such as mangliu or mingong, which were repeatedly 
9sed in. newspapers and on radio programs. Openly discriminated against 

~y th~,urban population in their daily lives, the women workers in turn 
rdied()n themselves and their familial and kin networks, creatively twined 

a.nd1:\\Tisted, for survival in the urban industrial world. While they might run 
~wayfr()in their home village to resist patriarchal controls either from their 
fathers or husbands, the rural women immediately reconstituted new fa
rnilial or kin enclaves to protect themselves. Women's struggles between 

~()rka.Ildfamily were vividly interwoven with the Chinese patriarchal fam
~y, which simultaneously provided constraint and support to the migrant 
~~rk~rs~Such tensions could hardly be resolved, especially when the rural
!1ibaIlaIltagonism intensified the conflictual forces where rural women were 

~,~t only fighting the patriarchal relations in particular but also the great 
r~ral-urban chasm and increasing rural poverty in general. 
;,: Th~desire of female migrant workers, challenging and transforming the 

Ghinesefamily and rural society, meets squarely with the desire of global 
F~pitalpenetrating into Chinese socialist society and creating a world fac
~9ryan~a 'global market. It is these techniques of disciplinary power of 
globalcapital that I address in the next chapter. 
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THE SOCIAL BODY, 

THE ART OF DISCiPLINE 

AND RESISTANCE 

:rhispilliHtalinvestment of the body is bound up, in accordance with complex reciprocal 

reJatidlis/1II'ith its economic use; it is largely as a force of production that the body is 

invested with relations of power and domination; but, on the other hand, its constitution 

~~I~b;,titpower is possible only if it is caught up in a system of subjection (in which need 

is also a political instrument meticulously prepared, calculated, and used); the body 

bet61T1esausefui force only if it is both a productive body and a subjected body. 

"..tvt@eIFoucault,Discipline and Punish 

" 

The(iesite of dagongmei to pass through the factory gate meets the impera
tives}~#dtechniques of global capital, and it is this intersection that forms 
thecorepf this chapter. Turning a young and rural body into an industri-
3.lized aIld productive laborer, .a seemingly universal project of disciplining 
labot-,is the primary task of transnational production when it meets migrant 
Hib~ril1urban China. Here, I am interested in understanding these disci
plin~r¥techniques over the body in the workplace, what Foucault (1979) 

fertn~~themicrophysics of power. The body, especially the female body, 
.isofllttIl0st importance to global capital in China because it is the means 
bY""hi~hthe production machine can extract labor power. Transnational 
,~apital~simage of Chinese dagongmei, inscribed with China's reified pa
~r.iarc~alculture, is a homogeneous and orientalist construct: slim body, 
~harP/ejes, nimble fingers, shy, and hardworking. Contrasting with this 
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oriental imagination, women's experiences, practices, and forms of defiance 
were extremely diverse in the Meteor workplace. l In postsocialist China the 
production of dagongmei. new working bodies to serve the reimaginingof 
China as a world factory, produced a spectacular "global explosion oflabor» 

that is a hypermixture of the transnational and the local, and global capital

ism and Chinese state socialism. 
In this chapter I look into the specific practices of this Shenzhen work .. 

place-the disciplinary techniques of the production regime and their dis
cursive, spatial. and institutional practices. I focus on the extraction oflabdr 
power specifically from the female body-dagongmei-through a microf 
physics of power in the Meteor plant. My project here is also one of indiS 
viduation through global disciplinary power. Individuating the body, as 
shown in the Meteor workplace, is the telos of the production economy.Iri 
addition to examining the usual workplace techniques and disciplines, I also 
explore the production machine's "imagineering" of a politics of discourse 
on the individuated body itself. Its specificity, its modality of power and 
language, can be readily discerned in the specific context of the postsocialisf 
period in China. Moreover, I also attempt here to go beyond the dichotomy 
of relations of domination and resistance. These two extremes of a peri~ 
dulum swing-one of oppression and the other of defiance-simplify ifncit 
overshadow the complexity of the everyday life politics of historical agents. 
The concept of "tactical bodies" highlights the richness and nuancesQf 
quotidian practices embedded in a multilayered relation of domination and 
resistance (Certeau 1984). Female working bodies, be they "docile bodies" or 
"tactical bodies" are always in a "structure of contest" to use situationa.l 

opportunities and even hegemonic discourse to protect themselves. Thdi 
nuanced, although sometimes self-defeating, actions prevent disciplina.ry 
power from producing. a reified, unitary image of their bodies. 

Chinese Workers, Socialist Bodies 

In the new millennium the project of transnational capital seeks to trans~ 

form China into a world factory, a project that in turn has to be accorri" 
panied by the creation of a new army of transgloballabor fitted to global 
production. Nevertheless, this colonizing project of producing a universM 
global labor is by and large an imaginary that works to hide the hybridiza
tion characteristic of the new international division of labor and its very 

mixed and "located" labor practices (Rofel1999, 257-58). The production6f 
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a~.e\VChinese transgloballabor force is embedded in a very specific history 

~)\8~ina, which provides not only the backdrop but also a language and a 
l11aterial base for global capital to enact a new labor force. Inside the Meteor 

wOrkplace, I was intrigued by the intensive making of a hegemonic discourse 
abo~tcalibrating the value of dagongmei and dagongzai to meet the require
mentsof the modern production system. 

An often-repeated story in the workplace, made up by Hong Kong busi
nessmen, managers, and technical persons, was that mainland Chinese work

~rf0socialist and rural bodies-were unfit for capitalist production. Making 
working bodies thus involved a delicate politics of value and assessment that 

l11a~~use of such reified images as the "socialist" worker and the urban-rural 
d~p~rity in China. Because Hong Kong businessmen were very distrustful of 
maiIlland workers, rural migrant workers were portrayed as uneducated, 

'~uriCivilized," and thus undisciplined in the workplace. There was a general 
b~liefthat these working bodies were ready to spit on the floor, to leave their 
wotkposition at will, and even worse, to destroy the production machinery. 

together with fiery public discourses, visible in newspaper and magazine 

at~i~les,the bodies of these migrant workers were inscribed with a blindness 
and.unruliness threatening the order and stability of the city. Often called 
marigliu (literally "a blind flow") these workers made up the blind flow of 
detel"ritorization in the Chinese cities, and if this flood of blind migrants 

~9WWnot be properly regulated, they would tear down the "achievements" 
of/e.~?nomic reform (Zhang 2001C). Yet from the side of capital, it was 

ex.~?~yfrom these blind migrants, cheap but hard to control, that labor 
P9Y"etwould be extracted. Because they were so cheap, so abundant, it was 

W'0M~spending time and energy to design a panoptic surveillance of these 
nomadic bodies. Thus the first task of capital was to transform individual 
undesirable migrants into useful workers, which involved projects of culture 

a~~yp(jwer, both covertly and overtly, that worked on bodies and minds, 
b~haviors and beliefs, gestures and habits, and attitudes and aptitudes. 

If there is a universal rule that peasant life, indeed the human nature of 

"r~~sa~tness:' has been commonly distrusted by industrial capital (Marx 
1954(1865)), transnational capital in China found itself caught up in another 

f9fwofskepticism: it could not trust those who were raised within the 
socialist system in China. This double deficiency-unruly peasantness and 
iriipractical collectivism-could only nurture lazy and unproductive labor. 
Eyerywhere in the Meteor plant, there were complaints of suzhi, that the 

quality and nature of labor was unreasonably poor and unacceptable (Yan 
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2001). The legacy of the socialist system was therefore blamed for producing 

lazy and uncompetitive workers. I often heard managers from variousde~ 

partments fussing that the workers lacked jingzheng yishi, the sense of COrrt~ 
petition and struggle that was the basic principle of survival in a capitalist 

society. This deficient or incomplete body for capitalist production was 
often said to be inherently embedded in the "common rice bowl" practiCes 

of past socialist history. Indeed, the Hong Kong managers complained that 

they needed "ten times the effort" to control and educate the local workers. 

If workers from Mao's era, ideologically if not in practice, were the avant

garde of the proletariat and the leadership of the revolution, now in the 

reform period the worker was the symbol oflaziness, unable to conform to 

the rhythms of industrial capitalism, carrying with him or her the evils of 

past socialist history (Rofel1999). In the eyes of the Hong Kong managers, 

Chinese workers were imprinted with their particular history and were 
therefore political and "red;' not only in the past but in the contemporary 

period as well. Thus, even the most sophisticated microtechniques of disci

plinary power would not be effective in regulating them. Socialist habitus 

was as solid as iron, so although the local managers' mentality could change, 

that of the workers could not. The younger generation, especially those from 
rural areas, were seen as historically endowed subversive subjects, and thus 

harder to incorporate into modern production. 

The Chinese workers, as socialist bodies, were imagined and invented in 

contrast to the hidden but essentialized Hong Kong workers,2 who as capit~ll~ 

ist subjects were disciplined, productive, and profit minded, and who pos

sessed rational economic sense rather than political consciousness. Socialist 

bodies, "red" and lazy, thus were inferior to capitalist beings born to be indi

vidualistic, competitive, hard working, and, most important of all, achieve~ 

ment oriented and therefore self-disciplined. This discursive politics worked 

to imagine a socialist body unfit for capitalist production, and thus further 

justified the imperatives and techniques of the production machine to traflS

form these particular socialist bodies-the rural women workers-into mod~ 

ern and productive dagongmei. By looking at the specific capitalist/ socialist 

trope and global/local practices, in this chapter I aim to show how Chinese 

female bodies were incorporated into this modern disciplinary power. 

The Art of Spacing: Positioning on the line 

Once the dagongmei enters the factory gate of Meteor, she is immediately 

placed in a specific position and nailed down into a grid of power and disci~ 
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pIiri.~.3The techniques and power of the production machine thus wasted no 
,timeirsta.rting its work on the working bodies. With twenty to twenty-five 
~orkers,Ortassembly lines and fifteen to twenty on quality control (Qc) 

Hn~;ther~was a total of ten production assembly lines and four QC lines on 
the shop floor. Placing a body on the line was the first technique of the 
:~iscil'lin.ary machine to work on the worker. A cog in a machine, the body 
~as pinned down to its own specific position, functional and productive, 

~ndthedisciplinary power started to demonstrate its art of spacing by 

posi~~~i~gbodies on the production lines. 
}:A c?TIorker, Meifang, sat directly across from me on the production line. 
Vie ha.da. pa.rticular relationship that would not have developed in another 

p'lac~Nr~ith other people. My presence as an ethnographer in that particu
q~~"Yorkposition and the demands of production jointly shaped our rela-
5ionship.Meifang was a fresh hand, hired two days after I arrived. With her 
~found.ed. faced she still looked rustic, and she was timid in expressing herself. 
:At age eighteen she was a fresh junior secondary school graduate from a 
VillagdnHunan Province. After keeping quiet on the line for a few days, she 

Startedt()chat to me. Although talking was not permitted on the shop floor, 
'it ofter(spontaneously sparked up in the afternoon and at night when the 
\v.iorkersfelt that disciplinary control had been lessened. 
>::, "\-Vhydo you work here?" Meifang uttered in a small voice. Guessing that 

:{~he krIew me as a student from Hong Kong, 1 replied, "I want to learn the 
,y,orkprocess, the factory system, and the lives of women workers here?' 
yI'hen~heasked me "Do you like to work here?" "Yes, because 1 can make a 

'J6t()f~ien:ds here;' I responded, without being prepared for her question. 
i,~'Hrnllltshe answered and was silent again. I wondered if my reply made 

[;any S~?S~to her. 
i;':':Wewereboth placed on the screwing positions on a production line of 

.!tweho/-tWo workers. We had one foreman, one line leader, and one line 
;~ssistant.The model produced on the line was an MB201 route-finder, 
,ikindof electronic road map for drivers, produced for a big-name car 
ii,colllpany in Europe. The product came to our line at nearly the final stage of 

ithepl'odllction process. We assembled the main board, the liquid crystal 
;display(r.C:D), and the plastic case around the whole product. With work 

,:divide~in:to twelve processes, normally there were two or three people 
h~ithi:esl'onsibility for one process. My process was performed by three 
jpeople:ll1yself, Meifang, and Chinghua. To this day 1 still believe that 
'Mdfang was hired to accelerate the pace on the line because of my slow 
speed. 
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Figure 4. Women workers in the functional test section at the Meteor plant. 
(photo by author) 

Each work position on the line was a procedure of knowledge and power .. '. 
It WC;1S stated clearly in minute detail what position the body should take in 

each process (see table 1).4 Workers were trained as specialists in just one 
process; only the workers who had been working on the line for more than a 
year had the opportunity to learn more than one work process. The work' 
process was ~eldom changed unless a new model required a new arrange~ 

ment of work positions. In front of every seat there was a layout hung on the: 
shelf that demonstrated meticulously with pictures and graphics each step, 
the worker should follow. The work was minute, specified, and systematic: 

'. 
what the individual could and should do was to follow it with precision, and \ 
if one were attentive and disciplined enough, one needed only to mechani~: 
cally repeat specific bodily movements. 

Each step of each work process at Meteor was meticulously demon~,! 
strated. The QC job for the route-finder products was divided into five work~ 
processes, each of which was further dissected into five to seven steps. Eachi 
individual occupied only one work position and was adept at only one work: 
process. Moreover, most workers knew nothing about the product they; 
worked on nor the meaning of the English words that appeared on the.> 
product itself. But that did not matter. They simply followed the instructions,' 

of the layout and forced themselves to recognize the English letters along"· 
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:with the arrows, graphics, and alphabets. Then, once they saw them, they 
touldreact instinctively without hesitation and press the right keys and 
kutt?I1S;Inoticed one worker, Damei, whose memory, eyes, and hands were 
~o wellcoordinated that she seemed incapable of failure. One day I asked her 
jf she.thought the layout was useful. She replied, "It was useful at the very 
~egiIlning. You know the line leader will only show you one time how to do 
~t arid you never dare to ask a second time. The first time I saw those English 
)~tter~.as(worms' I was scared to death. I couldn't recognize them, so I 
copied. them down and recited them at night. On the second morning, they 

~er~all in my mind and I didn't need to see the layout anymore:' 
····.:sutwhat the disciplinary machine actually wanted was to produce a body 
Without mind, a mindless body. "I don't need to use my mind anymore. I've 

been. doing the same thing for two years. Things come and go, repeating 
every second and minute. I can do it with my eyes dosed;' Damei told me. 
And because the body was mindless, it was replaceable. Thus the strategy of 
the production machine, in order to safeguard its power and prevent any 

possibility of the producing body taking charge, was to ensure that every 
bod.yBetrained to be a mindless body. The Chinese migrant workers, as 
$tatedearlier, were always seen as untrustworthy workers who would leave 
thefa.C:tory any time they liked. This situation was often exaggerated, but 
the tllrnover rate was particularly high during the Chinese New Year pe
!lod. At Meteor, management estimated that every year at this time more 
than~()percent of the workforce would leave for good and never come back. 

Thu~Jot the producing body to be changeable, it was necessary that it be 
further individualized. One only took responsibility for one's own duty 

Imd?nly became an expert in one's own position. Everybody was useful, but 
Ilotcr1.lcial; no one individual could know and affect the operation of the 

whole work. 
Individuating the body was the principle of the economy of the produc

~tion machine in order to aSSllre the running of the whole machine, the 
totalitY-To extract labor power, and to ensure the functioning of the totality, 
:theworking body had first to be dissected and individualized, and then 
,rewnilected on the line. The dialectic of individuality and totality was con
;~olIe~by the art of spacing, the art of positioning the social body in the 

.~orkplace. The principle of positioning was the principle of individualized 
idisco~~ecting and reconnecting, as stated by Foucault: "It was a question of 
~istri,~uting individuals in a space in which one might isolate them and map 
:them;but also of articulating this distribution on a production machin
{erythaf had its own requirements. The distribution of bodies, the spatial 
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Table 1. Work process of functional test (III). This work position layout was 

front of Damei, a quality controller on line A. 

Model 

Facilitators 

Work Process 

Content: 

Route-finder 

car kit 12V, JIG short line, 

2A 1.5V battery, ROM card 

COMMS functional test 

Quality 

controller: 

Speed 

1. Put on battery, insert COMMS card, and then switch the power on. The LCD 

panel demonstrates the following: 

ROUTE FINDER 

NEW JOURNEY 

00:00 

2. At the same time, press the" t " + "T" buttons. The picture panel will be 

changed to: 

TEST ROUTINE OPTIONS 

-+-KEYBOARD TEST 

LCD TEST 

ROM TEST 

COMMS TEST 

QUIT 

Then press the .. ~ "hutton. move the "-" button to the position of "C(lM/VlS ,". 

TEST" and then press the .. ::~:" button on the right-hand side. The picture 

will show the following: 

COMMS ROUTINE OPTIONS 

-RUN LOOPBACK TEST 

RUN SLBUG 

RUN ECHO TEST 

QUIT COMMS TEST 



·ii~jei1 .. contjnUed 
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3~(~ress "S" on the right· hand side; the plane will show: "PRESS ANY KEY TO SEND 
'·j\.i:i:iOPBACK Q TO QUIT." then continuously press "w" twice, LCD panel will also 

i~how the word "w." 

4.· Afstage 3. press the "p. I, M"letter keys one by one to do the test. 
.:.:."::" .. :. : 

S.·At ~tage 3, press "Q" key; the panel will show back stage 2, then press "v," 
;:J.: ·:·····:·:ri{bve "-.)to~' to the position of "QUIT COMMS TEST," and then press u::~~" button 

/iii/Shthe right side, the panel will resume the Following picture: 

<Pi ... TEST ROUTINE OPTIONS 

.. KEYBOARD TEST 

.. LCD TEST 

···· •. ROMTEST 

-+cOMMS TEST 

1.: 0
. ··· .. QUlT 

':'?;:fh"iripress "v" and move "-+" to the position of "QUIT." Then press '\~'" on the 
': .. ti~ht side, and the panel will return to stage 1. 

'(,}) Switch off and then take out the ROM card and battery. Check whether there is 

any defect in the LCD glass. 
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arrangement of production machinery and the different forms of activitYin 

the distribution of 'posts' had to be linked together" (1979,144-45). 

A Technique of Power: The Assembly Line 

If we say the disciplinary spacing of the body results in the individuation arid 

fragmention oflabor power, the assembly line devised in modern industrris 

a technique of power reuniting individualized bodies in a concerted action.s 

AIl ten assembly lines at Meteor were equipped with moving conveyor belts. 

The moving of the belt was, simply, the movement of power. Like a chain; it 

coupled an individualized body with a specific position, but at the same time 

it linked the individuals to form a collective social body devoted to. the 

singular aim of maximizing production. 

The operation of the moving belt was not only cooperative and produc" 

tive but also symbolic. The flashing light set at the head of the belt signaled 

and dictated the actions of each body and combined individual energies into 

a collective labor force, thus showing its power to control. The light acted 

like a conductor directing an orchestra, and each individual act formed part 

of a symphony. It flashed once every two to two and a half minutes, telling 
workers on the lines that a new set was being run. It controlled speed, time, 
and bodily movement. The working body was thus individualized, yet para

doxically not one of the bodies could be individualistic, idiosyncratic, or 
different. Ultimately it was the collective labor and cooperation of the lirie 

that mattered. It was ritual, rhythmic and totalizing; the despot of directing, 

the art of discil?lining. 

Unlike musicians in an orchestra, however, there was no need forthe 

Chinese dagongmei to be trained for a long time before they were put ont~e 

assembly line. Taylorist methods of production were still deployed on Me

teor's shop floor, so although skill was involved it was kept to a minimutn. 
The principle of division remained the first principle determining the orga~ 

nization of work. Work was dissected into tasks as minute as possible, arid 

every piece of work was precisely studied and carefully devised, as shown ill 

table 2. For example, in the bonding work process, machine 502 was seno 

produce 2 lines per second, while machine 509 was set at 1.5 lines. Thus foia 

piece of 363 bonding lines, the required time for the first machine waS3 

minutes and 5 seconds; the second would take 4 minutes and 4 secori& •. 

Workers were under great pressure to meet the speed and timing of the work 
processes, and those who failed to catch up the work were thought of as lazy 

or incapable. 
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Talllei.The timing of the work process, showing division of labor. 

W~r~process: bonding 
,Model: MWO-440 

'N()/ofbonding line per piece: 363 

5()fMachine: 2 lines/sec 
'S~~Ma.chine: 1.5 tines/sec 

,~6rkpr()eess: bonding 

: Model: SA-95 

No.6fbonding line per piece: 130 

,r,56fMaehine: 2 lines/sec 

"s6,9Machine: 1.5 lines/sec 

W~rI<process: brushing soldering liquid 

CModel:Mwo-440 

Time: one minute 

time/pes: 3 min and 5 sec 

time/pes: 4 min and 5 sec 

time/pes: 1 min and 5 sec 

time/pes: 1 min and 44see 

)gti~~tity: 
'Sec/pes: 

7 8 10 

8 min 57 sec 7 min 50 sec 6 min 
Average sec/pes: 8min 

W?r~iprocess: brushing soldering liquid 
, ',Mddel:RoF-Cpu 

Tim~:6ne minute 
~:: :": '::., .. ' .I 

,quantitY: 

sec/pes: 

Average sec/pes: 

Work process: fixing IC die 

Model: ROF-CPU 
Quantity: 

'}$~dpcs: 

10 
6min 

6 min 12 sec 

2 dies 

14 min 

<Avera.ge see/ pes: 11 min 

W6kpr6c:ess:soldering contact pin 

,Model:ROF-CPU 
'QUaritity: 6 points 
;sebpcs: 

Average sect pes: 
23 min 

32 min 

7 12 12 

8 min 57 sec 5 min 5 min 

9 min 7min 11 min 

43 min 23 min 39 min 
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Besides the staff in the personnel section, those whom the workers dis

liked most in the company were the time analysts-all of whom were men. 

Again and again they came out from the engineering department holding a 

timing calculator and stood behind the backs of the women workers to 

measure their time. Male power and female subordination were vividlycon, 

trasted. The analysts made suggestions and sent orders, and female bodies 

would need to catch up to the pace again. The time analysts studied not ollly 
the amount of time the work required but also the workers' bodily actions

the gestures and the gaps between bodily movements. No time was wasted; 

every bodily action had to be accurate and correct. The distance benveen 

each body, the distance between the body and the conveyor belt, the height 

of the chair, and the table and the shelf were all carefully measured and 

planned. Time and space were all to be used economically; there was to.be 

no waste of surplus bodily actions and no waste of surplus labor force. This 

was, at least, the dream of the production machine. ." 
On line B, the work of assembling the ROF, the final processing product, 

was divided into twelve processes (see table 3). Once a new lot arrived o~the 
line, the time analysts would again measure the work pace. The data they 

collected would be analyzed by computer to calculate the target for daily 

production, the speed of the conveyor belt, and the work pace of each 

individual body. Work speed was reviewed on a weekly basis, which put 

pressure not only on individuals but also on the line as a whole. Compaii
sons were made between the lines, and if the gap were too large Mr. Yeung, 

the chief of the timing analysts section, would personally issue a warnin.gto 

the workers. The foreperson and the line leader, who were responsibleJor 

keeping the line operating, would also share the same pressure. They were 

assigned to train the workers, keep discipline, and arrange work positions 

and raw materials. But they also had to keep the line working smoothly by 

eliminating or controlling human factors such as slow down, sickness, tem
porary leave to use the washroom, and whatever unpredictable humaneIe-

ments might escape the dictates of the moving line (Cavendish 1982; Glucks

man 1990). 

We complained every day about the work speed and the unequal arrange

ment of jobs and time. Although every work process was "scientifically" 

studied and carefully measured, the simultaneous ordering of a multitude of 

individualized bodies was not an easy task. Despite the fact that each job was 

dissected minutely, itwas still impossible to keep each work process within a 

similar amount of time. Some were forced to work faster than others,ilnd 

some were required to perform more difficult work than others. However, 
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Ireakdown and timing of jobs on line B . 
..... 

<0' FLASHING LIGHT 

Checking materials Checking materials Lingyue 

min 20 pes/min 

Moulding rubber Moulding rubber Ganzhu 

min button button 35 pcs/min 

Fixing characters, Fixing characters, Lu Fang 

n cushion, and cushion, and 1 pc/min 

plastic legs plastic legs 

Moulding switch Assembling LCD Daiwu 

lin button with top case 1.5 pcs/min 

Assembling LCD Assembling LCD Hafai 

min with top case with top case 1.5 pcs/min 

Screwing LCD plate Screwing LCD plate Baimei 

lin 2 pcs/min 

Checking LCD semi- Functional test LCD Lanting 

product semi-product 1.2 pcs/sec 

Assembling bottom Screwing ROF Shutong 

'sec case product 1 pc/min 

Screwing ROF Screwing ROF Meifang 

min product product 1 pc/min 

• Functional testing Functional testing Sinhuo , 
n product product 1 pc/min 

Repairing Functional testing Yun Ling 

'min product 1 pc/min 
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the assembly line simply sped on its way, indifferent to the nature of the 

work and human differences. Individual bodies were required to accommo

date to the line, rather than the line to individual bodies. 

Time and time again it was impossible to avoid the units pilingl.1pm 

front of our table. Shutong, who was nicknamed "Fatso" because of her 

boyish character, sat in front of Meifang and shared the same work process 

with us. One day she complained: "People can't work at this sort of killing 

speed. The line should not run so fast. You ought to know that our task 

requires more time. I am already killing my body:' Bailan, our line leader; 

quickly came and hushed her. "Don't shout. The line is not undei-our 

contro!''' This was true; the running of the line had nothing to do withlhe 

workers, not even the line leader or the foreman. As a technique of pO'o/er, 
the assembly line was completely autocratic; the movement of the be1thad a 

will of its own once the line was set up by the engineering department. 

Maximum bodily force could be extracted if the moving machine was 

organized on the principle of autonomy. Work was repetitive and monoto~ 
nous, and once one became accustomed to it, one's hands, eyes, and bodily 

forces would autonomously react to and perfectly match the rhythm of 

work. It seemed that the more time one devoted to the work the moreJree 

one became. No matter how many grievances the body might have, inthe 

end the body could and did find its way out. Because the more one worked, 

the more efficient one became, the job would be finished and one wouldfeel 

free again. Work was repeated in cyclical intervals of seconds and minuteS. It 
ran and ran without requiring anybody's active attention. But withoutsuch 

attention it se,emed one was free to move one's body because the mindless 

work process meant there was no obstacle in the mind. 

The moving line was meant to produce not only an automatic body but 

also a free body-a body free to live up to the force. It was a paradox but a 

perfect one, another dialectic of discipline and freedom. The principle of the 

automatic body was not only the principle of the autocracy of power, but 

also the praxis of the freedom of the body. It was a wonderful creation of the 

production machine. My experience in the workplace reminded me of the 

Hungarian writer and dissident, Miklos Haraszti, who worked in the Red 

Star Tractor Factory in 1971 and from that experience wrote his famous baok 

A Worker in a Worker's State. In it he states: 

In the end, the only way out [of the factory] is to become a machine myself. 

The best workers are very good at this. It is as if an immovable mask\iTas 

glued to their faces, whatever the type of work they are doing. Their eyes 
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seem veiled, yet they never miss a thing. Their movements don't seem to 

require any effort. They follow predetermined trajectories, like inert ob

jects under magnetic control. Throughout the whole day, they keep a fast, 

even pace. Just like the machines, they don't rush into things when they are 

feeling fresh, nor do they slow up when they're tired. They give way to 

"nerves" only when the proportion of "good" work to "bad" is really grim. 

Otherwise, their behaviour reflects reality: "good" and "bad" jobs, "paid" 

andccunpaid" work, run together in the course of a day. The benefits they 

squeeze out of them and the wages which come from them are equally 

indifferent to such distinctions. (1978,54) 

(Spe~d/tol1trol. and Defiance 

Wheidhere was power, there was room for escape, defiance, and transgres

sion.Fatso, the boyish dagongmei, was a hothead and usually the first one to 

reac~t?I'ower. The moving line was set to homogenize the work pace, but 

:'ther"ork itself was heterogeneous and variable. It was nearly impossible to 

unirythespeed of each process. In relying on human elements to create the 
~hoIll.ogenization, the process was subject to uncontrollable human differ

!~ncl!S:No matter how despotic and powerful were the Taylorist methods in 

,.theWbrkplace, the production machine was not omnipotent in controlling 

worl<iIIgbodies. Rush orders and frequent changes in production models 

;werecllaracteristic of Meteor because it was a subcontracting factory. So the 

:maIifgement had to rely on workers' cooperation and their willingness not 
only to work overtime but also to finish the work on time. The working 

wo~e&thus held a certain power, albeit interstitial rather than formal, 

to negotiate their work situation (Knights and Wilmott 1986). This form of 

interstitial power often created hidden subversions and informal ties in the 

ivorl<place. 

..Ta~tics of defiance often targeted work speed. The production machine 
triedinmanifold ways to turn the human body into a working machine, and 

the~~~bngmei on the line learned very quickly that the moving line was an 

eleclficdespot, binding their bodies to work as fast as possible for the least 
"amount of money. Fu-hui, the worker stationed in front of me, talked to me 

ione/drowsy afternoon: "I dream about the line suddenly stopping for a 

wh~~.lsimply can't take a breath. It drags us to work faster and faster. But 
;the Iil6re we work, the more the boss earns. They give the workers a little 

more;}'et they make big money." Class-consciousness was articulated thus in 

;the ",oikplace from time to time, although typically jn an individual and 
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passing way. The pressures of the assembly line and the work tensiorisjt 
produced led the women each day to confront their own expioitatiorrilla 
very immediate way. 

Although the work speed was predetermined, the women nevertheless 
could exert a certain influence on the pace at certain moments. Sometimes, 
especially at night, when the work speed was unbearable to overstress.ed 
bodies, or when a new speed was set for new products and the workersliad 

not yet gotten used to it, all of the women on the line would suddenlyslbw 
down at the same time, demonstrating a silent collective resistance t())the 
line leader and the foreman. Nobody would utter a word but simply lett~e 

jobs pile up like hills while someone else was left with empty hands. Thus 
they let the line alone to run itself, making it like a "paper tiger" (a powerless 
despot). In response the foreman would say a lot of "good words" to per
suade the women to be tolerant and catch up on the work. He would~ay, 
"Girls, the more you work, the more bonus you get. So why don't you catch 
up?" Or, "Have some patience, you are all girls. The more you workithe 
more you can handle it:' But if these "good words" were not heeded aridihe 
slowdown persisted, the foreman's only recourse was to report to thesllp~r~ 
visor and have the time analysts readjust the pace. 

Needless to say, the women would view these moments as victories.'I'h~y 

knew the rush seasons were the most appropriate moments to exerfth~lr 
bodily power by simply letting their bodies relax and earn time to brea.the. 
Rush periods were the times that the new pace of work and amounf()fthe 
bonus were often bargained over and fought for.6 Sometimes other wor~ng 
and living conditions were challenged as well. However, once the busYipe" 

riod was over the women's bargaining power was dramatically weakenfd. 
The workers knew too well that their bargaining power, although recurrent, 
was ephemeral. They had to seize the right moment or it would be gOne> .. 

Controlling pace was an effective strategy for resisting the overwhelrIli~g 

domination of disciplinary power in the workplace. At Meteor, nonasserilWr 
line workers, such as in the bonding room or functional testing room/had 

more power to "hustle and idle" the work speed according to theirp\Yn 
interests. As Hua, foreman of the bonding room, told me one day: "Iftheri 

is a moody hour, the girls will assemble the components slowly and Wen 
pass the work to the next girl slowly. They work as slowly as tortoises. If)'ou 

force them to do it quicker, they cim sometimes make it all wrong andJrou, 
need to redo it. Or they can all pretend to be ill:' 

Collective illness was common if the speed were set too fast and the DOI1US 

rate was too harsh.7 The bonus rate was an incentive mechanism thafsllp-
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plerriellted the fixed hourly rate paid to all of the shop floor workers. Every 

work~l'in the workplace knew that the bonus system was designed to induce 
him ()r her to work as fast as possible. So when the rate of pay was good, they 

worked Jaster; if not, they simply slowed down. Thus, in certain ways, the 

;workerswere able to find interstitial power to exert some control over the 
work pace and maximize their own interests. Hidden transgressions were 

'everywhere, even though these transgressive acts were somehow perceived 

arid anticipated by the management. When there was a slack season and 

Meteor did not have enough work, the bonus would be set lower so that the 

Y/orkerswould automatically slow down their work pace and the factory did 

not need to stop production. Defiance and incorporation thus seemed to be 

tWo opposite strategies continuously enacted in the workplace in every cor

ner and every moment. 

'Programming the Work Habit: The Dally TImetable 
:f"';, , 

Thebasic technique of disciplinary power was the regulation of the body by 

placirigit in a disciplinary space, then measuring it and analyzing it. But this 

techniq~ewas insufficient to produce a disciplined and yet productive body. 

:Themallagement of time was far more important (Thompson 1967, 56-97). 

~automatic body, a body machine, was not the sole aim. What global 

:61pitall1eeded was not a Chinese docile body but a modern and efficient 
:\i!orkillg body, a body of praxis. Filling this need was, however, far more 

;i6I11plicated. Rural country girls, the disciplinary power imagined, were free 

to breathe the fresh air and wander in the mountainous land with nothing to 

'dri,all~thus with no sense of time. They were fresh, young, and wild. How 

~to insta.ll a program of disciplinary time into their minds, their psyches, and 

.fueirl.ltlconsciousnesses in order to incorporate them into ~he rhythms of 

:sti'ict.iIl.dustrial life was a singularly important project for management . 
. Thus,the timetable was used.s The timetable, a basic technique, was simply 

deployed to manage and then change everyday life practices. Programming a 

l1:eW'factory life, building up a work habit, and self-technologizing the body, 

thelliilld;and the habitus were all the effects of practicing a timetable. 

~i'{ Table 4 represents a typical timetable for the dayshift workers at Meteor. 

~hellsllal working day was eleven or twelve hours. If there were a rush order, 

howevet,workers were required to stay until 11:00 P.M. or 12 A.M. The 

~ightshiftworkers started work at 8:00 P.M. and finished at 8:00 A.M. with 

~neiest hour between 3:00 A.M. and 4:00 A.M. Overtime work was consid

ered part of normal working hours, directly violating the Labor Law of 1995, 
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Table 4. Standard timetable for Meteor factory workers. 

6:30-7:00 A.M. 

7:00-7:30 

7:30 -7:50 

7:50-8:00 

8:00 A.M.-12:00 P.M. 

12:00 P.M.-12:50 

12:50-1:00 

1:00-5:00 

5:00-5:50 

5:50-6:00 

6:00-9:00 or 10:00 P.M. 

Wake up 

Go to the factory 

Breakfast 

Punch timecard 

Work 

Lunch and rest hour 

Punch timecard 

Work 

Dinner 

Punch timecard 

Overtime work 

and the Regulation of Labor Contract ofShenzhen Special EconomicZorie 

(1995). These regulating documents address overtime as follows: 

1. The working hours of the worker should not be over eight hours perda}'; 
the weekly average working hours should not be over forty-four hours: 

2. The worker should have one rest day per week. 

3. The normal overtime work should not be extended over one hour;fcir 

some special reason and with consideration of the worker healthcdii~ 
dition, the prolonging of working hours should not be over three h()Uts 

each day. 

4. The totar overtime work per month should not be over thirty-six hdtifs 
(Shenzhen LaborBureau 1995). 

No factory in Shenzhen took these regulations seriously, Meteor included. 

During my time there, half of every month we would be working at nighifdr 

over three hours. Moreover, although it was called overtime work, the co#1~ 

pany planned it as normal production. 
Daily life was rigorously regulated by the timetable and everybodysttug

gled to live up to the strict schedule. It was particularly tough for newcomers 

and urban girls who might come from relatively wealthy families. Variati~.tis 
of adaptability to cope with the industrial rhythms were observed, and while 
some took a few months' time, some could only take a week's time.)Tre 
section following is from my field notes-one of my many attempts to 

capture a day in the workplace and how the workers struggled to meetthe 

work schedule. 
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!he,Sense of Tim~: 19 January 1995 

Ihv~sacold and windy winter day. The sun was still sleeping and the sky was 

~dat"f,but we had to wake up. The alarms of clocks in my room sounded at 
:6:30A;M., some a few seconds faster or slower. Six people, six clocks, and I 
was>detinitely sure that with only my own alarm I could never have gotten 

up:yl1riling, Fang, Yue, Huahong, and Mei were my roommates. Yunling 

sleptabove me on the upper bunk; she was usually the last one to get up. She 

rilUtm1.lred in a sleepy voice: "Gosh! What kind oflife is this! Wake up at half 

pastsix.In winter I thought I'd never experience this kind of bitterness. Only 

mynll1m in the village would do it. She's great, getting up to feed us and the 

pigs!'We all laughed and told her it was better to act than talk. 
. After waking up, we rushed for the toilet; brushed our teeth, washed our 

Jaces{aIid changed our clothes. We had to take turns because there was only 

one toilet and one washroom. "Hurry up, hurry up"; there was shouting 

.everYWhere in the room, but none of the arguing that often occurred in 

other rooms, especially when someone lost their temper. In our room, the 

situati()n was still bearable because we had all learned to keep our patience 

withClheanother. Time was pressing and we could not afford to waste a 

m~~~e,so while someone was using the toilet, others would wash them
selves in the washroom, while still others would change their overalls or 

corrib.their hair on the bed. Turns were arranged silently and we lived on 

. co~s~~trather than written orders. To make life easier, self~disciplining was 

nurtured from the moment we woke up. 
About 6:45 to 7:00 A.M. we began to leave the dormitory. We could 

t-eseo/efifteen minutes for breakfast if we could make it to the factory in less 

tharifwehty minutes. I often walked with Yunling and Mei, two Cantonese 

girlsfrOII1 rural Guangdong. Yunling complained of the harsh life in the 

workplace: "At home, I got up when the sun rose and it was time to be 

hwigryJor breakfast. But here,we are all forced to wakeup to the alarms:' I 

aske~her,· "Don't you need to help your mum cook or feed pigs in the 

m?Fi~g?" "Sometimes;' she replied, "but I was not the one supposed to do 
so:,Xunling had two elder sisters and one sister-in-law who helped the 

farriiIydo domestic chores and farm work. She was the free hand at home, 

whith>was why she was able to do factory work in Shenzhen . 
.. ·Rl1rallife rhythms were somewhat varied. Although speCific times for 

sowing, fertilizing, and harvesting were recorded in detail in the Chinese 

lilI1.a.fcalendar, there was still no strict disciplinary machine to guide every

day life. The work time and duties of individuals varied according to family 
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economy, sibling order, and' gender. Pressures were felt, especially by the 

mother or eldest daughter who were required to manage the daily food for 

the whole family and often had to get up at a very early hour. But rarely did I 

hear anyone complain of not getting enough sleep in the village. Inthe 

workplace, however, the biological clock was completely socialized and reset 

to industrial time. Too little sleep was a serious problem; every day work~rs 
slept about six hours or less. Not enough sleep, plus a long and harsh 

working day, made the disciplinary time seem external and alien. The w{)rkc 

ing body was dragged along to meet the timetable imposed from the outside 

by the despot of disciplinary time. Yunling was the one who found it most 

difficult to cope with the work schedule. She therefore often emphasized 

that she could sleep as much as she liked when she was in her home village, 

but there seemed no way to escape once one was subject to industrial time. 

At 7:50 A.M. we had to queue up, enter the factory gate, and punchoi.Ir 

timecards. Security guards stood at the big gate carefully checking company 

permits, which had to be pinned to the chest pocket of one's overalls. Th()i;~ 

who forgot to bring the permit would not be allowed in, even if recognized 

as a company worker by the security guards. There was then no recoursebi.It 

to go back to the dormitory and find the permit, which would make one late 

for work and result in a fine and condemnation: five minutes late would'be 

counted as one hour late and wages would be deducted for two hours. The 

wage at Meteor was based largely on an hourly rate, around 3 renminbiper 

hour for production line workers. Such serious punishment reflected the 

saying that every minute oflabor was crucial to the functioning of the entire 

production machine. 

"Time is money" was the new disciplinary discourse prevailing in the 

rapidly developed industrialized areas. It was much highlighted in post~ 

socialist China with the rapid growth of global production and the atte1l1pts 

to articulate a global consciousness of speed and money. Work quickerand 

work harder was the secret to producing wealth and the primary ideology of 

global capitalism. Losing time was losing one's money along with the corn~. 

pany profit. Workers were thus self-technologized with this time/money 

sense that money was assigned to time and labor in their production pro,;, 

cess. It was felt not only that the disciplinary techniques would inducetheni) 

to work, but more fundamentally that money and wealth inspired themtq, 
. . .:.... ,~ 

work harder and longer. Because at Meteor as well as other workplaces In,~ 
Shenzhen the basic monthly wages for an eight-hour working day was a.HO~0 
as 300 renminbi, overtime work at night and on holidays became' aself~;!i 
motivation project that could result in a doubling of wages. Time thefefoi~i 
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w~stobe deliberately planned and controlled, not only by the production 
ni~thine but also by the producers whose prime aim was to make money by 
selling their laboring bodies during their transient stay in the city. 

With our overalls, caps, and gloves in place and our work tools and 
materials prepared, the factory dock bell rang at exactly 8:00. The day would 
sbirtwith a ten-minute meeting reporting the output performance and 
commenting on each line's productivity and quality. After the workers re
turned to their positions, the light flashed, the line started running, and our 
morning work began. Music-popular Cantonese songs-was played for 

fifteeh minutes to freshen our minds to work more efficiently. It was said 
that the workers could work faster in the morning with their energy re

freshedby a few hours of sleep, so discipline in the morning was often 
stricfand it was difficult to find a chance to talk or joke. There was a 
common understanding on the line that the higher management was in a 

mood to keep things straight in the morning hours. Talk and laughter 
caughtby the foreman or supervisor often was not tolerated. Silence, fast

moviIiglines, and the speed of time out of control-this was the feel of 

inotllirtg work. 
Five minutes before lunch at noon the line would stop and we started to 

finish up our jobs. Talk immediately mounted and all kinds of noises filled 
the silence. We had kept quiet for the whole morning, and it seemed that 

everYcme had to talk at once. We were not permitted to leave the shop floor 
at thesahle time. Each line took turns to leave because there was only one 

staircase for all of the shop floor workers. Rushing to eat lunch in fifteen 
miriut:es, we would then come back to our seats to take a nap. All of the lights 
were switched off and the bright workshop turned to a dark world. Because 
we were exhausted every day, all of us would fall asleep. The afternoon nap is 

ahabitiriChina, in both rural and urban areas. In the Mao era industrial 

enterprises would close at lunch and not reopen until 3:00 P.M., so that 
:~orld:!rsat least could have two hours of sleep after lunch. This habit has 
.been altered in urban China in the past decade, however, because the mode 

of economic life has been dictated by private capitalist practic~s rather than 
state ll1anagement. In the eyes of Meteor's management, it seems unbeliev

~~Ie tijafworkers in China might have had such a leisurely life, one that 
~bngKollgmanagers could not enjoy or even dream of. Indeed, the saying 

~~t, "tiIll~ is money" was not a false consciousness tailored to cheat the 
~6rkers:R~ther, the managers themselves as the bearers of the axiom had to 

~~e up to it too. 
:/:Atii:SoP.M., the lights were turned on and we awoke to punch our time 
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cards. At 1:00 the dock bell rang, music was turned on, and the line .ran 
again. Work was repetitive and never-ending. The dosed environment; With 
all of the windows sealed and covered by a plastic curtain, kept the wor~erJ 
from being distracted by the outside world. We could not judge the time by 
seeing the rising and setting of the sun, nor could we breathe natural air. The. 
workplace air was regulated twenty-four hours a day by the centraFair 
conditioning. The temperature was kept at 68° F throughout the year, which 
was low enough not only to cool the electronic parts but also to wak~up 
drowsy eyes. Talking, gossiping, joking, and secret snacks were sometimes. 
allowed in the afternoon on the condition that they not affect the speed and 
running of the line. And it seemed that noise and laughter also served as an 
effective way to keep the workers awake. 

What the girls complained about most was not the low wage or harsh 

workload, but lack of adequate sleep sustained over months and years/An 
eighteen-year-old worker, Li Peng, told me, "Everyday I can only sleepfor 
five or six hours. It doesn't drive me mad, but makes me like a sleeping pig, 
Whenever there's a chance. I fall asleep. I can't help but be drowsy:' 'What 

the girls could do was making an effort to cheer themselves up. Every chance 
to have fun and share snacks was taken, each little moment was important to 
keeping up spirits. Another way of killing drowsiness was to take a short 
break by going to the washroom. But workers could not leave their work 
seats unless granted an out-of-position permit by the assistant line lea.der, 
and five minutes was the maximum allowed. Workers often complained 
about the time limit, especially when they were menstruating. Drowsiness 
was the contagious virus that the disciplinary machine found most diffi

cult to deal with: work pace would slow down and the jobs piled upon 
the line, and some workers would slip and get hurt by the soldering gunor 
the molding machine. Small accidents such as hurting a finger ofteridc

curred in late afternoon or at night, when workers did not have enough 
concentration. When somebody suffered more significant bodily paffia.nd 
was sent to the hospital, the others on the shop floor would suddenly wake 

up to their work. 
By 5:00 P.M. we could all hear our stomachs rumbling and we were 

hungry for dffiner. Work started again at 6:00 P.M. and the time card¥(as 
punched again. We were then told what time we could end our work that 
night. If it was at 9:00 we thought we had a lucky day. Normally we stopped 
work at 10:00, and sometimes the shift extended to 11:00 or 12:00 for a rush 

production order. Night work was comparatively more relaxed, and<the 
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'radiq'o/asturned on for the duration. The workers listened to the Hong 

0Kon~'fhannels, which they found more interesting than the Shenzhen or 

;Guallg~hou channels. Chatting about popular film stars and favorite singers 
• heiped to pass time quickly; dreaming of the romance provoked by the love 

"$ongsorstories from the radio helped to kill time in the extreme exhaustion 
':,and horedom of night work. 
(', Inspections by the personnel department or higher management in the 

;,prodIlCtion department seldom occurred at night. As Fatso explained to me 

t~nihelil1e,"The white-collar staff members, with their good fate, need 

Ptoretiirieto take care of their bodies; they don't have time to inspect us:' At 

'9:000r10:oo we stopped for the day and dashed back to the dormitory, 

~queuil1.gl.lp for hot water to bathe. After bathing, we still needed to wash our 

"clothes, and someone with a free hand would cook some snacks because we 

!\'allfeltllUngry after working three or four hours after dinner. Eating and 

\talking took another hour. After midnight we all went to bed. This type of 

~h.ec~sd.~y, with every minute and second fully utilized and organized, defi
"nitelydiffered from the rhythms of rustic life in the village. Although the six 

}hout1?fsleep was inadequate, day after day we all got used to it. At the very 

',begineing of my work in the factory I thought it would be impossible for me 
~jd stand it for more than a week. But then after one week the cycle of 

:?repetition, the constant regularity, and the well-written rhythm of life and 

iworkpenetrated not only into my body but my soul and my psyche, and I 

~found that I could cope fairly well. However, life was manageable only by a 
"stricttimetable. 

'L, AtMeteor it was clear that the capitalist mode of construction of tem

;poraHty()verrode peasant time in regulating daily life. The relation between 

"h'u11l.arilife and time thus became one of aggression and conquest (Thomp

"son196i',90). It became an alienating relationship in which life was forced to 

'catchup to time as if it were an external object to conquer and possess. The 
: timetable; with its ethos and practices, was undoubtedly the essence of the 

ieapitalist mode of temporality. It provided a new frame of timing for the in

lrlividuaIs to program a new pattern of life, which had to take 'the notion of 
i;tiineismoney into its very heart. Life itself thus became an alien flow of 

draginelltary time; the working day was disguised minute by minute by the 
,.ienewedeffort of will that the workers incessantly squeezed from themselves 

,(Haraszti1978, 57). But with the uncompromising, severe, and demanding 

',,natllreOf time, workers found it easy to notice the despotic power it imposed 

!ontheirbodies. their movements. and their everyday life. 
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The timetable thus was a contested terrain, the acute point of Jabo~ 
subconsciousness before forming the work habit. The timetable wa.sso 
strict, so rigorous that everybody could feel it-could know and expeti:l1te 
it. Life was dissected into a series of timed behaviors, rigidly patternedaild 

stored in the body and mind of each worker. It was precisely at the moment 
when the transaction between the disciplining power and the workers be· 

curred that women workers, including myself, came to realize ourJabor 

value and the different lifestyles we had constructed. Accommodating, re
sisting, and understanding the power from the side of capital andJrom 
ourselves were all nested in the workplace. No one was a dupe. 

Institutionalizing Everyday Life: The Factory Codes 

If the timetable was the heart of the disciplinary power regulating fa.ctory 
life, then the factory regulations were the heart of the timetable. Ast~ict 
timetable needed a severe prosecutor to enforce it. The modality of power 
itself was extremely despotic, but it was justified by the nature and massive 
number of the workers that had to be governed. There were over fivehlln7 
dred workers, and all were from diverse places of origin, spoke different 
dialects, and had different habits oflife and codes of behavior and standards: 
To order these heterogeneous migrants into one standardized set of be· 

haviors, and mold the confused mind into a well-disciplined psyche; the 
disciplinary machine needed ingrained techniques of power. It also needed 
an impartial and equitable legislator machine to set unbiased codes and state 

clearly how to. punish and reward. This universe of punishment and re\Vard 
was established in which everybody knew what to do and how to do it. 

New workers were asked to read the factory regulation handbook before 
they could start work on the shop floor. But in our weekly precept time on 
Wednesday afternoon at 4:30, factory codes were frequently repeated and 
warnings were given from time to time.9 On the staircase landings andirithe 
canteen, important factory regulations were framed under glass on the wall. 
Six times a day, nobody could escape seeing them. Of course, one could see 

without looking and hear without listening, but day in and day out the 
regulations would simply be instilled into one's unconsciousness, no matter 

how much one found them disgusting or thought they had no effect on one's 
mind at all. 

At the landing of the second-floor staircase, every day we could see 
following: 
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PRODUCTION REGULATIONS 

l/W()rkers should do all preparations such as wearing work cap, electronic

prevention belt, gloves, and so forth five minutes before the on-work time. 

:'>'J"oprevent any dirt on the products, no one is allowed to comb their hair 

otelo anything that may cause dust or dirt. Each violation is fined 2 yuan. 

'2; All workers should obey the production arrangements of the higher au

, 'ihorities. If anyone has a different opinion, complete the job first before 

seeking out the authorities. 

Workers are not allowed to leave work positions or change work position 

,Cdl.lring work time unless approved by the supervisors. If leaving the work 

position for personal reasons such as going to toilet the worker must apply 

fora out-oj-position permit. Each violation is fined 2 yuan. 
;~~", . 
. ,4. No one will be allowed to leave the factory unless there is a company exit 

;"permit signed by the affiliated department manager and the personnel 

\ )liepattment, and examined by the security guard before leaving the factory. 

;; Leaving the factory without permission will be seriously punished and .;/: 
',,:' :··.:.·:·:··e~·~h violation is fined 50 yuan. 

!;,:5;PIJIlching a timecard for others or asking another person to punch a 

:ii, thl1ecard for you is prohibited. The first time of violation will be given 

serious warning and fined 20 yuan; the second time will be fined 100 yuan 

:!,. 'afldthe worker will be dismissed at once. 

,.( 6. All workers must arrive at work on time. Arriving over five minutes late 

,will be counted as late for one hour, while wages will be deducted at two 

h01.lrsrate. 

",-,At)~e third floor and in the canteen, the following framed rules were on 

,theW'all: 

t:, 

"liNo talking, eating, playing, chasing, or fighting is allowed on the shop 
-'floor. 

',_-2; 'No dumping waste and no spitting. Each violation is fined 5 'yuan. 

i. 3;R,eceiving or making personal phone calls is not allowed. If discovered, no 

_~.>'" matter how long the call, the worker will be immediately dismissed and all 

wages deducted. 

";4.~()r stealing factory property the worker will be dismissed at once and 

!' - --fined 50 to 500 yuan. If the case is serious, the offender will be sent to the 

l?ublic Security Bureau. 
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5. The normal period of wear for an overall is one year. If one requires a Ilew 

overall, there should be a reasonable explanation; otherwise, 50 yuan will 

be deducted from the wage. 

6. The normal period of wear for a pair of work shoes is eight months;)f 

there is unreasonable damage, 12 yuan will be deducted from the wage. 

JOB LEAVE AND RESIGNATION REGULATIONS 

1. No job leave unless there is permission from the line leader, foreman, and 
department manager. A leave permit should be signed by all of themartd 

then sent to the personnel department for approval. The leave perinit 

should then be signed by the applicant to make it effective. Otherwise, all 
leave will be considered as absence. 

2. For those who are ill or on personal leave who can not attend overtiIne 

work, prior permission should be gained and the proper procedures C()Iri~ 
pleted. Otherwise, all such leave will be considered as absence. Absence for 

one night of overtime work will be deducted half a day's wage, absence for 

one day will be deducted three days of wages. 

3. Absence for two days will be deducted six days of wages. ContiIluous 

absence for three days will be considered as voluntary leave and all salary 

voluntarily given up. 

4. Basic workers who intend to resign should give notice fifteen days before 

leaving; staff should give one month's notice. Otherwise, wages will be 

deducted for fifteen days. 

5. For those new workers and staff who resign before completing two m6nths 

of work, seven days of wages will be deducted for training costs. 

These framed codes, of course, did not have a dramatic effect on factory 

life. We felt their existence only when we were on the verge of violatingthem 

or actually violating them. It was possible to find ways around these codes, as 
there is with any law. No talking, eating, or playing in the workplace was one 

of the primary regulations. But as I have described above, talking,eating 

snacks, making jokes, and teasing were all done openly in the late afterribon 

and on night work. Workers simply could not help but violate the regulation' 

if they were to kill the boredom and drowsiness. Individual defianceJike 

deliberately not performing the job, speaking loudly, making fun of others( 

or leaving the work seat without waiting for a permit happened from time· 

to time as well. Passing jokes on the line, sometimes overtly, sometimes, 

covertly, could be seen as resistance to the extreme work conditions aIlda,s ~.' 

chance to refresh an empty mind. Sexual innuendoes directed at themaIe' 
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technicians or supervisors were the funniest type of joke on the line. Who 

forgot to close the zipper of his trousers, or who had a new haircut or wore 

ne""dothes were all fodder for assembling jokes. Foremen and line leaders 

tended to ignore such behavior because they knew that the daily operation 

of the line could never be guided by factory regulations that were too ada

mant ,and relentless. The willingness to give labor power and the coopera

tiollofthe workers had to be taken into consideration. As Bailan, the leader 

oflTlyHne, told me, "It's no use being too harsh. We need to understand the 

workers' situation and individual problems. I would prefer to ask the worker 

toJeave her seat to wash her face with cold water than to see her yawning all 

thetirne .... Sometimes I don't prevent them from talking or daydreaming, 

you know, it is the only way to keep the work moving:' Even to the foremen, 

$tringeilt disciplinary techniques seemed despotic, external, and impractical 

in regulating the human world of action, agency, and limitation. 

" Therewere also other clever tactics, often invisible and unrecorded, that 

workers in the workplace developed to cope with the work pressure and to 

hurrianize the harsh conditions (Kondo 1990). While some preferred day

dreaIl1ing, others passed around sweets and snacks, and still others listened 

to ta.pes and radio broadcasts. Some women workers also brought photos of 

lovedories or pictures of favorite stars and placed them on their work desks. 

~t Meteor and elsewhere workers were interested in asking me about Hong 

'Kong singers and film stars (Pun 2001,103-16). Juan, the twenty-three-year

p1d,leader of the QC line was a fan of Andy Lau; under the glass of her work 

,deskthere were over ten different pictures of him. She told me she liked him 

'~o Il1llchthat she would save all of her money to buy his current album. 

;paydrea.rriing of handsome and alluring idols helped to kill the boredom 

And fata.listic feelings of factory work. As Juan mused, "When I was a child in 

',91evillage,I often dreamed of becoming a singer and having performances 

'~veryvvhere in the big cities. It would be so great:' Both line workers and line 

Jeadersallenjoyed daydreaming in the workplace, a tactic of psychological 

;~sCapet?alleviate the pressure, tension, and boredom of repetitive work day 
'¢'terday,(Pun 2001, 114). 

i~~", Aitfldugh there was no strict code against listening to the radio during 

iworktillle; the practice was that music was played only for fifteen minutes at 

(the staffof work each morning and afternoon. For overtime work at night, 

tthe radio Was often on for the whole session; but it was a common consensus 

fyidexpectation rather than a rule. Indeed, the workers had to struggle to 

i¥eep itasan expectation. The radio was crucial in alleviating the harshness 

~~f working life, and despite the fact that indulging in music was an individ-
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ual strategy to cope with everyday work pressure and tension, any opposb 

tion to this individual act could develop into some sort of united defiance: 
Defiance in this vein is a good example to show that workplace transgression 

is not always oriented toward economic interests. It is not always about 

bread and dignity but pleasure and work as well. 

One interesting struggle I observed at Meteor involved the radio. Because 

different lines were loyal to different channels, sometimes the flows of sound 

fought with each other because the volume of each radio was often turned to 

the maximum. The foremen or line leaders often needed to shout when they 

talked to the workers, which to some extent caused interruptions. Some" 

times the volume would turned to a lower level by the line leader, but very; 

quickly the workers would be turn it up again because of the noise frorn the 

adjacent line and the machines. The situation was noticed one night at:8:15 

by Tin, the assistant manager of production department, and he sudd.inlY 

ordered the line leaders to switch off all of the radios. The workplac:l:re

sumed its silence, but with the queer atmosphere of silence at night. An 

extraordinary mood prevailed on the shop floor; grumbling and discontent 

were intense and widespread. Then, spontaneously, all of the workers slov.red 

their pace at the same time. Moving lines were forced to stop and workers 

started chatting and laughing as they did in the leisure time. At first some 

new workers did not dare to stop working, but when they looked at other 

workers idling and chatting they felt compelled to stop. Following quietly,' 

workers elsewhere on other lines joined in the slowdown. Foremen and line 

leaders knew that there would be no use in trying to persuade the workers 

to work. . .. 

I was shocked by the situation and excited to see how it would turn()t:l~~ 

But nothing happened. The workers continued talking and joking, With 

some singing in low voices. The foremen were called in to the officeofthe 

production department to discuss with Tin how to deal with the situation. 

Tin was not willing to give up and allow the radio on again because it wa.s too 

great a challenge to his authority and his face. But Tin could not order 

production to stop, because only Mr. Wu, manager of the productionde-' 

partment, had the power to do so and he was out of the factory at thetirne .. 

The impasse thus continued, and it seemed that all of the laughingiItd 

joking were mocking Tin's authority. At 9:00 P.M. we were asked to leave the 

workplace. On the way back to the dormitory the workers were excited, 

talking loudly and freely on the street. Nobody mentioned the event directly; 

although everyone knew it was an open confrontation with the despotiC 
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'pr()c:lIlCtion machine. Conversations instead focused on the workers' favorite 
istars,andonce the talk centered on their idols, they would not stop talking 
:for another hour. The next night the radios were on and production re

~\.unedisnormal. 

,i.:thiscase illustrates that the workers would act militantly not solely for 
~con6rnic reasons but also for cultural activities that they saw as an impor
}ant part of their daily life. Love songs and stories, full of romance and 
,fascination, were the most fertile soil for daydreaming, alleviating work 
{pressllre, and lessening nostalgia for home. The alienation of the labor 

iseemedlessened by popular songs and singers. The radio provided not only 

;~ntertairiment for enduring long working hours and harsh working condi
;tionsbutaIso opportunities to hear about the outside world, the only way to 

!iooserithe binds of bodily imprisonment in the workplace. Although strictly 
regul~ted by factory codes, the workers nevertheless were free in their day

:dreamsand imagination. Stopping the radio meant intervening in their 
'privateHves and thus into the rights on which they would not compromise. 

'Duririgthe radio event, even the foremen and the line leaders were on the 
'~ide6Hhe workers. Bailan said, "The radio program provides the inspira
~on to stimulate the girls to work fast. I am sure that without the radio I 

:f0uldn'tget them to work." 
j(, 'rh{victory here was limited: factory regulations were still too detailed, 

;tOCl stfillgent, and too intrusive in the daily lives of the workers. The resi-
4ence¥nd living regulations were posted on the wall on each floor of the 
\dormitdiy. Again: no spitting, no fighting, no gambling, no drinking, no 
i(action,gangs, no change of beds, no talking, laughing, or visiting after 
:iJudnight,no visitors staying overnight, no use of cooker, heater, personal 
(an,aridniany other codes regulating daily behavior, with fines ranging from 

§~an tO$oo. Nevertheless, there were more violations of regulations in the 

dormitory than in the workplace. Workers frequently changed beds to form 
'kin~ridethnic dusters because they found it easier to cope with each other. 

'Moreover, it was impossible to stop cooking in the room because all workers 
",ere hungry at night after overtime work. Visitors from the same villages 
tbftenstayed overnight until they could find jobs elsewhere. Sometimes, 
~ven,arIlan was found in a woman's bed; if reported, the worker would be 
~isrnissedat once. Gambling and drinking, albeit less of an issue in the 
}Vomens'l"ooms, were common in men's dorms. Daily life transgressions 
(W'ereiriilrirnerable and in general were tolerated if the acts did not seriously 

#rreate~ the order of dormitory life. 
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The Electronic Eye: The Principle of Panopticism 

Despite the di~cursive, spatial, and institutional controls on the worrie~ 
workers in the workplace, the production machine could not find. itself 
secure and certain in its techniques of power. Chinese rural bodies wereIl6t 
easy to deal with, and a more encompassing and penetrating force Vias 
needed, one that was not a human being or even present. Such requirements 
could only be filled by an electronic eye. The assembly line and the timetable 

were the visible and conspicuous forms of power at work on the body, b~t 
there was also an invisible and untouchable part of disciplinary power. The 

power of the electronic eye was always obscured, hidden in the genera! 
office. The workers could not see it or touch it, but they all knew it existed, 

always gazing at them. It was somewhere and everywhere. 
At Meteor an electronk eye was installed at the corner of the wall one3.<:h 

floor. But none of the workers could see it actually work and no one knew 
when it was on or off. Although some workers completely ignored it, otherS 

were highly sensitive to the electronic eye, worrying that their behaviors ill 
the workplace would be recorded in detail through the camera. Oneda.y 
Fatso told me, thinking that I did not know of its existence, "There'sa.n 
electronic eye hanging on the wall, always checking our behavior. The direc~ 

tor doesn't need to keep a watch on the line. He just sits there but he.cari 
watch everyone of us. The pictures are flowing before his eyes and hecllI1 
control the computer and have the picture focused on anyone:' She kept 
her voice as low as possible, but it seemed that the eye was gazing ather~ 
The presence .ofthe unpresence, the fictitious image of the panoptical eye, 
seemed highly effective at controlling workers' behaviors. 

It was hard to know when this supreme power was articulated andre, 

enforced among the workers in the workplace. But once the story of@~ 
panoptical eye started, its power was penetrating, and most of the workers 
thought about its control every now and then. The production line workers 
sometimes would point to the electronic eye to remind adjacent workerSif 
they worked too slow or sneaked away to take a rest, as if upper management 

was watching them. There were also rumors that once the director notic~~ 
who was talking or laughing on the shop floor, he or she would be dismissed 

immediately without warning. I also heard it said by some line leaders that it 
would be more difficult for workers to steal production materials in th6s¢ 
workplaces where an electronic eye was installed. "It is expensive, perhaps, 
But it is worth it;' said Ballan, the line leader. The power of the eye as the 
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sylribol of supreme power was actualized in the way that it helped to induce 
selfcdiscipline and mutual control in the workplace. 

With the eye poking through the wall, workers were forced to think that 
they were all continuously under supervision. One evening, I saw an argu-

111.~~tjn the QC room on the shop floor, where one woman worker argued 
wit:hher line leader about checking a model. The woman's voice was loud 
e!iough to raise the attention of other workers, who kept murmuring about 

t1ieissue. I asked one worker if they were worried about the electronic eye 
recOrding the argument and the worker's challenge to management. The 

~?rk~r said, "Of course, we are afraid. Who knows when the supervisor will 
uset:herecord and fire us? Only those who have guts will defy. I would rather 
keep silent." As usual, the disciplinary power would be eased a little in the 

e"eiiing, but the highest authority still needed to find a chance to demon

stt~t~its power, which was to be impersonal, invisible, untouchable, and even 
remote from the imaginations of the workers. It was above, it was every

w&~re, it was very threatening, but it did not exist until the workers told 

tgZIl1selves that it was there. Sometimes the workers would totally forget 
aboutit, but other times they kept on telling each other that it was there. The 
o~jt~tof the gaze was the subject of power; at the heart of the disciplinary 
machine it manifested the subjection of those who were perceived as objects 

aiidthe objectification of those who were subjected (Foucault 1979, 1984-85). 

T~ischal'ter articulates the microtechniques of power over the female body 
alldJhe everyday defiance and transgressions against the production ma

c~i~~in the workplace. Homogenizing the social body involves techniques 
o.fg?"\',Ter ranging from the sophisticated and despotic to the primitive. 
InitialIyI showed how the technique of strict spatial positioning fixed on the 
shopfl()or the nomadic bodies not trusted by management. The detailed 
stfidfand analysis of the work process of each individual body, aimed at 

1Tl~~izing labor time, resulted in the fragmentation of labor power. Then 
t&f~s.sembly line, with its moving and consistent exercise of power, linked a 
multitude of individualized bodies into one collective automatic function. 
ThWtirrietable and factory codes simultaneously strove to install a new pro
grambf daily factory life into workers' psyches to help them acquire a new 
habitus of everyday life. 

@epraxis of spacing and timing, the technique of dissecting individual 
bodies; and the power of composing collective energies thus function to-
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gether to produce a new social body-dagongmei-imagineered to be under 
control by the electronic eye. Extracting and maximizing labor poweri$ 
shown to be the sole aim and sole economy of the production disciplinary 
machine. These microtechniques of power speak against the findings of 
recent management-labor studies that argue for notions of the "new ma:n:~ 
agement:' "new work relation;' or «new workplace" in the post-Fordist 

era.10 Conventional Taylorist principles, albeit twisted and warped, are still 
prevalent in global factories in China (Chan 2001), and we can see ahig~ 
degree ofhybridity when Taylorism meets the new work system and produ2~ 
tion requirements. We also see a low-trust management culture that can 
easily slip into what Lee Ching Kwan (1998a) calls the localistic despotism of 
factory regimes, or what Anita Chan (2001) describes as the authoritarian
ism of China's workplaces. The minimal state intervention in managemeI1t~ 
labor relations in most of the developing zones, along with the lackof 
independent labor forces, means that practices of excessive control,JoI1g 
hours, low wages, and poor living environments are often the rule in con" 
temporary China. 



4 

BECOMING DAGONGMEI: 

POLITICS OF IDENTITIES 

AND DIFFERENCES 

Da.gortgffiei, the working daughter, is a newly embodied social identity 

,~m~r~ing in contemporary China, produced to meet the changing socio
economic relations of the country and the needs of capital. A new identity 
has been crafted, accompanied by a new ethics of self, which is inscribed on 
Y0'lll1grilral female bodies when they enter into a particular set of pro
'ducH6I1reIations, experiencing the process' of proletarianization and alien
aHort.lAt first glance, this construct looks inevitably to be a disciplinary 

project that works with homogeneous and reactive forces to interpellate the 

seIf:witha modern worker identity. With insights from Dorinne Kondo's 
Crafting Selves (1990, 16), a disciplinary project on identity, which implies 

unittan.d fusion, often goes together with a fragmentation of the self. The 
'proc~ssof constituting an identity is imbued with a politics of difference that 
bffersavivid configuration of self and identity in everyday. life struggles 
'sifuatedin particular moments and occasions. This politics of difference 
highlights a heterogeneous, incoherent, fluid, and conflict-laden process of 
ideittity--making on specific bodies in distinct situations. 
\ Jriihischapter I describe the process as it builds a social identity; I look 
bothfr6m the side of power and the side of the subject, and I examine 
:l"egtlIatory and identificatory practices inside and outside the workplace. 

pag6~gmei is a specific ethics of self, construed at the particular moment 
-Wheriprivate and transnational capital emerged in post-Mao China. As a 
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condensed identity, dagongmei reveals the story of how a state soci&isi; 
system gives way to the capitalist global economy and how capitalistl'rac,:i 
tices depend entirely on a complex web of regulations, and on class,fU'tal? 
urban differences, kin and ethnic networks, and sexual relations.2 lri<Par-; 
ticular, I will look at a play of difference in the process of producillgthe! 
subject dagongmei in the workplace, and how social and historical differ: 
ences along the lines of social status, class, and gender differences reglll~tei, 
work hierarchy that, in turn, is reinforced by a workplace distinctionsy~t~1ll 
in terms of work position, wage and bonus, accommodation, and evenWprk: 
clothing. Along with the politics of difference, I also highlight a politiMo{ 

discourse in which we see how disciplinary production deploys the art of 
metaphor, the power of language, and the politics of othering and differ~n} 
tiating in crafting a new identity, that of dagongmei. The "manufact\lre"of 
identity involves both the politics of discourse and the politics of differeJ'ice.' 

By writing on the politics of difference I do not intend to lookatjhe; 
inherent fragmentation of the psychological self in its signification pr()c:~Si 
of becoming a subject. Rather I locate a play of difference in the process of 
creating the subject dagongmei in the larger field of social and cult~tal 
meanings embedded in a rapidly reconfiguring Chinese society. I· highlight' 
the social and historical differences in the self-internalization of the ,new 

identity of dagongmei as it appears in the significatory chain and strive~to 
emerge into the symbolic world. At the core of the regulatory and identifica~ 
tory practices in urban and industrial China, there is a politics of difference 
that establishes a violent hierarchy between the rural and the urbariiithe 
northerner and the southerner, and the male and the female. In theW(irk: 
place I was informed by this politics, and it let me see and experience@'W 
regional, kin, and ethnic differences were imagineered in crafting theiden

tity of dagongmei. 

As a newly coined term dagongmei embraces multilayered meanings~~d 
denotes a new kind of labor relationship fundamentally different from that 
of Mao's period. Dagong means "working for the boss" or "selling lab~l':~ 
thereby connoting commodification and capitalist exchange of labor for 
wages (Lee 1998a). It is a new concept that contrasts with the histoiyof 
Chinese socialism. Labor, especially alienated labor, supposedly erria.J'iCi~ 

pated for more than thirty years, is again sold to capitalists, this time 1111ger 
the auspices of the state machine. In contrast to the term gongreri;or 
worker, which carried the highest status in the socialist rhetoric of Mao's day, 
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~'theneWword dagong signifies a lesser identity-that of a hired hand-in a 
~~ewcontext shaped by the rise of market factors in labor relations and 
:,hieratC::hy.Mei means younger sister; it denotes not merely gender but also 

~~aritahtatus-mei indicates single, unmarried, and younger (in contrast to 
~Jie,()Idersister), and thus mei often signifies a lower status. Dagongmei 

~therfforeimplies an inferior working identity inscribed with capitalist labor 
;ielati()rlsand sexual relations. 

ri:,' TW~lerm dagongmei, paradoxically, did not necessarily carry a negative 

t,senS;f?rthe young rural girls themselves; rather, it provided new iden
~ititiesandnew senses of the self to be acquired once they worked inside a 

rslobalfactory. Self-subjectivization was crucial to the power of capital that 

i1eed~dwilling labor. As Foucault (1994, 81-82) has said, the project of polit
"!caLt~c:hnology or govern mentality is at the same time a project of self

i~ubj~c#vization. It is fascinating to see how these two conflicting forces 
~conyetgeand contrast in manufacturing consent and identity in the work
~place,aIldhow these contestations can be understood within the larger 

,'dyn~IilicS of Chinese society that highlight shifting hegemony, values, and 
~ocialforces in the postsocialist period. 

~iFU~~ledldentity: My First Day on the Shop Floor 
<:J", 

:At6:~oJ\..M. in late autumn 1996 I awoke while my dormitory roommates 
~~erfistill sleeping. I was a bit excited because after two weeks of reading 
:cortlpariy archives and other documents in the general office at the Meteor 
,\~lectl"()riics factory, I was finally going out to work on the assembly line. In 
',orde~tolook like a factory girl, I bought T-shirts, jeans, and shoes in a local 

: ,market in the Nanshan district. I also had my hair curled-at the suggestion 
1ofTallLing, the director's secretary. Arriving a bit early at the factory, I saw 

\~unfrbrn the personnel department eating breakfast at a small food shop 
)usLOFPosite the factory building. "You don't need to hurry," Iun said, "I 
~knoWybu are going to work on the shop floor today:' With a smile, she 
added that today, in my new clothes, I looked like a factory worker. "Without 

;yourglasses, you are our double:' 

~> JUll.led me to the department of general affairs where I signed some 

~pap\~ork and received my factory uniform: two sets of blue overalls, a blue 
tapjapair of white gloves, and a pair of slippers. Blue was the color that 
i'desigiiated the production department. Before I went upstairs to the shop 
;1!oor;lthanged my clothes in the washroom. Iun was still with me and 
'sheJa.u.ghed at my appearance. I somehow felt that although I was in over-
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aIls, my image was awkward and my newly assumed identity had not crystal:. 

lized. Jun brought me to assembly line B on the fourth floor. It was about. 
8:00 A.M. Except for some echoes of machine sounds, silence reigned on the 
whole shop floor. I was shocked, not by the silence but because the moment I 

appeared on the shop floor everyone stared at me. With my heart throb~ing\ 

I wondered, did my appearance in my overalls look bizarre? Didn'tilClok 

like a dagongmei? Was I not expected to work on the shop floor? He-chllan; 

the foreman of line B, looked at me as if he were expecting me, and he was 

the only one to welcome me. He led me to my seat on the middle of the line; 

a position on the screwing station, and asked me to sit down. I did as 
he asked, knowing that all gazes still fell on my body-a body unfit for an 
identity. . . i 

My identity as an ethnographer, albeit ambiguous and unstable,waii 

certainly too reified for me to adapt to a new identity. Time aftertitnd 

wondered and asked myself: Was I anything like a factory girl? I knew all the 

workers could never acknowledge my appearance as a dagongmei, even·ifin 

the end they accepted me as someone who worked with them. My past 

identities did become diluted and ambiguous as time went on, and I found 

myself totally lost in the industrial world, toiling twelve hours each day 

without knowing what was going on in the outside "civilized" world~ Yet} 

still dared not ask the question of whether or not I was a dagongmeLPeople' 

treated me differently on the shop floor, which reminded me of my>past 

identities. No one, not even myself, was able to inscribe on me the proper 
identity of dagongmei. Indeed, from the beginning the production machine 

had no interest in incorporating me; I was left alone. 

Different Fate, Different Identity: Meifang's Coming 

The fate of my coworker Meifang greatly contrasted with my fate; The 

production machine held a strong desire to turn Meifang into a dagonginei, 
a modern female worker. So did Meifang herself. None of us was born t6bea 

worker, especially those like Meifang who were born to be "peasants:' Granf

ing oneself an identity that could find no residue-no cause and effect and 
no justification in biological factors or any born-to-be attributes-involved 

particularly sophisticated techniques and strategies of power. Intemaliza~ 

tion, on the other hand, required further meandering, painful, and eved 

perverted ways of technologizing the self. 

The day that Meifang started she was brought to a seat opposite me. Un" 

like my training period, she was given serious warnings and strict instio.c~ 
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tionsbefore she could start working. Bailan, our line leader, first checked her 
'verrul~,cap, and gloves, and then told her to have her hair neatly tied up 
" d'completely covered by her work cap: "Make sure not a single string of 

., ',airJal1son the desk, the chair, or the floor. Short hair is easily dropped 
., the product and can't be easily noticed. Your fingernails should be 
rimmed, otherwise the gloves will tear and cause flecks on the product:' 
aiIansaid. 

';',:, Then Meifang was instructed to wear a static electricity belt on her wrist 
() prevent her body's static from interfering with the electronic products. 

,he was also given a metal recorder and told to tap it before she put the 
'\:ioduetonto the conveyor belt: "You should never forget to tap it. The 

ecorderIlot only counts how much work you do, but also the amount that 
, e entire line produces. All the numbers from each recorder should be the 

/)imeafthe end. You should not make any mistake;' Bailan said, and then 
rtedto teach Meifang her assigned task. 

'<Inoticed immediately a basic difference in the way the management 
eated Meifang and me. He-chuan had told me to take care of my fingers 

~nd n8tto be hurt by the screwdriver, whereas Bailan told Meifang to take 
~reotthedriver and not let it get worn. Moreover, it took me a week to 
,nderstand that Meifang was hired to supplement my work because man
'ement.thought I could not keep up with the work pace and that it was 

ely that I would occasionally leave the line for other reasons. 
, Meifangwas given on-the-job training for a three-month probation pe
'iodb.efore she was granted a work contract for one year, which was the 

racticefor all newcomers. In our work process, four miniature screws and 
oeverismaller ones were used to a,ttach a main board to two outer cases. 

'ickingup screws from the box and putting them in the appropriate posi

jonsrequired nimble fingers and a quick hand; otherwise one might pick 
'pmore than one screw at the same time because they easily stuck to the 

.. gers,and they easily could belost. But this was not the difficult part-the 
~lem.entthat required the greatest skill was handling the electric screwdriver. 
!rheimount of force necessary mattered most: different sizes' of screws or 

e same sizes in different positions involved different amounts of force. Too 
uthforcewould result in small cracks in the case; too little force and the 

" re\l1.IJlight tilt and require repositioning. It took me three days to become 
'depbitthe work process. 

,:. Although Meifang took nearly as long as I to learn the work process, a few 
. ays la.ter she was able to work much faster. But she was silent aU the time. 

EVen after working for two weeks she still often just nodded and smiled at 
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me and then went back to work. "She seems unhappy. She doesn't utter a 
word for a whole day. How odd!" my coworker Fatso gossiped tOIll~at 
lunch one day. What kept Meifang quiet? What worried her when other 
workers relaxed and fell into laughter from time to time? Was a fairly fitbody 

to do the job still not good enough for her? 
Indeed, a fairly fit body was not enough because it was not complete; it 

was unsatisfactory to both the production machine and the workers th.em~ 
selves. For survival in a modern factory one needed something more,sdrne, 

thing fundamental to one's sense of self. Meifang was unhappy andl;was 
uncomfortable. There was something we felt lacking and this lack was1.lriar~ 
ticulated. We were both capable of doing the work but we were not,well 

equipped to be workers, dagongmei, who strived to live in a modernindus" 
trial space. 

If it is correct to say, as do Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari (1984,28), 

that the creation of lack is a function of the market economy, the artdfth~ 
dominant class, and that it is deliberately created, organized, and produceq 

in and through social production, then we need to know how this primary 

fear oflack in Meifang, as well as in others like her, is produced and how theY' 
are induced to live with it. Dagongmei as a cultural-symbolic artifacfconf 
tains a set of reactive forces that try to homogenize human activities aria; 
senses of self that should be plural, fluid, and fragmentary. The process,of 

homogenization is a process of exclusion and displacement, which produc~S 
anxiety, inflicts pain, and drives individuals to integrate into the collec~ 
will of the hegemonic construct.::;1 

:,:; 

, ;'~~: 

To Be a Worker: The Politics of Rural-Urban Difference 

The politics of labor identity in China is linked not only to "the project o~ 
industrialization but also to a distinctive spatial rural-urban dichotomy; As'ij 
demonstrate in chapters I and 2, the rural space could only nurture peasan~1 
and the urban space workers. Three decades of Chinese socialist history di~l 
not imagine a modernization project but rather a curtain between ruralarig; 
urban and thus between peasants and workers. Chinese socialist beingswer~l 
born to have an identity not from biology but from locality, andbYithei~ 
locality were designated either urban or rural. Mao's industrializati6n, re11 

... "dll 

quired the extraction of rural resources to support the urban establishrnen:~l 
rigid plans for rural and urban development; and thus a strict contfdI oJ} 
individual status and identity (Solinger 1999). The art of naming andtlassi~; 
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~ca.ti6nthus was central to Mao's politics; the hukou system of registration 

was one such creation. Deng's industrial development and ways of realizing 

the Illarket economy, on the other hand, demanded not only raw material 

~ut also human power from the rural areas, which is why Meifang and 

millions of other rural women were needed as dagongmei. 

Among the 550 workers in the Meteor factory in early 1996, only eleven 

~ddi1hurban hukouj all of the rest came from rural villages or rural towns 

'an ()~efthe country and were listed as peasants in the official registry classi

lica~on: These migrants were born in rural areas, and as such they were not 

,¥,orkersbut had already been named as peasants. Yet they were needed as 

iaborers. This time the state socialist machine, burdened by its past history, 

)vaspowerless to regear itself and it gave way to the capitalist machine. The 

j~entitybf the dagongmei echoed a relationship to the urban, to capital, but 

~ottothe state. There was, and there had to be, new models of workers in 

(the Iiewera. The machine of capital thus felt free to reterritorialize the 

XJpan~fural boundaries and to mimic the politics of naming and exclusion. 

l:{;Affirst newcomers like Meifang were not considered by Meteor manage

'ment,to be qualified workers but rather workers to be. Even after they had 

~6rke(Lfora few months in the factory, young women were often still 

:¥tlnsidered to be from the country. They were easily identifiable not because 

~ftheidack of skill or speed at work but because of their appearance and 

:ijieirillappropriate behavior in the industrial space. They often looked fresh 

lkdquiet, and although they wore T-shirts and jeans they did not put on 

~f~ce powder or lipstick and their jeans were a bit out of style. Their main pas

;~me"""knitting-further imparted a distinctly rural image. Still, not only did 

!~e:pr6duCtion machine aim to transform them into dagongmei, modern 

~orkillgdaughters, but the girls themselves also aimed for this goal. 

Jl,(~iI always kept my work pace as slow as possible to ensure that every piece I 
~"roducedwas of good quality. I was afraid that any defect for which I was 
h~~ponsible would cause my coworkers, especially Meifang, to be repri

~fuanded;Still, mistakes could not be avoided. In the late afternoon of Me i-
8( . .:::.:::. ' 
):r~g'sfifth day, still within her training period, I became very drowsy and 
~,~).;:.:, ", :.' "'. 

~Ilopedthat someone would start talking. Our foreman, He-chuan, holding a 
:;0;:;'~: .,"", 

~route-fiIider, suddenly showed up in front of Meifang and yelled, "What the 

~~~llare.y()u doing? You are going to spoil this casing. Such a big scratch here 

~(he pointed to the case of the route finder). Did you learn something by 
i-\,\~~ ," ...... .' . 

1h~art?Youknowyou are not ploughing a furrow, don't you? These products 

~~everyexpensive, you couldn't pay for it even if you worked in the fields for 
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a year. Cushou cujiao! (Rough hands, rough feet):' Then he turned his ~yes to 
me, and showing embarrassment, added, "These village girls are always like 
that, difficult to teach." 

He-chuan left. I saw Meifang's face grow flushed and her eyesfillWjth 

tears. I was angry at He-chuan's sudden and irresponsible reproach: he had 
not tried to determine who had caused the scratch before shoutingatMei~ 
fang. But then I understood that he actually could never know wh6W3s 

responsible. He just came to the most likely target, shouting so that all6f us. 
doing the same work process could hear and share the responsibility.Iri 
shouting to express his authority, He-chuan was in effect defeating himself, 

showing that he could not totally control the labor process. But his language, 
had another function. It produced a surplus value that the discipli~ary 
power did not expect: helping to craft the identity of dagongmei. Thetneta::. 
phor he used-ploughing a furrow-signified the low value placed onfailll 

work and hence a lesser working identity. Such metaphors were iIl.,,?ke4 
time and time again on the shop floor: to make a scratch on the case isliki 
ploughing a furrow on the land, and thus one is a peasant, not a workei.,Bu.t 
even though one is only a peasant, one should behave like a worker. 

In the metaphor that He-chuan used in his reprimand, he did notriiean 
to imply that working in the factory was like farming on the land, but he 
could not escape the same paradox: industrial work was not agricultural' 

work, but in some sense it might still be like it. Otherwise how coUld. the 
metaphor be effective? Invoking the metaphor did show the contradictory 
nature of the discourse, but it never wasted energy. By juxtaposing farming 
and industri;d work in this way, a hierarchy of values· was reinforCed m: 
which factory work occupied a higher rank. A gap was produced, a voidthat· 

allowed power to produce abject subjects. .. ..... ,. 
Meifang was not the only girl subject to this kind of reprimand a:11dth~ 

power of language. Every day on the shop floor I heard discriminatory 
language directed toward the workers. The Cantonese term xiangxiame1; 
(village girl) was often used to depreciate the status of the women from rural' 
areas. Phrases like "xiangxiamei, you know nothing except farming:'(CXiang~ 
xiamei, what else can you understand? Learn the rules and beha"ejn~. 

civilized way:' "a xiangxiamei is always like a xiangxiamei, cushou c~jiao:~ 
and "xiangxiamei can never be taught! [They are] foolish and stupid"wer~l 
frequently heard in the workplace, especially when a male foreman<()tliri~ 
leader came to criticize or scold the workers. The metaphorical meariings~ 
hidden in these daily usages were the great contrasts between the bodyan~! 
the space: unfit xiangxiamei living incompatibly in the modern indl.lstri~~ 
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~orld. On the one hand, were the stupid, uneducated, and uncivilized rustic 
".: 

:wclJllenwhose labor was cheap and despised. On the other hand, was the 

,mdderll.technology of the factory, whose products were valuable and ex

,ported internationally. Intense anxiety was aroused by such remarks, mak

ing some people feel lacking, unfit, or not properly suited to the life of the 
factory. Women like Meifang felt frustrated for not living up to the demands 

of a In0dern world and for not being modern themselves. 
::; . 'Shop floor conversations, arguments, and reprimands always served to 

:rerriirJdMeifang and other recent hires of their past identities as peasants. 

'''Cushou cujiao" was the physical stigma of the person as a peasant, whereas 

'xiangiriamei was the abject identity that had to be polished and upgraded. It 

tcyok:rnequite a long time to understand why Meifang was not happy. To 

avoi1being discriminated against one had to try hard to change oneself. 

~elf-technologizing, as Foucault (1988) said, is the core of power and a 

prodllct of modern subjectivity. To make war with one's past identity was for 

:thesakeof establishing a new identity; to cut the umbilical cord of one's past 

;Hfe was. to create a base for building up a new self. Industrial work was 

d~iye1 not only for the wages but for the new identity and the new sense of 

lifet,hatit created. The imagined peasantness of cush~u cujiao was the 

f9ns~tutive outside, or the negative otherness of the new identity. Without 

illIrr?ringand then negating one's past identity it was difficult to make a 

~new life. 

::,?nechilly evening in spring 1996 I had a chance to talk to Meifang in her 

:dorIllitory. At first she remained timid and kept her head low. I tried hard to 

stai'taconversation by asking general questions about where she was from, 

~~'II'0ld she was, and how many siblings she had. She told me she was from a 

yiIJage in the north of Hunan Province and then gave me a few details about 

herfamily situation. Then, without warning, she started crying. I was upset 

.1lyse~i~g the tears flowing down her face. t "Lreally want to go back home." 

; "V,Vhy?You work so well in the factory." 
:'Idon't know, I miss my home. I feel that I don't fit in the workplace." 

"But why? You are not working slower than the other people:' 
(: 
'. ,"I don't know why. I just feel I don't fit here. I feel I'm too different from 

~eot~ers. Next month after I get my wage, I'll leave." 
;}'he:rnonth passed, however, and Meifang did not leave. 

: Lat~rshe told me, "Life is hard here, but if others can stand it, why not 

;Ine?»~oreover, Meifang had started to go out with other workers on their 

'Cl:aysoff,and at night she listened to Cantonese popular music with them. 
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She bought more current fashions and she asked me to help her buy hair. 
shampoo, facial cleaner, and a lipstick from Hong Kong. Buying COSltl.epcs 
was one of the ways I did favors for the workers, although not without a 

sense of guilt over introducing more commodified goods to them. 

The Admonition Meeting 

Our line had a fifteen-minute "admonition meeting" (xun dao hui)ey&ry 
Wednesday at 4:30 P.M. A few minutes before it started, Bailan, the line 

leader, would stop the line in preparation for speeches by members of the 
personnel and production departments. Tin, the production departrri~nt 

assistant manager, always came. If there were serious production problell:is, 

the department manager himself, Mr. Wu, would show up. Tin was a ulli"er

sity graduate in his early thirties and had worked at the Meteor plant for oyer 

four years. In the eyes of the line women, he was a sharp and capable figure 

of urban background. We also sometimes thought he was attractive,jfhe 

was in a good mood. He was urbane and educated; in a world of few meri;he 

was often a target of fantasy. 
One Wednesday Meifang and 1 were musing about what would happell'at 

the afternoon admonition meeting. At 4:30 Ying, from personnel,al0h8 

with Tin, He-chuan, and BaHan appeared, and all the line workers,excepf 

me, were asked to queue up in front of the line. I was told to stay in my'seat; 

Again I felt like an outsider; time and time again I found that the production 

machine had no intention of disciplining me. On this day Ying wore a thl'ee~ 

piece outfit with a skirt and looked like an urban career woman. At MeteOr, 

she was classified as clerical staff. Her status, wage, fringe benefits, and liymg 

conditions were all different from the line workers. In a managerial tone,~he 

stated: 

This week a worker was caught punching another worker's timecardthher 

absence. This is a serious violation and we reserve the right to dismis~;ner 
at once. There is no excuse for anybody to clock on for best friends or 

fellow villagers. The helper will be punished more seriously than th~?~e 
who asked for help. In the factory one should be responsible for oneself 

only. If you are so used to helping each other in the village, remembei.}h~t 

now you are in the factory. . . . . 

The company inspected the workers' dormitory on Monday. Produc

tion tools, such as scissors and adhesive tape, were found in two work~rs' 
bunks. Although they are not expensive things, these are acts of theft'I~ 
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accordance with the factory regulations, these two workers each have been 
fined 50 yuan. Again, we consider these serious offenses. If they violate the 
rules again, these two workers wiII be dismissed immediately. 

During the inspection, I found cartons that had been brought out by 
the workers to make benches in their rooms. I emphasize that workers are 
riot permitted to bring any production materials outside the factory gate, 
even if they are waste. Waste is not your property, it belongs to the com
pany. You have no right to use it. To put it seriously, I can treat that as 

stealing too. Your habit of taking waste back home should be changed. Let 
me repeat, you are working now in the factory; the bad habits you bring 

from the country should be given up .. No spitting on the floor, and keep 
your bunk and room clean. 

-ying's speech did not surprise anybody; it was the usual stuff. The work

'~r~$ifuply stood quietly, some showing no interest in listening. Information 
~irclilated among workers through gossip and rumors, not through this 
kiIldoHormal address. All the shop floor workers already knew who had 

~e~rf~ught clocking on for another worker and who was fined for posses
sioWFfcompany materials. The common feeling toward the workers who 
,wereT~ught was that they were "unlucky:' Meifang kept her head low and 
4,idg?tlook at Ying. But Ying's words had their function. Even if she could 
nOtllphold the factory regulations and impose them on the workers, she 

Iley~~t~eless could sometimes put into words the nature of peasantness. Hu
Xi~~f/~angzhu-helping each other-was perceived to be an attribute of 
Vill~~elife that had to be given up to live in an industrial world. Workers 

'wer~toberesponsible for themselves alone: the production machine wanted 
iso}~~7~ individuals only. Industrial women were to learn to compete with 
.eachother and not help each other.) 

,.·.·.·~~~#it'lg, too, was often taken to be a bad habit common to country 
.pe9ple.Ying and other staff of urban origin often warned me not to leave 
'v~lg~?le things in the dormitory. Workers were not allowed to bring bags 
int~the workplace. All workers were inspected going in or out of the gate 
,be~.¥C~se· each one was considered a potential thief. Bad characteristics of 

htimfnnature like stealing were thought to be nurtured in rural areas. The 
Iloti?gof private property thus became a compIlcated issue for the peasant 

wdt¥.e,rs. They were told to give up sharing resources and were even taught to 
despise the practice because sharing was related to stealing, as in the re

~e~i:~1emphasis that factory waste products were company property that 
workers must not take away to reuse. The logic of capitalist practice needed 
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to win out against any noncapitalist reasoning in order to assert its hege

mony. To gain the power, to win the battle, all other lifestyles had tOile 

destroyed. 
Tin's speech focused more on the production target and work discipli~e 

on the line. He said that our line had more rejects than the other lines, which 

negatively affected production speed. He reminded us not to talkv;hi1e 
working and said that everybody should be more attentive. Next Monday, 

Western customers from Europe were scheduled to visit the company,.~p~ 
he told us to behave ourselves: "Everybody should wash their overalls onthe 

weekend. We don't want the customers to see a speck of dirt on your bodt~r 
in the workplace. No one is allowed to leave his or her work seat until the 
end of the tour. Materials and cartons should be well allocated and labeled. 

Company policy is to show we have a completely modern and well-trained 
work force and a technologically advanced factory." Workers were askedfdi 
cooperation. It seemed that a sense of belonging to the company and aseh@ 
of self-esteem as a modern worker were to be articulated in front ofthe 

foreign customers. 
At dinner the women on our line discussed the speeches. They accepteg 

much of what Tin said, but they laughed at Ying. She had at least ten 
nicknames, such as "Miss Canton," "tall mei:' "bossy cat:' and "chicke~r 
Posing as a "modern lady:' she was less an admired figure than a targetz£ 
jeers and innuendoes. She was often mocked behind her back, when tone 
and attitudes were mimicked and made fun of. Immediately after her sud
den inspection of the shop floor, laughter would erupt and rough language 

would spread ,down the line: "The bossy cat dresses up so nice. What isslie 
going to do tonight? Flirt with men?" or, "Miss Canton really thinks she)~ 
Miss Canton. I can't stand th,e way she walks." As a figure standingfdf 
modernity and urbanity, Ying was seen to be on the side of managementa.nd 
capital. It was a negative image, and not one the women workers wantedt6 
imitate .. 

Inventing Local. Kin. and Ethnic Identity and Inequality 

The politics of difference and othering in crafting subjects are further c6I'I1~ 
plicated by the intertwining of local, kin, and ethnic relations in the wdrkj 
place. Women workers were not merely identified and classified as urbanq! 
rural people, but also more specifically by region and ethnic group (~~ 
1998a). In the Meteor factory, one-third of the women were from villages9r 
towns in Guangdong Province. These Guangdong women were linguistica.llY 
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al1.dfegionally divided according to whether they came from Cantonese
di;j}ect areas; Chaozhou-dialect areas, or Hakka areas (only two of the women 
w(jrkers were Shenzhen locals). The remaining two-thirds of the total female 
bb6:rforce came from 'other provinces across China and were, both inside 
all.doutside the factory, referred to as Waisheng ren (provincial outsiders). 
TheyWere commonly nicknamed by province of origin: Sichuan mei, Hunan 

p.~i»~ubei mei, or simply Bei mei (northern girls); whereas women from 
Guangdong Province were called Chaozhou mei, Canton mei, and Hakka 
meL These were all common terms used in the workplace to identify individ
uals/especially in daily language when workers addressed each other. 

'the identification of a person according to region or ethnicity embodies 
a~e~se of spatial inequality far more subtle than the rural-urban disparity. 
Wliereone is from and one's dialect foretells one's status and wealth, and 
thus one's bargaining power and position in the workplace hierarchy. The 
fl.@l-urban distinction, as a soil for nurturing differences, is deliberately 
diyided into finely stratified hierarchies through its intersection with locality 
al1.dWith kin-ethnic identities.4 

. The most common question in the workplace, which was often used to 
start a conversation or make friends with strangers, was "Ni shi shenme 
difarig ren?" (literally, "A person of what difang [place 1 are you?"). Difficult 

t§j:iaraphrase, it carries a much richer meaning than the English phrase 

.~;)"{here are you from?" Di means the place, the locality, while fang embodies 
acllltural meaning of di, connoting specific kin and ethnic relationships. 
l'husihe question asks not only where you are from, but also what is your 

kiri.:.ethnic identity and which local dialect do you use. In daily conversations 
",pikers in the Mete,or plant seldom directly asked each other their names 
butrather asked about affiliation to local and kin-ethnic groups. With few 

.~~~~ptions, workers were grouped into different locality or kin-ethnic en
cl~yes,and were enmeshed in different networks of obligation and authority 
iiiJheworkplace. 

Regional and kin-ethnic networks were often manipulated by the pro
d.~Ction machine to create a division of labor and job hierarchies. In the 
Meteor factory all of the important and supervisory positions were to some 

~~~ntaffected by local and kin-ethnic power. A line leader was chosen not 
ohlYfor her work capabilities but also for her network affiliations and 

prestige among the workers. 
SiuWah, the line leader of line c, told me that the control of everyday 

operations on the shop floor was not as easy as it might appear. It involved 
·thecooperation and consent of every worker in each seat. For a rush order, 
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the work pace had to be increased, which required the women's cooperation. 

Thus, the most reliable workers were from one's own kin group and area, 

and the best thing to do was to enlarge one's own group. Such enlargement 

thus was the most important political way for dominant groups to main.tain 

their status or for weaker groups to struggle for enhancement of theirposi7 

tion. The weakest groups were the outsiders to the province, especially those 

from north China, who were often called Waisheng mei or Bei mei. They 

were forced to take jobs packing or soldering, the drudge work. Competition 

for «good jobs" was a daily occurrence on the shop floor, and workers relied 

on local or kin-ethnic power for these job negotiations. 

The Meteor management skillfully made use of local and kin-ethnic 

relations to facilitate production efficiency and profit maximization, audto 

facilitate the control of workers. Locals and kin were considered responsible 

for each other's performance. In cases where unskilled new workers Were 
hired on a relative's recommendation, the relatives often served as trainers, 

which saved the management time and money. Sometimes kin were made to 

take responsibility for those newcomers who did not conform to factory 

discipline or violated some of the basic rules of workers' behavior.sThe 

workers were afraid that if their recommendation. proved unsuitable; they 
would not have another chance to introduce a kin or a friend and theiro'Wll 

reputations would be affected as well. This self-disciplining within 10c3.listic 
and kin-ethnic circles heightened the efficiency of labor control, andtoa 

certain extent enforced the submissiveness of the female workers. 

Regional and kin-ethnic differences among workers were furtherexag: 

gerated, invented, and manipulated to divide and rank the workforce. A 

work hierarchy was developed along the lines of the imagined culturaltraits 

of each individual. The director of Meteor, Mr. Zhou, said that inhistert 

years of work experience in Shenzhen, he had developed a particular krio'Wl~ 

edge about each kin-ethnic and locality group. He believed that different 

groups had different sorts of personalities and work capacities thatwere 

suitable for different kinds of jobs. His imagination, or invention, of their 

traits shaped the hierarchy of the labor force inside the factory. For exaritple,~ 

he viewed the Chaozhou mei as submissive and attentive but clever, and thus 
suitable for accounting and personnel work. The Hakka mei were shy and 

reticent but industrious. They were good listeners and good followersjand, 

so after training they were fit for mid level management such as foremen or 

line leader. Zhou said the Hakka mei were often seen by other employers in 
Shenzhen to be inferior to the Cantonese, but he himself thought theY'I'IerJ 

better because the Cantonese had more choices for upward mobility and 56, 
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were not as loyal as Hakkas. At Meteor, most of the supervisor and line 
leader positions were filled by Hakka and Chaozhou people, while almost all 
oftheWaisheng mei were on the production line. 

TheWaisheng mei, those from outside the province, were eager to show 
offtheir capabilities, Zhou said, given that the local government and local 
pe6plediscriminated against them in job hiring, promotion, and right of 
residen.ce. Zhou thought that the Hubei mei were better than the Hunan mei 

beca.use poor regions made for hard workers. Hubei mei were considered 
good operatives-they were dexterous and willing to work hard. Certainly it 

was obvious that they had less bargaining power, especially because they 

wereolllya small group in the workplace.6 

The manipulation of kin-ethnic groups was further complicated by the 
pr()duction machine's use of them against each other to prevent labor re

sistance. Mr. Wu, the production manager, said that although local groups 
seemed to dominate in certain positions, he would not let them totally 
'Control any part of the work process. Locality groups placed on the same 

production line were easier to control and train, but he would insert an 
individual from another group as a counterweight. Wu said he did not trust 
theSe groups because they had many tricks and they could resist at any time 
by collective illness and slowdowns. In line B where I worked there were 
twellty-one workers, including eight from Chaozhou, five from Hakka areas, 
.thr~efrom Sichuan, three from Hunan, and one from Guizhou. Our line 
lea~ef,:Sailan, was from Chaozhou. Bailan tried to keep a balance between 
each group and rarely showed preference for any particular group, but in 
Jimesof difficulty or for rush orders she relied on her own locals, the 

Chaozhou mei, to help her. In daily conversations Cantonese and Mandarin 
.were the two dialects most often used in our line as official languages, but 
whellBailan asked for help from her locals she would use the Chaozhou 

<lialecCDistrust among groups was serious. Communication was not only 
hindered by different dialects but also by the constructed bias and discrimi
riatiOllfrom the production machine. A divided workforce was created as 
\ocalit}'and kin-ethnic relations were mapped out and reinforced to shape a 
hierarchy of jobs and to facilitate labor control. 

TtieW~ge System and Differentiation 
~:; { 

The divisions in the workforce were further enacted and codified by the 
;wage system. Excluding the Hong Kong managers, positions such as those 

occupied by He-chuan, Ying, or Ballan received the highest salaries. The 
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wage system was central to the production and reproduction of workp!ace; 
life because it was the most obvious and crucial mechanism in playitlgout 
the politics of difference and differentiation. Conspicuously organized on a' 
hierarchical basis, the wage system contributed to a kaleidoscope ofpowe[i 

and status along lines oflocality, kin-ethnicity, and gender. The wage system. 
at Meteor was very complicated because it simultaneously deployedvadou~' 
payment methods, like monthly pay, daily pay, hourly pay, overtimewor~ 
pay, and production bonuses. The pay one received spoke for one'sstattis 
and identity and was self-explanatory, although the exact amounts\\,er~ 
confidential. 

Daily talk about wages was, however, frequent in the workplace and! 
would mount when payday approached. Despite the policy on wagecon~' 
fidentiality, most of the workers actually knew each other's salary,either 

through their own networks or through rumor. The incomes of th.efive; 
Hong Kong managers were in amounts often beyond workers' imagina.tions; 
but could be judged by the managers' daily expenditures (such as frequent' 
eating out in the restaurant or calling taxi services) as somewherei~thJ 
range of fifteen to twenty times that of local managerial staff. Most6fthd 
mainland Chinese workers showed no interest in comparing theirwa.ges 
with the Hong Kong managers, because they were, in effect, from3.riothe~: 
world. All of the office and supervisory staff members above the grade oflin.e, 
leader were paid at a monthly rate. These urban people or college degree.' 
holders earned a monthly income in a range between 1,000 and 1,500 yuan';: 

Envied by the majority of workers who were paid a mixture of hourly rati\ 
overtime rate, and production bonus, these office and supervisory,.staff 
members enjoyed a privileged position with a stable income and goodpr9s",~ 
peets. They were also housed in a different type of dormitory that usually 
was composed of units with cooking and water facilities. Of these positions 

the dagongmei could only dream, as they knew their rural and education' 
background inscribed on them a different fate. '.' .'; 

The line operators and manual workers were generally paid at an hourly 
rate. In 1996, normal working hours in the daytime were paid in renminbi; 
at a rate of RMB 2.4 per hour. Overtime work at night was paid in Hong 
Kong dollars at $3.6 per hour. Such wage practices induced these workersto: 
work as long as possible at night for overtime work pay. If they did notwork: 
overtime, their wages could be as low as 300 yuan, and such amoU:ntsin. 
Shenzhen could only support their daily basic expenditures on food,rent; 

and clothing. A lunchbox meal cost 2 yuan, and dinner at a food storetould. 
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"ieachashigh as 5 yuan. The price of a pair of jeans varied from RMB 20 to 

c~M'B.50at the local market. The company charged each worker fifty yuan 
;fuonthlyfor staying in the factory dormitory. "We all hate night work, but it 

:lstheonlyway to earn Hong Kong dollars and the money;' the line women 

'Qntheshop floor often said to me? With overtime pay and the production 

'~oriusthe line workers, could have an average pay of around 500 to 600 yuan 

.~m61l~.Some workers told me that they moved to the Meteor plant be

;CauSeofitsabundant overtime work paid in Hong Kong dollars, which 

'~ccouritedfor up to one-third of the line workers' wages. 

~{, Besides overtime pay, the line workers received a bonus share that made 

.tl'pahOutone-fourth of their monthly wages. These bonus shares often were 

:~erriostcontested terrain in the payment system because they induced 

ifavOl'itisrnand cIientalistic networks on the shop floor. The amount of 

?produttic,n bonus received by each line worker was determined by his or her 

iJilleleader based on an assessment of individual performance and produc

~~~vity~Theworkers often complained to me that the assessment of the bonus 

wasflof"scientific" because it was subjective and hence it was hard to 

,'challengethe assessment scheme. The common understanding was whoever 

basa:relative as the line leader gets a "good bonus;' and such an arrangement 
:wascrllcial to safeguarding one's salary. Power struggles along locality and 

'firi-ethriicity lines were waged on these concrete monetary rewards. From 

thepeispective of the line leaders, these production bonuses provided her or 

him roOm for manipulating line workers' consent and cooperation, espe

,dally when meeting rush orders. 

': The wage system for paying the line leaders was the most complicated 

'orie.J(was based on neither monthly pay nor hourly rate but rather was 

,~irectlylinked to the line's productivity, and was composed of a mixture of a 

:basic salary and the median income of the workers on the specific line. The 

'basiesalary of the line leaders ranged from 400 to 600 yuan, and by adding 

ithemedian income of the line's workers, the leaders' wages were often 

:double those of the workers: A line leader at Meteor could earn as much as 

Jhesupervisory staff ifhis or her line performed well. 

,:. This system induced line leaders to raise the productivity of their lines as 

high.aspossible. Struggles to be line leader were intense in the workplace. 
'papahility was a necessary but not sufficient factor for promotion to line 

leader~VVork experience and strong workers' support, usually along lines of 

l()calit:yand kinship, were another must. Three line leaders, from Canton, 

Chaozh6u, and Sichuan, respectively, were friendly toward me. All of them 
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had been working at Meteor for over three years and had been promotecito 
the position from line worker. Each had a "big sister" image that wasstip" 
ported by strong kin-ethnic networks in the workplace. One night my line 
leader, Bailan, invited me to her room to have soup, and I noticed that she 
was provided with better dormitory conditions than were the line workers; 
The line operators' or basic workers' room were shared by eight persons; 
while Bailan's room was shared only by four. All dormitory rooms hadorte 
toilet and one balcony for hanging washed clothes, but Bailan's roonialso 
had a TV set, which was collectively owned by the roommates. A higher 
wage, plus a better living environment, all contributed to the workplace 

heirarchy. 

Daily Prejudice and Accommodation 

In general, workers entering the factory were preinscribed with· a ]oc:al 
or ethnic identity that dictated a set of invented cultural traits and~lpre
sumed work capability. They also were judged by their dialect and ac~eht, 
both within the factory premises and outside. At work, cultural traitswete 
manipulated and mixed up with economic interests, and thus individual 
workers were snared into a hierarchy and then a conflict among themselves. 
Privileged groups such as the Cantonese and Chaozhou internalized the 
management's favoritism by mirroring a model image and living up to that 
invention. The abject groups, especially the Waisheng ren, resisted mariage~ 
ment's derogatory images of them either by working hard to show1:heir 

industriousness and looking for chances to show their capabilities or,alt~r~ 
natively, by adopting the stereotypes imposed on them. Everyday tactiCs 
were fluid and strategic, and on different occasions individuals would react 
differently. The following passage is taken from my field notes, recording a 
complaint by a Sichuan worker: 

10 April 1996: Li Ting's Anger 
At about 11 P.M. I'd finished taking a bath and looked around to join in. 

on some women's talk before going to bed. I passed Li Ting's room,and 
noticed she was angry with her roommate Yue, a Cantonese womalJ.~()n 
fire, Li Ting shouted, "Don't think yourself extraordinary for being a Can.
tonese! You always bully people." Yue did not argue back but ran off to the 
other room. I calmed down Li Ting and asked her what happened; She 
said, still angry: "This woman always runs wild and does whatever.she 

wants to do. She never considers others and she looks down on people;r 
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Figure 5. Migrant women workers in the Meteor plant dormitory. (photo by author) 

can't stand her any longer. Because she's a Cantonese, she thinks she's big. 

She broke my bowl, and has no intention of buying me another. Instead 

she said my stuff blocked her way ... She never cleans the room but always 

criticizes others for making the room dirty and always thinks that waisheRg 

ren are much dirtier than any other people. 

Different local or ethnic groups in the workplace seldom made friends 

across their boundaries, and the distrust was worsened by the lack of spare 

time to communicate with each other. Daily' conflicts escalated due to the 

iightspace and rushed time, aggravated by the mutual creation of negative 

ima.ges toward each other. In the eyes of Cantonese or Chaozhou groups, 

Waisheng mei were often portrayed as uncivilized persons and as much 

lazier and dirtier. Waisheng mei, who although poorer were often better 

educated than the Guangdong people, regarded the Cantonese as rude, 

proud, crafty, and never to be trusted. "These are the people who tread on 

myfeet and remind me daily that I am a lesser human:' was the common 

feeling ofWaisheng mei toward the Cantonese. At work, Waisheng mei were 

allocated work at the bottom of the job hierarchy. In daily life they were 

excluded and bullied. Mutual exclusion based on a construct of local and 

ethnic elements into a "personhood" was arbitrary and violent. 
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Language and Identity: The Cantonization of 
the Workplace 

The struggle over rural, urban, regional, and ethnic identities was further, 

exacerbated by the struggle over languages, specifically the politicsofdi~ 

aIects in the workplace. Language is a system of differences produced~nd 

reproduced in a spider web of social differences, hierarchies, and distinc,. 

tions that construe social reality.8 The struggle over legitimate language, as 

Bourdieu (1991, 52-54) notes, is highly political because it encompasses a 
struggle over identity, status, and power. The politics of identity <isen-, 

meshed in a politics of language. It matters what dialect one speaks,an4 

with what accent. In the factory a hierarchy of dialects was deployed in a 
"language war" that was linked to the struggle over work position, resources, 

and power. 

This language war was launched in the workplace in different arenas,and 

was aimed at different goals. First, it involved the rivalry between Mandarin 

and Cantonese. Mandarin is the official language in China and is politiCally 

superior, but in much of Guangdong it has lost its legitimacy. The subor

dination of the national official language to the local dialect is due in part to 
the fact that the importance of state power in regulating social life has given 

way to local market forces. The war between the two languages does not' 

merely reflect the intense combat between the state and the market machines 

in regulating social life but also makes it and shapes it. In the workplace 

Mandarin is still commonly used, but it is no longer endowed with po\Ver, 
superiority, Or a hegemonic position. Cantonese, on the other hand,asthe 

commercial language has the upper hand in shaping the workplacehier

archy. Although the members of the factory's upper management are from 

Hong Kong, those in middle management are mostly Cantonese speakers 

from cities like Guangzhou, Zhongshan, and Shunde. The manageriallan

guage thus is Cantonese, which was normally used in managerial meetings) 

in passing orders from a higher level to a lower level, and in daily encouri~ers 

among those in positions of management and supervision. ,"., , 
A command of Cantonese, then, was a must for climbing the hierarchical 

ladder. It improved the chance for promotion, because in Cantonesepne 

could not only converse better with superiors but also be part of the Sa1ne 
habitus and the same expressive style, and thus be more readily assimilated 

into managerial culture. Mr. Zhou and the four Hong Kong managers never 

uttered a word in Mandarin. Even when they knew that an individual's 

Cantonese was poor, they still insisted on using it. For them Cantonese Was, 
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cultural capital: it was a symbol of superior status and identity that helped 
themtoexercise their authority more effectively. This power oflanguage was 
neither invisible nor silently exerted on individuals but rather was explicitly 
d~triollstrated. Subordinates who were not native speakers yet learned to 
speak Cantonese fluently were appreciated and had a better chance of pro
motion. Those who did not know Cantonese had to bear the costs in mis
understandings with superiors or others, and the anxiety that such mis
ul1:derstandings created. If one did not want to remain at the bottom of the 
woikhierarchy, one was induced to learn Cantonese, or at least to under

stand enough to survive in the workplace. 

Although the language war had resulted in a victory for the commercial 
language of Cantonese, there was still defiance and transgression from time 
and time. Tensions were particularly acute when a Mandarin speaker in a 
high position in the workplace came into contact with a Cantonese speaker, 

notably in the case of communications between the engineering and pro
duction departments. The staff in the production department, both Can

tonesespeakers and non-Cantonese speakers, were totally assimilated to 
Cant()nese. The engineers and technicians in the engineering department, 

however, were mainly university graduates from northern cities and ex
hibited a rather unyielding attitude to Cantonese. For them, accurate Man
darin;with a Beijing accent, was still an emblem of their credentials, status, 

ands~lf-dignity, and these young male professionals persisted in using Man
darin even though they all could understand Cantonese. Interesting encoun

ters:Were found when the engineers spoke to the staff in production depart
ment;one side spoke in Mandarin, consciously maintaining the superiority 

pfthenationallanguage drawn from its political capital, and the other side 
persisted in sp"eaking Cantonese as the official language in this workplace 

and the local industrial world. Needless to say, both sides understood each 

other well, and neither was willing to give in. 
"" Communication on the production lines was more complicated, al

though the tensions were somewhat less acute. When the line leaders re

ported to their supervisors they usually spoke in Cantonese. But when they 
taIkedto the women on the line they preferred to use Mandarin when 
speaking to Waisheng workers. Most of the line leaders were not native 

speakers of Cantonese; some were from Chaozhou, some from Hakka. For 
thetit,hoth Mandarin and Cantonese were foreign languages and they used 
each in appropriate situations. There were exceptions, however. San, the 
leader of line D, was from Hunan; she had been promoted to her position 

after working for more than four years on the production line. She seldom 
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spoke in Cantonese to supervisors or to other line leaders. As a toughalld 

capable figure in the workplace, San had been promoted to the positio~~?t 
because she could assimilate herself to the managerial culture or because of 
any particular relationship with the upper management, but rathers61~ly 

because of her work capability and her rigid discipline. She was oneofihe 
most disliked people in the workplace; she was never softspoken to W()men 

on the line and she often reprimanded workers loudly in Mandarin. The}',i~ 
turn, often made fun of her, particularly the Cantonese-speaking wo:rkers: 
They mimicked her Mandarin speech and tones, drawing attentiontc)Iier 
"unmanagerial" language to undermine her status and authority. 

Intrigued by San's persistence in talking in Mandarin, one day I askedlier, 
"San, why do you always speak in Mandarin? You know Cantonese,dori'f 

you?" She replied, "I can't help but speak Mandarin. I don't know w~t.I 
knew Cantonese after one year of working in Shenzhen. But I don't wallfto 
speak in Cantonese unless I am forced to. Probably I don't like theca~" 
tonese. They are always too proud; they think they are rich, so everyone 
should use their dialect:' But San was idiosyncratic; she was an except:io#al 

case of resistance to the dominant language. The majority in the workJilac:e 
were busy at, and induced into, the play oflanguage politics. 

The second dimension of the language war was the internal conflictwithin 

the Cantonese dialect. The language machine was not satisfied at creati~~.a 
hierarchy based simply on the differentiation between Mandarin and Ca.11~ 
tonese; rather a more subtle struggle was built on the internal divisi()l1S 
within Cantonese itself. The Cantonese spoken in the workplace was further 

differentiated jnto different styles and accents, such as Hong Kong9~p
tonese, Guangzhou Cantonese, Hakka Cantonese (rural Cantonese);al1d 
Guangxi Cantonese. Accents were the embodied stigma of cultural capital, 
inscribed with a hierarchical access not only to covert power but also to ()V¢tt 
institutionalized power. The more one could mimic Hong Kong and Guang

zhou Cantonese, the more one was granted status and authority iri.the 
workplace. Indeed, it was dearly noticeable that the higher the managerial 
hierarchy, the more Hong Kong or Guangzhou Cantonese was spokeniThe 

assistant managers and the supervisors were fluent in Hong Kong Canto?§~~ 
because they were often in contact with the Hong Kong managers, mosf()f 
whom were native Guangzhou Cantonese. The foremen and line leaders had 
learned Guangzhou Cantonese because they often communicated with their 

Cantonese superiors. Different accents of Cantonese endowed people ""ith 
different cultural capital, and thus affected their bargaining power in fighti11g 
for a higher work position and negotiating a new identity. If workers did not 
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make an effort to change accents and instead stuck to rural Cantonese, then 
no matter how superior they might feel to the Mandarin or other dialect 
speiikers, they were still at the bottom of the internal hierarchy. 

Yiping, a Guangdong Hakka, was the receptionist and phone operator 
when! started at the Meteor factory. She was a friendly, pretty girl who had 
h~eripromoted from the production line to the counter. But after her one
~6rith probation period she was moved back to the line again. "She can 
never pronounce Lin and Ling accurately, nor can she hear any difference 
between the sounds. She always connects the phone line to the wrong per

si:lri:'Ling, the secretary in the general office grumbled to me. "She is a 
Hal<ka from a rural area and she can't speak Cantonese properly. What's 
rnore,she doesn't know how to handle unwelcome phone calls and people:' 

Ling spoke proper Hong Kong Cantonese, despite the fact that she was a 

Chaozhou person. 
One night I found Yiping in the dormitory, listening to Hong Kong 

Cantonese popular songs. She was still hurt by her demotion and she 
planned to leave for home: ~'I don't want to work here, they made me feel 

inferior. If they don't give me a chance, I will go elsewhere." But in fact, 
krii:>\Ving that her Hakka Cantonese accent counted against her, Yiping tried 
hardto change herself. She took every chance to talk to me, hoping that I 
could inculcate in her a more urbane and highly valued Cantonese. Listen
ingto Cantonese songs was another favorite way to learn Cantonese, and she 

of'terlsang loudly. 

On the passage to becoming dagongmei, self-technologizing was complete 
wherione dreamed, desired, and determined to live up to the hegemonic 
m6deof life-to acquire a modern identity and to command a superior 

dialect of Cantonese. To become dagongmei, one had to change not only the 
"bad;' habitus of one's lifestyle but also one's dialect. The price of symbolic 
poWer was great, and there was no choice but to scramble for it. Language 
wak,as Bourdieu (1991,52) has said, a hidden political mythology prophesy
ing,coding, and legitimating a system of social differences. The play of 
difference is highly political. Rural life was imagined as an alterity so that it 
cCluld be undervalued. For a rural being to become an urban industrial 
subject, he or she had to be divided from the totality of her or his past life

habitus, disposition, accent, and identity. The rural world had to be imag
hied as a deficient reality that could not give birth to complete human beings 
otmodern subjects. First, the capitalist machine invented the rural beings as 
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incomplete, as "lacking." Then the rural beings thought and saw themselves 

as such. There is a process of double displacement at work here. As stated by 
Huck Gutman: "Deficient reality is transformed into the imaginary and the 

imaginary is superimposed upon the real in such fashion that the imaginary 
transforms, takes over, becomes, the real" (1988, 112). Thus the real iSl10t 
impossible; it is simply more and more artificial (Deleuze and Guattarl 

1984,34). 

Dagongmei, as a new social body, thus contains multiple reactionary 
forces that work to produce a homogenous sense of self that is neverthe:' 

less fragmentary, fluid, and entangled. Becoming dagongmei is a dual pro

cess of displacement and replacement that produces anxiety, uncertaintY, 
and pain for individuals in their daily struggles, and drives them toward a 
self-technologizing project, helping to accomplish a hegemonic construc't. 

Selves are not inherently fragmentary but are socially negated and divided in. 
order to give birth to a new subject. The workplace here is not merely a. 
microcosm of the dual society at large, but part of the process of producti()n 

and reproduction of an increasingly polarized society. It is throughth~ 
everyday practices of such an environment that the politics of identification 
by which the production machine could command the microphysics of 
power over the self were governed. The production machine, in making use 
of existing social relations, simply reproduced itself as one part of the system 

at the same time that it built the system. The factory regime itself was no(~ 
pyramid of power hierarchies but rather a kaleidoscope of power and hier
archies created by weaving together identities of gender, kin-ethnic ties, and 

rural-urban dil\parity. 



.. 

he second hand, minute hand, ticks and ticks in my heart 

~y~yes glisten and glisten with emptiness 

Wheart goes pit-a-pat, pit-a-pat, throbbing all the time ,. 

~skri1Yself how much I love you 

lOW eager I am to live with you and fly far way 

~vHeart's throbbing up and down, up and down all the time 

brhOrfow I am going to marry you 

o,rnorrow I am going to marry you 

fth~~\reryday traffic doesn't disturb my dream 

5 

IMAGINING 

SEX AND GENDER 

IN THE 

WORKPLACE 

l(nOtatthat night the electricity stopped, I discovered my loneliness and emptiness) 

qmo,rr?~1 am going to marry you . 

orriorrow I am finally going to marry you 

fy6Lrdonot ask me 

fyblJdonot persuade me 

'y6uclon't do it at the right time, you leave my heart throbbing 

autafl:his particular moment, I feel frightened and afraid) 

-4pdpular song, "Tomorrow I am going to marry you" 
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During my stay in the Meteor factory, I could not avoid hearing a p()pular 
song that was played every day in the workplace. Sung by a Taiwanesell"lale 
singer, the song, "Tomorrow I Am Going to Marry You:' expressed welltze 

dagongmei's yearning for love and sex and their daily struggles bet\'le~n 
factory work and marriage life. I use this song to open this chapter o~t~e 
gender identity of Chinese women workers from the subject's side, and~e 
technology of sex and gender in the factory regime from the side of disci~ 

plinary power. Central to the making of a kaleidoscope of power andhier

archies in the workplace are the gendered subjects who are by no lllea.n5 
preset or conventionally registered. Following the last two chapters, ifs~b

jects, as Foucault (1979) states, are themselves the effects of disciplillary 
actions-fully embedded in and produced by matrices of power and dis
course-then I seek a feminist critique that questions the notions of seXa.nd 
gender in postsocialist China at the conjunction of its self-incorporation 
into global production, and that traces and reveals the political operations 

that produce and conceal who qualifies as a proper Chinese dagongmeL 
Constructing women as a coherent and unified identity is a projedof 

power that aims to feminize the labor force in the service of the new inteiI'1a~ 
tional division of labor. In chapter 4 I stressed that a coherent social body 

like dagongmei was only a mirage, and that the differences between..a.ild 
within women in the workplace were obvious, especially along lines of cla.ss, 
locality, family, age, and stage of lifecycle. In this chapter I look aLhow 

heterogeneous social subjects were constructed as a unified social bodYin 
the workplace. and how the gender identity of dagongmeilzai was construed 

in contrast to the Maoist term gongren, which was an asexual subject'i.s~e 
process of sexualization of dagongmeilzai, as a project of capital, mirr?~~d 
the process of the desexualization of gongren, which was a project of the 

Chinese state in the socialist period. . ....... . 
Emerging with the reactivation of sexualization as a general processig~e 

transnational period, I will show how the politics of gender identityiW~S 

con!ested by workplace disciplinary power and rural family life, both Of 
which were somewhat reactionary forces that the wl?men workers had tolive 
with in their daily lives. As I discuss in chapter 2, the rural patriarchal family 

and marriage were the primary and reactionary forces within which the lives 
of women workers were embedded, and the women's struggles to enact~rid 
renegotiate their new gender identity was no doubt delimited by thislatger 
context. In negotiating their modern gendered selves, working in the faCtory 

and in the urban area was an escape from the patriarchal family life/to 
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which, however, they returned horne after experiencing the dictate of disd
pliDaty power in the factory. The dagongmei dreamed of marriage and of 
returning horne when they tired of wage labor and were suffering from 

industrial drudgery. In this chapter, I look into this paradox and examine 
how women workers enacted, contested, and transgressed the tropes of 
fact6ryand married life. 

In my work I also noted that the contestation of gender identity was 
furthercaught up with urban consumerist desires and a yearning to become 
a modern "cultured" self, a vital part of the passage to becoming a modern 
Chiiiese dagongmei. I explore here how the women workers struggled to be 

modern selves by participating in an urban consumerist life that entrapped 
them within, instead of allowed them to transgress, the power of capital. 

Th~Da.gongmei: Who is not One 

I was often teased by women workers in the Meteor factory when my fellow 
worker "Patso" held my hand as we walked together. ('Like a real couple or a 

pair6f mandarin ducks" was the common response to our intimacy. The 
tea..;irtgwould never happen when I went out with other ·women workers or 
even went to dine with a male worker. Fatso was a nickname given to 

Shutong,and it was intended to highlight the male side of her appearance 
and her personality. With her short hair, Fatso's round face had big eyes, a 
straight nose, and a thick-lipped mouth. Stout, energetic, and talkative, the 
twenty.:.one-year-old Fatso was famous for her quick disposition and her 

courage in confronting upper management on the shop floor. In contrast to 
the ()ther girls' decorations around their beds, Fatso pinned up pictures of 
cai'sand planes instead of flowers, film stars, and singers. She also preferred 
sportSwear to more feminine clothing. I was close to Fatso because we 

worked on the same production line and because she was much more active 
thaiithe others in making friends with me. We often walked together to the 
fa~totyor back to the dormitory, and we had meals together as well. The 
friel1dIy gossip about our relationship did not irritate Fatso, and sometimes 
she seemed to enjoy the joking that she could have me as a "girl friend:' 
l~assomewhat educated by our relationship not only because I was 

Fatso's "girl friend" but because Fatso's "perverted" sexual identity dis
rupted, and thus opened up, my ideal construct of dagongmei, an embodied 
identity of both class and gender. Earlier, in chapter 1, I discussed dagongmei 
as a dassidentity, and here I will tease out the intricate processes of gender

mglived bodies in the workplace. How do we understand dagongmei, a 
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gendered subject in general, and through Fatso, an individual with conflict~ 

ing identities, in particular? Too often in my work I was perplexedgf 
the complexities and contradictions of gendered identities and sexualized. 
bodies that often were unarticulated and lacking in self-reflexivity. 

The identity politics of Chinese dagongmei was essentially engenderedi# 
their struggles between wage labor and married life, both of which fought 
to be the primary source of the women's identities. This contestatiori>df 

women's lives generated the inconsistencies, contraventions, and fragment*
tions that are inherently embedded in the gendering process, construing 

subjects who are always decentered, unstable, and multiple. FeministaIl~ 

thropology has helped to formulate a notion of the "dividual" self and has 
argued that both Western and non-Western subjects are often divided,frag~ 
mented, fluid, and multiple (Moore 1994; Strathern 1988, 1991). The category 

"woman" is inherently decentering and unstable, and designates a fiel~pf 
differences that cannot be totalized or summarized by a descriptive identity, 

The very term woman, according to Judith Butler and Joan Scott (1992,W~ 

16), becomes a site of permanent openness and resignificability. Gender,se,*, 
and body can be themselves fictive, articulated, and constructed as if allhaye 

their own limits and materiality in specific matrices of power and disco~r~e~ 
It is this critique of gender, sex, and body-sometimes called the political 

anatomy-that provides the greatest insight for my own ethnography offhe 
workplace (Foucault 1978). The biopower of the factory machine is nofori!y 
interested in molding a general body but also a particular sexed body, a 
feminine body to fit the factory discipline. I In this chapter, I will try t()litlk 
up the process of political anatomy in the workplace with the processpf 

sexualizing female bodies and registering multiple feminine identities.These 

entangled processes, nevertheless, have to be understood against a'Yi~er 
history of the Chinese family and work context that provides the terrai1l.()n 
which biopower and identity politics were contested and negotiated, a1l.don 
which the lives of women were enacted, negotiated, and transformed. Social 

discourse, consumerist culture, and everyday practices worked togethe:dlia 
rapidly changing Chinese society in which conflicting processes andp~t~ 
verse workings of gendering were enacted on sexualized bodies. 

Desiring Sexual Subjects .. 

In Shenzhen, as well as in other economic development zones, storiesibOut 

dagongmei in popular magazines such as Shenzhen Ren (Shenzhen people); 
Nil Baa (Women's magazine), Dagangmei (Working daughters), and Wailai-. 
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gong(Migrant workers) were booming in popularity.z Tropes, metaphors, 

. episodes, and story plots centered on imaginations and themes such as the 

struggle oflife and death in the modern industrial world, changing attitudes 

to~ard sex, love, and marriage, and the desire to become a modern man or 

'Woman. These magazines helped create a variety of lively images of dagong

rneLNot without exaggeration and exception, the working daughters were 

},()rtrayed as sexual subjects who were prepared to leave their villages to look 

notonly for jobs but also for love and men. Often cast in a sad tone, 

predicated on the difficulties of pursuing "true" love, the stories nevertheless 

pMVided a new construction of female subjectivity-one in which dagong

meiwere active and bold in seeking love, in contrast to the traditional image 

ofSubmissive Chinese women. In a column in Shenzhen Ren (Shen, October 

1994), titled "Special Economic Zone Cannot Take Care of Dagongmei's 

Love:' several short stories appeared, as follows . 

. One Male Line Leader and Ten Line Girls 

·····.On her first day working on the packaging line. Ping said, "The male line 

leader is so handsome!" After working for two years in six factories, it was 

. the first time she had met a handsome line leader. Ping's words threatened 

the other nine girls on the same line, for the line leader had become the 

little prince often hearts. 

The line leader was from Guangdong. He had not completed his univer

sity studies but instead had gone off to work. At 5' 8" tall, he was not too fat 

: and not too thin. He had light skin, wore glasses, and seemed mature and a 

little bit shy. His actions were sharp and his words generous; he played no 

favorites among the ten girls or said anything unnecessary to anyone. For 

. what needed reproach, he reproached all. For what needed concern, he 

>shClwed concern to all. 

The ten love seeds sprouted at the same time. Those who were bold 

wrote love letters and sent gifts to him; those who were timid loved him 

secretly in their hearts. Among the line girls, a war of love -was launched 

·iopenly, seriously affecting production. The male line leader could not deal 

·\Vi.th the situation and was forced to leave the factory. Without a word to 
. ·th.e line girls, he was gone. 

One Foreman and Six Working Daughters 

K foteman, named Lai, could not compete with the other boys in the 

···cotnpany because he was short and quiet. From day to night he toiled hard 
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on production. He was only age twenty-two, but the workers all calledltim 

"old boy" or "work maniac:' •........•.....•. 
............ 

However, six pretty young women in the workplace all loved hiniThey 

had all written love letters to him and waited for his reply. But he never 
uttered a word, as if nothing had happened. Cing was the prettiest woman 

in the workplace. Unlike the other women, she was not disappointed by his 

lack of reply and never stopped writing letters to him. Every day, she~as 

the first one on the shop floor and worked very hard to increase her ()lltPllt 
in order to attract foreman Lai's attention. Yet he still made no move ..•.... 

Eventually, Cing was in despair and could not face her forem31l.·She 

quit her job and became a salesgirl in a hardware store. However/the 

foreman often came to the store to buy materials. She quit the jobag~in 

and wrote to him: she would go somewhere he could not see her. She 'Went 

to work in a big hotel as a waitress. Unfortunately, there was nowher~sh.e 
could hide; every Sunday, the foreman went with the boss to have breakfast 

in the hotel. They met again ... 

Cing wrote another letter: "You don't love me. I can't see you 

have to go:' She left town. 

One Boy Worker and a Woman Supervisor 

Coming from Guangxi as a boy, it was not easy for little Tao to find a j()~in 

a craft factory. He worked as an assistant. He cleaned the shop floor and the 

toilets, and loaded materials and products. He received a lower wagethlin 

anyone else and often felt inferior. However, as the saying goes, a foolhas 

more happiness. He received a love letter from Miss Chan, the famolls 

production supervisor in the factory. . .••• '. . 

Little Tao was throbbing and could not believe it. Yet after a couple of 

letters from Miss Chan to "invade" him, he finally "surrendered." 

They rented a flat and lived together. Miss Chan took the role ofbiead-. 

winner. She paid for all little Tao spent and helped him to send moneyback 

home regularly ... 

Little Tao could never believe in the "love" he had found. Refusi*gto 

take advantages from the woman, he left quietly. His hot and sincerel()ver 

was in tears. 

All of these stories are made up of desiring female subjects who 31'eJar 

more active than men in expressing and pursuing love. If conventional 

discourses continued to portray women as passive sexual objects waiting 
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for. men, popular culture favored the image of a modern, young working 
wortlan who challenges traditional sexual relations and takes an active role. 

Young Chinese rural women no longer stayed at home, following their 

parents' arrangements or waiting for a matchmaker to decide their fate. 

Instea.d, in the magazines they were encouraged to go out: to leave their 
villages and look for their own love and life. "Your body is your own;' "Hold 

tight t() love;' and "Control your own fate" -all of these hidden messages 

were conveyed through popular culture and became mottos for modern 

ferllaklife. These liberating messages, on the surface, encouraged challenges 

to the traditional sense of Chinese women's lives and their defiance to the 

pa.triarchal family. However, at the same time they were manipulated by the 

hegem()nic project of modernity and power to produce laborers for private 

and transnational capital. 

The Proliferation of Sex and Sexualized Bodies 

The feminization of labor use in the industrial export processing zones in 

Shenzhen,as elsewhere in China and other developing countries, was often 
linked to a project of renegotiating women's space and power, as well as to a 

politics of reimagining sex and gender in general. These larger discourses 

and politics could provide new elements for subverting conventional norms 

~~d.~~iues, but also simultaneously leaving women's agency submerged in 

fuenew matrix of power and subjugation. When I look at the contemporary 

Chinese scene with its shifting images, it is characterized by the proliferation 

oiSextalk, sexual discourse, and consumerized female images (Evans 1997). 

Signs of sex are everywhere, inviting us into a Baudrillardian (1993) world 
wher-efemale bodies are commodified and fetishized to such an extent that 

onlf.~mass grave of signs remain. Nudes, erotica, and all kinds of sexy, 
seduced female bodies, both Western and Chinese, are found in magazines, 

posters, newspapers, book covers, calendars, and even academic books and 

periodicals. On every street corner in Shenzhen, as in other Ghinese cities, 

~dveJ:tisements on the lampposts tell passers-by that some families have 

seeret,local knowledge of an operation to heal sexual diseases. Stories of sex 

and violence, uncontrollable sex drives, and sex outside of marriage are 

t()iceclin novels, video shows, TV programs, and films. Painting, other visual 

artsjarid avant-garde dance performances all focus on the theme of the 

"sexll<IIized body." As Elisabeth Croll, after her experience in numerous field 

tTipst6 China over the past decades, states: 
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The Reform period is thus marked by a new interest in the image and 
presentation of the feminine, focusing first on physical appeararic~~tid 
adornment. This is not surprising given that one of the most importa11t 

characteristics distinguishing reform from revolution is the new interestin 

consumption, in consumer goods and in their style, colour, materialand 
brand name, all of which have generated a new phenomenon-consuirier 

desire .... The new interest in commodities and lifestyles has brou.ght 

about a new relation between people and things, so that personshaye 
become classified not so much by their class background or «work'~&r 

occupation as previously, as by the possession of objects or their e~llla
tion, so that identity has become associated with lifestyle rather than class 

label. (1995, 151) 

The all-pervasive interest in female bodies in reform China is cOIlj~red 
up by all-powerful consumer desires, whose gazes are not only sexy but 

, further sexualized. The technology of consumption power, in contrast to 

production power, is not interested in producing disciplined bodies~ut 

rather libidinous, lascivious, and lustful female bodies. The calling offeirii

nist politics in Chinese society,3 paradoxically, meets with the politicalma
neuvers of sex and gender at the very moment when the Chinese female 

body is highly regulated, twisted, and subsumed by capital and power in the 

transnational period. The discourse of the Chinese body, presumed doCile 
and gentle, is turned upside down, not only for the use of production poi,i,rer 

but also for consumption capital. Now the Chinese body has to be vibrant, 

sexualized, seductive, and liberated enough to release all forces oflibido.«< 

Shenzhen nightlife-nightclubs, karaoke, wine bars, and hair salons~h~s 

flourished since the mid-1980S and is marked by its extravagant sexuaral?~ 
petite, especially for female bodies. Workplaces where women were pre

dominant-such as garment, electronics, and shoe and toy factories"""-were 

often called "peach orchards" in popular magazines and stories. The n()tion 

of peach orchards imaginatively evoked and signified female places of Sex; 
love, and joy, in spite of the fact that it was a male-oriented if not sexist 

metaphor of men pursuing erotic objects. While a workplace full ofyo1i*g 

women might be an orchard of peaches for men, it was definitely not a world 
of joy and happiness for women, at least not for the women workers a.tthe 

Meteor factory. 

Here Foucault (1978, 154) is particularly correct to say the body isrievel' 
preset but rather "sexed" within a discourse of sex to produce a monotoI1.()I.IS 

modality of sexuality, which is itself an effect of a historically specific org~tli-
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urian of power, discourse, and pleasure. It is not because one has a body 
tha(one has a sex but that one has a particular notion of sex so that one 
'obtahls a certain type of body. The modality of the body is of course the 
effect/but not the origin, of the sex, which is constructed in a specific set of 
:socialregulations and power relations. 

Sex talk was also thriving in the workplace, and my coworkers always 
warl1ed me not to go to hair salons or hotels, especially small ones, because 
they were often places for exchanging "illicit" sex. In the factory workers' 
eyes;bei mei, the girls of the north, were prostituting bodies whose world 

Washigbly differentiated from working bodies, dagongmei.4 Young and 

beautiful girls from north China (the place they were from was highly 
emphasized and then degraded), were told to wait in hotels and search for 

mentHone. The phone would ring late at night and ask for "lonely heart" 
semces; In contrast to a pure and productive dagongmei working in the 
factories, beimei, the term denoting perverted Chinese female bodies, was 
.in~ested with more abject and yet rebellious meanings. Beimei were 

youllger, fresher, more lush and virginal, and therefore they were more 
sexUally arousing and desirable, easily disrupting the patriarchal order of 
society.· For my coworkers these prostituting bodies were not their "family 
resemblances;' and even though these beimei were trapped in a situation of 

oppression worse than dagongmei, the unity of sisterhood was still highly 

segregated and exclusive. 
Amidst beimei, in the process of sex trading regional disparity between 

the north and the south was again produced and reproduced. Sex was not 

ol1lyinscribed with inequalities between male and female but also marked 
with economic discrimination between north and south. Prostitutes were 
themselves hierarchically differentiated: those who came from richer areas 

were worth much more than those from poorer areas. These differences 
between and within women again spoke of a self-defeating project in argu
irigJora universal category of women. The politics of identity is always the 
politics of difference. These subjects should be seen as the effects of power 
alidas discursive constructs with their own possibilities, through a process 

oIsignification, differentiation, and exclusion (Butler 1990). 

The "sexy" scenes in open-door China make me wonder if global capital 
particularly needs sexualized subjects. It seems clear that where private and 

transria.tional capital goes there is a proliferation of sex trade and sex dis
courses in towns and cities. Time after time since the early 1990S the central 

Chinese government has launched antiporn movements in th~ cities. The 
official discourse continues to promote a regulatory mode of sexuality, and 
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according to Harriet Evans (1997, 156), state discourses on sexual issue~~re 
largely a response to changing popular beliefs and practices. A1thoughno~ 
longer effective, never has the state lost its interest in regulating individ4al 

sexual conduct and marital behavior. With deflated and worn-out ideologl~ 

cal apparatus, the failure of the central state to safeguard the "virginiiY7of 

Chinese society is all too plain to see. The local state, however, was farlliore 
tolerant, because they saw the sex industry closely linked to local ecoIlomic 

development. As one local cadre in a southern Chinese town openly toldllie: 

"No sex, no video shows, no clubs, no hair salons, no restaurants, no hotels, 

no money!" Sex linked up the entire chain of economic activities, jlisfas' 

corruption facilitated political life in China. No sex, no money. In c6nt~ITI", 

porary China, discourses on sex-official and civil, and at odds withe~ch' 

another-fight hard to grasp and produce the reality in which the real, 

although impossible, again becomes more artificial. 

Invoking Sexual Subjects 

It seems that for private and global capital, "sexualizing the subjed"is 
crucial to the creation of the modernity project. The political technology-of 

capital involves a series of maneuvers of hierarchization and divisi~gfof 
society, of which sexual difference was one of the major regulatory targets .. 

As noted above, dagongmei stands in contrast to gongren, the nonsexualized 

subject in Mao's era, and entails a process of sexualization within lab?Iwg 
bodies. Mei explicitly means a young woman and a sister. The feminization 

oflabor has proceeded rapidly in Shenzhen and in other economic dev~l~p
ment zones, clearly illustrating that basic industrial laborers, especially 

cheap and unskilled workers. are mostly female. Male workers, dagoIlgziii, 

are not excluded, but once they are needed they are given different posi~gns 
in the sexual division oflabor in the workplace, as we will see later. Labd:fis 

thus no longer taken as an unsexed body but as a gendered subject exhibiting 

itself more as a "sexual being" than as a "class being" in postsocialist China. 

Sexualizing laboring bodies in this manner is a project of capital fatlier 
than the state. This can be seen if we compare the two social subjects: the 
gongren of Mao's period and the dagongmei/zai of today. With gonghin, 

sexual difference was submerged and made redundant in socialistlabgr 
relations. Women were introduced into the "world of men;' be it in light, 

heavy, or military industries. The official rhetoric proclaimed that woirien 

could hold up half the sky in socialist China; that they could do whateyer 

men could do. In official regulatory practices sexual difference was dill.lted 
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and made meaningless through propaganda and institutionalized arrange
ments;With the dissolution of socialist practices in general and the bank

illptcyof state and collective enterprises in particular, the gongren subject 

was disappearing and the term beca~e an outdated mode of everyday dis

coUrse; especially in south China. The disembodied world of industrial labor 
wasta be sexualized; its sex was not to be veiled but had to be reinvented and 

regulated. 

Inthe Meteor workplace it was not difficult to find that the regulation of a 

sexed body was fundamental to the control of labor. Given that the work

place Was a world of young women who occupied almost all of the seats of the 

assembly operation, it was always a headache for the upper management, the 

foremen, and the line leaders, often male, to manage the workers. None of 

the foremen or line leaders, male or female, assumed that dagongmei were 

submiSsive females waiting to be regulated at their will. Complaints about 

the discipline of dagongmei were frequent when I talked to any supervisor. 

Indeed; submissiveness, often with an imaginary feminine identity pinned 

oll.the workers, needed to be articulated and rearticulated in the everyday 

langUage of management to facilitate labor control. Here are a few vignettes 
llsed t() invoke sexualized bodies that I recorded from management: 

. Shun (foreman of line c): Mei, you're a girl, how can you speak to me like 

this? Didn't your parents teach you how to be a woman? Do you speak to 

your father like this? 

; Hong (assistant manager): Rough voice, rough qi [energy], don't you want 

. to marry yourself out? Behave yourself, since you're still a young girl. 

Li (foreman of line A): Girl, do you have ears? You never follow exactly 

what i tell you to do. Where is your heart? Gone with your lover? 

He~chuan (foreman of line B): Mei, don't you know you're a girl? You 

should treat the work more tenderly. How many times do I have to remind 

you? 

... He-chuan (foreman of line B): Look at yourself, like a nanren po [butch 

woman]. Can't you learn to be like a woman? 

Such remarks were often heard· in the Meteor workplace, particularly 

whenworkers' discipline had to be tightened. What is especially interesting 

wasJhat in the eyes of management their identity as laborer was less impor

tanfthan their identity as female. The regulation of gender was invoked 

whel1labor control was at stake. The workers were often reminded of their 
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femaleness: "You are a girl:' As a girl in the process of becoming a woman, 
one should behave as the culture required: submissive, obedient, indus-
trio us, tender, and so on. The underlying implications were: "You are a girl, 
you should be obedient enough to do what the management tells you tod§. 
You are a girl, you should not be defiant to your superior by speakingil'l# 

loud voice. You are a girl, you are going to marry someone, serve some~~~; 
so you had better train yourself to behave properly. You should take care.?~ 
the job you do as you one day will take care of your family. As a girl you are 
going to be a woman, a wife and a mother of men:' 

The ascription of these feminine attributes to a woman and the regUla, 

tion of a woman's behavior did not, of course, concern her future lifeiri 
general. Rather, her future life as a wife and as a mother was deployed fodh¢ 
present technologizing of bodies as docile labor. As Judith Butler (1993'1.) 

puts it, "sex/gender" not only functions as a norm but is part of a regulator}' 
practice that produces the bodies it governs, that is, whose regulatory force is 

made clear as a kind of productive power, the power to produce the bodies it 
controls. 

Also of note is that maleness was posited as a degraded opposittip 
warnings to the workers: "You should not act like a boy, a boy is lazyan4 
troublesome, careless and rough. Otherwise, you can't marry yourself oUF' 
Maleness was thus articulated as an oppositional and inferior sexual~t 
tribute that a woman should not have if she wanted to become a good feIIlale 

and thus a good worker. The subject, in Butler's words, is "constitllt.M 
through the force of exclusion and abjection, one which produces acori
stitutive outsi~e to the subject, an abject outside, which is, after all, 'insi#~' 
the subject as its own founding repudiation" (1993,3). 

Despite the implication that maleness was supposedly contradictory to 
dagongmei self-esteem and self-identity, it always seemed that those whO 
possessed the power to speak were free of gender constraints. When~~
chuan, our foreman, condemned workers for manly behavior, he seemed to 
forget that he himself was a man. It was so naturally practiced that nobo4i 
could cast any doubt on the legitimate correspondence between beiriga 

female and a good worker. Discursive power was not only pervasive, but31s~ 
elusive. Further, those who held regulatory power tried hard to createariX
ieties among the targets of their condemnation-they would be shameCljf 
they, as girls, behaved like boys. "Dividuals;' as Marilyn Strathern (1988;19) 
states, were often taken as individual wholes, and one could only choose or 
be forced to choose, either as a female or as a male. 
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No internal ambivalence inside the individual is allowed; femaleness and 

maIeness were created as a fundamental binary opposition in human beings. 

T~ewomen workers, however, cared less about being unable to get married 

t~anabout not living up to the imaginary feminine. They could seldom fight 

back if their foremen or line leaders attacked their sexuality as being too 

male. They were induced to fear any evidence of their own gender ambiguity 

or perversity. Gender thus became a means of discipline and self-discipline, 

inv()ked so that they would learn to police themselves. The feminine was not 

oillyimagined and inscribed but also self-desired, and its mirroring other 

Was the opposite sex-male (Irigaray 1977, 25). In this way, dagongmei was 

never only a subject of power, but an object of one's own desire . 

.. "." . 

Sexual Division of Labor 

Femininity was always imagined and linked to performance as a good 

worker. But women workers in the Meteor plant knew quite well that in the 

pyrarnidal hierarchy inside the workplace, the female, not the male, was the 

inferior sex. While they might not fully understand how their femininity was 

articulated, imagined, and engineered time and again in everyday disciplin
arypractices, they knew well that the division oflabor was rigidly segregated 

bysex~ Out of more than five hundred workers in the workplace, about 75 

p~rcent were female. They were predominant on the assembly lines, and 

we!eplaced in all kinds of work processes: assembling components, screw

ing,a.irseasoning, soldering, molding, function testing, quality control, and 

packaging. Above them were men as their foreman, their managers, and 

their director. Meteor was a world of women, but not for women. No mat

te(how often they were reminded not to be mannish-"don't behave like 

a boy" -"-it was the male who had the power and status, with a higher wage 

alldmore benefits. Women workers in the workplace had to live up to 

th~arnbivalent realities construed by disciplinary discourses, daily lan

guage;and institutionalized power, which often were inherently split and 

self-contradictory. 

The worlds of management and assembly workers were strongly stratified 

alo~gsexuallines. The management strata were not entirely men but were 

mhlesand masculinized females. In the eyes of the line women the top level 

ofJrianagement was a world of masculinity-cool, deep, and untouchable. 

Although two managers and three supervisors were female, they were all 

taken. as men or as being "as capable as men." The director, Mr. Zhou, and 
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Figure 6. Gender division of labor in Meteor Electronics Company (from d 

collected by author in 1996). 
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therour managers-Mr. Li of the engineering department, Mr. Wu of the 
production department, Miss Tang of the quality control department, and 

MissRen of the material stock department-were all from Hong Kong. As in 

all of the large foreign-owned corporations in China, the most important 

posts were not given to the mainland Chinese. Mr. Zhou, the founder of 
Meteor, had a firm and disciplined paternalistic image. He was an untouch

abllauthoritarian figure in the workplace, especially for the women workers 

ontheproduction lines. He seldom appeared on the shop floor except when 

accompanied by representatives of Western businesses touring the company. 

Ifhe did show up on his own, it meant a serious problem had occurred. 

¥r. Li, who was over fifty years old, was a Hong Kong-born professional; 

he coUld not speak Mandarin well. In charge of the engineering department, 

which was full of male university graduates, he was seen in the eyes of the 

wOll1en workers as a somewhat respectable person of expertise and knowl

edge. McWu, in his early forties, had immigrated to Hong Kong in 1987. He 

waS one of the first generation of university graduates when China resumed 

university education after the Cultural Revolution. He was hired for the 

Imp.()rtant position of production department manager because of his par

.ticularbackground. According to Mr. Wu, the production department was 
the largest section of the company and thus its heart. It had more than 350 

workers, and managing it well required someone who was not a mainland 

Chinese but knew how to manage mainland Chinese workers. "The bosses 

thought I was an expert in Chinese economics and knew how to control the 

mainland workers' psychology;' Mr. Wu said to me one day. After graduat

:ingrr()mthe Economics Department at Nanjing University, he first worked 

as al13.ccountant in a state-owned enterprise in Nanjing. In 1985 he was 

prornoted to secretary, the highest position in the enterprise. However, he 

chose to leave China because status and power could no longer satisfy him, 

~an~hewas looking for a higher living standard in Hong Kong. 
\ Miss Tang was employed as the quality control manager, probably be

:causeshe looked like a man and was sufficiently strong and a.uthoritarian. 

There.was a widespread rumor that she was a lesbian, and nobody could 
,.controlthe gossip about her throughout the workplace. People called her 

~;1~Mr,Tang" to her face and nanren tou (man head) behind her back. The 

:managerof material stock, Miss Ren, was a stout mother type who had left 

herhlIsband and son in Hong Kong to work in Shenzhen. As with other 

~Hongl(ong staff members, she had to stay in Shenzhen during the week and 

'could only go home on Saturday afternoon, whereupon she had to return to 

~Shenzhen very early on Monday morning. Mr. Zhou told me he preferred to 
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find men from Hong Kong to take up managerial posts in Shenzhen, b~dluse, 
men carried less of the family burden. Women, even when they werestfong:' 
like Miss Ren, still considered their families as their first concern4 '-:: 

For production line women in their everyday sexual fantasies, the}irgi~,; 
neering department was the place that conjured up dreams and desirTs.In:l 
the department, all positions-engineers, technicians, work analysts, and': 
machinists-were occupied by men. These men appeared young, handsome,:; 

urbane, and professional, and most important of all they often had~;Wari;1 
hukou and hence higher social status. As such, they filled the wo

Jl1
;n'S( 

dreams of escaping rural poverty and moving up the social ladder. R~ors:; 
would enthusiastically spread throughout the workplace if an engineerdiried: 

with a production line woman, or if they went out together to see a filri1.;But~ 
these sexual fantasies were full of ambivalent feelings in the everydaystr4g':;, 

gles when the women had to confront these men as the ones in powera#~in, 
charge of their daily production. The electronic engineers were the~~Bple~ 
who designed the operation of the assembly lines and decided ho",~achi: 

work process on the line should run. The work analysts studied and4~ter~i 
mined the time, speed, and pay rate of the line. The technicians and ~~~hi";' 
nists would maintain and repair the conveyor belts and all of the machi~ef; 
and tools. Orders and production designs were then sent to the prodtictloni;: 

department, which undertook the actual daily operation of production!';: 

Under Mr. Wu, Tin and Shen were the assistant managers in charge6f'the i 

production lines and the bonding department, respectively. These tw6we~l 
were also university graduates from big cities, with qualifications thatth~l 
women dared not envy. On the shop floor it was actually Tin and She~~hof 
held direct control of production and thus the highest authority ov@the"; 
female line operators. It was thus clear that the entire productionpt()cess/ 

was under the control of men, who gave orders and decided the workspeed/ 
and wages for the women. No one complained about male authorityih~hl!;i 
workplace because gender issues were subsumed by rural-urban diffe~ences'; 
and educational level. In the eyes ofline women, Tin and Shen were not9nly;, 
male but urban born and highly educated, and as such it seemed difficllltto! 
organize any fundamental challenge to male power in the workplace,irl~pit~j: 
of the fact that spontaneous and momentary resistances to male aut@titr{ 

were frequent in the women's daily lives.?" 
The assembly operators, although predominantly female, were notaho~';: 

mogeneous group. They were categorized into three grades: the basic?~fra~'\: 
tors conce~trated on the job; the second-grade operators were compet~~tiri;)\; 
at least three jobs; and the first-grade operators knew almost all the jobs and:: 
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could be moved up and down the line as required. Some of the first-grade 

operators were called "flyers" because they were trained for all of the work 

processes and could be called up for any position in the event of absence. 

Most of the time assistant line leaders were chosen from among the ranks of 

these "flyers;' who were considered capable and experienced and who dared 

to speak out. "It is difficult to find the right people for leaders among the line 

girls. Girls are so talkative when they crowd together. But at work, they are so 

tiIl1id and afraid to criticize the others;' Tin tried to explain when I asked 

whYITlanagement was dominated by males. 

Men were not totally excluded from the assembly lines, but over 90 

p~rc:erit of the positions were occupied by women. As usual, assembling tiny 

eledronic components was often considered women's work because it re

qlliredpatience, care, sharp eyes, and nimble fingers. At Meteor the manage

ment emphasized that the reality was that they did not have a totally submis

sive.w'orkforce under control. While upper management would typically 
ima.gine women to be more submissive, attentive, dexterous, and thus more 

r¢liablethan men, the middle-level management, nearer to the actual shop 

f!6or,tiften held different views. 
Due to the sexual segregation of jobs, the wage system, organized on a 

hierarchical basis, was also favorable to male workers. Male staff had a more 

stable form of wage, and the average wage of male workers at Meteor was 

ab()ut 30 percent higher than that of female workers. Furthermore, the 

uniforms and overalls worn at the factory helped to symbolize and draw the 

lab?ril1g bodies into the world of sexual hierarchies. Men and women, in 

.different work positions, were put in different types and colors of uniforms 

and overalls. Management by color, understood as a new workplace man

agement practice, signified position, status, and power. Except for the direc

tor, everybody-managers, office staff, shop floor staff, and workers-were 

asked to be properly uniformed. 
. Butthere were great differences between those who wore uniforms and 

those who wore overalls. The male engineers and technicians had to wear 

white shirts, whereas the male supervisors had blue shirts and the female 

supervisors blue dress sets. Shirts and dress sets were formally recognized as 

'uniforms, dearly articulating the symbols and representations of power that 

belonged to the management strata. Despite the fact that the foremen and 

lineleaders might sometimes be considered representatives of management, 

they nevertheless were dressed in overalls rather than uniforms, although in 

a different color, yellow, from that of the operators, who were dressed in 

whiteimd blue. Operators on the quality control lines wore white overalls, 
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symbolizing a slightly higher status than the production line opera:tors in 

blue. Uniforms and overalls thus marked the line differentiating between 

managerial staff and basic workers, male and female, and controller and can" 

trolled, and the gender hierarchies were covertly revealed and reproduced in 

uniforms and overalls. Women, either consciously or unconsciously, carne to 

a realization of themselves as an inferior sex with a degraded body wherithey 

put on a pair of blue overalls and worked on the shop floor. 

Perverted Bodies 

Dagongmei as an obedient and submissive social body was, in spite of every~ 

thing, merely a hegemonic imaginary: although powerful enough,itwas 

often contradicted in real-life struggles. The technology of power overfemale 

bodies was often self-defeating or sometimes even impotent. This impotellc~ 
of the all-powerful matrix of power and language was, for example,athteIy 

revealed when the factory disciplinary machine repeatedly failed to co-opt 

Fatso's sexual identity. Fatso was always a headache for management-She 

refused to feminize herself, and she openly acted butch. She was quicktoair 

grievances and express her opinions when she saw unreasonable arrange': 

ments or unfairness. But she was loved as well as loathed by our line1eader 

and foreman. She often worked faster than anyone else on the line aridthus 

was able to help the others when their work was piling up. She rarely asked for 

sick leave; rather, she often helped to take women suffering from menstrual 

pain or other bodily discomfort to the restroom or the hospitaLItwas 

considered inappropriate for male supervisors to touch the female~ody, 

especially when the woman was menstruating. Everybody knew Fatso'sim., 

portant role on our line, and thus the regulation of sex did not work onhe.r-; 

This is not to say that the disciplinary machine completely failed to regulate 

her behavior, but to do so it needed to resort to other strategies. . . 

Although she had to face much gossip and innuendo, Fatso insisted.on' 
having her own way: "I don't mind that people say that I'm mannish. Idon't 

like girls to be timid, screaming, and fussing all the time." Fatso liked to 

make friends with the men rather than the women in the factory, ancfshe 

often went out with male workers to see films or videos with violenhnd 

heroic plots. Women's talk at night, the most common entertainment after 

working, did not particularly attract her because she often thought thilt 

women gossiped and murmured too much. Young women in the workplace, 

on the other hand, accepted her as butch and treated her as a boy. They came 

to her when they needed help. In this case body, sex, and identity, had no 
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orie:-to-one correspondence; for Fatso, neither body nor sex could provide 

legitirnacy for sexual identity. Her sexual identity was not yet split, but 

ambivalent and somewhat different.5 

A Fight 

Theideal construct of dagongmei as a docile feminized body was further 

disr1.lpted and shattered in my mind when one day I witnessed a terrible 
sd:ne.It was a winter night, windy and cold. At 10:00, after overtime, I went 

with Fatso back to the dormitory, dragging my exhausted body. Fatso told 

me she would queue up for hot water for me to bathe, and she told me to 

have>a few minutes of rest in bed. Every night we would struggle over 

whether or not to bathe, especially on cold nights. If we decided in favor of 

thehath, we needed to queue up for hot water, sometimes for more than half 

an.~our. At the end of our dorm rooms was a room with a big stove that 
heated water between ten and twelve at night. Because hot water was pro

videdwithin limited hours, women frequently helped relatives, fellow vil

lagers, and good friends to wait for hot water. Sometimes one person would 

bring four or five buckets from the long queue. Needless to say, queue 

jUrIlping happened from time to time and squabbles and arguments fol

lowed. It was a site of contestation. 

When we entered the dormitory gate, approaching the stove room, I heard 

loud noises and surmised it was an argument. Fatso screamed: "They are 

fighting, they are fighting with each other!" We ran to the spot, where two 

groups of women were wrestling. In a rage, one woman hit the other woman's 

fac£with great strength; the other woman fought back by pulling her oppo

nent'shair. As Fatso tried to stop the fighting, she was forcefully pushed away 

by a. thin young woman. I stood still, terribly frightened by the violence . 

•. : I couldn't sleep that night, haunted by how it was that these women could 

enga.ge in such violence. Violence is often believed to be a male attribute; 

that is, that it belongs only to men and does not happen except among men. 

Butthis fierce women's fight disrupted my thoughts. It seemed silly to ask 

why these young women could act as brutal and aggressive as boys. It was 

alsO senseless to think about "human nature" as such. Forced to live in a 

·harsh and inhuman environment, these women did not know how long they 

co1.1ld.tolerate such a life. Suspicion, quarreling, and even fighting were ways 

to release grievances, especially those suppressed for a long time. It was 

the outside environment that acted on the subject. What was the point if 

I retreated back to the "inside" of the subject, the "nature" of a human 
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Figure 7. Women workers 

in the Meteor plant 
dormitory queued up for 

hot water for bathing. 
(photo by author) 

being, male or female? Violence is a performance of social relationship, 

embedded in specific historical and social contexts and often gendered in 
nature. Yet, it js never sexually prescribed. 

The fighting women were all dismissed by the factory the next morning, 

without any investigation of who might be right or wrong. These workers all 

knew factory discipline and they all knew this fact: they did not behave like 

girls but rather like unruly boys or animals. Defiant bodies were punished 

and, again, they were disciplined through the discourse of sex and gender. 

Women's Talk 

For a few nights in the dormitory, talk centered on the women's fight. Afte~ 

bathing, at about 10:30 P.M., was often a time when women talked. Talking 
was an important fact oflife after the workday because of the ban on speaking 

while working. Women congregated together based on ethnic-kin lines and, 

when the time came, chatting everywhere would start. I often heard men 

complain that when several women came together, you could never stop 
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them talking. "Qi zui ba she" (seven mouths and eight tongues), was a 

Chinese saying about talkative women who were eager to speak out. "Qi zui 

bashe" was, of course, a term of denigration; its meaning showed overtly the 

desire and power of men to silence women because women's talk had long 

been seen as a threat to both the patriarchal order and the managerial order.6 

At night the women gossiped about management; exchanged informa

~Ol1 on personnel policies; and discussed who was punished by confronting 

fhefactory rules, who succeeded in finding a boyfriend, and who was so 

disgusting and always flirting with women. They chatted about sex, child

birth,family, and sometimes complained about food. Because I could speak 

Chaozhou dialect, sometimes I joined in the talk among the Chaozhou 

women. One time, two Chaozhou women, both over forty, who worked as 

cooks, were talking with several other women. Lan, a young girl from Chao

yang asked, "Aunt, do you think the food in our canteen is too poor?" 

The younger cook instantly replied, "Daughters, I never want you to eat 

p()or rice. But what can I do? I did my best to serve you:' 

<CBut aunt, the food is really rotten, not even my family'S pigs would eat 

itt Another woman, named Jin, interrupted. 

"Oh girls, don't say something bad that will spoil your fortune. You are all 

young~ you all have never swallowed bitterness and gone through hard 

times. At the time of the famine in the 1960s we all ate wild vegetables and 

tree leaves:' The older maid spoke in a rather sentimental way, recalling her 

memories of hard times so as to convince the young women. 

"Wow, aunt, you are talking about something terrible. But times have 

cha.nged;' said Tongtong, interrupting the cook. 

. "You are too lucky, and too happy in this generation. You've got no sense 

oHvoinen's bitterness in the past. You now have pretty clothes, earn your 

ow~.money, and go where you want to go. Who could be like you when 

,we were young? We never dreamed of leaving the family and the village. 

Women, always kept at home, did all the cooking and chores, waiting to 

'getgI~rried and give birth to sons," the cook continued. All the women 

thlldded, but the cook felt a bit more at ease and continued to talk about 

'''women's bitter story:' 

. "l'6udon't understand women's lives, do you? You won't know what 

bitterIless is before you taste it. Mei, there is still a long road ahead of you. In 

thefutllre, when you think you can marry a husband and enjoy happiness, 

iyouwill find yourself alone in a man's family that is not your own, never . 

. ¥ourinother-in-Iaw will keep a strict eye on you, and even your husband 

'i:atifhetpyou. And within two years, if you still can't lay eggs (give birth to 
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sons), then you will know what kind oflife will follow you. All the gossips in 
the village will target you ... Then comes the big stomach, the ten months 

pain and the extraordinary pain at the moment of delivery. You are all 
young, you can't even imagine the pain. It kills you, it kills you, butever'y 

woman will go through it. It is women's destiny, you never know;' . 

"Oh, oh, aunts, your time is past. Nowadays, we can run away from~l1r 

families and find a job in the factory;' Tongtong showed her optirllism; 

Escaping to the workplace was often seen as an alternative to a coercive 

married life for the young women. But for the older women, escapmgto 

work in the city was temporary and their gendered role as wife remained 

unchanged. 

"You are telling children's tales. How about when you get older and older? 

Will the factory still want you? Women's place is in the family. You don't 

believe me, do you?" the older cook said. 

One of the main plots of the women's talk in the workplace was.the 

articulation of a subaltern "herstory" of women's lives-albeit oftenimag, 

ined, exaggerated, and victimized-that was narrated to the younger genera

tion through the spoken word (Anagnost 1997). Often excluded by theJor~ 

mal and official written records, women's experiences of their own lives~ere 
marginalized, trivialized, or simply seen as nonexistent in history. Butstrip" 

ping away women's right to write or to be written could not silence them. It 

was not true that the subaltern could not speak and that women trappedin a; 

patriarchal order could never express themselves, or, in the words of Shirley 

Ardner, could only have "a problem without a name" (1975, 10). The isshe at 

stake here is w:ho can hear? Who is willing to listen carefully at the fissliresof 

dominance and power where voices of subalternality can be heard?FeD1al~' 

histories in China constitute a long oral tradition that is memorized,ilIlagi 

ined, and passed on from generation to generation (Croll 1995, 11-12). It was 

these kinds of women's stories that helped to construe the worlds ofwonif 
en's lives and helped women make sense of their own experientes .. Thig' 
women's talk, a rich cultural capital, provided not only stories, exarnple$;i 

and models but also a lively genealogy, from which women cOuldJearr{" 

about and negotiate themselves as female subjects. 

Gossip and Romance 

One night I was invited to eat soup with a Cantonese group. The womeI1wet~ 
all from Qingyuan, the poorest rural area in Guangdong Province.aHdthe~ 
all worked in the aualitv control deDartment. Durinll our meall!ossio and 
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rumor flowed naturally and wildly and, as on many occasions, came to focus 

on Miss Tang, the manager of quality control, who was from Hong Kong. 
Qing started gossiping about Miss Tang: «I saw her eating with her girl

friend in the McDonald's." 

"When? Did you see her girlfriend? Is she pretty?" all the other women 
asked; 

"Last Sunday. I could only see the side of her face, you know, I dared not 

enter. I looked from the glass wall. I guess she doesn't look bad. Very well 

dressed and thick make-up. Dong told me that one day she saw them walk

ing in the street. Her girlfriend was taller than her," Qing answered . 

. «But Tang looks quite handsome, doesn't she?" Bin said . 
.. ('Wow, somebody is secretly in love with our Tang!" Qing teased, and all 

theW-omen laughed. 

Bin responded instantly, "What rubbish are you talking? Will I love a 

person who is so harsh to us? 1 think because she treats people so hard and so 

eIllolionlessly, that's why she became abnormal. Can 1 love a pseudo man, 

who is in fact a woman? Can H" 

··Wecontinued to laugh despite Bin's explanation. A woman named Hua 

cackled "Why not? She is rich, powerful, and handsome. 1 bet if she chooses 

you, we can all get promoted. Please do sacrifice yourself!" 

«But how can a woman love a woman? 1 am asking seriously. How can 

twow-omen have sex? Can they give birth to a baby?" Bin turned her head to 
me,expecting an answer and trying to divert attention from herself. Unwill

ingto intervene in their talk, I simply said, «They can have sex, but they can't 

havea<baby that way." 

Qing added, "I saw a magazine one day. It said that in Western countries 

they have a lot of gays and lesbians who don't care about social and family 

pressllreand insist on getting married to each other." 

«How strange! They can marry. But it's good for them, isn't it?" another 

'woman named San said. 

'~But it's still a pity they can't give birth to a baby. I think a woman's 

IIfecllri'tbe complete without going through marriage and the delivery of 

babies:' Bin muttered. 

"Oh,Bin, your thoughts are a little bit outdated. Today, who will care 

ilboi.rtthe stuff of delivering sons? Happiness is more important!" Qing 
,resp()nded. 

i,::"Yetfindlng a good man is still important, isn't it?" Hua asked. 

;;',,"Oh; Bua, you are dating somebody, aren't you? When are you going to 

marry him?" Bin asked back. All of us chuckled again and Hua blushed. 
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"I still have no idea. I don't want to go back home too early. But lastM;w 
Year when I was back horne, the man's family had already asked my father; 
Last month, my boyfriend came to visit me. He tried to convincel1l.e,to 
come back home too:' Hua spoke in an embarrassed tone. 

"What a lucky woman! You must have done a lot of good things iny:b.~r 
previous life. By the way, will you have sex before your married life?"Qitlg 
teased again, and we all fell into chuckles. 

Hua instantly flushed and shouted, "I won't, I won't!" 
"My father would beat me to death if he knew I had that relation with a 

man in the city," the quiet San murmured. 
"Oh, I don't think it is wrong. If! really love a man, I don't mind:' Qirig 

raised her tone, a naughty expression on her face.i>. 
"Ab, what a liberated woman!" All the girls turned to laugh at Qing~rtd 

the joking continued. 
Gossip, jokes, and laughter centered on the topics of sex and love help~4 

us to cope with the difficult and tedious factory life. Gossip and laught~r 
demonstrated the power of the female workers, however minimal, totease 

the patriarchal and capitalist orders. As Paul Willis (1981, 29) puts it, "haying 
a laff" is a way to defeat boredom and fear, to ease the hardship and brribllity 

oflife, and thus is a way out of almost anything. "Having a laff" was clearlya 

weapon of the weak in fighting against the alienation of work andit~e 
subsumption of labor to capital. The factory daughters learned thatsex~ 

uality was political and something they could decide to manipulate Ol'rii:lt. 
Becoming sexually involved with someone in management, if one.Were 
willing, was a possible way to get promotion and gain advantages. Like labol', 
sexuality was something that belonged to the workers but could be mariip'll~ 

lated and subsumed into the logic of capital. Sexual relationships befui~¢n 
male supervisors and female line workers were not absent in the Metepr 
workplace, although they were frowned on heavily by all those not invblved~ 
Dating and sexual relations were often seen as advantageous and functional, 
but in the end futile, if not evil. 

Another focus for gossip was the love affair between Gen, one of the 
supervisors in the production department, and Jing, now the secretaryef 
the department. People kept telling me that Jing was only a line worker 
before she knew Gen, and that she was a nice, humble person before.B~t 
now she was completely proud and seldom talked even to her ethniC~k.in 
group. At one point, a worker remarked to me: "You see the thick makeNp, 

nobody is stronger than her. I am sure I won't want to learn from her, se1li~g 
sex in exchange for a higher position." 
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Despite some bias, there were genuine social and cultural reasons for the 
workers to worry about any love and sexual relations they might have. First, 
if the man were an urban citizen, his family probably would not accept a 
woman of rural origin. Second, if both sides carne from different provinces, 

thewoman's family might not approve of the affair either. No family wanted 
thdrdaughter to ~arry far away, unless they were really poor. Third, there 
were many rumors in the workplace that once a woman got pregnant, the 
man would run away and there would be no hope of finding him. It was 
an anonymous industrial world, not a communal village where everybody 
kriew each other. Tragedy came once the man ran away and the woman's 

pregnancy was noticed by her company. Losing a job and not daring to go 

back home, the woman would be left alone to face her misfortune. Most 
women thought that it was not worth exchanging sex for short-term interest 
because in the end it could ruin one's whole life. 

Gossip and laughter nevertheless were more than a weapon that was 
deployed to poke fun at the management. Jokes, laughter, and rumors were 

exactly where the women workers played out their gender subjectivities. 
Having a laugh was about having their views and ideas on sex, love, and 
marriage exchanged and voiced, and therefore helped to suture their female 
identities. During joking and laughing, women were more capable of artic
ulating their feelings and emotions, albeit conflicting and ambivalent, such 
as love and hatred, desire and fear, dream and anxiety. For example, there 
was Bin who thought a woman could not be complete without getting 
married and giving birth to babies. There was Hua who took marriage as an 

Important life path for women. But there was also Qing who said sex for 
happiness should be acceptable. Feelings and emotions expressed in the 
talking and joking were all part of a process of sexualization (Hearn and 

~~fkin 1987). They were how women colluded in playing themselves out as 
seXualized subjects. 

Consumerist Desire and the Modern Self 

If"having a laff" in the workplace was one form of recreation, getting out of 
the factory premises to have fun was another alternative when time was 
available. Each month in the Meteor workplace we had a rest day on the Sun
day following payday, and going shopping downtown in Shenzhen was one 
ofthe workers' favorite pastimes on that day. Quite often I would go with the 
women workers to Dong Fang Market, where a wide array of clothing, 

handbags, accessories, and beauty products were available. Dong Fang Mar-
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ket was a shopping paradise for them, a place where they could lookf()f 

suitable, alluring, and inexpensive products. Fashion shops, department 

stores, supermarkets, fast-food stores, and cafes, all owned by local people, 

were clustered on both sides of the street. These shops exemplified the 
"vogue from the west" (Xi feng) , offering the dagongmei a "taste" of a tos': 

mopolitan lifestyle and, more important, their self-affirmation as modern 

gendered subjects CYan 1997). In their search for "modernity" and in their 

hopes of improving their lives, the women workers possessed a great con~ 

suming passion. Their desire to consume was driven by their urgent desire 

to reduce the disparity between themselves and the city dwellers, as well aSio 

live up to the calling of the modern model of female beauty that was in

creasingly imagined and imaged by the mass media and popular magazines; 

The transition to being a modern lady, even if only as a matter ofap~ 

pearance, conjured up the dreams and desires of dagongmei as they strived 

to transform themselves. Deploying a touch of fashion to highlight their 

appearance was the most common strategy for the women as consuming 

subjects. In the urban industrial world the lure of consumption produce~ 

irresistible consuming desires, even for those who could not afford them; 

Their not being able to consume was not a problem; what was importartt 
was the power of the desiring machine to incite them to dream and to 

produce promises and further desires. What this promise meant tothe 

young workers became clear to me when I jotted down this note for my field 

research: "28 March 1996, evening. We still have to work at night. Theradio 

is on. There is no mood for work, we wait and dream. Tomorrow is payday. 

The girls on our line are talking about where to go and what to buy. While 

Fatso suggests buying new jeans, Fuhui, a girl sitting in front of me, thiIlks.()f 

buying lipstick. She asks me to suggest some brand names of high quality 

and reasonable price. I am at sea and wondering." 

In the workplace the women workers dreamed of consumption even as 
they labored, as if the dreaming spurred them on despite their mood.J:)a

gongmei consuming practices contested the assumption that consumption 
was an "individualizing project" invested in, by, and for capital .. · In the 

workplace, the women shared with equal enthusiasm the satisfaction and 

frustration of shopping as well as work. Instead of keeping them separat#d, 

consumption bound them into a collectivity through their shared dreams 

and desires to become a new kind of gendered subject. "Dressing up" is 

perhaps the most common of these practices. Returning to their work

places after a day of shopping, they could not wait to display their trans" 

formed selves wearing newly purchased T-shirts and jeans. For those who 
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had worked in the city for a year or two, the urban environment with its 
many shops was attractive. In the evenings, they returned to their dormito
ries where they talked excitedly about fashion and make-up and where they 
c()uld find the best buys. The desire to transform themselves and have a new 

look was what drew them together. 
Their change in appearance was pivotal to them in the workplace. As 

mentioned earlier, the managerial class mocked the dagongmei's "coarse 
hands and feet;' an abject subject bearing the stigma of rural backwardness. 
()necould not help but notice how much time they spent on their finger

nails, painting them with shiny colors to make them look more glamorous. 
Another obsession was with products that promised to whiten their skin, 
darkened from long exposure to the sun while laboring in the fields back 
h()II1e. One had to be light skinned to be a city dweller, and thus whitening 

lCitions and creams were among their favorite purchases. A new look and a 
fresh identity were not only desired but could be realized by actively working 
011 their appearance. A rebirth could be achieved through a consumption 

practice that functioned as a technology of the self. Through this means, 
they could realize for themselves "a great leap forward" out of rurality. 

Going Out Shopping 

One Sunday five Sichuan women, Yue, Ling, Hong, Qin, and Ping, invited 
Il1fto go out with them. As usual, we went to Dong Fang Market, and I 
suggested that I treat them in a cafe there. From the time we boarded the 
minibus, and in every fashion shop we went into, I could feel a sense of 

discrimination against my coworkers. Because they were speaking Mandarin 
alldhad strong village accents, they were told in a very impolite way to hurry 

upiilto the bus. Because they were not dressed in modern urban styles, 
saleswomen in the boutiques showed indifference to my coworkers' interest 
iIltheir fashions. The saleswomen did not bother with them even when they 
asked about prices: their attitudes seemed to say that the dagongmei were 
toOpoor to buy their stock. Ping asked me to speak to the saleswomen in 
Caritonese when we headed for the next shop. I told her, "If you want to buy 
solilething, then I'll help you ask them in Cantonese. If not, I don't want to 
speakto them. We should despise them far more than they despise us." All of 
thewomen laughed; it seemed I was more annoyed than they were. Ping 
comforted me, saying, "You don't need to be too serious. We are getting used 
tothe local people's attitude. They think they are richer, don't they?"7 

We shopped in the open market and then went into a supermarket. 
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Supermarkets have become popular in China in recent years. To showiits 

difference from the local family-owned grocery shops, this superll1a.r¥~t 
provided a variety of foreign goods and stressed its concern for high"q~~i~ 
foods. It puzzled me that security in the store was as strict as at the factory 

premises. Four or more security guards stood in front of a gate leadin~i~t,() 
the store, and we had to leave our handbags at the counter before we ",,~*~d 
through the gate. And because we looked like poor rural women, a security 

guard followed us everywhere we went. But there was a "real" reason to take 

us as potential thieves; the prices in the supermarket were unreaso~aWY 
high. One cup of Japanese instant noodles cost 11 yuan, the workers' salary 

for one day. We discussed, muttered, and chuckled, but we never b()ught 
anything. Ping asked me how much the local people earned that theyt()~d 

afford to buy such expensive stuff. Seeing that the workers felt awkward~?d 
out of place in this supermarket with its prohibitively expensive foreign 
commodities and security guards, I suggested that we go on to the cafe .. 

Surprisingly, this was the first time the Sichuan workers had gonetoa 
cafe. No one had any idea what to order and the prices of the drinksWel"e 

unacceptable to them, so they tried to persuade me to leave. But it was)f~o 
late. A waitress was already standing at our table, looking at us with a strange 
smile. 

Yue said, "A coke for 8 yuan!" 
Hong echoed, "A tea for 10 yuan! For 10 yuan I can make one hUIldred 

cups:' 

Ping whispered, "What is a drink for? Just water. It doesn't fillyo1.lr 
stomach. Should we go?" 

Feeling embarrassed, I tried to calm them down and then ordered dTi#~~ 
for them. Two coffees, two lemon teas, and two soft drinks. As the waitress 

left our table I noticed that the people at the other tables all looked atv~~I 
felt I had been unforgivably foolish to put the workers in such an awkward 
situation. A few minutes later, a waiter brought us one drink. It didn'tlook 

like anything we had ordered. I called back the waiter and he took it to/.ilie 
table in front of us. The man sitting there said loudly in Cantonese, "Their 
hands have touched the drink. Bring me another one. You don't knowHCj", 

dirty their hands are, those waisheng meil" Waisheng mei was an abjecttefW 
for girls from foreign provinces, that is, outside Guangdong Province. Iwas 
angry at his words, and burst out in Cantonese: "What's wrong withwai~ 

sheng mei. A dog's eyes always despise a human being!" He didn't expedmy 

sudden outburst, and so stood up and left the cafe, still wearing a disdai?i~~ 
look. Perhaps he was thinking of the Chinese proverbs, where a "good"man 
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Figure 8. A woman worker in the Meteor plant dormitory writing a letter to her 

boyfriend. (photo by author) 

... never fights with a woman. We all laughed, and, while drinking, we con

tinued to make jokes about this particular local man. 
Back at the dormitory, I was not able to fall asleep that night because the 

disgUsting man's image was haunting my mind. I knew too well that the term 
waisheng mei carried the double negative of gender and rural-urban differ

ence.But probably my discomfort was in part due to the fact that this was 
the first time I had shared the same discrimination with my coworkers. 

Although we enjoyed a victory at that moment, the man's silence might hide 
. apother layer of discrimination toward female subjects. Women were not 
... worth arguing with; that was what the Chinese proverb meant. I headed over 

to ¥ue's bunk and found that she was still awake, writing a letter to her 

boyfriend, a recruit in the army in Beijing. In her letter she wrote: "It was 
exciting today. We went out to Dong Fang Market and had a drink in a 

.. modern and expensive cafe. An ugly local guy bullied us but we fought 

back .. ~ . Shen, why are we so poor? Why do the local people never treat us as 
human beings? Now that I'm out in the world, I find myself one hundred 

.. times more worthless than in the village. How do people treat you in Beijing? 
. It's our country's capital. People there must be nicer .... " 

In their letters to relatives, the women workers were able to state their 
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position clearly: Shenzhen was a spectacular city, full of high-rise buildings, 

theme parks, expensive brand-name boutiques, luxurious hotels, andc<>ffee 

shops, but it was not a place for them. And no matter how many years they 

spent there, in the drudgery of labor they would always be recognized as 

outsiders. The dream of consumerist gratification, of transforming them

selves into modern selves, and their pursuit of modish feminized beautY.t9 

disguise their rural identity could only result in reinforcing their class and 

gender differences. When the subject of production strived to reemergejn 

the chain of the symbolic world, it was a process of negative hallucinati6n; 

the "I" of production had to enter a process of identification or subjectifica

tion with the "other" of consumption. However, when the women wor~~~s 
decked themselves out to go shopping, they discovered that they failed to be 

recognized as the ideal consumers. 

In this rapidly transforming period old cultural practices; new urbantos

mopolitan models, pressures, and norms from the rural society; and desiteS 

and pursuits in a modern yet anonymous industrial world are all mixed up 
yet work together to invoke new female subjects and sexual bodies. There are 

no fixed boundaries and stable reference frames, no harbors in which new 

subjects can take refuge. We can say that Maoist China aimed only at pro

ducing an asexual subject-tongzhi; a unified subject embodied withthe 

same will as the state socialist production. No class, no gender. Reform 

China, however, within a global project of capital, shows interest inresex

ualizing the sQbject, most notably a new dagong subject tailored to meefthe 

new international division of labor. In the workplace, while the homoge

neous construct of sexuality seemed the dominant mode, alternative models 

like Miss Tang, new ideas from Hong Kong, Taiwan, Japan, and the West, 

new experiences of urban life, and all kinds of contradictory ideas and 

behaviors, are nurtured and contribute to constituting fluid, shifting,aIld 

decentered female subjects. While some of the women escaped from their 
rural families to work in the global factory, thus hoping to elevate themselves 

to being modern subjects by staying in the city, many of them wouldso.on 

realize that the toil of factory work was only an alienation from which there 

was no rescue; some of them even dreamed of marrying out and hoped to 

return home as an escape from factory work. Women workers in contelnpo~ 

rary China are induced to live with conflicting feelings, emotions, and sub

jectivities, far from their own making. 

These Chinese dagongmei, however, were manipulated by capitalnot 
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only to be turned into efficient industrial producers, but they themselves 
desired to become fetish subjects as elements of the project of subject and of 
p()wer. As Marx (1954) has said, the production process is an alienating 
process, in which women and men turn themselves into objects and con

front themselves as something hostile and alien. In the process of consump
ti()n, then, women and men strive to redeem the~r alienation and achieve a 

sense of satisfaction through consumption. The harder they work, the more 
they want to spend. The more they desire to spend, the harder they need to 
w()rk-thereby mirroring the dyadic relationship between production and 

consumption. The desire to be rid of poverty and to become modern gen

~ered subjects is articulated together with the desire to consume commodi
ties. Young female workers in the factory shared the same passion for pur
chasing lipsticks, whitening creams, trendy watches, jeans, and T-shirts, just 
to name a few items. These objects conjured up new desiring subjects who 
oIlly were to discover themselves still trapped in a politics of identity and 
difference. 

In the next chapter I go on to explore, inbetween fissures of domination 
clridresistance, dream and desire, and hope and anxiety, the journey of 
transgression for dagongmei in a rapidly changing China. 
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SCREAM, DREAM, 

AND TRANSGRESSION 

IN THE WORKPLACE 

Arrllefinal stage of my fieldwork, I unexpectedly encountered the dream
ind.llced scream of a woman worker. The scream pitched itself through the 
darkl1ess of the last hours of night, at about four. I was awakened by the 
ghos'dike voice to find it passing away, and the deep silence of the night 
reigned once again. The scream had come from Yan, who earlier had experi

enc~dthe same dream. Because there had been complaints. of her scream 
everY-night, I decided to move to her room, which she shared with seven 
others. Relations among the women in the room were tense, not only from 
the Jack of space and privacy but also because of Yan's screams, which 

frl~tened her roommates and disturbed their sleep. I suffered, too, not so 

:mgc~from having my sleep disturbed but from my difficulty in understand
;ingard then speaking about Yan's scream. Yan herself seemed to suffer the 
leasl;she woke up at a particular moment amid her screams,.and then fell 
asleep again immediately. I was perplexed by the scream and anxious to 
lU14erstand it. Can the subalterns speak? Or do they have to scream? 
. l'hepostscream silence of the night did not bring me to a standstill; 
Orathera.t that moment it opened up the possibilities of new experiences of 
.hu!l1~llsuffering and transgression. I was thus inspired to conceive a minor 

(genteof resistance, unconsciously at first but increasingly driven by a desire 
,to produce a new genre of writing and be part of the current of resistance 

,PQIitiC:S.What is a minor genre, or in Deleuze and Guattari's (1984) term, a 
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minor literature? First, as they define it, the language of minor literatureis 
affected by "a high coefficient of deterritorialization" (16). A minor lItera
ture does not come from a minor language; it is constructed by a mino:rity 
within a major language. Second, everything in the minor literature is p()liti~ 
cal. In a major literature, when the individual concern joins with other 
individual concerns, the social milieu serves as a background. Minor litera
ture, however, is completely different in the way that "its cramped space 
forces each individual intrigue to connect immediately to politics, to the 
social it formed'" (17). Finally, everything in minor literature takesorta 
collective value. There are "no possibilities for an individuated enunciation 

that would belong to this or that 'master' and that could be separated frCiIl1 a 
collective enunciation" (17). After all, minor literature, in Deleuze andc;uat
tari's words, is the literature of people's concern: "There is never ariindi

viduated subject; there are only collective assemblages of enunciation,l'Illd 
minor literature expresses these acts insofar as they are not imposed~fr61ll 
without and insofar as they exist only as diabolical powers to cOllleor 
evolutionary forces to be constructed" (18). 

I was fascinated by the thought of the birth of a minor genre, one capable 
of articulating a personal itinerary into a historical narrative and analysis. 
While some of the events I observed cannot be communicated, and while 
some are universal human experiences, the incidents I encounteredirithe 
Chinese workplace nonetheless remain rooted in a local place, shapedpy,a 
specific historical epoch and its sociocultural transformation, at the same 
time that they are linked to global forces. The questions I would like t6pose 
for such a new genre include: Can there be an alternative genre of res is

tance-in other words, a yearning for new possibilities of resistance that 
might be approached through such experiences? Can dream, scream, and 
bodily pain, those experiences at the edge (often either ignored or trivialiied 
in a master discourse of resistance, whether collective or individulll);be 

taken as acts of transgression? Can I argue that in the borderland of eon
sciousness and unconsciousness lies the very possibility of resistance? ". 

The Scream That Broke Out 

Yan's midnight screams had been going on for a month. She said she didnot 
know why she cried out. Nor could she control it: 

I feel depressed when I hear people gossiping about my screaming. Ihave 
no idea what it is. When I am awake, it disappears and I sleep again. But I 
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have a dream that is the same every night: I dream I am go.ing to.ward a pier, 

and that I am abo.ut to. take a bo.at acro.ss a river. The river separates two. 
villages, and the bo.at is the o.nly way to. get to. the o.ther village . . . I see that 

the bo.at is leaving and I hurry. But then I find my bo.dy can't mo.ve, it's to.o. 

painful, to.o. tired to. mo.ve. I'm terribly scared because the bo.at is leaving. 

I'll be left behind and the sky is turning dark. It's the evening. I have no. 

way to. go.. 

Yan was too terrified in her dreams to control herself, to keep from 

screllIIling, yet at the moment she screamed, she woke up and fell asleep 

again. While Yan and the other women were so. tired that they soon slept 

lIga.in, I lay awake for a while. I heard the silence, then a deep sigh from 

allother woman, Ping, who slept in the upper deck, and the noise of grind

ingteeth from Bin, who was lying across from me. I found myself in a 

growing state of anxiety and agony because I had no idea how to apprehend 

the situation. I was lost in the field. I was lost precisely at the particular 

moment that I woke up to hear the scream. 

: World, self, and voice are all lost, or nearly lost, as Elaine Scarry (1985) 

writes, when the body experiences intense pain. In such close proximity to 

this pain, I found myself, a novice ethnographer, forced on a journey of 

novelty and otherness. It was not solely a result of being in a foreign culture, 

an alien place, that I had this complete sense of otherness in the field. It 

,'las the scream, the voice resistant to language, without its significance or 

refetentiality-this scream that eQuId neither be seen nor touched tha~ had 

rio. "reality" when it manifested itself in the air. If, as Michel de Certeau 

(1984; xxi) has said, our own era is a sort of epic of the eyes, then what can an 

academic do with something invisible, as well as nonlinguistic? But for me 

therewas no choice. The scream was too powerful, and with its boundless 

referential power it shrieked into the symbolic world and nullified any of the 

d~il11.s of that world. It came, furthermore, direcdy from the body of a 

sllhaltern; from a person who was often excluded in and from the written; 

fro.m a specific human being struggling to live out her life; from a dagong

m~i,a displaced yet resistant subject living in postsocialist China. 

}t'was in the encounter of the scream and the attempt to understand, 

readjcmd codify the possible meanings of its impossibility that I was forced 

t()xeaIize the practices of knowing. Yan's screams tempted me to enter a for

eigll,:riskyterrain-somewhere between sound and word, between language 

aJld. rionlanguage, between consciousness and unco.nsciousness-where I 

had never been before. I learned that pain and the impossibility of experi-
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ence gave rise to the yearning for producing a genre of resistance;'I1le 

intrusion into the gap, the fissure between the presence and unpresence,bec 
tween the symbolic and unsymbolic, was the possibility of producing mean'

ings and transgressions. The gap, the borderland, after all, was a sour~e,.a 

fountainhead, of desires of and for resistance, providing new experiences 

that awaited my exploration. 

The Personal Trauma 

Yan's screams and dreams in some ways appear to be the result of tra~ri.a~f 
neurosis: 

I don't know why I have that dream, and everyday it is the same. The pier, 

the river is so familiar to me. It seems that I have been there before .••• Oh, 

when did I start having this dream? A month ago, we were kept t6do 

overtime work untiln:30 P.M. for three consecutive days. And we needed 

to move to a new dormitory on Sunday morning. I felt so tired thateve:ry 

part of my body ached, almost as if it was not my own body. I couJ.c:lriot 

control it and stop the pain. When all my roommates went shopping arid 
the room was empty, I urged myself to cry out, so loudly that I 111yself 

couldn't believe it. I was shocked by the sound, and ever since thenlhave 

had that dream and scream at night. It repeats and repeats. 

Cathy Caruth has provided the most general summary of a trauma as "tIle 

response to an unexpected or overwhelming violent event or events thatare 

not fully grasped as they occur, but return later in repeated flashbacks, 

nightmares, and other repetitive phenomena" (1996,91). The persisterifie~ 

petitiveness ofYan's screams seemed to indicate a traumatic experience. But 

other than her extraordinary bodily pain and fatigue, no particularunex-: 

pected or sudden event in her life could be singled out as the pers~llal 
trauma suggested by psychoanalytic theory. On the surface and in her daily 
life, she was as ordinary as other factory workers-although each, of cOUrse, 
had her own personal story. 

When I met Yan she had worked at the Meteor factory for morethah 

thirteen months. During that time she had not met with any indllstri~ 

accidents, nor had there been any great change in her family except the de~th 
of her grandmother during the Chinese New Year of 1996. She went home to 

her village in Hunan when she got the news that her grandmother was.seri

ously ill, and she returned to the factory the day after her grandmother1i~d, 

without attending the burial ceremony. Yet Yan took her grandmother's 
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death at the age of eighty-three as natural. The death caused her pain, but it 

was not an unexpected shock in Yan's life. Thus, instead of looking for 
slldden events, I have tried to make sense of Yan's dreams and screams as 

situated in the present of her experiences in social life . 

.. Although there had been no single, shocking event in Yan's life, assuredly 

the bodily pain she suffered from overtime work in the factory was at first 

experienced in the realm of consciousness. She shrieked in the afternoon 

'When nobody was in the dormitory. Then a displacement had occurred: the 
experience went to her unconscious, manifesting in dreams, and was un

Willingly, repetitively reenacted there. The screaming that followed broke 

oULsomewhere between consciousness and unconsciousness as she woke 

arid then fell asleep again. The detour from the realm of consciousness to 

U?consciousness and back to consciousness entails a double telling of the 

story, which I will explore below within the larger workplace context. 

Chtollic Pain: Body and Work Process 

YanWorked as a clerk in the production department. This was, in fact, her 

second job after she graduated from secondary school in her hometown and 

speIlt a year studying accounting in Guangzhou. Yan's understanding of her 

pain was ambivalent: "I get a nagging pain in my back. It often hurts me. 

Afted had worked here for several months, 1 started to have the pain. You 

know, I have it better here than the assembly girls, who sit all day and night 

6~the line. I'm just doing typing, recording, and bookkeeping in the pro

duction department. Sometimes I get the chance to walk around and take a 

break; drink some water. But I still suffer from the pain, I don't know why. 

SOl11etimes it runs to the back, sometimes the neck." Sometimes she thought 

the pain was obviously due to the stress of the heavy workload, but at other 

tinlesshe murmured that, at the age of twenty-four, she was too old to work 

inthe factory. She no longer had the energy to toil for twelve hours each day. 

Old age in this context meant a body too weakened to endure industrial 

w9rk.Most of the dagongmei, as stated earlier, with an average age of twenty, 

exPected their health to deteriorate after working for more than three years 
:irlthefactory. 

The electronics industry is particularly notorious for using toxic chemi

calsthat damage the health of its workers.) Based on the daily experi

encesI shared with my coworkers, my focus here is on the chronic com

plaints that were common at the Meteor workplace: headache, sore throat, 

flU3hd coughs, stomach problems, backache, nausea, eye strain, dizziness 
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and weakness, and aggravated menstrual pain. Nearly every operatiorian4' 

thus every job along the electronics production line involved a c:o.l1lplelC: 

series of chemical processes. Cleaning, the first job of semiconductor ass em': 

bly, uses the majority of the chemical agents, such as solvents, :acids, or 

alkalis for degreasing, rinsing, etching, oxidizing, and buffing the eledroniC 

chips. These solvents can be highly toxic and are known to have long~term 

effects on human health (Gassart 1985). 

Workers on the shop floor, especially those involved in the assetnbryof 

printed circuit boards and semiconductors were routinely exposed t() these 

toxic cleaning agents. Organic solvents such as alcohol and the aliphatic, 

aromatic, or chlorinated hydrocarbons were the most common (andproba

bly the most poisonous) chemicals used in the workplace. Whiie some were 

in pure solution, others were mixed with or used to dilute other substances. 

such as inks, paints, plastics, and glues. Various forms of cleaning took place 

in nearly every major work process. "Dip cleaning" was the method fa.yored. 

at Meteor: electronics chips and printed circuit boards were cleanedin.a 

large bath of heated solution before assembly_ Because of the pervasiveness 

of these chemicals, the cleaning room was considered the most foulplac:e in 

the factory, and workers went there only unwillingly. The chemical fumes 

and smells were nauseating and often caused effects that were almost:nar" 

co tic, such as drowsiness, dizziness, feelings of drunkenness, and headache. 

One day, after three months of working, I noticed that Hui-pin£!/ a 
twenty-year-old worker at Meteor, had a terribly pale face. She had worked 

in the cleaning room for nearly a year, and she had serious headaches and 

felt dizzy all of the time. Her experience was in many respects typicai:"You 

know, none of the workers is willing to work in the cleaning room. So they 

bully the new hire. When I came to work here, they placed me inThe.room 

and never let me move out. The room is stuffy, and the smells are worsetha:~ 
the smells in the hospital. Those acids make me feel dizzy all the time and I 

can't make my mind concentrate. Recently I find that my head is too painful 

to describe. I am thinking of going back home if my headache doesn't 
improve:' 

Bonding was another essential work process that caused chronkpains. 

At the heart of semiconductor assembly in electronics production, bond

ing connects the electronic die to the integrated circuit microchip on a 

frame, so as to create an electrical circuit. Performed by a machine with a 

computer monitor and microscope, it was a semiautomatic job (thet"ria

chine required a bonding worker for its operation and maintenance).There 

were two types of bonding in the workplace: die bonding and wire bon.ding. 
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Die bonding was done by hand; the minuscule semiconductor dies were 
mounted on the frame with a transistor, diode, or integrated circuit. Die 
bonding involved the application of epoxy resin in the frames along with a 
curing agent, so that the dies could be fixed on the frames. Workers used a 
pair of tweezers to separate the dies, and then placed them on the frames 
with extreme care, lest the tiny dies should fall. These dies were the most 
expensive electronic component in the entire production process; workers 
were often reminded of this and were put under extra pressure to work with 

meticulous care. 
Wire bonding, the next step after die attachment, used aluminum wires 

.to connect each chip to electrical terminals on the frame, thus creating an 
electric circuit. Ultrasound waves were applied in this process; the sound 

wave caused the molecules in the wire and the contact points to vibrate and 
sp~ke together, forming bonds. Because both the die and the wire were 
extremely tiny and thin, the workers could only perform the job by using a 
microscope and a computer monitor to fix the wire and the contact points. 

Later, drops of black epoxy glue were used to coat the bonded die in order to 
protect it from damage. For this process, workers held a glue gun, shooting 
dtopsof epoxy onto the frames before putting them into an oven to be 
baked to fully cure the epoxy. Epoxy resin has long been known to be 
pois()nous and hazardous to workers' health-it is linked in particular to 

skin and lung illnesses (Gassart 1985,122-23). 

As mentioned above, bonding was a work process notable for the extreme 
smallness of the objects involved. Long-term use of the microscope and the 
intensive concentration on detail caused eyestrain, dizziness, headaches, and 

stress. Permanent eyesight damage would result if the worker used the mi
croscope continuously for more than two years. Yet the bonding machines 
inthe Meteor plant operated twenty-four hours a day: with such a large 

inveStment in its machinery the company could not afford to stop pro
duction. Accordingly, workers were arranged in double shifts. Because of 
my own job on the assembly line I could not observe production in the day
time, so I learned the work process at night. There were a total of forty-six 
~ofkers in the bonding department, including technicians, foremen, and 
line leaders. Most of these workers were female and were said to be experi
enced workers who had spent more than two years in the factory before 
being moved to the bonding room. Sharp eyes, thin fingers, and good work 
~ttitudes were particularly important in these jobs, as Lun, the foreman, 
eJcplained: "Damaged chips are not repairable, so we have high pressure to 

dOeverything in the right way .... In the night hours, workers usually don't 
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have enough spirit to concentrate on work, so that the work pace is sl?~~r 
and there is more breakage ... The wage and bonuses here are a little bit 
higher than for the workers in other assembly lines, because the bondingjOb 
is harder and takes more energy:' 

Surrounded by the rhythmic sound of the bonding machines, Lun n~ede<l 

to raise his voice when he spoke to me. The temperature in the ro01l1/~~s 
much lower than in other rooms and lines on the main shop floor bec~~.~e 
the maintenance of chips and machinery required cool conditions; The 
contrast between the cool temperature in the room and the hot temperatufe 
outside, especially in the summertime, often caused workers to get fluic()ld~; 
and coughs as they went in and out for lunch and dinner. Workers' fain.ting 

spells most often occurred in the bonding room, especially during thetitli¢ 
of women's menstrual pain. 

Siumei, a veteran of the bonding room, told me one night: "We are6fte,n 
told that we are at the heart of production and the most important workers 

in the company. But what do we get? Fifty yuan more than other worke~~Iin 
the workplace. Yet we all know that our eyesight is becoming weaker{and 

weaker. Sometimes when I leave the factory, I do not dare to glance~ttne 
sunlight. I find my vision blurred, and I can't walk a straight line." Hon4ing; 
a young woman sitting beside Siumei, jumped into our conversatio~:·;"I 
worry about my eyestrain; I've got headache and stomachache [mens~r~~1 

pain], too. It's too stressful to work here. Night and day are turned u~~i~e 
down. I have demanded to move out, but there is still no answer. You krimv,I 

don't want to faint myself one day." 
The belief .was common in the bonding room that once the W()men 

developed eyestrain, headache, and abnormal menstrual pain, theyc::6tild 
never be cured. Both Western medicines and Chinese herbal medicinesw-ere 

tried in an effort to alleviate the problems, but such treatments were S~igto 
be useless against these chronic complaints. Hon-ling said she first ha~~e 
headache after working for six months in the bonding room; she had tried 
several measures to heal herself but nothing had helped. "Sometimes it 
seems that the pain is incurable;' she said. "Even when I go back home, it 

follows me." Poor sleep in the daytime and a stressful nighttime w6iki.11g 
situation all contributed to the general weakness of workers' health and the 
specific illnesses of each worker. Sometimes just by looking, one couldteIla 
fresh from an old worker. A rosy face, the insignia of a young viIlage/giH, 

faded after just a year or two in the factory. 

The intensity of bodily pain varied among workers. There was no m~f~a
nism that could measure the pain, and the experience of pain was ins epa-
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rable from personal perception and social influence (Kleinman 1992, 6). Yet 

the pain of one worker could easily affect other workers, especially those in 
the same line or room. Although headache, backache, and menstrual pain 

\\Tere pervasive in the workplace, these problems were also largely invisible; 

IJlost women kept them private. Yet once the problems were evoked, nearly 

every worker could tell her own story of a similar pain or illness. The chronic 

pain, because of its persistence and incurability, provided an index of social 

aIienation and domination in the workplace. 

From another perspective, Arthur Kleinman (1992, 174) argues that 

~hronic pain, as the embodiment of human suffering, can also be viewed as 

embodied resistance to the lived flow of one's daily experience. Chronic pain 

is thus a source of power; with its uncompromising refusal to be cured it can 

pose a powerful challenge to the micropolitics of social relations (187). Such 

pain, for instance, would not only lower the work pace but sometimes would 

callse a direct interruption or complete stoppage of production-for exam

ple, in the case of fainting spells. Less obviously, dizziness and eyestrain 

might affect the accuracy and efficiency of the bonding workers in managing 

their machines. Thus a body in pain is not simply a defeated body; rather, it 
might constitute a resistant shield against the micropower directly afflicting 

the self. The collective manipulation of chronic pain in the workplace there

fore can be seen as fundamental, bodily resistance to the alienating and 

pllnishing industrial labor performed by the women in the workplace. 

Menstrual Politics: Women's Time versus 
Industrial Time 

Women's fainting spells occurred time and again in the workplace. On one 

hot May afternoon, a woman called Lan, on line A, fainted. Her face turned 

pale, her lips became bloodless, and her body was as cold as ice and trembling. 
Noone could stop the cold and the pain. Production was interrupted. "It's the 

woman's issue, woman's period and woman's fate:' Women, on the line all 

kn.ewwhat happened, and every time they sighed with worry that the suffer

ingwould come to them sooner or later. Every month there would be one or 

tWo women sent to the clinic room suffering from dysmenorrhea. It was a 

threat, a pain, an inescapable issue shared by all women in the workplace, 

irrespective of age (those between menarche and menopause), locality, and 

ethnicity. This common experience of women inevitably exposed the conflict 

between the uncompromising nature of industrial time and a woman's life. 

The woman's period, argued Penelope Shuttle and Peter Redgrove, is "the 
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moment of truth that will not sustain lies" (1978, 5). The truth I~al1.t 
to articulate here in the particular context of a Chinese workplace ist~.e 
alienation-the arbitrariness of disciplinary time that intruded, dissected, 

and reorganized women's lives. That time was inherently contradictoryt() 

their sense of time, which was closer to their common bodily experiences. 

With insights from Julia Kristeva (1986), we know that women's tillleis 

particular; it can never be fully incorporated into social time because it is 
organized by a periodical or cyclical sense of time, as women repetitivelyliye 

out changes in their bodies in everyday practices. 

Kristeva argues that a feminine mode of time is inherently contradictory 

to historical and social time: "Female subjectivity would seem to be lil1.ked 

both to cyclical time (repetition) and to monumental time (eternity), at least 

in so far as both are ways of conceptualizing time from the perspective Of 
motherhood and reproduction. The time of history, however, can be char~c;~ 
terized as linear time: time as project, teleology, departure, progression :and 

arrival" (1986,187). Women's time is maternal time. The menstrual cycle,the 

cycle of marriage and procreation, the cycle of puberty and motherhood,~re 
all crucial bodily experiences in making up a woman's life. This cyclical sense 

of time conflicts inevitably with the linear, progressive, and aggressive male 

industrial time. Emily Martin makes this point very succinctly when she 

states: «Women, grounded whether they like it or not in cyclical bodily 

experiences, live both the time of industrial society and another kind of time 

that is often incompatible with the first" (1987,21). 

At night, after overtime work, I went to visit Lan. She lay on her bed, still 

looking pale apd weak. She was nineteen years old and often suffered from 

menstrual pain. "I don't know why, it's so painful that I can't conir()lit. 

Inside my body, something has turned upside down. And the blood,tlte 

blood never seemed to stop flowing;' Lan told me. 

"What did the nurse do to you?" I asked. 

"The nurse gave me an injection, and after a few hours the pain wasgol1e; 

but I was too weak and dizzy so I fell asleep again. When I woke up,it'\V3S 

already evening and the nurse asked me to leave .... But I was so afraid, I 

could feel the blood was still flowing. It was very embarrassing that my pants 

were getting stained and red;' Lan told me in a low tone. 

"Did you have the pain when you were in your hometown?" Lan came 

from a village in Jiangxi. Before she moved out to work in the factory, she 

helped her family by doing farm work at home. 
"No, I didn't feel any discomfort when it carne. I didn't even kh()~ it 
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w()uld cause pain. Sometimes my mother asked me not to go to the rice field 

when the period came. She said a menstrual body was a weak body and one 
shouldn't let it soak in the water of the field. That would make me have pain, 

bilt I didn't feel the hurt;' Lan said. 

Many women in the workplace were subjected to dysmenorrhea, al
th()ugh the degree of pain varied from one individual to another. Menstrual 

pains, it was said, occurred less often when the women were in the village. 

IvIcst of the women started to have the pain after working one or two years 
inihe factory. But some told me that once they had moved out of their 

yillages they suffered immediately from the pain. The common rhythm of 

suffering, while it caused pain to the women, could not help but at the same 

time cause trouble for the production machine. The disciplinary time was 

sCientifically studied and deliberately organized, but the women's bodies had 

their own clocks and could never be totally regulated and subsumed into the 

rhythm of industrial production (Martin 1987). A woman's fainting often 

stopped the assembly line until her position was filled by somebody else. The 

loss of production was expected but it could strike at any time. Especially at 

the time of a rush order, women fainting was often taken as a bad omen 

foretelling the possibility that the order date would not be met. A sudden 

change of environment, long working hours, and extreme pressure all con

tributed to disturbing the women's menstrual cycles. Some women's peirods 

,"vcruld be prolonged from five days to seven, some had periods lasting over a 

1ll()nth, and some simply would stop having periods altogether. Menstrual 

disorder disturbed the women's time and yet simultaneously made it harder 

forthe disciplinary machine to control women's lives. 

As. a consequence of the inner· splitting and splintering originating in 

their bodily experiences, women came to know bodily pain other than from 

external social violence. Emily Martin succinctly points out that, much more 

acl.ltely than men, women suffer from alienation with respect to part of the 

self: "For one thing, becoming sexually female entails inner fragmentation 

of the self. A woman must become only a physical body ~n order to be 

sexl.lal" (1987, 21). The splitting of the self from the body, and treating the 

body as an object for the self, was the women's common experience, par

ticularly when they went through menstrual pain: "It was out of my con

trol ; .. I hated it so much;' "It cut my body into pieces." Thus, the body was 

tlotoilly taken as an object, but sometimes as an opponent to the self. In 

fadng agony, women sometimes split their minds and bodies. If the women 

wanted to retain the "will to power" over their lives and bodies, dividing the 
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self was one of the ways to resist extreme bodily pain and to preventtotai 
self-collapse. Otherwise, the intense, extreme bodily pain would destroy the 
integrity of the self and result in some sort of schizophrenic experience 

(Laing 1967,1969). 
Because it was often out of control, the sufferers would try to exteriorize 

the pain as something that was opposite to their bodies, and theirb6dt~ 
opposite to their selves. The pain attacked the body; the body, failillgto 
sustain the pain, in return took revenge on the self. It was the pam that 
caused the splitting of the body and the self. Or, it could be said thatfhe 
splitting of the self from the body was a tactic for confronting unbearable 

pain. Such externalization formed a buffer that could prevent the complete 
disintegration of the body/ self complex. 

Inner fragmentation thus was the common experience of women in 
protecting themselves against the loss of self as a consequence of bodily pain . 
What I would like to elucidate here is how this inner fragmentati()ll'of 
women's bodies is related to social violence and alienation. R. D. Laingo~ce 
wrote: "Torn, body, mind and spirit, by inner contradictions, pulled in 
different directions, Man cut off from his own mind, cut off equally from his 
own body-a half crazed creature in a mad world" (1967,46-47). Besides 
Laing, Deleuze and Guattari (1984) also believed that schizophrenia-the 
splitting of the self-is not a syndrome only of a limited few. Ratherit is a 

common phenomenon, an everyday life tactic of survival for normal people 
living in modern capitalist societies. To survive in a mad industrial w6dd 
and in response to social alienation, human beings tear themselvesap~rt, 
both mind and body. The destruction of the social, in Laing's (1969rey~s, 
comes through the destruction of the self. The divided self, estrangedfc()ffi 
oneself and society, he argues, cannot experience either oneself or others as 
"real" or "whole." The self thus invents a false self, and with it confronts both 

the outside world and its own despair. The disintegration of the real self 
keeps pace with the growing unreality of the false self until, in the extremes 
of schizophrenic breakdown, the whole self disintegrates. 

The Ruse of Capital over Bodily Pain 

Disciplinary power nevertheless had its own ruse to contain the bodily 
resistance of the women workers. On the shop floor, line leaders kept at 
hand several types of unknown pills to provide to the workers when they 
claimed menstrual discomfort. Nobody could ask for sick leave becatiseof 

menstrual pain. As Bailan, the line leader, told me: "Too many women have 
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this kind of problem. If we allowed one to take a rest, then all the others 
would ask for it as well. What can we do? Production cannot be stopped. We 
give the pills to the girls to stop the pain. Or, if they faint, we send them to 
thehospita!:' These unknown pills, which I guessed were painkillers and 

contraceptive pills, were distributed by the personnel department to the line 
workers. "So we keep them. Whenever the girls suffer from the pain, we give 

them water and the pills. Sometimes these pills really work-they can stop 
the pain within a short time;' BaHan explained to me . 

.• Women on the line had no choice but to depend on these pills. Some 
thought they were panaceas, and could not live without them: "I don't know 

what the pills are, but every time when I feel pain, 1 eat them and I feel 
released .... Sometimes I am afraid that the line leader will refuse to give 

them to me, so I keep some of the pills myself;' said Fuxing, a woman on line 
B.While the company encouraged the women to take these pills when they 
suffered from menstrual pains, there were also worries that the contracep
tive pills would be misused and sexual encounters encouraged. So they 

warned the women that these pills could not be used except for menstrual 
disorders. The line leader often reminded the workers: "These pills are not 
for fun. If you use them wrongly, you'll make a big mistake." 

The lack of an explicit explanation for these pills stimulated the myths 
and rumors that obviously formed part of the strategy of the production 
machine for exercising control over the female body and sexual behavior. 
Providing the unknown pills thus was an attempt to regulate the female 
body, to rechannel women's time into the mainstream of disciplinary time. 

Marx's labor, as we understand it, is an asexual labor, and the alienation he 
iIldicated is a general experience for both male and female workers. Here, 
however, I would like to highlight how the alienation of male and female 

workers was sexually different and gendered in nature. Female workers, I 
argue,· can be subject to more acute and deeper alienating forces than can 
male workers, because a woman's physiology, body, and sense of time are 
fuIldamentally contradictory to the capitalist mode of production and the 

industrialized mode of time. Women's time is less able to be surrendered, 
and women's bodies are more difficult to regulate. Premenstrual syndrome, 

menstrual pain, and maternity leave and sickness are all women's issues that 
arebeyond the control of the capitalist machine. Women's labor is devalued 
and discriminated against precisely because of the difficulty the machine has 
in instituting and rechanneling women's time into industrial time. In the 
world dominated by the capitalist mode of production, women are second 

class-not only as sexual subjects, but also as laborers. Socialist feminism is 
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right to say that women are oppressed by double alienation. as women.aI'ld 

as workers. What we need to further pinpoint is how this double aliena.tion 

is closely interconnected and mutually reinforcing (Bartky 1990). The work

ers as women are deeply alienated in material production. as industrial time 

is highly contradictory to women's time. On the other hand. the womert~s 
workers toiling in the factory are estranged from their biocultural prod.tlc~ 
tion in their family. 

But where was repression and where were the fissures of transgression? 

The menstrual body itself could be the body of resistance. and the failure.of 

the disciplinary machine to control it was plain to see. No matter how 

deliberately bodily actions were measured. and no matter how scientifically 

the pace of work was calculated in minutes and seconds. the female body 

had its own rhythms of time and suffering. A woman is not a robot: her 

body is a body of flesh and blood that can be regulated but never changed 
and totally subsumed by the disciplinary machine. While most of thewom~ 

en's time was successfully rechanneled. the exact moment of a woman's 

menstrual period, and the outrageous pain, depression, and anger,cduld 

not be precisely anticipated. Fainting, the extreme experience ofbodilyp~in, 
could be seen as a fundamental challenge to the disciplinary machine;FaiJit~ 
ing was not only an illness but also a dysfunction of the female body that 

could live in its own rhythm. This obviously exposed both the violeIlceOf 

industrial time and its failure to turn the female body into a working robot. 

Van's Pain: Between the Body and the Social 

Here I return to Yan's story of pain. We already know that working iitthe 

Meteor factory caused her bodily pain, but this pain again must be seen as 

embedded in a wider social and cultural context. Yan's comment that at 

twenty-four she was too old to work in the factory designated not only her 

physical state but also signified the more subtle cultural pressures in herllfe. 

In Chinese rural culture, the issue of age is laden with gendered signifiCance. 

Yan was brought up in a town in western Hunan, the province where Mao 

Zedong was born. Although Yan's was one of the poorest towns, hetd¥m 

family was not impoverished because both of her parents were official t~dres 
and worked in the township government. After secondary schooling, she 

tried her best to get into the university but twice failed the entrance examina

tions. When she was nineteen, her parents sen.t her to a one-year cotirse.in 

accounting in Guangzhou. After the course, she returned home to takeanac

counting job in the forestry department of the local township government .• 
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But she was dissatisfied both with the job and the life in a small, poor 
town. After a year in Guangzhou, she was aware of the great disparity 

between urban and rural China. "I was a cadre in my hometown, but my 

wa.ge was just 200 yuan. An ordinary worker in Guangzhou earned more 

than me;' she recounted. Besides the wage disparity, there was also too great 

a gap in material lifestyles. None of the young people were willing to stay in 

the town: "Educated or not, they all went to Guangdong looking for oppor

tunities:' This was even true for Yan, who convinced me that she was not 

particularly ambitious. She had accompanied her elder sister to work in 

J)ongguan, another economic development zone in Guangdong. When her 

elder sister married a local citizen there, their hukou were transferred from 

their hometown to Dongguan, at a price ofRMB 5,000 for each person paid 

to the local government. 

As I discussed in chapters 1 and 2, in Mao's China the hukou system 

proved to be one of the most effective mechanisms for population control 

and distribution during the process of constructing the socialist state. One's 

fate was tied to the area of one's birth. In the viIlage, an individual's entire 

life would be spent as a peasant; to have the good fortune to be born in the 
citymeant that one would be a worker, part of a privileged class that enjoyed 

allthe produce of the peasants. In contrast however, peasants had little or no 

access to goods produced in urban factories. Population mobility was not 

permitted unless it was part of the state plan. With the open-door policy and 
economic reform, however, the controls on population mobility were eased, 

and the labor surplus from the rural areas was drawn to the cities to meet the 

needs of private and global capital. After being bound to the land for three 

decades, it was the first time that the whole of the Chinese peasantry gained 

the freedom to move, and thus the freedom to experience the inequality 

between the urban and the rural. This constitutes the "social revolution" 

frolll below. 
>Yan spent more than two years in Dongguan, working as a secretary in an 

electronics company where she earned 600 yuan each month., She felt happy 

m the first year because she was supported by her sister's family; she ate and 

slept at their home, enjoying the sort of family life that was beyond the 

drea.ms of the typical dagongmei working far from her hometown. As a 

seCretary, reporting directly to the general manager of the company, she held 

a high-status job. She could learn a lot, especially about how to deal with 

cOInplicated personnel matters, and in this job she matured. 

··But then came her affair with her boss, the general manager, a Hong 

Kong man in his mid-forties. Ultimately the affair forced her to leave the 
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company and even Dongguan. Yan told me the story one night when we.had 

gone to a bookshop: 

He treated me so nicely, like an uncle, teaching me a lot of things. Ididri't 

hate him, frankly. We worked as a pair of good partners, and he never 

scolded or criticized me .... But he had a family-a wife, sons, anddaugh; 

ters in Hong Kong. Sometimes they came to visit him and had ag66~ 

time .... He wanted to take me as a lover and promised to get IIl.e>a~ 

apartment and take care of me if! was willing to stay with him. You k11?~~~ 
lot of girls these days are looking for this kind of relationship, waiting fora 

man to feed them. They don't mind the low status. But I was so hesita.nt, 

very fearful that something out of my control would happen. Itrriig~t 

affect my whole life. 

Yan refused the relationship and left the company. Asked if she regret:tediit, 

she responded with a smile and said, "Sometimes I do miss him." It see~~~ 
clear that they were sexually attracted to each other, and that the reason for 

her refusal involved more than an ethical issue. She was ambivalent eridugh 

that even she herself could not quite tell what she felt. 

Within Shenzhen there are certain residential areas-called er-naic.~~, 
concubine villages or second-wife villages-where women live who are sup

ported by Hong Kong businessmen. To be an er-nai was to be an illegal Wife, 
a woman whose immorality lay in her reluctance to work for herself artdhef 

greed in enjoying what was perceived as a luxurious life at the expense/iJf 

another woman's family. When I visited these areas accompanied by Other 

women workers from Meteor, they often made fun of the women theysaW, 

singling out their make-up and the way they dressed. "Bu yao miail#i" 

(shameless) or "mai shen" (selling one's body) were common phrasesulie~ 

to make fun of these women. Mian zi indicated not only one's dignityb*t 

also one's relationship with others, especially one's family and the c0rn.~~

nity. Thus bu yao mian zi not only insulted its target but also involve~~ 
wider network of filial and communal relations. Mai shen was a kind·of 

exchange of one's body for a better life, also with overtones of material 

pursuit. 
Yan often kept silent when other women gossiped about the women they 

saw in the street. Sometimes she would comment, "It's their business,ddh~t 

stick your nose in ie' In her case, it had not been money that had attra.c~ed 

her to the man. But her decision to leave him was not without consideration 

of mian zi. The presence of her elder sister, the fact that her parentsWer~ 

government cadres, and her relatively high educational background alleOn'-
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tributed to her anxiety and thus the repression of her desires. "1 am poor, 
hut I am not greedy": Yan never forgot to convey this message to me. While 
relative poverty had led her to leave her hometown and look for a better life 
elsewhere, it did not impel her to love a Hong Kong man as her superior. She 
did not consider her love illegal or immoral, but both mian zi and the 
uncertainty of a future with a married man caused her to give up the rela
tionship. In other words, the repression ofYan's sexual desire was both per

sonal and cultural. The cultural value placed on monogamy, particularly for 
women, was reinforced by discrimination against the mostly poor women 

who entered such arrangements. This discrimination was particularly severe 

when the men were from the upper classes, and there was thus a huge gap 
between the two parties. 

In leaving Dongguan, however, Yan was caught in an impasse: "1 was 

wondering whether to go home or find a job somewhere else. I really had 
rio idea at the beginning. I missed my hometown so much and definitely 
wanted to return. But I found I had no choice. My hukou had been moved 
oht (of the village) and I no longer could find a job in my hometown 
government. I found myself with nowhere to settle. I could not return to my 
hometown in this position." At that particular moment Yan realized that 
once her life was put in transition, she could never go back. Her life was out 
of her control forever. She often told me she was just floating here and there. 
The paradox was that although she had suppressed her desire to love a man 
precisely in order to prevent the loss of control over her future, she now 
f()und her life in this state. This sudden, surprising realization, I believed, 

yras the probable cause of her trauma. Yan realized something that she could 
not accept, and the process of realization involved both pain and refusal. 

Yan herself saw the dream and scream as an uncontrollable evil force that 
was born from within her body. It had nothing to do, however, with such 
spirits or ghosts as are often said to haunt women workers in Southeast 

Asian countries (Ong 1987). Yan herself thought that she suffered from xin
bing, the illness of the heart. Although she always emphasized that she could 
not understand the reason for this, she often said: "There must be some
thillg wrong inside myself .... 1 am sick, you know, that is why I have the 
dream and scream:' For her the dream and scream was a sign of her sickness. 
Thus; although inner and psychological, her "heartsickness" took a form 
that was not separable from either the body or the social. Dream and scream 
was an index of bodily imbalance and cosmic disorder. The evil, as she 
uI1derstood it, was an external force that came to dominate her, but it had 

grown from her own body and mind. 
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In Yan's story there is a dynamic relationship between the individualand 

the social. The social might be "out there" but it cannot affect an indi~idual's 
life unless the individual turned it inside out. The rapid socialthanges 

affecting her might be beyond Yan's control, yet such dislocations col.lldonly 

destroy her sense of self at the particular moment she realized and sirrtiilta

neously refused this fact. But there was never truly a dichotomy between the 

individual and the social; the individual was always in the process, to a 

varying extent, of realizing the social. In this sense, we can understan~ that 

the individual is impersonal. But what is more important is to dec()dethe 

process of impersonalization and to show that the social never ceasesto 

impose its violence on the self-and the self, with its existence as being in the 

world, could not but realize the social existence that is not real. 

Yan's Displaced Self 

After she left Dongguan, Yan was helped by a relative and found thejob in 

Shenzhen at the Meteor plant where we met and worked together.YefYan 

was far from happy with the job. As an ordinary clerk in one of the depart

ments in the company, she enjoyed none of the status or the privileges she 

had had in Dongguan. Above her was a huge hierarchy. She knewshe had 

little chance of promotion without particular guanxi-nepotistic relation

ships or kin in the upper echelons. Like all the other workers at Meteo:r,she 
put in twelve hours a day plus overtime. In Dongguan, she hadustJally 

worked ten hours and had some leisure time of her own at night. In.Shen~ 

zhen, too, witl?-out the support fromher sister's family, she had to eafmthe 

factory and sleep in the dormitory; she had to depend on herself. 

One day, when several workers were complaining about wages,Yan tol<1 

me: "Previously I didn't think factory life was so exploitative. I knew the 

bosses always made a lot of money and the workers wages were meager. In 
the company in Dongguan, I knew almost everyone's wage .... WeiI,the 

workers earn very little, and I know that a meal the general manager ~ats in 

the restaurant costs more than a worker's monthly salary. There/are also 
inequalities among the workers. Some earn double or triple what theothets 

do. But at that time, I didn't question anything. I accepted it-it's ape:rson's 

fate." At Meteor Yan only earned 550 yuan per month, 50 less than she had 
been paid in Dongguan. She believed she was worth more, becausew-hat she 
did for the company went beyond clerical duties. As a computer typist who 

knew advanced programs, along with her experience taking meetirigI11in

utes, she actually did most of the department's office work. 
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The sense of oneself as a commodity was quite strong among the workers 

at Meteor in general, and it was particularly acute for Yan. The sudden 
transformations of the reform era contributed to a sense of alienation as 

market forces replaced state command and control in regulating social life. 

tn leaving the land and going to the industrial cities, workers experienced 

mother life in which their labor can only be sold for cash. Significantly, mai 

shen, . the term for women selling their bodies to men, was also used to 

signify the sale of workers' bodies to capitalists. Having nothing but their 

bodies when they left the land and the villages, these workers were forced to 

see themselves as part of the proletariat. 

The realization of class-consciousness, nevertheless, was varied and al

ways fluid. In Dongguan, Yan had been more willing to cope with the 

industrial life and felt satisfied in "selling her body" to the company she 

worked for. Only in Shenzhen did she grow more aware of inequality and 

exploitation and begin to complain about her wages. Her view of the boss 
sheworked for changed with the situation. Now she put herself in a com

pletely oppositional class position. Compared to her ambiguous status in 

Dortgguan, Yan now saw her situation starkly: "Before I controlled people, 

now I am controlled .... In the eyes of the managers, workers are merely 

stuff that can be thrown away at will." 

Given the long hours and harsh working conditions, the common feeling 

in the workplace was that the employees "worked like dogs:' Jokes circulated 

to this effect: "Is your only regret that you weren't born a foreign dog?" or 

"Next incarnation, remember to be born elsewhere (than China), even as a 

dog," Some workers consoled themselves with the thought that "fate takes 

tutns, so fate will turn one day." But while some might dream of someday 

becoming petty capitalists, others were more realistic; they knew that after 

seyetal years of toiling in the factory they had to go back to the villages of 

theifhousehold registry. For the women this meant that they were going to 

be married before they became too old. Few of them could hope to stay in 

the city, unless they could find local husbands or some other way to transfer 

thei~ hukou. As discussed earlier, there was still little chance fo~ the relocated 

peasantry to form a real proletariat in the industrial towns and cities. Not 

ohly the hukou system but also the huge gap between rural and urban living 

standards presented barriers to migrant workers staying in the city. 

With regard to marriage, Yan was again caught in the middle. At the age 

oftwerity-four, she was forced to think of her marriage prospects. Especially 

in rural China, twenty-four was near the limit for a woman to enjoy the 

freedom of a single life. Celibacy was not an accepted norm of village life, 
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where marriage was still "the big event of the entire life" for a woma.n\a.J'ld 

essential for settling one's future life with the family of her husband.X?~ng 
women ofYan's age often returned home, whether on their own oraltheir 

parents' request. Resistance to marriage was not impossible, but itrn~ant 
that a woman would have to depend completely on herself, given theJami

lies' objections and their sense of insult. Women workers were always~?l'n: 
between family expectations and industrial demands, between marriage 

pressures and the temptations of city life.ii . 
Quite dearly, the capitalist machine manipulated these individtialc():n." 

flicts and cultural expectations. It was standard practice for most WOIlJ,erto 

leave the factory automatically at age twenty-three or twenty-four. They-had 
already contributed their labor at perhaps the most energetic period ()fthelr 

lives, from as early as the age of sixteen. The factory had by then eJcti~~~d 
the maximum of their youthful labor capacity. Furthermore, after",~r~ng 
as many as eight years for twelve hours a day in the factory, these",~wen 
were physically worn out. It was then high time for them to get marri~p~d 

continue their labor by giving birth to sons and serving the patri~f5nal 
machine. The socialist machine had not smashed the patriarchal machinejn 

the Maoist period, nor did the capitalist machine do so in contem.R?iary 
China; in fact, these systems worked happily with each other, hand in hand; 

gear meshing with gear. 
Yan had no idea about her future married life because her originalhukou 

had been cancelled, and the last thing she wanted was to look for a husband 

in her rural hometown. She was lost whenever she thought of he{ftit*re 
married life. "Why not find a man in Dongguan or Shenzhen?" I asked~er 

one day. "It's not as easy as one thinks:' Yan answered. "The men withlecal 
hukou in Shenzhen will not look for women of rural origin. There arepl~~ty: 
of pretty urban girls from the north, from big cities, for them to choose 

from .... In Dongguan, my sister introduced me to (prospective) Pa:rt~~I'S; 
but sometimes I didn't like them, sometimes they didn't like me;!t's\not 

easy." 
Yan said she sometimes considered not marrying, but she was alsoi~l~c~ 

tant to let the time pass. "What can I do? Yet the problem is that IIi~edtc? 
find a job to survive. I really don't know how many years I can keep W?r§rig 
with a worn-out body. Even if my health could support it, I don't thinkthe 
company wants an old woman." Ya:n remained silent afterward. HeraIl:iciety: 
about her life was not difficult to understand. The wear and tear ofhb·Jife; 

as I have argued above, was both psychosomatic and biocultural. And if the 

socialist apparatus and its hukou system bounded her mobility, the callitalist 
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machine sapped her youth and energy while the patriarchal culture helped 

bring her to this impasse. With these triple oppressions, we come nearer to 
knowing Yan's dream and scream. 

Dream, Scream, and Resistance 

Domination foretells resistance. Here we return to the trajectory of Yan's 

dream and scream. If the narrative ofYan's personal story discloses the social 
arid cultural violence on the individual, then the final question we must ask 

ish6w the individual reacts to and resists that violent reality. Were Yan's 

dteams and screams acts of transgression or flows of resistant desire? If we 

wish to argue that Yan's trauma was more than an inner and personal erisis 

of the psyche, then her story must be situated in a larger social and cultural 

cohtext, yet without subjecting it to a cultural determinism. And what, 

Mally, can we learn from Yan's story? Does her dream and scream help to 

ripen new experiences of resistance, new terrains of transgression that we 

Mienot dreamed of before? 

The journey ofYan's story finally leads us to Foucault's reading of dreams. 

The dream, Foucault believed, was not a fulfillment of a repressed desire, 

or "arhapsody of images" that helped dreamers to escape reality. Rather, 

dteaining was a specific form of human experience, entailing the very pos

sibility of the theory of existence. As he states: "But a dream is without doubt 

quite other than a rhapsody of images, for the simple reason that what a 

dream is is an imaginary experience; and if it cannot be exhausted-as we 

saW earlier-by a psychological analysis, this is because it relates also to a 

theOry of knowledge" (1985,43). 

The dream as the imaginary experience is understood as the practice of 

human existence and the very possibility of transcendence. Acknowledging 

tlie.dream as a sign of imaginary experience, a possible experience that 

might break through and transcend the dichotomy between objectivity and 

subjectivity (between the conscious mind and the unconscious), grants be

ings the experience of freeing themselves and making themselves in the 

world: "The dream: like every imaginary experience, is an anthropological 

index of transcendence; and in this transcendence it announces the world 

into man by making itself into a world, and by giving itself the species of 

light, fire, water and darkness. In its anthropological significance, the history 

tif the dream teaches us that it both reveals the world in its transcendence 

and modulates the world in its substance, playing on its material character" 

(49). Rather than taking the dream experience as either a displacement or a 
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wishful fulfillment of the repressed desire, corresponding to a lack in wakiri~ 
reality, Foucault wished to restore the very possibility of human imaginary 

experience, which entailed a journey of radical freedom into the world with 

its transcendence. As he writes, in dreams humankind "encounters what he 
is and what he will be, what he has done and what he is going to do, disc,?",
ering there the knot that ties his freedom to the necessity of the world" (4i'). 

Yan's dream can be read as the trajectory of realization of her being mthe 

world and the very possibility of freedom and resistance. Caught in the triple 

oppressions of the machines of state socialism, global capitalism, and paL 
triarchy, her pursuit of an industrial living rewarded her only with a torn 
body. Sexual desire and moral pressure alike stressed her. The culturll.1Ae

mand for marriage and the state control of her mobility snared her in thein~ 

between, leaving no possibility for progress or retreat. Her individual, bodily 

pain, inscribed with a social and cultural trauma, was reenacted repeatedly 

through her individual life. Yan's dream was specific, but its specificity' en

tailed the universal, all-too-common stuggle of a female worker at thecf()ss

roads of a Chinese society transforming itself on the model of industrial 

capitalism. ··X 

Yan resumed the unity of body and selfby driving the struggle, alorigwith 
the pain, into the dream. There, rather than giving up, she continued,her 

hopeless struggle: Yan was running across the river, trying to reach a foreign 

land. "Sometimes I find the scene in the dream is very familiar to me,Imust 

have been there before. It's like a call to go back home. I am runninga.nd 

running." The dream, for her, was like the space of home; it was the dwelling 

of "Existenz;' .in Martin Heidegger's (1988) sense-the hope, the verypos

sibility of the actualization of being in the world. The dream itselfcon
stituted a home for Yan, at once very familiar, intimate, and authentic,:while 

in it she was always running toward someplace strange and foreign. "ldort't 

know why I am so desperate to cross the river. I simply make up my Illirid to 

so do, to chase the boat. I am so determined. Seeing the boat leaving, I find 

myself full of extraordinary strength ... It seems like I am going tobreak 

through something that blocks my way." 

In the classical Chinese village scene, a river is the division between orte's 

own land and that of the other. A woman crossing the river is one who is 

leaving her hometown and moving to an alien land; most often, his a 

"crossing over" into married life. Traditionally, on getting married, awoman 

had to leave her own village in order to start a new life in her husband's 

family in a strange community. In the contemporary Chinese cont~Xt, a 

woman crossing the river and leaving her own land might be leaving home' 
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and village to look for a job in the city. Economic reform and the infusion of 
global capital into Chinese society opened new possibilities and created 
novel desires and hopes for village girls to pursue a new life path. Put in a 
transcendental sense, crossing the river might mean the break between the 
old and the new way of life: Yan's determination was to break with her 
present life, with all of the pains and unbearable beingness of existence. 
Deciding to cross the river was to expect a future life in a new, foreign land 

that might open up brilliant new possibilities and opportunities for being. 
Twenty-four years is too young for Yan's life to be in ruins. It was her 

eXperience of being alien, of nomadism, and her call was the strong desire to 

look for something new, even though she was caught in the middle and torn 

by a painful body . 
. In spite of the gap between the realms of consciousness and unconscious

ness, by going through the unconscious Yan saved a lost self. Her failure in 
her dream reproduced her predicament: she had no way forward or back
ward. Yet she continued her struggle to realize a worn-out body that could 

ridt move. When the projection of the future was again blocked, she broke 
pllt in a scream, that most authentic resistance, and woke herself up at the 
dream's end. In between the conscious and unconscious, the scream de
~lared the very existence of her struggle. Crossing the realms between lan
guage and nonlanguage, between the imaginary and the real, between the 
self and the world, the scream was a final means of self-extension, beyond 
the.boundaries of any personal and cultural limits, to occupy a deterri
t()i'ialized space much larger than the world ofYan's life. 
>Yan was on an odyssey of human freedom and praxis, opening up a 

minor genre of resistance. 
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APPROACHING A MINOR 

GENRE OF RESISTANCE 

bna: burning-hot day in mid-July 2001, in a mountainous village in Mei

zholl,a relatively poor region in north Guangdong, I did not expect to meet 

a:family of five migrants from Sichuan. They had been settled in the village 

for eight years, renting a room from local villagers. There they had given 

hirthto their youngest daughter and sent their children to the local school. 

ulia,ha, you are surprised? We Sichuan people are already everywhere, in 

¢very' corner of the whole country. We work in a brick-making plant. Look, 

thec:ompound is just over the river-you can still see the smoke coming out 
from the duct. It's arduous and dirty work; the locals are not willing to do it;' 

sa.idthe father, a man in his mid-thirties, who was feeding his child. The 

~other was busy preparing a meal. She helped "meet both ends of the 
1l1onth" by tilling farming land rented from a local household, whose own 

lllel11bers had gone dagong in a coastal city. A young man, the youngest 
brother to the father, had just returned on his bicycle from the brick-making 

plailt;and he joined our conversation: "I have no skill. I couldn't find a job 

ill,thedty. Those foreign-invested companies want girls only. You can hardly 
sUgirls in this village. They've all gone:' 

When I met this Sichuan migrant family in Guangdong, more than five 

years had passed since my fieldwork in the Meteor plant in Shenzhen. The 

ChInese rural migrants were not only everywhere becoming "floating popu

lations" but had also settled in places far from their native villages, to which 
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their status, identity, rights, and means of survival were ascribed. The migra

tion flows or mingong (peasant-worker) tides in China reached their peak in 

the mid-1990s and have ebbed since then, evolving into a more multicolored 

pattern, a vivid metaphor for Chinese society at large on the move. A part of 

this is a silent yet inexorable "social revolution;' which foretells a great 

desire, the desire that gratifies, yearns, urges, and finally releases the energy 

of social transformation, working against the repressive socialist force in its 

quest for modernity. A new age of Chinese soc~ety has come. It has no choice 
but to disrupt, if not pervert, existing social relations, creating new modali

ties of political engineering and social resistance between state and socil!ty.. 

In using the term social revolution I mean a sort of social force springing 

up from the very bottom of society-the Chinese peasantry, who constituted 

the subaltern of Chinese socialist history and who strove for rapid sodal 

change. In contrast to the Communist revolution, or the economic reforrns 

that followed it that were launched from above, the explosive social force·of 

this silent revolution came from below, spearheaded by a Chinesehual 

population that had been tied to agriculture for over three decades. Guang

dong villages were becoming increasingly empty at the end of the century, 

leaving aging people and children in the villages and the agricultural worklri 

the hands of Sichuan peasants who had left their own land, searchingJor 

survival or dreaming of getting rich, either in the coastal industrial cities or 
in remote villages in Guangdong. New and more complex patterns Within 

the "floating population" in the late 1990S heralded a deeper reconfigtiration 

of social relations and social class, the nature of which still has notbeen 

adequately studied. If we say it was the socialist party-state actingasa 

"visible hand" to pin down the Chinese peasantry ever since the 195 os; then 

it was the failure of the visible hand that set the peasantry on the move in 

the 1990S. 
Far from resulting in the demise of the state, the party-state has become 

increasingly stronger since incorporating a market discourse to legitimiiejts 

political power, change its political technologies, and enlarge its b~f~au
cracy. The market, nevertheless, was a new actor on the stage, occupying a 

hegemonic role in constructing new imaginaries, new identities, and new 

desires for the new age. The silent social revolution, if we agree that ifexists, 

has a tougher war to fight. Its enemy is not yet clear. 

In this book I strive, first of all, to make sense of this silent social.revolu

tion as it emerged at the end of the 1990S, and to identify its enemy (the 

matrix of power and discourse), which continues to reconfigure itselfas I 

write. I understand this social revolution as a countermovement against two: 
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reactionary forces: the changing modes of political regulation over society, 
and the increasing marketization of socialist society, embroidered with a 
hegemonic eulogy: "the quest for globality." Although I retain the word 

revolution, I do not do so with the intent to romanticize this new social force 
or to indicate that any mature social agenda against state and capital has 
been formed. Instead, I understand this great social force, at the very core of 

.. its ambiguities and (im)possibiIities, not only as a fundamental challenge to 

>existing social relations-the dual structure of urban and rural society and 
increasing social inequality (Study Group 2000)-but also as a great genera
tor of new subjects, new dreams, and new desires that conjure up the very 

possibility of social transformation. 
In the postsocialist period, both the dominated and the dominating 

. forces are rapidly making and remaking themselves, searching for their own 

cultural identity, social status, market position, and even political legitimacy. 
The project of theorizing these complex processes is beyond the scope of this 
book; however, here I limit my attempt to understand the social revolution
its agents and actions, its subjectivities and transgressions-to the ethnogra

phy of female migrant factory workers, the making of the new worker
subject, and the dreams and desires of peasant bodies becoming "modern 
'Workers." It is the making of this worker-subject as an unfinished project 
that launches a journey of exploration into Chinese society. 

A Minor Genre of Resistance 

lstarted my long journey to search for a Chinese worker-subject within the 

trajectory of China's state socialist system's incorporation into global cap
italism. I ended up with the seemingly inevitable social violence inflicted on 
the individual lives of dagongmei, migrant working daughters. I am aware 
that this journey may lead to the enclosure, if not foreclosure, of agency, 

subjectivity, and social change. But only by meeting that danger can it 
pr()perly open up the possibilities of a minor genre of resistance in contem
l'()rary China. In fact, these incidents of social violence like Yan's dream and 
scream are glaring examples of an epochal trauma, and thus the social 
resistance that enmeshes the lives of dagongmei in this time of rapidly 
changing Chinese society. Reform-era China is envisioned through a lens 
focused squarely on the global market, a lens that not only occludes new 
forms of class and gender inequality-and thus legitimizes them as necessary 
evik-but also leaves the voices of individual transgression subsumed within 

the collective project. Who cares? A giant China is coming and a few million 
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sacrifices mean little. After all, it was the West that was the first to dreaniOf 
and promise the coming of a giant China in the twenty-first centurY;'fhi* 
vision then triggered a mighty desiring machine in mainland Chin~ii~~ 
effects felt especially among the middle-class elite and those newly transc 

formed capitalists who are misplaced in a system without the proper natJl~ 
of capitalism: "capitalists without capitalism."l 

The fire in the foreign-invested toy plant, the story of which opens thiS 
book, occurred two years before I started my ethnographic study initn~ 
Meteor workplace. The blaze took the lives of over eighty workers~n% 
caused the collapse of the factory building, and yet it never destroyed~M7 
dreams and hopes of thousands and thousands of dagongmei whocon~ 
tinued to flood into the economic development zones. I feel particularlY'ar~ 
loss at this moment, as I arrive near the end of this project. Those of wh0ril.J 
write and am concerned about probably will 'never have the time or the 
opportunity to read what I write, especially in this form and style of writing. 
So why keep on with it? Again, perhaps it is the urge, the pain, the imp()s~ 

sibility of not writing that drives me to the stories.2 But most likely it'1~1 
take another journey to unravel the violence of the writing, the specific 
power matrix in which meaning, language, academic institution, andself~ 
colonization all contribute to this connivance-the violence of translitera~ 
tion of the life of Chinese dagongmei. 

In the final phase of my fieldwork at the Meteor plant I met Yan.,th~ 
migrant working daughter who struggled through the journey of dreatJl~ 

and screams, disrupting if not threatening the disciplinary order inW~. 
workplace. As ~ disclosure of social violence, I dream of a politics ofwritiI18 
that could work to turn the pain inside out and go deeper into the technology 
of power that held these individual workers' lives; and if the worker-subjec{is 
the subject of human praxis, I dream of a poetics of writing that might help 
articulate an odyssey of social transgression and human freedom. 

I also never expected to meet Xiaoming, the fire survivor I described#t 
the beginning of this book, and Yan, whose story is narrated toward theeiid: 
Fire, pain, dream, and scream tied three lives together-bound us with:!~ 
mutual imperative to find a way out. My sensitivity, if any, to the charige~in 
Chinese society was first of all brought out by meeting Xiaoming in 199J~~~ 
the pain that maintained a ghostly hold on me. It was through Xiaoming's 
trauma, and then Yan's screams, that I finally realized that there wasn~ 
individual story that was not political and social. It was in the encounterBf 
the traumas in the field and the attempt to understand and narrate the lives 
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and struggles of Chinese dagongmei that I was driven to anchor the practice 
6f a minor genre of resistance. 

By bringing the insights of a minor genre of resistance into the scene of 
contemporary China, we can see that Yan's scream and Xiaoming's pain, 
experiences of not only minority but subalternity and collectivity, are not 
merely oppositional to a master language but are further resistant to all 
language itself. Their screams and pains are fundamentally political, the 
subversive power of which is derived from its persistent refusal to be chan
neled into the signifying chain. It shrieked, destroying the symbolic order of 

this alienated and increasingly polarized world. A minor genre of resistance 

focuses on personal accounts, and its magical power lies not in generalizing 
individual narratives into a collective enunciation but rather in directly 
displaying that there is no individual story that is not also a historical 
narrative. Yan's scream is a cry against an epoch in which all of the Chinese 

working daughters are forced to live out their common existence. 

l\IIultisited Resistance . . 

The opening of China to global capital and the introduction of market 
mechanisms undoubtedly inflicted more serious wounds on Chinese society 
and individuals than we can imagine. Notwithstanding a specific process of 
proletarianization in China, the persistent influx of peasant migrants into 
the urban areas did not give birth to a new Chinese working class in the past 
tWo decades. The making of the class force is, after all, retarded, shattered, 

a.nd destroyed not only by the market apparatus but by the state machine. 
pagongmei, as half peasants and half proletariat, are the displaced subjects 
produced by the hybrid conjugation of state and market machines . 

..... Xiaoming's escape from the gates of hell drove the pain of writing and my 

urge to disclose these double wounds. Later in my fieldwork I was con
fronted with the delicate microphysics of power in the workplace. The pro
duction machine, plugged into the state and market machines, is the imme
diate means for manufacturing massive numbers of displaced selves. The 
human body, the producing body, is the interface or the threshold where 
violent forces, whether political or economic, complicit or conflicting, do 

their work . 
. But the state and market ai:e not the only springs of power: local cultural 

practice-in China the patriarchal culture, although changing and recon
figuring-comes onto the scene as well. The process of gendering, the reg-
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ulation of sex and sexuality, and the dominance of marriage and familylife 
showed the great strength of power in sexualizing the dagong subjects. The 
rural family still provided the primary support and sources of identityto the 

migrant women workers who, otherwise, would be left alone to face the i~: 
peratives of capital. Where the tragedy lies is that in the passage tobeihg 
modern dagongmei, the women workers would soon discover that f~tt6ry 
work was no panacea to their displaced lives. Industrial labor was, rather, a 
new alienation to the married life that was still a common practice of Chh 
nese rural women; some of the single women even dreamed ofg~ttitig 
married as a way to escape from factory work, continuing to serve the 

Chinese patriarchal family on their return from the urban factory. Triple 
oppressions are my exegesis of the fate of Chinese dagongmei, despite the 
risk of overgeneralization and simplification. Yet, in the face of the inescap

able oppressions, a new Chinese worker-subject is struggling to emerge 
despite all its very (im)possibilities: Yan's scream was the scream of our 

epoch, decrying the violence and absurdity of the triple oppressions. 
The body in pain is bereft of sources of speech, unfolding the natur~of 

subalternality to its very extremeness. While Xiaoming spoke outthr~i.lgh 
the process of othering in a calm and emotionless voice, Yan scream~dol.l.t 
into nothingness, attempting to ease the pain and to reunite the split body 
and self. Both struggle to resist a possible disintegration of the self; they 
uphold the worker-subject of freedom, freedom of projecting themseivesjn 
the world with human dignity, and freedom to act against the social violence 
inflicted on them. As Alain Touraine succinctly states, the subject is "a call to 
transform the Self into an actor" (1985, 260). The painful selves are never the 

defeated bodies. but the transgressive subjects. The displaced subjedsJike 
Yan and Xiaoming turn out to be actors of praxis. 

New theorizing on resistance, not simply of the worker-subject; is ur
gently required, and it should go beyond conventional dichotomies ()findi~ 
vidual and collective actions, personal and social resistance, and nonpOlitical 
and political confronting behavior. A multisited resistance is perhapspossIC 

ble. The coincidental encounters with Xiaoming and Yan brought me to a 
concern for the social, or more specifically, to the intriguing relationships 
between sodal violence and individual lives. The trauma opened me u.p and 
I realized the rapid changes in Chinese society, the reactionary forte of 
market and state on individuals, and the multiple arenas of reactions and 
transgressions of the subject that criss-cross and surpass the boundaries of 

conventional understandings of resistance. A complex interdependeIlctof 
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domination and resistance has been constituted, and as Jean Comaroff ar
gues, "this system was a hierarchical, coordinated cluster of relations, in 
which the exercise of centralized power ... impose their domination on the 
more diffuse domains of production, exchange, sexuality, and nurture" 

(1985,260). This diffuse microphysics of power, in return, engenders a real
politik of resistance rooted in everyday practice in all layers and, as subtle 

and various as it is, denies simple dichotomization in terms of resistance and 
compliance (261-62). A disjuncture of resistance patterns occurs, breaking 
through the traditional binary opposition of individual actions (which have 
often been trivialized and taken not as a force of resistance to social change) 

and collective actions (which were often highly romanticized as the only true 
force to challenge the established order) (Scott 1990). Dream, scream, faint
ing, menstrual pain, inner splitting of self, workplace defiance, slowdowns, 

fighting, running away, and even petition and strike are all points and lines 
of resistant behaviors, forming a cartography of resistance that will inevita
blydirect a challenge to power and control. 

A minor and multisited journey of resistance aims at deterritorializing 

thereified spaces of control and resistance and opening up a multiple front 
ofresistances, a new poetics of transgression, that always advances into a 
different war of positions. It will call up a multicellular site of social ac
tiems, a motley collection of transgressed events that eventually substantiate 

whole tactics of resistance countering against the whole technology of 
power. It is, in James Scott's (1990, 4-5) term, the valorization of "hidden 
trimscripts" or "infrapolitics" that every subordinate group can create, not 
6nly to act behind the backs of the dominant but also to openly confront 
arid disrupt their power. As Scott succinctly puts it: ''An individual who is 

affronted may develop a personal fantasy of revenge and confrontation, but 
when the insult is but a variant of affronts suffered systematically by a whole 
race, class, or strata, then the fantasy can become a collective cultural prod
uct. Whatever form it assumes-offstage parody, dreams of violent revenge, 

rnillennial versions of a world turned upside down-this collective hidden 
transcript is essential to any dynamic view of power relations" (28). The 
formation of the Chinese dagongmeilzai, as half peasant and half worker, 
does not reproduce the structures and relations of the working class in its 
traditional sense. Instead, this new worker-subject invites a poetics of trans
gression that should be more creative, multifronted, and penetrable to the 
power matrix of capital, state, and the effects of sociocultural discourses in 
this increasingly globalized world. This new politics of transgression, of 
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course, can never be simplified into individual or collective actions;fioh
political or political engagements, local or global struggles, and the like. 

Throughout this book I see my factory coworkers, friends, and thepe()'ple 

I met as pioneers who teased out the tensions in all the structural arid 
historical forces they faced. I also struggle to see them as human subJ~tts, as 
practical agents who consciously and/or unconsciously live out their body 
politics and negotiate with and confront those tensions and forces;F~tthe 
Chinese dagongmei, caught in the impasse of triple oppressions,theY4id 
live out the class experience and interpellete their class position aspartof 
their life struggles. Yet class differences are not the only conflict in their 

working lives, in part because of the hallucinating effects of the hegemonic 
power but, more important; because of their own subjective experiences 
living within a microphysics of domination and power far more compli

cated than class relations can contain. Rural-urban disparity, policingoft~e 
state, gender difference, family and kinship, and production relationsas)lidl 
as consumerism all contribute to a matrix of domination relations that 
could hardly be reduced to a single dominant oppositional logic. The acute 

terrain of contestation was the concomitant as well conflictual relations 
between the patriarchal family and the global production machine irit~eat
ing ambivalent experiences for the women workers. 

If we see that individualism is the evil product of Western neoliberal 

capitalism, and collectivism is the peril of Chinese socialism, then wel1a.ve 
no choice but to look for a resistance agenda that can transgressalldre
articulate both individuality and communality without privileging the for
mer, which serves the logic of capital, and the latter, which would easilyfall 

prey to a political strategy put forward in its name. A worker-subject seeks a 
space in its own right, surpassing any ideologized resistance projects that 
often lead to the subsumption of workers' subjectivity within the rIl()ve" 
ment. A worker-subject project should therefore open up a new cartography 
of transgressions, taking a multiple front, criss-crossing individual and>c'(jl
lective levels, and negotiating not only with economic and political factors 
but also cultural and psychic experiences. 



\ NOTES 

Introduction 

·1 The first factory fire to occur in a foreign-invested industrial area of China was in 

May 1990 in Dongguan, a highly industrialized zone of the Pearl River Delta. This 

· fire caused the death of over eighty workers in a Hong Kong capital-owned 

factory, which produced raincoats for export to Western markets. My first en

counter with Chinese migrant workers was due to this blaze when I paid a visit to 

the injured workers in a hospital in Guangzhou. Later I made another visit to the 

hospital with my good friend Chan Yu, with whom I conducted a joint field study 

.. in four villages in Rubei in July 1990 to trace and record the home villages of the 

· injured workers of the factory. 

2. Note that pseudonyms have been used for the names of all factory personnel 

throughout this volume. 

The quote from Xiaoming here, as well as all other quotes from factory workers 

and management staff members, were taken from the notes I compiled during my 

fieldwork in China in 1990, 1993, and 1995-1996. All translations in the text are 

· mine unless otherwise indicated. 

3 For a vivid description and analysis of the hukou system in constraining the 

different life chances and rights of the Chinese urban and rural populations, see 

Solinger 1999. 

4 For a discussion of the changing forms of family in post-Mao China, see Davis 

and Harrell 1993. 

·5 Many married women in the rural areas did struggle with going out as dagongmei 
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in the urban industrial zones. An increasing trend, since the late 1990S, of rl1~r~i~d 
women working in the foreign-invested factories has been noted, but systerilatic 

research on this area is still lacking. 

6 Emily Honig (1986), Gail Hershatter (1986), and Elizabeth Perry (1993) have alI 

made excellent contributions by arguing that the tongxiang relationship.:w~s 

central to the making of the politics of Chinese labor in the early twentietl,t 

century. 

7 See also the reporting by Hung Xiangfa (1994) in her "Taohun de dagollgmei" 

(The working girl who escaped marriage). 

8 As Elizabeth Perry rightly puts it: "Labor politics begins with the laborerstl,ternc 

selves: their geographical origins, gender, popular culture, education attainment~, 
work experiences, and the like" (1993, 4-5). 

9 By articulating the concept of "social actor;' Alain Touraine tries to decentralize 

the idea of a class subject that might too easily be incorporated intoistate 

or totalitarian project. A social actor, he argues, is not someone Whoseal:tion 

is structurally determined by the economic position he (or she) occupies' but 
"someone who modifies the material and, above all, social environment in whici1 

he finds himself by transforming the division of labour, modes of decisioll;-. 

making, relations of domination or cultural orientations" (1995, 207). Asod~ 
actor is a subject struggling to be free from individualism and collectivism and 

ready to take action for the sake of social transformation. in open-ended forl11Sof 

social resistance. 

1. State Meets Capital: The Making and Unmaking of a 
New Chinese Working Class 

1 Although I. do .not intend here to neglect the complexities and variations 

new working classes emergent in different regions of China, migrant w0rke~s 
throughout the nation nevertheless share many of the same characteristiCs~ot 

only in terms of "mode of production" but also "mode of life?' This ethnographic: 

study, which is focused on migrant workers in south China, can only shed light 6n: 
one particular form of working class emerging in the changing society of Shen:~. 

zhen. However, this form of working class is becoming increasingly importarit'iIl 

contemporary (and future) China as a whole. 

2 See a critical review on the problematic of class analysis in Kalb 1997. 

3 See Walder (1984), "The Remaking of the Chinese Working Class, 1949-1981,"JOt 

the argument of the (un}making of the Chinese working class in socialist China. 

4 On the controversy between the role of the peasantry and the working class asthe 

leadership of revolution, see Schram 1969. 

5 In the 1990S Shenzhen rearranged itself into four administrative zones; thenew 

one was named Yantian. 
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6 In 1990 the total number of workers and staff was over 550,000, of whom over 

290,000 were temporary workers. At the end of 1995 the number of temporary 

workers was over 200 percent of the regular workers and five times that of the 

contract workers (Shenzhen Statistical Yearbook 1996). 
7 For discussion of the use of temporary labor in the Maoist period, see Walder 1986 

(48-54)· 

.. 8 However, a careful reading ofthe statistics can provide some clues. According to 

the Shenzhen Statistical Yearbook for 1992 and 1996, female labor, not exclusively 

temporary labor, in the light industry sectors made up 62.8 percent of the total 

. workforce in 1991, while in 1994 female labor in the manufacturing sector as a 

.. whole accounted for 60.2 percent. In 1995 total female labor already amounted to 

417,123 in Shenzhen. Because the statistics mix regular, contract, and temporary 

labor we cannot know the exact percentage of temporary female laborers working 

. in the manufacturing sectors. 

·<9 An analysis of the state in China should take care to avoid overgeneralization. For 

example, the term "the Chinese state" can mean the central government, provin

cial government, and local governments. The interests of each, however, are diverse 

and often in conflict. Moreover, the relation becomes tense when the central state 

tries to limit the pace of economic development to control financial disorder . 

. 10·. However, some enterprises in Shenzhen, especially small and local-capital-owned 

enterprises, simply neglect the labor control measures. Few send the handbooks 

back to the Labor Bureau. Indeed, I found a lot of original copies at the Meteor 

plant even though the workers had already left the factory. 

.11 No one can change his or her identity except under state planning. In some cases 

university graduates were allowed to change their hukou to work in big cities 

because they were considered professionals. 

·12 This information was provided to me at the workplace by Shenzhen Public Se

curity Bureau, in documentation compiled by the hukou management division in 

1990. 

2. Marching from the Village: Women's Struggles 
between Work and Family. 

1 The imperative of the factory regime to discipline female bodies was witnessed at 

the first moment that the migrant workers entered the factory gate. I discuss this 

issue in detail in chapter 3 . 

.. <2 Accurate data on rural-urban migration flows and the number of migrant work

ers nationwide are difficult to obtain because of the complexity of the issue in 

terms of the definition, nature, and composition of the labor flows. 

3 As described by Elisabeth Croll and Huang Ping (1997), in 1994 the United Na

tions Food and Agricultural Organization commissioned a number of studies of 
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rural migration in China. Three macrostudies were conducted by the Res~~fch 
Team on Rural Population Mobility of the China Population Informationa:lld 

Research Centre and Chen Jiyuan, Hu Biliang, and Yu Dechange of theR11ral 

Development Institute of the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences. These studies 
were mainly concerned with the policy and implication of labor mobility for 

social development and social order. 

4 The exception is Li Zhang's (2001a; 2001b) studies on the migrant workers' COITI.~ 

munity in Beijing. Zhang provides a good discussion on the issue of the spatialitY, 

power, and agency of the migrant community. 

5 This impression is echoed by Chinese sociologist Sun Liping, who points olitthat 

there is no concrete relationship between land and labor power in the minds # 
migrant workers. Young migrant workers knew little about the amount ofagri~ 

cultural land possessed by their families. As Sun states: "A few acres of faiming 

land more or less makes no difference. Anyhow, farming can't make mOll~i' 
(2001,2). 

6 Rural migrants in the city are often blamed for having no planned route or 
destination. Thus they are referred to as being "blind" in their migration flCl~s, 

7 Regarding this view of identity, see also Honig 1986. 

8 Margery Wolf's pioneering work in the early 1970S is one excellent atteinpfto 

provide insight into how Chinese women's status and power were negotiated 

in different life phases. The concept of "uterine family" vividly illustratesho'iV 

women at their third stage of life as mothers develop informal channels to seCtlre 
their position and build up female authority centered on mother-son relation~ 

ships. Wolf argues that, as an outsider in her husband's family, the main strat~gy 
for a woman in struggling for some security in her day-to-day existence waSto 

build up her uterine family deliberately through nurturing mother-son relatioll

ships, which were permanent, affective, and authoritarian. Wolf states: "Once she 

had established her uterine family, a woman was well on her way to subvertingJhe 

men's family. In future discussions of family strategy, she might speak up fortht 

interests of her sons if her husband would not speak for her, and as soonas~er 

sons were able, she could speak through them. If she did her job well, by the time 

she was a grandmother the men's family-that bastion of male power illflifaI 

China-might in fact be dominated by her wishes, though expressed by her adult 

sons" (1972, 9). 

9 The World Bank (1992, 57-58) also provided the following reasons for the stagna

tion and poverty after the mid-198os in the rural areas: first, sharply increa.sed. 

prices for grain and other subsistence goods adversely affected the real incorne.sof 

the majority of the rural poor; second, the rapid growth of the working-ag~ 
population, which exceeded the expansion of employment opportunities,coIl

tributed to a worsening of rural underemployment; and third, economic growth 

was greater in higher-income coastal provinces than in the lower-income inlalld 
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northwestern and southwestern provinces. Fiscal decentralization passed an in

creased share of the costs of rural social and relief services to the local govern

ments, which were unable to support either adequate social services or economic 

growth. 

The central government changed the unified procurement system in 1985, which 

means that the state stopped purchasing grain from the farmers at a preset price 

that was relatively higher and more stable than the market price. 

3. The Social Body, the Art of Discipline, 
and Resistance 

1· Previous studies have contributed to showing that women do not passively accept 

their working situations but rather are active agents in manipulating their work to 

safeguard their own rights. See Honig 1986; Lamphere 1987; Pollert 1981; Rosen 

1987; and Westwood 1984. In past decades a new interpretation of women's strug

gle in the workplace has slowly been developed, one that tries to theorize the 

possibility of a multifaceted, energetic, and fluid work culture. This culture is a 

creative one where women try to develop everyday life tactics to assert informal 

controls over the work process. See Kondo 1990; Ong 1987; and Rofel1999. 

See Lee 1998a, 1998b, for a vivid picture of how factory regimes in South China 

and Hong Kong have been regulated differently. Lee categorizes the factory re

gime in South China as localistic despotism and that of Hong Kong as familial 

hegemonism. 

Lisa Rofel succinctly states: "Factory spatial relations are not just the setting for 

. disciplinary actions, but are themselves part of the same mode of power and 

authority" (1992,103). 

Regarding the body in the production process, see Foucault 1979, 149. 

See the relevant studies on women and work in other societies in Cavendish 1982; 

Glucksmann 1990; and Knights and Wilmott 1986. 

6 On rush work and bargaining, see Westwood 1984; and Rosen 1987. 

7 See chapter 7 for further discussion of pain and illness in the female body. 

······8 .. Foucault (1979, 149) states that the timetable as a strict model was inherited from 

the old practices of the monastry in the Middle Ages. 

·· .. ··9 Chapter 4 contains further discussion of precept time. 

·10 For further discussion on change and continuity in Fordist production, see Del

bridge 1998, 2. Delbridge is particularly correct in saying that the new work 

systems, such as the just-in-time production, are designed to reduce the amount 

of stock, labor, and time (and hence cost) in the system. This in turn reduces the 

amount of buffering between processes, and hence production quality must be 

assured. The reduction in buffers thus places further stress on labor and suppliers 

to provide what is required in a timely fashion and at acceptable quality levels (4). 
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4. Becoming Dagongmei: Politics of Identities 
and Differences 

1 For a comparable situation, see Kondo 1990. ... ..•.....•. 

2 For historical studies on Chinese workers that highlight the importance of loc· 

cality, kin-ethnic ties, and gender in the process of making the Chinese working 

class in the early twentieth century, see Honig 1968; Hershatter 1986; and Petry 
1993· 

3 Helping others to clock in was a regular practice in the Meteor workplace. Sorrie~ 

times workers needed extra time for activities such as sending money back home. 

The post office was only open during the day and most of the workers had to 
sacrifice their lunch time to go there. Moreover, long queues were expected at 

lunch time, so they got back to the factory late. Thus other workers would stepin 

if they saw their kin or fellow villagers were not back in time. 

4 For more on these hierarchies. see Honig 1986; Hershatter 1986; and Perry 1993~ .•..• 

5 On the disciplinary and regulatory role of kin, see Hareven 1982. 

6 No doubt there were heterogeneous views among different employers in Shefl~ 

zhen toward local and kin-ethnic peculiarities. and it is always dangerous to draw 

any generalizations. But my study of the Meteor plant relates a valuable story 
about how the regional and kin-ethnic cultural traits were imagined, articulated, 

and then lived out in a specific workplace and how they had a great impact on the 

job positions and mobility of workers. 

7 I was the only one in the workplace who did not get paid. I refused to receive·a 

wage from the company, but traded it in return for some rest on Sundays. 

8 I do not hold the Saussurian perspective in which language is viewed as art 

internal linguistic structure based on a system of difference. Rather I follow 

Bourdieu's .(1991) line that the difference is social. 

5. Imagining Sex and Gender in the Workplace 

1 While Foucault dealt with the body and sexuality, he has been criticized for· 

paying adequate attention to the gendered nature of disciplinary techniquesori 

the body, or to a sexually differentiated body that is necessary for certain types Of 
mechanisms or apparatuses (see McNay 1992). 

2 See also the stories by An Zi (1993) in the volume Qingchun xuyu: Dagongiai 
dagongmei Qingjian (The dialogue of youth: Love letters of working sons arid 

working daughters). 
.. 

3 See Li Xiao;iang's two representative books on feminist politics in China: Xiawa 
de tansuo (Eve's search) (1988) and Xing gou (Gender gap) (1989). 

4 Research on women and work shows that the advent of multinational capital and 

the industrialization of developing countries leads to the disintegration of tradi" 
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tional morality and the growth of a pornography culture. See also Ong 1987; and 

Truong 1990. 

5 For more on ambivalence in sexuality, see Moore 1994. 

6 For a discussion on women's talk as perceived by men, see Spencer 1980. 

7 Lee Ching Kwan (1998a), as described in her ethnography of a Shenzhen work

place, had similar experiences. 

6. Scream, Dream, and Transgression in the Workplace 

1 With neither medical training nor firsthand knowledge of chemical health haz

ards, I do not explore at length here those hazards believed to cause damage or 

conditions such as infertility and even cancers. 

7. Approaching a Minor Genre of Resistance 

1 This insight is derived from Eyal, Szelennyi, and Townsley 1998. 

2 On the issue of not writing, see Fanon 1952. 
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